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2

2 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& Why don't we come to order.

3 The Commission meets this morning to continue its

4 discussion of the draft technical criteria rule for

5 high-level waste disposal, SECT-81-267.

6 We have from a staff a June 15th memorandum and

7 attached Enclosure A which, as requested of them, picks up

8 the material we have been through to about page 34. Our

9 principal task this morning will be to start at that point

10 and work on back through picking up people's comments.

11 I think we will be working primarily off two

12 documents, one of them the June 15th staff piece because it

13 presumably represents the best up-to-date version from the

14 staff, and the second one you may want to have in hand is my

15 memorandum of June 9th so that you can see the changes that

16 I want to make in it. There may be other papers the

17 Commissioners have or sections that they are interested in.

18 By way of getting us started I have clipped some

19 pages in the first 34 pages. Let's see, take out a

20 "whether" on page 9 for me, about the middle of the page,

21 "be determinant of when the Commission would decide whether

22 to permit closure of the repository. Couldn't we just say

23 "permit closure of the repository" since we either will

24 decide to permit or not.

25 We find the next one. Commissioners, please leap
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1 in as you have found a thing or two coming along.

2 COMEISSIONER BRADFORDs My copy of your draft

3 doesn't have a "whether."

4 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs I was thumbing through the

5 staff's bringing up to date of those sections, Peter. If

6 you will look at the staff's page 9 of the June 15th memo.

7 How did you get one printed on two sides?

8 NR. CHILK& We printed it on two sides this

9 morning. The copy that was distributed last night came up

10 from the staff with one side.

11 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs It never pays to read

12 anything too soon, Joe.

13 (Laughter.)

14 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs I am glad I have the one-sided

15 one.

16 (Laughter.)

17 There is a "whether" over on the left margin,

18 "whether to permit closure." It is just a language thing.

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I would like to compliment

20 the staff on page 1.

21 (Laughter.)

22 rou may recall the day, Peter, where we discussed

23 whether it would be two spaces or three spaces were left.

24 You will notice how they explicitly left three spaces.

25 (Laughter.)
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1 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& I think it should be taken

2 as a move against foreclosing options.

3 (Laughter.)

4 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs Question. Page 22 of the new

5 one. John, it says "Accessible Environment means" under

6 "Definitions. This is the Ray 11 rewrite? I had additional

7 language in the page that I used, but I used an earlier

8 version.

9 NS. COKELLAi Right.

10 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs So you mean precisely what you

11 have got in the current one?

12 NS. COHELLA& Yes.

13 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& Okay. That is the only

14 question.

15 Over on page 34, which brings us practically up to

16 date, six lines from the top, would you delete "so."

17 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs How many lines from the

18 top?

19 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs Six. It is up there where they

20 have "what is required is reasonable assurance that the

21 outcome will be confirmed."

22 Now, having achieved those major pieces of policy

23 decision, there are some upper case, lower cast matters that

24 will have to be completed but I will do those separately.

25 Why don't we embark and start to work our way
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1 forward. This then would run from the bottom of page 34 in

2 the staff's new print-up and correspondingly from the middle

3 of page 30 in my memorandum.

4 Other comments on the material are welcomed.

5 This stuff from this point on now is a

6 reproduction essentially of the June 1st version of the

.7 rule. So it has underlinings and crossings-out just as that

8 did I think. Isn't that right?

9 US. COMELLA; Yes. And I think there has been an

10 attempt to provide in comparative text, although it was not

11 caught uniformly. What we have here are some of the changes

12 you made.

13 ZCOMMISSIONER GILINSKYs Well, let's see. Have you

14 conformed it with Joe's version?

15 MS. COMELLA& No. In comparative text to bring

16 into this version what was in the Chairman's earlier version.

17 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa But you have conformed it

18 indicating what changes you have made?

19 IS. COIELLA& Well, we put it there so you would

20 be able to see what was there and what were the changes

21 suggested. I am not sure I am quite answering your question.

22 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& That is called conforming

23 it.

24 MS. COMELLA& But we didn't capture it all, I am

25afraid. So that I think it would be better to work off the
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1 two.

2 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs Yes. For example, the

3 first set of changes on his page 34 don't appear at all on

4 your page 38.

5 NS. COhELLAz Yes.

6 COMKISSIONER GILINSKYz Let me understand. What

7 is the standing of the June 15th text? Is it something you

8 have written to try to capture what Joe was proposing, or is

9 it your proposal? Is it your revised proposal?

10 NS. COMELLAs It is basically what we had in the

11 earlier draft. In some instances we captured in comparative

12 text some of the changes that the Chairman had in his June

13 9th memorandum, but because of haste we could not do a

14 complete job.

15 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY4 I understand that. But is

16 this a text which you support or recommend?

17 MS. COMELLA& Yes. It is the staff's text.

18 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: So you have made revisions

19 which you are satisfied with?

20 NS. CONELLAs No, no.

21 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: We will have to hear from the

22 staff on the changes that I proposed.

23 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Up to page 38 it is

24 something that everyone ---

25 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, let me just jump
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1 ahead to give an example. Let's look at page 43,

2 "Potentially Adverse Conditions." You originally had "any

3 such conditions will give rise to a presumption" and so on.

4 You now have "will require analysis and such measures as are

5 necessary to compensate for them."

6 CHAIRMAN HENDPIE& Vic, I understand they have

7 made that change, and in some ways I am sorry they did it,

8 by way of trying to provide for our use my changes. But I

9 think when we get there we will have to see what the staff

10 thinks of the changes.

11 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: That is what I was trying

12 to find out.

13 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: I cannot regard them as

14 endorsing any of my changes they may have incorporated in

15 this part on.

16 ES. CONELLA& That is correct. That is what I

17 thought you were Lsking, whether we had actually reviewed

18 the language and then said well this is how the staff would

19 change it. No, that is not the case at all.

20 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYz That leaves me more

21 confused than before.

22 (Laughter.)

23 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs Since I don't have any changes

24 until we get to 60.111, let's get at least that far and then

2560.111 where ---
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1 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: (2), subpart (i). It is

2 the one headed "Containment of wastes."

3 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: "Performance of the engineered

4 system."

5 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Right.

6 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs This is the first of a couple

7 of places where I think the ALARA language is not the way to

8 handle the area requirement. As I say in the memorandum, I

9 think we ought to phrase it "the waste packages will contain

10 all radionuclides for at least for the first 1,000 years

11 after permanent closure," and take out the phrase wand for

12 as long thereafter as is reasonably achievable" because I am

13 not sure how you are going to cut off litigation on what is

14 reasonably achievable.

15 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& But, Joe, isn't this

16 precisely the same problem that we run into anywhere where

17 we use ALARA type answer and the answer turns out to be that

18 if something is in effective a gold plated way of doing the

19 same thing then it is not said to be reasonably achievable

20 and that the benefits in fact don't outweigh the costs?

21 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Yes, and if repository

22technology were as well developed as radiation health

23 technology, the techniques as frequently practiced, so that

24 a professional in the field, you know, has an immediate

25 sense of how often and to what extent he takes alpha swipes
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1 in an area in order to get a reasonable coverage and what

2 practice constitutes just ridiculous running around in

3 circles in effect, then I think you would be on much

4 stronger ground in using an ALARA condition here.

5 But what you are talking about in each of these

6 cases is a piece of technological development in which you

7 are trying to drive this system to achieve a pretty decent

8 level of performance, at least if I measure by the complaint

9 level from the folk who presumably are going to supply the

10 data that supports the 1,000 year container and the part in

11 a hundred thousand leach rate engineering system.

12 So to attach to that new piece of technology an

13 ALARA sort of objective is going to end up taking you far

14 beyond the place the staff wants to be or I think the place

15 the staff wants to be, which is that they want to maintain

16some degree of technology forcing posture. And as the

17 development work goes along if you see a good and reasonable

18 and practicable way, why you are working on the 1,000 year

19 container to make it a 2,000 year container and you can do

20 that for another five percent of the cost, why how about

21 that, that is a pretty good buy. But that isn't the way it

22 is going to be gone at in the adjudicatory format. The

23 designer's and the DOE's side will be mustering their

24arguments to have a reasonable basis for claiming to have a

25 1,000 year design. There will be substantial argument over
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1 that proposition.

2 Then beyond that, even if it appears that the

3 preponderance of the records supports the 1,000 year

4 proposition, you haven't met the regulations, because

5 somebody is going to come in and the people that come in

6 aren't going to have to show you a lot of engineering data

7 and erosion results and so on. They are just going to have

8 to make the proposition that if you put the whole thing in

9 four-inch wall thickness copper containers, that is

10 certainly readily reasonably achievable although expensive

11 an! that is what the regulation requires.

12 As I say, once you have got the four-inch copper

13 container, then it can be gold plated. After it is gold

14 plated it can be gold plated inside as well as out. You

15 know, for a new technology like this where you can't foresee

16 all the details, you are going to end up with NBC staff

17 members trying to decide eventually in the midst of an

18 adjudicatory proceeding where they think too expensive is.

19 COXMISSIONER BRADFORDs It won't be in the midst

20 of. It will be before.

21 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs I doubt it because there will

22 be some initial positions on that and then there will be a

23 whole series of contentions about you could have done it

24 this way and at least in principle that would last longer or

25 possibly last longer and you have to go away and investigate
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I that.

2 What I worry about here is the inability to in any

3 reasonable way close off and settle on a design and say that

4 is good enough. I think what in fact is good enough is if

5 you get reasonable assurance of a 1,000 year container and

6 reasonable assurance of a part in 100,000 leach rate from

7 the engineered system.

8 You have in fact reduced the isolation burden on

9 then the geologic setting, assuming the thousand year water

10 travel time which would be easily achievable, and you have

11 then reduced the isolation requirement on the geologic

12 setting now. Well, you have speculated on what you know of

13 where EPA is going on the general standard and factors of

14 like, oh, 10, 100 and probably not more than 1,000 was the

15 way I read it. So that you in fact have got very good

16 performance from those first barriers, performance which

17 certainly must be good enough.

18 Ky view is that because of what I can foresee as

19 the difficulties then in defining the design so that DOE can

20 go ahead and be confident that they have got, you know, one

21 thit meets what we think of as the ALARA principle and wiil

22 stand up under that language of the adjudication because of

23 that difficulty and because in fact if you say at least

241,000 years you are still pressing the technology and are

25 providing a damn good barrier. I think it is good enough

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 and I think we ought to be able to cut it at that.

2 Now, it is certainly true from a technical

3 standpoint that if you say at least a thousand the precision

4 with which you can design life into a waste package is not

5 such that that means no, it would have been easy to achieve

6 1,400 years and they cut it back on you. No, no.

7 They are going to have to push and the canister

8 will probably be good for a good deal more than a thousand

9 for the great majority of the canisters. I think the ALARA

10 proposition just leaves things too open and too undefinable

11 for the designer. It is simply an unnecessary barrier that

12 we are forced to erect here.

13 That is the argument that I make on the point and,

14 you know, it applies to the canister and it applies to the

15 leach rate. There is also the same language in the TRU and

16 that sort of comes with the other. If you wouldn't have it

17 in the first two places you wouldn't have it in the other.

8 CONNISSIONER BRADFORD& Yes.

19 CHAIREAN HENDRIE& Comments are welcomed.

20 AR. DIRCKSt We agree if we get a 1,000 year

21 canister, "at least." That would satisfy your requirements,

22 right John?

23 ER. MARTIN& What we had in mind here was to

24 provide some incentives to the few people in the national

25labs working on this problem to think. There are some
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1 incentives to do more than the minimum. I think adding "at

2 least" pretty much satisfies my concern.

3 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Well, it isn't as good as long

4 as "reasonably achievable" is clear, but it certainly gives

5 the sense that, you know, if you just manage to gasp over

6 the 1,000 year line with your evidence, why, you know, we

7 would like to-see people going past a thousand years in good

8 philosophy.

9 MR. MARTIN& Of course, a great deal of our

10 argument about having these performance objectives is it

11 does add more certainty to the whole licensing process and I

12 think "as low as reasonably achievable" probably runs

13 counter to that.

.14 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Well, I will tell you, I

15 certainly don't have any objection to going back into the

16 supplementary information section in the appropriate place

17 where one talks about the performance criteria or about the

18multiple barriers and say there one notes that the rule

19establishes a requirement of at least a thousand years and

20 then note in the supplementary information that the

21 Commission considers it highly desirable that the waste

22 package lasts as long as is reasonably achievable, that is,

23you know, the same kind of language. But that is putting it

24 back there rather than making it a requirement of the rule

25 that will get adjudicated.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 C01MISSIONER BRADFORD& Your suggestion was to put

2 back in there that the Commission seeks comment on an ALARA

3 proposition?

4 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& That is an alternative

5 proposition. What I was saying here was that if I could

6 talk you all into taking the ALARA language out of the rule

7 I would certainly have no objection to putting a couple of

8 sentences on ALARA, you know, the Commission thinks it

9 highly desirable that canisters last as long as reasonably

10 achievable or equivalent language, putting that back in the

11 supplementary considerations.

12 Now, obviously, that means that it is not a

13 requirement in the regulations of the Commission. Obviously

14 if I could get you to take it out of the rule language and

15 make a concession to me and people who think they would not

16 like to lose the thought in the.language hopefully out of

17 the package for comment, you know, if I can get you to take

18 it out of one place, why it is certainly not unreasonable.to

19 put it in back up in the front end in a sentence or two or

20 however the people might want to phrase it.

21 I urge that strongly on you.

22 Down under the "Control of Releases" the 1,000

23 year one, in the same sense in my editing it was too easy to

24 strike a line right down there at the bottom of the page,

25 and I didn't get "as a minimum" in and I would think to go
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1 with "at least", why one would want again that sense of "at

2 least" or "as a minimum."

3 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs So you would keep that "As

4 a minimum, the design shall provide"?

5 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& As a matter of fact, it is an

6 inconsistency between the waste package "at least" and this

7 one that I had contended.

8 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs I understand the point you

9 are making and certainly there is an appeal in trading the

10 ALARA for the "at least" or "as a minimum" principle.

11 I wonder though whether the ALARA concept wasn't

12 in there originally because it was intended to provide the

13 staff with the ability in the event that they saw a

14 relatively inexpensive path that provided either greater

15 assurance that the particular criteria were being met or

16 else the opportunity to meet a little more than the criteria

17 at relatively low cost to insist that that be the path

18 chosen.

19 If we take the ALARA principle out here, how does

20 the staff then have the ability to do that? Supposing. for

21 example, that they seem to have skated in with a proposal

22 that Just does seem to do it as to the past years and part

23 in a hundred thousand, but for a little bit more could

24 substantially strengthen one of the two, isn't it useful for

25 the staff to be able to insist that they enforce it?

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE; Certainly it is true that if

2 this kind of language were in the rule the staff would be

3 supported directly by the rule language going into the

4 hearing and saying, you know, we think the design proposed

5 isn't "as long as reasonably Achievable" and that another

6 would be. Indeed, you would give that regulatory muscle up

7 in what I propose.

8 I think, however, that the chance that that might

9 be the case, that there might be, you know, a very small

10 incremental cost in difficulty proposition which had a

11 substantially longer containment time and that would not be

12 an option followed by DOE, I think the chance of that

13 occurring and leaving you in a configuration in which it was

14 all apparent that it was there and you could see how you

15 could make the showings and then DOE wouldn't take it and

16 the staff would have to compel them to do it, I think the

17 chance that you will find that configuration is really

18 diminishing the small.

19 I agree that you give up a certain amount of clout

20 in compelling a solution on DOE. If we stop to consider how

21 things lie at the moment in putting an at least a thousand

22 year requirement on the waste package and we compel DOE in

23 certain research directions aimed at a waste package which

24 is a little tougher than they had been planning in fact so

25 they have got to frame their research against the longer

ALOERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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I requirement time than they had planned, as far as I can

2 judge, that research will develop, you know, certainly

3 information which presumably would support a thousand year

4 plus package.

5 If there is a readily achieveable, you know, not a

6 large incremental cost or a large.development problem option

7 that shows up, I think the chance that DOE.won't take it is

8 not very high. You know, from the thrust they get out now

9 it will have had to have launched this research program and

10 if it generates, if it throws up out of its bowels, you

11 know, a good looking proposition, it is just very hard to

12 see them not taking advantage of the additional containment

13 time in terms of the relief that offers on other aspects of

14 the repository, you know, to meet the overall standards.

15 You know, I don't think you are giving up very

16 much, you see.

17 COMNISSIONER BRADFORD: Let me make a suggestion.

18 If it were just you and me voting, my sugestion would be

19 that we just put a footnote under this section saying that

20oas to (b)(ii) or (1)(ii) and whatever the two section is,

21 2(a) and (b), the Commission also seeks comment on the

22wisdom and feasibility of applying an ALARA concept and

23 leave it at that. That is, use your language as the

24 proposed version but also seek comment on an ALARA

25 proposition.
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1 CHAIREAN HENDRIE: We have done that in other

2 places and I certainly wouldn't have objection to that. One

3 of my aims here is to try to keep it flexible.

4 But you would be willing to go with my version of

5 the language and then call for an ALARA comment on

6 achievable?

7 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Yes.

8 CHAIRKAN HENDRIE& I guess a footnote could point

9 out that earlier versions or earlier drafts had an "as long

10 as reasonably achieveablew additional requirement in.

11 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& I would just ask for a

12 comment on an ALARA proposition.

13 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: On how one could best frame and

14 what the practicality would be of the "as long as reasonably

15 achievable."

16 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD4 Yet.

17 CHAIRNAN HENDRIEs I wouldn't object to that. I

18 think that would accommodate my aim.

19 CONNISSIONER AHEARNE* You would also do that on

20 all of these?

21 CHAIREAN HENDRIE: Yes. There are these three

22 ALARA type places, one for the waste package, one for

23 control of releases and then for TRU. I think the staff

24 could find an appropriate way to asterisk and reference the

25 three sections to a single footnote then.
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1 MR. MARTINS In using your words I presume we

2 would then also go back to the statement of considerations

3 of add a couple of sentences?

4 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE% I would think so, yes, because

5 then in the rule language it says you are calling for sort

6 of a special interest area, a comment on it and I think yo

7 would normally want to note those up front.

8 KR. MARTIN: Well, we had talked earlier about

9 adding a-couple of sentences in the statement of

10 considerations which reflect that we would really like to

11 see this "as long as you can' but not have it in the rules.

12 So we would like to add a couple of sentences there.

13 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs What do those sentences

14 say again, Jack, that you like the concept of "as long as

15 you can" but don't want it litigable?

16 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: No, I don't think you would say

17 you don't want it in the rule. Those were the sentences-I

18 was suggesting I wouldn't have any objection to, to put back

19 in the supplementary information the thought that we

20 consider it highly desirable ---

21 COMISSIONER BRADFORDs ---that even under the

22 non-ALARA formulation that this be ---

23 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs Yes.

24 CORMISSIONER AHrARNE& Then you will have to

25 somewhat smooth the language under "Control of Releases" to
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1 pick up the phrase "as a minimum." The sentence structure

2 will have to be smoothed out.

3 WHAIRMAN HENDRIEA Everybody I guess will have a

4 favorite place to put "at a minimum." By own would be after

5 you get along in it a little bit "assuming anticipated

6 processes and events, the annual release from the engineered

7 systems into the geologic setting of any radionuclide does

8 not at a minimum exceed" -- "does not exceed at a minimum"

9 -- "at a minimum does not exceed' -- I don't know.

10 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I would say "is no greater

11 than."

12 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: "Is no greater than." Isn't

13 that the same as "does not exceed."

14 3R. MARTINt More people would understand it.

15 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE; That is a desirable attitude.

16 (Laughter.)

17 I would advise them to work it as they think the

18 language should be and we will see a version. I thought

19 that was going to turn out great, but when I got to reading

20 it and got to the place, why I realized I tread upon a

21 bridge of sand.

22 If we turn two pages forward, comments on Section

23 112, 121, 122, "Favorable Conditions"?

24 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: There you have picked up

25 the change.
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1 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: When we get to 123 we come to

2 another one of my complaints here.

3 You had a suggestion there.

4 COMNISSIONER AHEARNEs My suggestion was trying to

5 get half way between where I guess the staff originally was

6 and you were.

7 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs I would suggest coupling

8 both versions. I would run the staff language and follow it

9 with "unless the condition is carefully analyzed and

10 adequately compensated." I just made this up. Essentially

11 just tack your substitution on at the end.

12 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& I will tell you what got my

13 ruff up about the framing of the unfavorable conditions

14 section. If you have got some favorable conditions, why

15 good, you know those. You know, that is dandy, but it

16 doesn't get you a license in their list of favorable

17 conditions. The repository applicant can note that he has

18 got all the odd ones and that is great and fine and it is on

19the positive side of the evidence to be sure, but it doesn't

20 get him down the line and it doesn't get him a license

21 certainly or a permit.

22 Now we have got a list of unfavorable conditions.

23 Instead of saying now have you got any these, why, you know,

24 we will have to analyze them and see what should be done

25 about them, are they of a nature where something needs to be
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1 done and, If so, what can be done. We don't say it that

2 way. We frame it and say if you have got any one of these,

3 then the presumption is that the repository is unlicenseable.

4 All I can say is that in a regulation whose intent

5 is to establish the technical safety requirements for a

6 repository I am not sure I see the advantage in constructing

7 that formal barrier which having erected it you are then

8 going to have to try to climb over in a hearing.

9 Perhaps somebody can tell me about rebuttable

10 presumption and so on. I just didn't understand why the

11 language was useful and helpful, you know, the way in which

12 these things were framed. You know, the change that I had

13 proposed, and John does better with it than my proposal I

14 think, was not to strike any adverse condition or to strike,

15 you know, saying what you ought to do about it if you got

16 one of these, but rather just to relieve that what seemed to

17 me peculiar framing.

18 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs Well, these are more than

iq potentially adverse conditions. It seems to me they are

20 potentially serious adverse conditions.

21 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& Somehow the adverse

22 conditions are more adverse than the position conditions are

23 position. That is, you just couldn't say about the position

24 conditions that their presence or the presence of any one of

25 them in ant of itself gives rise to a presumption that you
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1 will meet the criterion. But I think it is true of the

2 adverse conditions that they really would, if you found

3 them, that they would weight more heavily on the negative

4 side than the positive would weigh on the positive side.

5 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: But if you are going to say

6 that, Peter and Vic, then you are going to have to say let's

7 start out on No. 1. It is not the potential for failure of

8 man-made surface water impoundments that would cause the

9 repository to be rejected but, you know, some basis for

10 believing that there will be failure of specific man-made

11 impoundments.

12 As these things are phrased, potential for," et

13 cetera, you know, I come at you and you have got the

14 proposition for a repository at Hanford. I say, listen,

15 either four generations hence our children will decide to

16 damn the Columbia and return the Hanford Basin to the lake

17 condition which it enjoyed at one point in geologic history

18 or there will be a landslide or a volcano will leap up in

19 the bed of the river and damn it and what are you going to

20 do about that? By George, that is certainly the potential

21 for flooding, impoundment and all sorts of these things.

22 Good, I have not erected an adverse condition and, you know,

23 tear up the paper on the Hanford repository.

24 You are going to say, wait, you know, you have

25 cited a hypothetical events here and let me show you why
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1 these just aren't likely or certainly not likely enough to

2 rule out the Hanford Basin. But, you know, the way they are

3 framed ---

4 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa Supppose we simply tack on

5 "unless the condition is carefully analyzed and adequately

6 compensated." It seems to me to be in fact almost the exact

7 words that.you ire using.

8 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEz Good. Why do these things once

9 identified in some form or other in a contention in the

10 hearing, why does that have to throw the proceeding into a

11 configuration in which it is then presumed the repository is

12 unsuitable? Why can't those issues as they come into

13 contention be like any other set of issues, that is, you

14 know, the guy has got an argument that you won't meet all

15 your objectives and regulations on account of this here

16 problem and now we will analyze it?

17 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs The problem seems to be

18 coming out of the word "presumption" which I don't think

19 would work quite as severely as you think it would. But in

20 fact I gathered a moment ago that John's language had some

21 appeal for you and I just say it seems to me to convey the

22 same basic thought. So it is okay with me.

23 I would add at the tail of his points one, two and

24 three just the words "pursuant to Section 60.124" which is

25 where you really lay out the method. But that aside, I can
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1 live with that language.

2 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& I think that would do it for me

3 as I read what you have written.

4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEs Fine.

5 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa Let's hear from you, Jack.

6 MR. MARTINt We think Commissioner Ahearne's words

7 are just right.

8 (Laughter.)

9 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEz You have no problem.

10 (Laughter.)

11 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Great. Let's do it that way

12 with that addition that Peter made at the end of John's

13 words. Those would be his words on 123, right?

14 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs Yes.

15 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY4 I would like to add "and

16 necessary to adequately compensate for them." Put in the

17 word "adequately."

18 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: I will go with that if you will

19 agree to put it after the infinitive rather than splitting

20 it.

21 (Laughter.)

22 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYz Yes.

23 COMI.ISSIONER BRADFORD& I would hang firm on that

24 one, too.

25 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs I have got a couple of other
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1 questions I would like to raise with regard to the adverse

2 conditions section but they are of a lower order than the

3 point we have just settled.

4 In my copy you will find a couple of places I

5 chucked in *planned" or "existing" or something like that,

6 No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3, and I guess I ran out of places

7 after that.

8 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: They put those in.

9 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Well, I know, but that was not

10 that they thought that was just great language but rather

11 as

12 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDi Does the "planned" in No.

13 3 change significantly the thought that was already there?

14 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& I don't know. I needed some

151iscussion with the staff on the point, Peter. It sort of

16 depends on what they had in mind.

17 What I had in mind was, for instance, for these

18 first several, what would you do with a contention that

19 there is no way to guarantee that future generations won't

20 damn the Columbia and flood the Hanford plateau and thus

21 lead to flooding the repository and changes in groundwater

22 flow, et cetera? Would you argue that you don't think that

23 is very sensible?

24 MR. CUNNINGHAMs I think you would have to

25 litigate it in terms of reasonable foreseeability which is
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1 akin to whit you are accomplishing by putting in the word

2 "planned" here. Without the word "Planned" obviously you

3 can't reflect that contention in an absolute sense. It has

4 to be in terms of reasonable probability or foreseeability.

5 CHAIRKAN HENDRIE& I guess that is what, without

6 being able to put it in those words, I was perhaps sensing

7 and why I felt the need for "planned" or "existing" or

8 something like that. It seemed to me that once you got

9 beyond activities in the human realm of this kind that

10 "reasonably foreseeable" or it could be on the basis of our

11 present society "reasonably projected" to be "planned," then

12 you sort of get into the same area you are with regard to

13 some future race, you know, some 5,000 years from now

14 drilling into the repository.

15 What you have said about that is, come on, what we

16 are going to do is mark it as well as we can and keep

17 records as well as we can and contain and isolate the waste

18 pretty and then we are just not going to argue about whether

19 some 5,000 year hence citizen drills the repository. If he

20 does he will have the technology we think to detect that he

21 is getting an interesting load of transuranics off the end

22 of the drill bit and he will take provisions and not that

23 many people will get hurt, if any, and we just aren't going

24 to argue endlessly about it in the hearings.

25 Now, it seems to me that In these things there
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1 ought to be some way to put the same reasonable kind of

2 bound on the way you are going to treat and argue

3 contentions and that was the thrust behind these word

4 additions.

5 COMMISSIONER BRADFOEQD How would you feel about

6 just adding "or reasonably likely" wherever you put in

7 "planned" so that you are not confined solely to things that

8 are actually in blueprint form?

9 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEz I think anyway that you or the

10 legal people I think would provide the sort of framework

11 that I am talking my way around here somewhat

12 inarticulately.

13 I think with regard to the deliberate human

14 intrusion aspect, that I think it has been handled very

15 well. I think it is clear from the rule what the

16 protections and the bases for the way of setting them up are.

17 Here, it seems to me, is a very much related area

18 and all I am looking for is some way to carry the same kind

19 of thought.

20 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& How about "planned" or

21 "reasonably likely," does that cause anyone any problem?

22 ER. KARTINs 'Planned" might be better.

23 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& It is narrow. It means

24 somebody comes in and says I think they are going to damn

25 the Hanford Basin and you say, produce, you know, show me
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1 the evidence that there is a plan. He says, no, I can't

2 show you a specific plan but let me tell you why I think it

3 is likely.

4 MR. YARTINs If you said "planned" it seems to me

5 that that would narrow the kinds of things discussed in the

6 hearing yet still permit you to examine the tradeoffs in the

7 environmental analysis. You still have to look for

8 competition, you know, whether does the site compete with

9 some sort of a hydroelectric project that might be

10 constructed and get that out of the way of the environmental

11 analysis.

12 It seems to me that if it was reasonably

13 foreseeable that you would still have an awful lot left to

14 argue about.

15 COMXISSIONER BRADFORD: Well, drop "reasonably" if

16you would like. The difficulty with doing it all in the

17 environmental analysis is that that doesn't in itself give

18 you a clear regulatory tool. That is, that the REPA

19 statement is in the end a description and you can regulate

20 on the basis of it but it is not as clear cut a path as the

21 regulation itself.

22 CHAIRMAN HENDPIEs You would propose something

23 like "planned" or "likely"?

24 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDi "Planned" or "likely."

25 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs Letts try "planned." The first
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1 one, instead of "existing," "planned" or "likely." If it is

2 existing, why I think it is both likely and planned.

3 There is one other place over in 12 under (b)

4 where I suggested "expected" instead of "potential." Now,

5 this is not a human proposition but I worry about how you

6 were going to deal again with a geologic process which you

7 would argue is not likely and is not to be expected on the

8 basis of the geologic history but which you have some

9 difficulty in being able to throw out as a potential

10 geologic scenario out there in the future. If you can't

11 throw it out, you know, by the virtue of the way these

12 things were framed, I worry that you then had fallen into a

13 tiger trap from which you couldn't climb out.

14 CONXISSIONER GILINSKYt You might be concerned

15 about changes that have a 10 percent probability or even

16 less than that, particularly since you weakened the general

17 statement.

18 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE; I accept advice. I seek advice

19 on

20 %COMMISSIONER AHEARNE; That is a more accurate

21 description.

22 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEt --- whether the changes to the

23 overall framing of this section relieves the difficulty.

24 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& I would think so. You

25 might want something a trifle narrower than "potential" but
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1 I think "expected" goes too far since you have got

2 "potential" elsewhere.

3 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Yes, there are a lot of

4 "potentials" in there and I wasn't sure what to do about

5 them. I felt inadequate to attack them all.

6 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& Well over here in No. 7,

7 your "Potential for creating new pathways for radionuclide

8 migration" and so on.

9 It seems to me that by softening the introduction

10 you have pretty well achieved what you wanted to.

11 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs That may be the case. I don't

12 know.

13 OR. CUNNINGHAMs I am inclined to think so.

14 KR. DIRCKSt You are already asking for the

15 analysis aLnd we can pick it up there.

16 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs You are way ahead already,

17 Bill.

18 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& You think I ought to quit while

19 I am winning.

20 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs Yes.

21 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs You may be right.

22 (Laughter.)

23 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs With regard to Section 124

24 MR. KARTIN: How did we leave that one?

25 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Leave it the way it was.
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1 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& Yes, I think so. You know, you

2 have got some language to work in in earlier pages and then

3 the final adjustment on these last pages. So you are going

4 to have to churn another version. As you churning if you

5 think of a word that we might consider as an alternate to

6 'potential,' why, you know, I woull glad to consider it but

7 I will leave that up to you.

8 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& Now with regard to 124, John,

9 does your language then leave the text of 124 reading the

10 way it was, or does it mean that the changes in the verbs

11 that I have in there?

12 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEs What it does is it just

13 picks up after "demonstrateds"

14 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Yours would go back to the

15 original I think, John.

16 COEhISSIONER GILINSKY: John, you say, "may be

17 shown to not significantly impair the ability of the

18 geologic repository." Now it may or may not be possible to

19 show. I think you mean an attempt can be made.

20 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Well, in order to show

2i these are what have to be demonstrated.

22 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, that is clear from

23 the following sentence, but I wonder if one oughtn't to

24 change the "may be shown" and perhaps combine the two

25 sentences.
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1 ZHAIRMAN HENDRIEs You need something like the

2 last phrase in order to lead into the rest of the text

3 without having to change all of the verbs.

4 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& I wonder if you don't want

5 to start with "In order to show that a potentially adverse

6 condition or combination of so and so does not significantly

7 impair the abilities of the geologic repository that the

8 following must be demonstrateds" I am a little bothered by

9 the "may be shown" which I think is intended to mean the

10 attempt may be made in order to demonstrate the following.

11 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Sounds find to me. It would

12 read then "In order to show that a potentially adverse

13 condition or combination of conditions cited in Section

14 61-23 of this subpart does not impair significantly the

15ability of the geologic repository to isolate the

16 radioactive waste the following must be demonstrated" I

17 guess that is all right.

18 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY4 Maybe we had better ask

19 Jack before we all nod.

20 `R. XARTIK& Then leave the rest of the paragraph

21 the way it was. \

22 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Then it does need the verb

23 changes.

24 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs Except for the place where

25 Joe cured the split infinitive.
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1 (Laughter.)

2 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs Oh, yes, to affect

3 significantly. You notice I unsplit one when I reread

4 John's.

5 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs Right. Well, what they

6 did was did it in. There isn't an infinitive there any more.

7 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Doesn't it end up with "to

8 impair" in there?

9 ZONHISSIONER BRADFORD: No. "It does not

10 significantly impair."

11 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Okay. Let me down in (c)(i)

12 there my unsplitting of the infinitive.

13 Peter, I sometimes feel that you and I struggle

14 valiantly ---

15 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD; Well, it is very much

16 against the tide.

17 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& --- pushing this dumb ball up

18 hill. I am not even sure you on occasion

19 (Laughter.)

20 I think that ran me out, didn't it?

21 I have a page 46 extracted from some place.

22 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I am sorry, this is yours.

23 (Laughter.)

24 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: You know my papers are your

25 papers. This is a collegial body.
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1 (Laughter.)

2 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs I read that speech on the

3 back.

4 (Laughter.)

5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE& Ask him what he did for it.

6 (Laughter.)

7 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEL You just have to be sure which

8 side you read when you get on the podium.

9 (Laughter.)

10 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Make a few changes.

11 Now, is it correct that in your revised version

12 you sent up there is no page 46?

13 MS. COMELLAs That got left out.

14 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The text seems to flow but

15 it is just the pagination.

16 KS. COKELLA: Yes, that is right.

17 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs It is just a page number. The

18 text flows along.

19 The rest of the June 15th text is up to date in

20 the sense that as far as you know it is the most recent

21 staff proposal for the language for the latter sections of

22 the rule?

23 KS. COHELLAs That is right, yes.

24 -CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: As I recall it, I didn't have

25 any marks on those pages so you haven't as a courtesy
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1 included mine.

2 NS. COHELLAs Right.

3 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE; So it is the staff proposed

4 language. I would be glad to thumb through it. Does anyone

5 feel the need for that?

6 COHNISSIONER AHEARNE& I will pass.

7 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEz You pass.

8 Pass?

9 CONKISSIONER GILINSKTa (Nodding affirmatively.)

10 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs Pass?

11 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs Pass.

12 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEz There is great enthusiasm for

13 passing these sections.

14

15

16 is only

17 comment

18

19

(Laughter.)

All right, why don't we go back to page 1 since it

a quarter after 11 and haggle at length over a

period.

(Laughter.)

COXXISSIONER BRADFORD: I forgot about that.

20 (Laughter.)

21 CHAIRNAN HENDRIE& I will tell you what. I think

22 it is best from my point of view to start from a position of

23 strength.

24 (Laughter.)

25 Since three spaces have been provided, my strong
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1 recommendation to you is 999 days.

2 (Laughter.)

3 COHMISSIONEE BRADFORD: Let's see, I can't get

4 below minus 99, can I?

5 (Laughter.)

6 CHAIRHAN HENDRIE& I don't think you can go below

7 the law so I think you are stuck with 15 days.

8 (Laughter.)

9 Now, I am willing to split it half way.

10 (Laughter.)

11 What could be more reasonable than that?

12 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYz Having won out all these

13 points, Joe, why don't you just gracefully go on with 90

14 days.

15 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: I could, but I tell you, I

16 really think they ought to have at least a little more time.

17 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYt Well, we talked about this

18 before. The point really isn't that they need more time.

19 If they have something in the works they really need an

20 opportunity to let us know at some high level and they

21 certainly have that. If they did, there is no question that

22it would receive a great deal of weight here.

23 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE; Would you people be willing

24 to count mine at 120?

25 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: If there is no other
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1 choice, yes. I mean, why fool around when we can quit early.

2 (Laughter.)

3 I think the concerns which Joe has, which I think

4 I understand, really aren't so much -- well, let me put it

5 this way. The possibility that DOE may want to go in some

6 different direction or produce some new program or do

7 something or other is something they can communicate to us

8 in 90 days as well as they can communicate An 120 or 150.

9 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: The one difference I guess

10 is assuming there were other people other than DOE who were

11 going to comment. Let's say we put 90 days in there and

12 they wait until 80 days are up and then they come in and say

13 we are going to need an extra 60 days to do our comments.

14 You are absolutely correct, we will give them an extra 60

15 says, but they probably would have reached that conclusion

16 that they wanted the extra time many days earlier, whereas

17 the other people who would be commenting might be trying to

18 make the 90-day deadline.

19 If we believe there is a reasonably good chance

20 that it is goin; to take longer to get DOE's comments in, I

21 think we ought to give everybody that same advance situation.

22 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYt Well, are we really

23 talking about DOE taking longer to comment? I didn't think

24 that was really the situation. After all, they have been

25 following this very closely and we put this out in an
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1 earlier version. Everyone who is interested in the subject

2 is pretty well ready to comment and has assembled all'his

3 references and index cards and everything else and is ready

4 to go I would imagine.

5 CHAIREAN HENDRIE: But that is one of the aspects

6 of it that makes a longer comment period desirable. I would

7 just as soon that DOE didn't come back to us with a set of

8 comments which were essentially drafted as they looked at

9 Jack lartin's versions of this document of, you know, two,

10 three or four months ago. We have been hearing kind of a

11 steady stream of comments about, oh, this is going to create

12 a great problem and, you know, you are setting unnecessary

13 difficulties in the licensing and so on.

14 It seems to me that what we have now got framed

15 here is a proposition that is at the same time both more

16 practical as a licensing regulation and as a rule proposed

17 for comment also has, I guess the word is flexibility and

18 elbow room built into it for accommodation of comments than

19 the original version.

20 I would like to think that they will try to sit

21 down with it and think through from scratch the sort of

22 positions they have been taking about the multiple barriers

23 and how they would approach things just with the rule and so

24 on. You know, one of the aspects of a shorter comment

25 period is the pressure, you know, it would be the kind of
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1 memorandum that SECY sends out, you know, staff is to have

2 the first draft of this to the Division Deputy Director by,

3 you know, next Tuesday or whatever.

4 So what is going to come up from the working ranks

5 I am afraid is something which will be sort of a not all

6 that carefully rethought retread of the kind of comments we

7 have been getting for the last, I don't know, since spring.

8 So that is one of the things I had in mind when I said I

9 think that I wanted to leave DOE enough time so that there

10 could be some policy evolution in their thinking.

11 Now, if on balance the rest of you would just as

12 soon go ahead and call it 90 days, why I guess I will quit

13 fighting about it. But in that case what I would suggest to

14 you is that down in the background under supplementary

15 information background I would put in a sentence or two

16 along the lines that the Commission seeks, what will we call

17 it, seeks comment on these technical criteria.

18 I would start out and say the Commission has asked

19 for comment on these technical criteria within 90 days for

20 publication in the Federal Register. If an interested

21 person feels that they would need more time than that they

22 should let us know or something like that.

23 What I am anticipating is if you are going to get

24 more than just sort of I need your response to this from DOE

25 and the principal contractors who are carrying forward the

high-level waste program, they are going to have to come to
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1 you for more time than say 90 days. Now, I don't know but

2 what they won't come to you for more time if you say 120 or

3 even my 150. So I don't propose that my number is the

4 golden alternative. I think they really need to sit down

5 and rethink how they may carry the case.

6 COMMISSIONER CILINSKYs Will this proposed rule

7 that appears in the Federal Register indicate how it differs

8 from the previous version?

9 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& I don't think you planned to

10 publish it in comparative text form because I think it does

11 now have a number or differences of some substance. You

12 know, the text would be really clogged up if you did it in

13 comparative form I would think.

14 NS. COMELLA: One of the problems with the draft

15 version that appeared in the advance notice was the fact

16 that structurally it made it very, very difficult to follow

17 everything that was there and a lot of the comments that

18 came back to us on the advance notice suggested that we just

19 hadn't communicated well enough with them. So we have spent

20 a lot of time trying to clarify what we meant. A lot of the

21 seeming changes are really an attempt at better

22 communication of what we were trying to accomplish.

23 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Shall we put in some

24 statement such as please read carefully before writing

25 Comments?
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1 (Laughter.)

2 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs At one point I was actually

3 groping as I sat down and tried to go through this from the

4 beginning when I was doing my memo. We got to the

5 background and I was trying to frame a sentence saying, come

6 on, Shelley, knock off dragging the drafts of old letters

7 out of the files and sit down and, you know, give it a good

8 kick from scratch here.

9 (Laughter.)

10 Then I decided I couldn't find a way to frame that

11 in Federal Register language.

12 (Laughter.)

13 ME. CURNINGHAM: Make available the transcript

14 page.

15 (Laughter.)

16 MR. EARTIN& This has been a problem with this

17 rulemaking where we have tried to do it all out in the open

18 and have had at least 14 drafts of this thing circulating.

19 Inevitably you will find somebody still arguing about draft

20 10 and we have long since fixed that and are off on draft

21 14.

22 I think there is some unsorting to do and

23 refocusing on what is in front of us here. You know, many

24 of the groups that will comment on this sort of act as

25collegial bodies as well where they have to organize
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1 committees and plan travel schedules and get people together

2 two or three times to focus on and debate the issues. I

3 guess 120 days doesn't sound really that

4 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs That is what John

5 suggested. Why don't we all agree to that?

6 CHAIRMKA HENDRIE& That is more or less in the

7 middle and a long way down from 999.

8 (Laughter.)

9 I want you to know I am really rolling over here.

10 (Laughter.)

11 As I say, I wouldn't-be surprised even at that and

12 say, look, I think we need some longer time to get organized.

13 COEMISSIONER GILINSKYs I think with the 120 I

14 wouldn't encourage requests for extensions.

15 CHAIREAN HENDRIE& Once you get into using the

16 three spaces I quit.

17 (Laughter.)

18 COKMISSIONER BRADFORD& Sold.

19 CONMISSIONER GILINSKYs Break out the champaign.

20 (Laughter.)

21 KR. CHILK: Nov you have to vote.

22 COHNISSIONER GILINSKYs Now we have to vote.

23 Formalities.

24 (Laughter.)

25 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Steady now.
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1

2

3 around?

(Laughter.)

CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs How fast can you turn the thing

4 MS. COKELLA& As you can see, we haven't caught

5 everything when we turned it around so rapidly. We could

6 turn it around -- before I can write something in concrete,

7 when can we get it?

8 MR. COSTANZI& Probably three days from the

9 receipt of the transcript.

10 IS. COEELLA& So if we can have a transcript

11 tomorrow we could by COB Friday have it here.

12 COKKISSIONER BRADFORD& Let's see, there is strong

13 merit for pushing that back a little.

14 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& At this point you are just

15 talking about having a clean text and making sure that it

16 has caught the changes that we have agreed to.

17 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEt Yes.

18 MS. CONELLAs Yes.

19 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: It seems to me we could

20 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: COB Thursday maybe.

21 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& I mean, I would vote on

22 the thing now. I am perfectly happy to leave it to the

23 efficient system we have here to catch all these items and I

24 am sure you will look at it carefully, Joe.

25 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs Okay. A configuration that we
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1 indeed have used before, as you say, is to hold a vote of

2 the Commission on the intrinsic proposition which in this

3 case is that we have agreed on language for a proposed rule

4 for comment on these technical criteria.

5 There are some final wordings to be completed by

6 staff and issuance of the document to the Federal Register

7 would await Commissioner office agreement on the words as

8 produced by the staff here at the end of the week, but the

9 Commission would be voting on the proposition to go forward

10 with public comment on the.technical criteria as we have

11 discussed them and modified them here at the table.

12 We can have that vote now and that would

13 constitute the formal action of the Commission in deciding

14 to put this language out for comment.

15 If we wait until later in the week in the hopes of

16 having, you know, all of the words in hand in a separate

17 document it raises the chance that either the staff will

18 drop a page on the floor-in the hurry of producing it so we

19 wouldn't even then have, you know, the actual genuine

20 package that is going to go word for word to the Federal

.21 Register and we might also slip and while three of us might

22 agree to do it the week after, why I think all those present

23 would like to participate in the vote.

24 So we will go ahead and do that vote this

25 morning. Before I ask you to vote Yea or Nay on the
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1 proposition as I have stated it, I would like to make a

2 comment for the benefit of that great unseen observing body

3 of people who have suggested to me that human affairs would

4 go better if the proposed rule did not go out for comment at

5 this time.

6 For their benefit then it is my considered opinion

7 that while one can reasonably argue whether this is the best

8 time to put a set of technical criteria out for comment, on

9 balance I think the public interest lies in going ahead with

10 the proposition as we have now agreed to frame it.

11 What we will be putting out in the Federal

12 Register, as I have said, in my view is both a more workable

13 set of proposed criteria than earlier drafts and it is also

14 a more flexible proposal for comment. It points out some

15alternatives and calls for comment on them in a number of

16 critical places. To my mind that relieves much of the

17 difficulty which people tell me about.

18 I think, as with any rule of the Commission, this

19 one certainly is not a final rule and there are a number of

20 issues to be debated when the comments come back in and are

21 digested. As with any rule of the Commission, changing

22 conditions in the area that is being regulated can always be

23 changed to appropriate adjustments in the regulations. I

24 guess I have to take the view that it is probably better to

25 move forward in these things than doubt some of them than it
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1 is to be in a posture of perpetual suspension hoping that

2 tomorrow the world will in fact settle down and become

3 understandable and stable and so on. It just isn't going to

4 do it.

5 So on that basis I intend to vote Aye for this

6 proposition.

7 I will ask my colleagues, those in favor of

8 putting the proposed rule as discussed and modified here at

9 the table out for comment please say Aye.

10 (Chorus of Ayes.)

11 CHAIRKAN HENDRIEs Those opposed?

12 (No response.)

13 CHAIREAN HENDRIE& The motion carries.

14 Thank you very much.

15 (Whereupon, at 11s35 a.m., the meeting concluded.)

16 * * *

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1 P R 0 C E E D I N G S

2 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: The Commission will come to

3 order. We are behind schedule, I am afraid, on my account.

4 We meet this morning to continue our discussion on

5 SECY-81-267i the proposed technical criteria for disposal of

6 high-level radioactive wastes in geologic repositories.

7 There are several recently-issued documents, one

8 of them is a complete Enclosure wAw of the paper that I have

9 put together with mark-ups on it. I recommend that be

10 convenient at hand. The other one is a memorandum from the

11 staff.

12 COINISSIONER AHEARKE& They have learned well,

13 their neither date or nor sign it now.

14 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs Yes. There is apparently a

15 shadow organization with your name, Bill.

16 KR. DIRCKSt If it works. If it does not, I will

17 disavow it.

18 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& I guess one would refer to this

19 as the June 10 memo from ETO which has applicable pages in

20 it. There may be some others which I am not as learned

21 about. There have been assorted memoranda. Peter had

22 several. I do not remember one from you, John.

23 Oh, yes, but yours is in both of these versions.

24 What I suggest we do to try to sweep through this in an

25 orderly way is to start on my mark-up, simply because it is
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I the only one since the original paper that has all of the

2 pages in it.

3 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& I do not think it does.

4 CHAIRKAN HENDRIEz Well, it has some extra pages

5 that I have stuck in.

6 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& I think you put your

7 inserts into the original SECY paper.

8 COHEISSIONER AHEARNE& Mixture.

9 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& What I did was the follovingt

10 I took the original SECY paper and then I took the staff's -

11 what was it, June 1st or 2nd - replacement pages for

12 Enclosure "A" which came to us. I put all of those pages

13 in, replacing original paper pages.

14 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& Right, but meanwhile the

16 staff had replaced the original paper with its second

16 version. So, I do not think what you put into the original

17 quite tracks what the staff has done in its.

18 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& It should.

19 ER. MARTINs I think it does. The version the

20 chairman used was "the" paper we used for discussion at the

21 last meeting.

22 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: You now have some more

23 replacement paper.

24 MR. MARTIN& Right, that sort of takes care what

25 we discussed at the last meeting, but it is separable.
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1 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Well, those I regard as current

2 discussions and inclusions as appropriate. But as I worked

3 through it, it seemed to me that where there was a second

4 version or a third version of a page, why, I used the latest

5 one. As far as I know, up to the point I did it, the thing

6 that I started to mark up would have represented what the

7 staff would have said was their version as of that moment.

8 ES. COMELLA& We replaced the entire version on

9 Kay 11 when we sent in a transmittal of DOE's comments.

10 COEHISSIONER BRADFORD& That is what I think is

11 causing the trouble. Joe used the pre-May 11 version for

12 his, and there are times when that resulted in not the same

13 as if he had used the May 11th. I have not been able to

14 catch up with it.

15 It is perfectly possible to work from yours, Joe,

16 but I think somebody is going to have a Job once we are

17 going back to see if every page really is the current page.

18 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs Where is May 11th?

19 ES. CONELLAs Here is a copy of the May 11th one.

20 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& I see. You are quite right, I

21 used April 27th plus June 1st, rather than May 11th.

22 NS. CONELLA: We will keep track of it.

23 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& Keep track of it as we go

24 through. My intent was to work with the mark-up the latest

25 staff version.
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I MS. COMELLA: Do you want a copy of May 11th?

2 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: It is headed 'Transmittal

3 of DOE Comments."

4 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: There we are, very good.

5 Why don't we start to scan and just go from front

6 to back, picking up points as we go? As I said, I do not

7 think I have all yours, Peter, and I will have to ask you to

8 watch for them to come along, and holler.

9 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs Let's see, that is going

10 to be a challenge.

11 CHAIRMAN HEKDRIE& Well, we can always go back

12 across again. I see some problems right off the bat. The

13 first item I have starts practically in the beginning. I

14 think we ought to crank up the comment period substantially.

16 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& Well, I would not go to

16 150 days.. I must say, if the DOE program is changing and

17 that has to be taken account of, it is really going to be a

18 separate matter altogether.

19 It seems to me that what we are doing is putting

20 out what we think the technical rule ought to look like.

21 That really is not a function of the DOE program one way or

22 another. They will be able to give us plenty of indication

23 within 90 days if they need an extension of the comment

24 period. The 90 lays is about as long a comment period as we

25 normally run, even in large cases.
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1 I don't see any reason to add 60 more days to it.

2 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs Since Vic is not here, I won't

3 comment that we are split on the point. I mean,.we won't

4 vote and I conclude that we could be split on the point.

5 I continue to feel that for this sort of a rule on

6 this sort of a proposition an extensive comment period is

7 certainly necessary and would be helpful, rather than

B setting everybody off on a 90-day period and then having the

9 Department either inform us after the comment period is

10 over, or various policy evolution matters on their side

11 which have made their previous comments obsolete, or

12 whatever.

13 I think you are not going to go anywhere, I don't

14 think, with a final rule that fast anyway because I think a

15 final rule is certainly going to have to wait for a clear

16 enunciation of the administraton's high-level waste

17 initiatives and another 60 days or so for comment is not

18 going to mike much different.

19 Vic, you arrived on page 1. I tell you, we have a

20 whole batch of things that we are looking at. I am working

21 along on that one because r thought it represented a

22 complete base package with all the pages in it. Now it

23 turns out that I did not get the right base package to mark

24 up. So, there is going to be a certain amount of difficulty.

25 There is a Hay 11th thing from the staff which I
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1 should have combined with their June 1st, or whatever it is;

2 instead I used the original paper with the June 1st. So, as

3 we go along, we will have to do a certain amount of

4 shuffling back and forth.

5 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& You are talking about the

6 comment period now?

7 CHAIRKAN HENDRIE& Yes. We just reached page 1,

8 and the only thing I added on was the comment period. John

9 and I extended it; Peter would not.

10 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& John would go with 150

11 days, too?

12 CHAIREAN HENDRIE& Yes.

13 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY% Well, do you consider this

14 part of the comment period?

15 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& No.

16 COMNISSIONER GILINSKY& It seems to me it would

17 have been a comment period for some time.

18 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& It is like a jail sentence

19 in which you count time already served.

20 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& That's right.

21 (Laughter.)

22 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYc I guess I would go with

23 the shorter Period.

24 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEs I will point out to two of

25 my colleagues that 150 days from June is less than --
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1

2

3

COMMISSIONER

COXMISSIONER

COMMISSIONER

BR AD FORD &

AHEA REE

BRADFORD;

Ninety days from September.

Yes.

That does not come as a

4 revelation

5

6

7

9

10

11

COMMISSIONER

COMMISSIONER

COMMISSIONER

(Laughter.)

COMMISSIONER

CONXISSIONER

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE:

GILINSKY a

AHEARNEz

GILINSKYa

AHEARNE:

GILINSKYs

I am not sure.

September being what?

many months later.

Why September?

The end of the summmer.

What is our practice on

12 comment periods, are there any rules?

13 COMMISSIONER AHEARNER The practice is to put it

14 out and then take three, to four, to five times as long as

15 the comment period provided for comments.

16 HR. CUNNINGHAMa We have no rules. Customarily,

17 we range between 30 and 90 days. I think I have some

16 recollection of 120.

19 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs Have we put something out

20 for 120?

21 KR. CUNNINGHAM& I believe so, I think we have.

22 CONFISSIONER GILINSKI& Did this guide go out with

23 an early notice of rulemaking?

24 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDa There has been an advance

25 notice.
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1 COK!ISSIONER GILINSKY& And how long was the

2 comment period on that? I think it is still continuing,

3 really, we are still receiving communications.

4 CHAIRNAN HENDRIE& It went out last may.

5 COMIISSIONER BRADFORD: lay 13.

8 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: I would assume it would have

7 been 90 to 120 days, or something lik that.

8 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& It sounds like your

9 concern is not so much that we have adequate time for

10 comment, but that we do not go final until the

11 administration has decided what it wants to do. Is that not

12 really the point?

13 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& Yes.

14 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Because there has been a

15 lot of discussion with DOE, and to the extent that they want

16 to comment further, it seems to me they are primed to

17 comment further if they need an extra 60 days to comment.

18 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& They are certainly primed to

19 comment further at the staff level. Whether the sort of

20 comments that you would get from the DOE staff which I

21 presume would reflect the sorts of comments that we have

22 gotten to late, would represent the administration's thrust

23 on high-level waste as reflected down into this kind of rule

24 detail, I don't know.

26 Ky thought was, it would be useful to give them a
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1 chance to let their nuclear sub chiefs settle down in August

2 over there, get their desks full of pencils and pads and one

3 thing or another, and consider whether there is anything of

4 a policy nature which would impact from their standpoint on

5 certain comments they would like to make on this rule.

6 COMMISSIONER GILINSKI& Well, it seems to me that

7 does not have to be accomodated by lengthening the period,

8 which just puts the whole thing off for us.

9 If the DOE feels that way, then the Secretary of

10 Energy can send us a note during the 90-day period and say,

11 'We ask you not to go final with this rule because we have

12 things in the works." Now, that is clearly a statement that

13 would affect the judgment of this agency.

14 I do not think you need a longer comment period

15 for that.

16 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE% We are split two-two on the

17 comment period. Why don't we go on to page 2?

18 Now, at this point I already begin to have trouble

19 with the May 11th proposition. The May 11th simply adds a

20 sentence at the end, right?

21 COMXISSIONER GILINSKY: Yes.

22 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEt And the only thing I want to do

23 for you is to explain what an ANPR is. I assume that would

24 be accepted without major debate. Since it would have been

25 my intention to work from the latest draft, if I realized
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1 what the May 11th was and got my hands on it, why, that page

2 would have been in there. I think in fact what I will do is

3 to try to patch it together as I go along.

4 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& Why does it say, "For

5 further information contact Frank Arsenault?

6 CHAIRKAN HENDRIE& They were sitting around

7 drawing straws one day, and Frank got the short one.

8 BR. DIRCKSz That is the Standards' writing.

9 COMNISSIONER GILINSKYs Oh, I see, it is now over

10 there.

11 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Pat is sitting in the

12 opposite chair.

13 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& Standards is now in Research.

14 What I do is take page 2 out of May 11th and put it into my

15 package.

16 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYa Well, you are not going to

17 get any argument - chalk that up as one on your side.

18 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEL One for me.

19 COMMISSIONER GILIRSKY& One page approved in

20 toto. Page 3 looks pretty good, too.

21 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Page 3 looks pretty good, too.

22 Now, when we get to page 4 I do not have anything except a

23 couple of minor language things. I do not much care, they

24 are not vorth talking about.

25 Let me ask the staff. I now have a June 1st and a
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I June 10th -- I see, you have deleted "Other processes and

2 events," but added some other stuff.

3 ES. COMELLA& What is here on page 4 responds to

4 Commissioner Bradford's request to give particular examples

5 of what an "anticipated process or event" might be, and what

6 an example of an "unlikely event' might be.

7 CHAIREAN HENDRIEs All right, and this change,

B then, carries on to the top of the next page. An example

9 would be "reactivation" etc., etc. Fine, I do not see any

10 problem with that.

11 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs In fact, their change

12 picks up your change on page 5.

13 CHAIEHAN HENDRIEt That was your change.

14 COMEISSIORER BRADFORD& Which is actually my

15 change, in your handwriting.

16 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& Yes. Now, there is a batch of

17 pages in your way 10th. Where does the next substantive

18 change occur, or -o we have all these pages, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

19 etc. simply because the addition at the top of page 5 pushed

20 the text down and slid it along?

21 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& Let's see, what you are

22 asking really is whether the Hay 11th changes were all

23 shown, as compared to the earlier text.

24 ER. DIRCKSs If we have fallen behind.

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARKE& He is asking the question
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2 there pages 6, 7, 8, 9. Now, is that in here because you

3 have changes on them, or because you added something extra

4 back on pave 5 that it shifted the text on all those other

5 pages?

6 ES. COXELLAt Yes, I have just gotten a nod. We

7 have shifted the text.

8 CONNISSIONER AHEARNE& Just the text.

9 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& I see. The error was not

10 in the 10, but in the month. You had May 10, Joe.

11 COMMISSIONER AHEARKE: So, there is no change.

12 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs So, if I take starting with

13 page 4 in the June 10 proposition and pick up all the way,

14 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 --

15 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: You do not want to do that,

16 though because you have substantial changes.

17 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& Well, I thought I would pick up

18 mine as we went along. As I go along through those pages,

19 why, holler. Other people holler as appropriate.

20 ZOMMISSIONER BRADFORDt I just don't have enough

21 hands.

22 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs It is not easy.

23 COMMISSIONER GILIFSKY& Why don't we talk about

24 changes instead of pages?

25 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEt Well because I am having
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1 trouble tabulatin;. Without paging through it, I do not

2 know whether I am catching changes or not.

3 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& Well, if we go through

4 your version, we catch every one of the changes.

5 CHAIBEAN HENDRIE& Well, unfortunately my version

6 is a compound of April 27 and June 1, and it should have.

7 been a compound of Ray 11 and June 1. Furthermore, there is

8 a new set of staff pages * I am just trying to see if there

9 are places where the staff is changing the language and it

10 is news to us, or other people want to get in.

11 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs I am just reading yours.

12 CHAIRKAN HEKDEIEt The next place, I hit one a;

13 far as I know is on my page 8, where I knocked out hundreds

14 of" and said "manyo"

15 COEMISSIONER GILINSKY& Sold.

16 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& Now the question is, why can't

17 I find it in the June 10 thing?

18 COMNISSIONER BRADFORD& Because the staff did not

19 have it.

20 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& Oh, yes, there it is, in line

21 5; line 5 of the June 10.

22 COMMISSIONER BRADFOED& Line 5 of what page?

23 CHAIREAN HEKDRIEs Eight.

24 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I see. You just needed a

25 place to put it, you don't mean your change.
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1 CHAIREAN HENDRIEt Right. What has happened to

2 this point in the staff June 10 issuance is that the text is

3 just sort of five lines down the page.

4 Good, we finally got to something substantive,

5 page 9, "retrievability." If you are really going to make

6 this stuff retrievable for 110, or whatever it is, years,

7 maybe that is necessary.

8 But what I means to me is, I suspect that the

9 thermo design of the depository, that probably means a lot

10 of the mechanical designs, are going to be dominated by

11 retrievability and not by what would necessarily give you

12 the best containment and isolation. I am not sure that the

13 balance comes out right.

14 First of all, Jack, why don't we see if yo have

15 comments on retrievability. You want to argue with me, for

16 instance, about the way I read it.

17 COE!ISSIONER GILINSKYz Is it correct to add the

18 30 to 50?

19 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEi Well, it seems to me so.

20 MR. MARTIN: I think that is basically correct.

21 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& There are actually two periods

22 of 30.

23 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYt I .mean the last.

24 HR. MARTINs What we are saying here is that we do

25 not want -- let me start over.
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1 If you can imagine, 30 years from now people are

2 going to be faced with a choice of what kind of testing or

3 monitoring, or observation do we have to do before we decide

4 to close this up permanently.

5 We do not want to bequeath them a repository that

6 essentially becomes self-closing, vether they want to close

7 it or not. On the other hand, the regulation does not

8 require that the repository be maintained open; it does not

9 require that it be readily retrievable, or even easy to

10 retrieve, just so long as the designers go into it with the

11 idea that if they had to, it could be retrieved.

12 It does not preclude back filling; it does not

13 preclude closing up the repository as long as you could make

14 the case you could get back in there and retrieve the waste

15 if you wanted to.

16 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: What is your reaction to

17 Joe's comments?

18 BE. MARTINs Well, I guess my reaction is, I am

19 not sure he read our intent properly. I think perhaps he

20 had more in mind that we visualize a repository that will be

21 sort of held open and readily retrievable for 50 years, and

22 that is just not the case.

23 But, for excample, we would not want the thermal

24 design to be such that it is so hot that there is no way you

25 could get in there and re-establish ventilation paths, or it
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I is just too hot for people to get in and take corrective

2 action. Indeed, that is what we are trying to preclude.

3 COEHISSIONER GILINSKY: What did you have in mind

4 when yo said were there other ways than overall

5 retrievability requirements to preserve options before

6 permanent closure?

7 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& Nothing by way-of a specific

8 alternative, or I would have cited it one way or another.

9 The configuration is that where we get a facility

10 constructed and then reach a point where we say, 'OK, you

11 can put waste in it, start putting waste in it now," we by

12 that time will have had looked in considerable detail on a

13 performance confirmation program plan. In fact, some of the

14 base line measurements would already have been taken during

15 the construction phase.

16 What you are really looking for, as Jack says, is

17 as the emplacement goes along on that performance

18 confirmation program, as the data begins to come in because

19 I assume we will be monitoring right at the beginning, you

20 would like to be able to get all the wastes in place and be

21 confident enough from y9ur performance data to that point

22 that things were going to go along about as you planned

23 before you do a permanent closure.

24 What they are trying to do is to preserve

25 retrievability long enough so that you could come up to the
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1 point where you are ready to close, and you still had the

2 engineering design which still was such that you could start

3 at that point and take 30 years to take everything back out.

4 Now, that is nice, it sure preserves options, but

5 it is not clear to me that that much option needs to be

6 preserved. You might, for instance, decide that you

7 designate a subsection of the repository which would be the

8 first chambers loaded, and want to be able to get into those

9 things for an extended period and do the bulk of your

10 performance confirmation data-taking around that section,

11 and plan to be able to make a permanent closure decision

12 relatively soon after the completion of the placement of

13 wastes and then close it up and go away and leave it.

14 You know, I can poke holes in that as well as the

15 next one. But it worries me that you are going to make a

16 proposition, that you are going to try to build a

17 proposition which will have high integrity for a long time,

18 but the governing elements of the design will turn out in

19 fact to have more to do with whether or not you could mine

20 the stuff in the first hundred years, than about whether the

21 stuff will have a low leak rate thereafter.

22 -Now, indeed, you have to meet the containment and

23 isolation criteria, to be sure, so it is not that designing

24 for retrievability degrades that below the performance

25 criteria.
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1 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYg I don't have any problems.

2 CHAIRKAN HENDRIE: I am not sure, it just bothers

3 me. My guess is that retrievability will compel a much

4 larger repository area than would be the case for

5 containment and isolation provisions alone because I think

6 thermo loadings will have to be taken way down.

7 COINISSIONER AHEARNEs I have no problem with

8 Joe's request. I don't think you do, either.

9 -COMHISSIONER BRADFORDs No, I don't have any

10 problem with it.

11 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs Well, I thought in some

12 way it did not accurately reflect the rest of the rule.

13 MR. EARTINz No. I just thought it might have

14 been reflected. This has been a difficult thing to explain

15 to people.

16 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& Is the description of the

17 requirements correct?

18 MR. MARTIN& Yes.

19 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& Now, we want to say we are

20 concerned with retrievability. "Unnecessarily complicates"

21 sounds reasonable, or "dominate." What if it did turn out

22 to dominate?

23 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE4 Well, if it has to, it has to,

24 "unnecessarily* applies to both.

25 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& Oh, I see, *unnecessarily
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1 complicated."

2 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEs If you are concerned that

3 it is not completely clear what we are requiring, there is

4 probably some sort of language that could be dug out of that

5 backup material, a paragraph or something stuck in to

6 explain what the staff has in mind.

7 CHAIREAN HENDRIE& I am having trouble with the

8 page structure, sort of a mechanical problem. Let me go

9 back and get myself sorted out, sorry.

10 Peter, you have been silent.

11 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I have no problem with

12 including your section, your page 9a and your changed

13 position on it; for that matter, with the staff's page 9 of

14 June 10.

15 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: There isn't any change in the

16 June 10 version.

17 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& There is a one-word change.

18 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Is there?

19 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& Yes.

20 MS. COMELLAt That is in the one page number.

21 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: Right.

22 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& Eleven, I have an insert. If

23 you do not hear a specification on a page number, I just say

24 page something-or-other, why, I am talking about my version.

25 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& Let's see, Joe, as you are
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I going through and saying, 10, 11, or whatever, is that only

2 your 10 and 11? There are changes on staff 10.

3 CHAIRKAN HENDRIE& New staff 10.

4 COENISSIONER AHEARNE& There are? You mean the

5 underlined piece?

6 NS. CONELLA& No, at the bottom of the page. On

7 page 9 of the chairman's mark-up, that last sentence is

8 there.

9 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& OK.

10 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& Pat is on notice that you are

11 to tell us when in the June 10 we hit anything other than

12 just the rolling forward down the page of the text.

13 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEz This can be tested.

14 ES. COMELLA: That is going to be very interesting

15 because who will know whether I missed something?

16 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& God will know it, Pat.

17 (Laughter.)

18 NS. COMELLA& That will keep me on my toes, then.

19 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs My page 11, I think we ought to

20 stick in Howard's -- I think the staff did too, right?

21 KS. CONELLA: Yes. Now, on page 12 of the June 10

22 memorandum there was some further elaboration on the human

23 intrusion question along the lines we thought of the

24 concerns you had voiced in the last meeting. That is just

25 about the relation to other parts of the regulation.
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1 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs So, we should look at the June

2 10 one. Do you have one handy?

3 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs Is this the same as what

4 we have?

5 CHAIRMAN HENDEIE& It is the same as what I have.

6 This is the rest of the human intrusion stuff, and the

7 underlying things here down to this would be the things. It

8 seems to me to be good stuff.

9 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& This is what the staff Put

10 in?

11 CHAIRMAN HERDRIEs Yes, they were amplifying human

12 intrusion.

13 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs They are good ones, I will

14 go along with it.

16 CHAIRMAN HENDBIEs OX, then the relations to other

16 parts of the NBC regulations. I don't know whether you took

17 the paragraph right out of Howard's memo or not, I did.

18 IS. COIELLAs Yes.

18 CHAIRRAN HENDRIE: I assume they are pretty much

20 the same.

21 If the staff would put John's alternative approach

22 section in at this point. I had it further over. John,

23 what is your preference?

24 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE& I don't care. I will leave

25 it up to the Stanlards people, where they think it fits in
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I best.

2 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Any comment on one place or the

3 other from staff?

4 NS. COMELLAt Well, we put it in where we thought

5 it made sense to put it. So, we have put it before we got

*6 into the discussion of the major features of the rules.

7 COKKISSIONER BRADFORD& Let's see, John, I at one

8 point suggested some modifications. I guess Joe had too. I

9 never sent them to anyone other than you, though.

10 COMMISSIONER AHEARNES I thought I could get Joe

11 on board with the version. I leave it there.

12 COEKISSIONER BRADFORDs Joe made some changes,

13 also.

14 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& If we go back to 16a in my

15 version, you will find that this is wit" and my mark-ups are

16 there. If the staff thinks it would go better into the

17 supplementary information at the end of the general remarks

18 section rather than the end of the whole proposition, why

19 don't we consider that to be the intent of the body and take

20 a look at some of the edits on it, see how those strike

21 people.

22 Now, you will have to tell me what yours were,

23 Peter. I guess I do not have this. Anything in the front

24 part of it?

25 COMNISSIONER BRADFORD& Well, there were some that
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1 were just grammatical and I am trying just to scan through

2 and jettison those in the interest of saving time.

3 COEISSIONER AHEARNE& I noticed the staff changed

4 "presumption" to nobservatin."

5 COMEISSIONER GILINSKY& This is 'staff

6 presumption?"

7 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& I was going to take the

8 word 'staff' out altogether.

9 COIHISSIONER AHEARNE& Yes. Peter would change it

10 to say, 'believe the proposition."

11 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYt Well, isn't it "should

12 consistent" rather than "would consistent?"

13 CHAIRMAN HENDEIE: I would think so.

14 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE& Yes.

15 COIKISSIONER BRADFORD& In the sentence before

16 that I thought that the problem here is not just the

17 adjudicatory process. What we are saying is that reliance

18 on the geological setting alone, at least in our current

19 view, does not in fact provide the level of assurance that

20 we would like to have. I would prefer to say something

21 about the uncertainties inherent in reliance on the

22 geological setting alone are too great, either to provide

23 reasonable assurance or to be reconciled in an adjudicatory

24 process.

25 I do not think the point is solely that relying on
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I the EPA standard would get us in trouble in an adjudicatory

2 context.

3 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& I guess we are going to tinker

4 with it. Let me introduce a further complication. I tried

5 to leave the language alone so that it could carry the

6 thrust at John wrote it. But if we want to try to improve

7 it and so on, I must say that unwillingness to depend on the

8 geological setting alone in isolation, for the isolation of

9 waste is not my reason for thinking it is a good idea to

10 have engineers' waste packages and engineered portion of the

11 facility, backfill and so on.

12 Rather, it is a feeling that while the geologic

13 setting might be all right, you are going to dig a hole,

14 then you have to fill it up again, and the waste is going to

16 have to come in some kind of a package that keeps the

16 radioactivity inside and provides some modest containment.

17 I see no reason why thiose elements which have to

18 be gone through anyway cannot be done in a way which

19 contributes substantially to the containment and the

20 isolation capability of the repository.

21 I have rather different reasons.

22 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs Let me revise my

23 suggestion and just suggest we put a period after 'grade.'.

24 COMMISSIONER GILIKSKYz Isn't the question whether

25 you would do it differently if there were no hearing? It
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1 seems to me we wouldn't, at least as far as these

2 requirements go. I would think you would not do it any

3 differently if there wasn't any regulatory overlay here.

4 You were just sitting down and designing the repository. I

5 think this is the way to go about it.

6 CHAIRHAR KENDEIE& I think probably that is

7 right. I am willing to agree that with the thrust of the

8 original language, rather than having to lay it out and to

9 argue about it in the adjudictory framework does not

10 necessarily, in my mind, improve the practicability of the

11 whole process as a technical and political decision in the

12 process.

13 But I think there are reasons for the multiple

14 barrier approach, apart from the uneasiness about depending

15 on the geology alone.

16 COMMISSIONER GILIRSKY& John, couldn'd we drop

17 Alternative 3 which you just dismiss out of hand anyway?

18 What is the point of including that?

19 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& It is in Appendix J.

20 COMMISSIONER AREARKE& Yes. The way they approach

21 it in the staff description in reaching their conclusion,

22 they listed three approaches. They came down on one, and

23 this alternative was just trying to pick up that language

24 and that description and then say, "We come down on one, but

25 here is an alternative."
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1 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& Well, let's see, are there

2 suggestions for alternatives with this language at the

3 beginning of the alternative approach?

4 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& Where are you? My

5 suggestion in the second sentence was to put a period after

6 'grade-

7 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& That kind of gives me a problem.

S COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& Well, see, what I am

9 trying to do is mask the set of differences that I guess

10 exist between John and me. John primarily saw the

11 adjudicatory process as being a problem, and I am pointing

12 more to the uncertainties inherent in the performance of the

13 geologic setting as the single route to the EPA standard.

14 Your problem, it seems to me, exists really with

15 either formulation, although it may not stand out quite as

16 clearly.

17 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& What about just saying

18 that the Commmission believes that considerable

19 uncertainties are inherent in reliance on the geological

20 setting alone, period?

21 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& That is also all right.

22 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& 'Considerable" being one

23 of those vague words.

24 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs Maybe this is the point

25 Victor was trying to make. If you threw away the
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1 adjudicatory process I take it, John - happy though you

2 might be - you still would not find yourself content to rely

3 on the geological setting alone.

4 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEs Well, what we are trying to

5 say here is, we are going out for comment on two alternative

6 regulatory processes.

7 CONKISSIONER BRADFORDt Right.

8 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEI And what I have tried to do

9 is to describe the alternative and then to give some

10 indication of why the alternative is there in a way that

11 would let us get out with the rule.

12 COHMISSIONER GILINSKY& But this would be true

13 whatever the decisiontaking process. If someone is going to

14 seriously want to decide which is the right approach, he is

15 going to want to have some confidence in whatever course he

16 is deciding on. The uncertainties that attach to depending

17 on the geological setting are going to cloud reliance on

16 that alone, no matter how you approach the problem.

19 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: The sentence seems to be

20 causing a lot of trouble - would we lose anything if we just

21 dropped it altogether?

22 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& Or you could say, in view

23 of. the uncertainties that attach to.reliance on the

24 geological setting alone, the Commission believes that a

25 repository should consist of."
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I Isn't that what you would say if you had to write

2 a report as a professional engineer?

3 CHAIBKAN HENDRIE& Maybe, but I could also write

4 it, rather than auttering darkly about the geology, I might

5 prefer to take the approach that since you are going to have

6 waste packages and an engineered part of the repository,

7 that rour confidence in the ability of the repository to

8 function successfully can be increased by utilizing those.

9 Hence, we decide that there ought to be multiple, various --

10 I don't much care how we come to that in the language here.

11 I gueses I would want to just put the period after 0grade"

12 and then say, you know, the geology can't cut it, no matter

13 what.

14 COUMISSIONER GILINSKY& Well, that was why I was

15 trying to drop that part of it.

16 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& Dropping it might be a way.

17 John?

18 COMISSIONER AHEARNE& Joe, I will defer to what

19 is acceptable to you.

20 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs How about saying, 'In view

21 of the uncertainties that attach to reliance on the

22 geological setting alone, the Commission believes that..."

23 and then go on with the rest of the next sentence

24 Or, you can turn around and say, "In view of the

25 opportunities to attain greater confidence" - that amounts
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1 to saying the same thing - "gives you the opportunity to

2 attain greater confidence in the isolation of the waste by

3 relying on a package and the depository. We would like to

4 emphasize those elements."

5 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& I think that would go well.

6 Why don't you jot that down and let us move on? Is that OK

Twith you, John?

8 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEs Sure.

9 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEt The next page.

10 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& Well, in the next line on

11 that page, what have we wound up settling on? I would have

12 preferred something like, OThe Commission further believes

13 that the proposition," and then on.

14 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYz I would say, "That a

15 repository should consist of two*--"

16 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDt That's fine, too. MY real

17 concern is that I don't think anywhere else in the document

18 up to this point we have talked about something as being a

19 staff position or assumption. I don't think we ought to do

20 it here.

21 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs Yes. I would say, "The

22 Commission believes a repository should consist of two major

23 engineering barriers in addition to the natural barriers,"

24 etc.

25 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That does not speak to any
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I requirement on that.

2 COMNISSIONER GILINSKYs Right.

3 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs All right, I will leave it to

4 the staff to fix up the footnote.

5 NS. COMELLAt Yes.

6 COMNISSIONER GILINSKY& What about your changes

7 about Alternative 1, the principle advantage one? That is

8 on the next page. We are going to have to go back and pick

9 up another change you made earlier.

10 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEz What is that?

11 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs The business of putting

12 things in regulatory guidance. As far as I am concerned,

13 that is OK.

14 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& Yes.

15 COMMISSIONER GILIISKY& That's the only thing.

16 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: We will be going back to page

17 11 or something like that.

18 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Page 15. I think it is

19 the only thing you have back there and I am happy to just

20 approve it.

21 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Let's pick up the rest of

22 this. If we can sort out the rest of this section.

23 COMMISSIONER GIIINSKYs Sure.

24 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: It seems to me that my changes

25 of what John meant had not expressed it as well as drafted
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1 originally.

2 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE& I have no problem with your

3 changes.

4 CHAIRKAN HENDRIEs That is a satisfactory answer,

5 although a different one. Comments?

6 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& I don't have difficulty

T with any of your changes in the paragraph that begins, "The

8 Alternative l."

9. CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs Right.

10 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& I would add a sentence at

11 the end. It is not essential, but I think it might help

12 focusing a bit to the effect that commenters espousing this

13 alternative should specifically address ways in which the

14 Commission might find reasonable assurance that the ultimate

15 standards are net without prescribing standards for the

16 major elements.

17 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs I have no objection.

18 COMEISSIONER AHEARKE. Fine.

19 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: And then down at the bottom,

20 and at the top of the next one, John, it just doesn't grab

21 me.

22 COMMISSIONER AHEARNiEs Fine.

23 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEt I don't. think we can very well

24 say, "Does in view of the three numerical..." when we go

25 ahead and propose the rule that says they do.
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1 I knew what you meant, I thought. Is that OK with

2 you others?

3 CONXISSIONER AHEARNEI Yes.

4 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& I had suggested - I as

5 just trying to track it through your changes, John, most of

6 which go in the same direction mine had anyway.

7 I guess, John, the last sentence in that paragraph

8 now reads, 'Therefore, the proposed technical rule is

9 established on this approach." My preference would be to

10 change that to the active voice and just say, "Therefore the

11 Commission prefers a technical rule established on this

12 approach."

13 I would put the last sentence in the active voice

14 and say, 'Therefore, the Commission prefers a technical rule

16 established upon this approach."

16 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& I would prefer the active

17 voice. It sounds like there is less hanging back on the

18 Commission's part.

19 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE& Do you go with that?

20 CHAIREAN HENDRIE& I guess so. Do you have

21 objection to it?

22 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEt If you go with it, I have

23 no objection to it.

24 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs Am I right in thinking

25 that it is wise to add at the end of the last paragaraph the
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1 sentence, "In all probability further public comment would

2 have to be sought." I thought our conclusion when we

3 discussed this list time was that there would be --

4 COflISSIONER GILINSKYs Not in all probability,

5 but definitely.

6 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& OK, if that is the case.

7 COEhISSIONER AHEARNEt Why definitely?

8 COMhISSIONER GILINSKY& Because if you went to a

9 completely different approach which is not laid out here,

10 you are going to have to go with a new comment period.

11 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD; The approach is laid out,

12 but you would have to change so much.

13 COEHISSIONER AHEARNE& It depends on how much has

14 to be changed.

15 MR. RALSCHt Well, that is true. If all you did,

16 if our rulemaking had an approach there would not be any

17 problem because the approaches would have been laid out.

18 The question is how many details would yu want to add.

19 COMhISSIONER AHEARNE& I guess I would not want to

20 commit to an additional public comment period. I have no

21 problem with saying have it possibly revised with the

22 possibility of an additional comment period.

23 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& That's fine. Why don't

24 you just make the sentence then, "it is possible that

25 further public comment would have to be sought?"
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I CHAIRMAN 'RENDRIEs All right. Major features of

2 the proposed rule. Are there changes, Pat?

3 IS. CONELLAt That is what I am trying to find out.

4 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: I think there are.

5 NS. CONELLAs Oh, yes, on page 14b of the June

6 loth memo. Remember, there had been an inconsistency when

7 you weere talking about the 10,000 year period.

8 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEz Yes.

9 NS. COWELLA& We have modified language there.

10 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& I got that. Is there any

11 problem with those?

12 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& No.

13 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& All right. There is also,

14 under 14c, there is a trunk that goes in, there are several

15 factors, several changes in this Siting Requirement

16 section. I hear no objection.

17 Then, the Design and Construction, I had a comment

18 about too much stuff in the rule and what do people think

19 about that, do we take it out of the rule?

20 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs Where are you now?

21 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& This would be my page 15, down

22 at the bottom where my handwritten stuff goes in.

23 ELD said, 'Watch out, you almost sound as though

24 you did define those rate guides."

25 MR. CUNNINGHAM: It was a minor concern that the
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1 particular word used here would suggest that part of the

2 rules were in the Reg Guide. The Reg Guide is going to

3 remain what Beg Guides always have been, staff guidance.

4 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& Let's use your language.

5 MR. CUNNINGHAMh What we would have done would put

6 a semicolon after "form,", the next to the last line on the

7 page, and then have a second clause there that says, These

8 may be supplemented, of course, with more details in staff

9 guidance documents, such as Regulatory Guides."

10 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& Now, let's see, I do not pick

11 up a change although I may have, by virtue of not having the

12 May 11 pages in it, have a problem. r do not have any

13 change in my text until you get to page 27.

14 COIKISSIONER GILINSKY& That looks OK.

15 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& That is talking about estimates

16 as to undiscovered deposits.

17 COMNISSIONER GILINSKYa Sold. Twenty-eight looks

18 good, too.

18 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& I am going to have to ask the

20 staff how we get through a major piece of goods, and before

21 we look at mine, there is a June 10 change from the staff.

22 This does what, just reflect Peter's version of it?

23 MR. KARTINs I think that is totally overtaken by

24 yours.

25 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEz So, there is not anything in
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1 your June 10 which is not available one way or another;

2 there are the words in mine.

3 COMMISSIONER BRADEORD& Except that you did spell

4 purpose" correctly.

5 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs Yes. I am pleased to say that

6 of all of the commenters I am the only objector to the

7 'purpso" of the subpart.

8 r think my memo attempted to outline the rationale

9 for the addition, the change that I think is necessary here.

10 COMNISSIONER GILINSKYs Are you talking about page

11 29?

12 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Yes, 29a. Let me stand back.

13 CONNISSIONER GILINSKY& It looks fine, except the

14 last 'probable." What do you want, two "probables" in

16 effect. Why is not just 'reasonable assurance' enough? "It

16 is probably true that it probably will happen."

17 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& When you talk about what the

18 leach rate will be in 100,000 years, 10,000 years or

19 whatever, or what the waste canister is going to do in a

20 thousand years, by the time you get through you are going to

21 have a record in which you are going to have people who

22 said, 'Yes, we think it will last in our judgment," that it

23 will. It is based on the following experiments which have

24 been done over the past two and-a-half years. We have used

25 the accelerated ratest and so on," and a lot of detail about
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2 You have other people who are going to be saying,

3 "It is my judgment that you cannot say anything definitive

4 about what is going to happen in a thousand years because

5 you cannot track in any reasonable way the local chemical

6 conditions of the container wall," and all sorts of things

7 like that.

8 I think the most you can hope for in trying to

9 decide what your finding, then, is going to be, say, on a

10 canister, is that the people that say, "We think it is going

11 to last a thousand years," have made reasonable arguments

12 that it will; and that those are not totally overcome by the

13 folks that do not think it will.

14 About all you can say is, out of those two arrays

15 of conflicting data is, "Well, I think the probable outcome

16 will be all right."

17 CONXISSIONER GILINSKY& That is where the

18 "reasonable assurance" comes in. How is that different?

19 CHAIRKAN HENDRIE& When we talk about reasonable

20 assureance in regulatory practice of this agency for 25

21 years-in terms of reactor things. Staff requires pretty

22 high standards of proof in order to reach reasonable

23 assurance findings about reactors. If you come in and, say,

24 have a circuit design which will do a certain function and

25 therefore meets this requirement or that and the staff wants
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1 to know, "Show me the design. What about this if you

2 analyze that?"

3 When they are all through, the staff engineers are

4 able to stand up and say, 'By George, that circuit will

6 perform," executed the the way they are committed to execute

6 it.

7 After all that great positive stuff, guess what

8 the finding is? There is reasonable assurance.

9 What I am saying is, you cannot apply that to

10 repository matters where you are talking about things that

11 go out a thousand years or more. You are going to have to

12 find a way to frame a standard which simply does not require

13 that kind of variable.

14 Now, I do not know that I have the words that we

15 need for that purpose, but the point I an making to you is,

16 you cannot license on the sort of reasonable basis assurance

17 that we license everything else we deal with.

18 CONEISSIONER BRADFORD& Let re speak to this for a

19 second, for once it is an area I know a little about.

20 First of all, you are going to have to start with

21 the standard in the Administrative Procedures Act, which I

22 think is that our findings have to be supported with

23 reliable, probative, and substantial evidence.

24 Now, it is from that, that we have evolved the

25 language "reasonable assurance." But the fact is, nothing
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1 we can say in the regulation is going to undercut the

2 statutory requirement.

3 I think one way to deal with it would just be to

4 quote the statutory language.

5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEs You feel that Joe's

6 language undercuts the statutory language?

7 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& I think by the time you

8 get down to tellling people that rigorous proofs are not

8 expected, and then also the point Vic made, the double

10 counting reasonable and probably, we run that risk.

11 I do not disagree with Joe's fundamental point

12 which is that in this kind of a proceeding you cannot get

13 the same degree of assurance that you are going to require

14 regarding the circuit in a reactor over that number of

15 years. But I would not go quite as far as this language

16 seems to in trying to take that into account.

17 fy difficulty - I have two different difficulties,

18 one in the beginning and one at the end-of Joe's proposed

19 language. One is, the sentence about rigorous proofs seems

20 to me to mix up the finding that we have to make with the

21 nature of the evidence that we would like to have come in.

22 I would rather substitute some phrase like, complete

23 assurance,* in there.

24 The difficulty with saying we do not expect

25 rigorous proofs is that it seems to invite the parties to
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2 they can. If they can be rigorous they ought to be rigorous.

3 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: "Complete assurance" would do

4 nicely there.

5 CORKISSIONER AREARRE: How would you phrase that,

6 "is not expected?"

7 COIHISSIONER BRADFORD& It is not expected that

8 complete assurance that they will be met can be presented.

9 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEt Well, you don't "present"

10 assurance, do you?

11 COKKISSIONER BRADFORD& Well, you present it and

12 hope that the finder will ultimately adopt it.

13 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: It seems to me, Joe, in

14 this paragraph you are saying that reasonable assurance in

15 this context is not going to be the same.

16 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: As in others.

17 COMMISSIONER GIIINSKYz That seems to me to be

18 good enough. This finding will still be reasonable

19 assurance, rather than introducing a new finding. If you

20 want to make that point more explicit, that will be fine,

21 too.

22 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: Let me ask the counsel. Let's

23 see, what you would would be to take "probable" out, take

24 the probable out of the last sentence.

25 ER. MALSCH& I have no problem with taking the
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I "Probable" out. The statutory standard is still that there

2 will be no undue risk, which we say there is reasonable

3 assurance.

4 COIKISSIONEE GILIESKYt Where do you get this

5 statutory standard there being no undue risk from?

6 HR. EALSCH& I do not have the section off-hand.

7 COEKISSIONER GILIESKY& It is in one place on

8 construction permits. But I thought the statutory standard

9 was adequate protection.

10 ER. MALSCHa It is stated variously in different

11 parts of the Act, "undue risk* in one place; *adequate

12 protection" is there.

13 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYt Somehow "no undue risk" is

14 something that everybody has latched onto, and the ACES has

16 latched onto. Everybody always cites that one.

16 MR. MUALCH I think 'undue risk" appears both in

17 the materials licensing and in facilities licensing section,

18 but adequate protection" appears only in the facilities

19 licensing section. But they have all been used

20 interchangeably.

21 ER. CUNNINGHAM: That is the principal one.

22 Reasonable assurance has been used by us to mean the same as

23 no undue risk, the same as adequate protection. What we

24 will have to do is come up with a context for the use of

25 that term in the context of depository licensing. It is a
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1 different context in facilities licensing. The standard is

2 still going to be the same.

3 COIMISSIONER GILINSKYr And this would just

4 recognize that we are dealing with something over long

5 periods of time that is inherently uncertain, and so on.

6 That just states the obvious. That is fine.

7 COKEISSIONER AHEARREt I have no problem with

8 *reasonable assurance.

9 CHAIRHAN HENDRIEt But the language as I have laid

10 it down appears to conflict with APA.

11 MR. KALSCHs I don't think so. The lPA standards

12 went for judicial review.

13 CHAIREAK HENDRIE: Say that again?

14 MR. MALSCHt The APA standard is the one that the

15 courts apply on judicial review. Usuall y, you cannot apply

16 that as a guide to decision because you can have substantial

17 evidence on both sides of the same question.

18 So, it is conceivable that you could have a record

19 developed in which there was substantial evidence both that

20 the standards were met, and substantial evidence that they

21 were not met. Then all you said was substantial evidence as

22 a possibility that could lead to impacts. Usually you have

23 to make some further statement.

24 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& Well, 'substantial' does

25 not necessarily mean 'majority," it means of substance.
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1 MR. MALSCH& Right. But if all you said was, make

2 a decision based on substantial evidence, it is conceivable

3 that there is substantial evidence on both sides of the

4 question and the adjudicatory tribunal would not know which

5 way to tilt.

6 So, the words we have always used to show which

7 way to tilt is "reasonable assurance' which, curiously

8 enough, is the only term among all those various phrases

9 that does not appear - undue risk, unreasonable risk

10 appears, reasonable assurance does not.

11 It has historically acquired almost a statutory

12 role. "Probably" means the same as "proponderance of the

13 evidence" in a legal burden of proof sense.

14 COKEISSIONEB GILINSKY& Probably.

15 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDa What was troubling me

16 about 'probable" is that it invites discussion over whether

17 that means a 51 percent likelihood, a 90 percent likelihood.

18 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& What you are saying is, it

19 is probable that the mean of whatever the performance

20 characteristic is will be over some line.

21 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEt That is exactly right, that is

22 what it means. But I sure would not want them to be

23 developing probability distributions and mucking around the

24 adjudicatory format trying to prove and disprove one

25 another's probability distributions.
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1 CONMISSIONER GILINSKYa I would be a lot more

2 comfortable with saying that reasonable assurance in this

3 case is going to have to take into account the uncertainties

4 inherent in the decision, and may have a different meaning

6 than it does in licensing a reactor.

6 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& I would be less

7 comfortable with it. The first part of it was all right. I

8 think I once suggested to Joe that to use a phrase like

9 "reasonable assurance' in light of the time periods and

10 hazards involved, that the outcome would be conforming.

11 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I was going to say at the

12 start that I am not sure that conceptually there is a lot of

13 difference between this and making findings on a reactor on

14 the basis of semi-scale tests. It is a difference of

16 degree, but I do not think a difference in kind.

16 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs I think it is a qualitative

17 difference. But let me not try to justify the feeling.

18 Peter, say that again. "For such long-term objective" -

19 this is the last sentence - 'what is required is reasonable

20 assurance, taking --

21 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& Reasonable assurance in

22 light of the time periods and hazards involved. I don't

23 know if you need it based on the record before the

24 Commissions I take it that is implicit in the nature of the

25 proceeding.
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1 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& I guess it is.

2 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& That the probable outcome

3 will be in conformance with those objectives and criteria.

4 CHAIRMAN HEEDRIEt You would take probable" out,

5 would you not?

6 COKEISSIONER GILINSKYa I would.

7 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I am sorry. Yes, I meant

8 to take it outs that is what I get for just reading along.

9 Reasonable assurance in light of the time periods

10 and hazards involved.

11 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEt That might be a formulation

12 which would do it. Any comments from staff, counsel's

13 office that you want to make?

14 OR. find that acceptable.

15 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE: How does it strike you, John?

16 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Peter, let me ask, when you

17 say, "In light of the time periods and hazards involved,' in

18 your mind, does that mean that you would ask for more or

19 less in the sense of conviction that this is the right

20 solution than you would in a reactor licensing case?

21 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& I don't consider that

22 phrase really to carry it beyond the word "reasonable." It

23 seems to me a reasonable person is going to consider in a

24 reactor the level of assurance they are going to require is

25 going to be in some measure commensurate with what being
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1 wrong on that particular point can lead to. I think the

2 same is true here.

3 It is clear to me that when you get out to

4 thousands of years you are talking about greater levels of

5 uncertainty than you would be in most aspects of reactor

6 performance. But that just arises from comparing 30 years

7 to a thousand.

8 CONNISSIONEB AHEARKE& Are you saying then that in

9 your mind that phrase would carry with it the idea that the

10 degree of certainty you would have to reach for probable

11 assurance is less in licensing a repository than in

12 licensing a reactor?

13 COHNISSIORER BRADFORDs As a general proposition,

14 John, the chances are none of us will be here to do it.

15 COINISSIONER AHEARNE: The record will exist.

16 CONXISSIONER BRADFORD& If. it were me, as a

17 general proposition I think that the level of assurance one

18 can hope to attain is going to decline with time, and the

19 hazard, of course, is also going to decline with time. So,

20 it is going to be acceptable, is going to have to be

21 acceptable. In the period of thousands of years you are

22 talking about a much greater level of uncertainty.

23 COEXISSIONEE AHEARNE& With the understanding,

24 Peter, it carries with it something like the recognition

25 that there is going to have to be less certainty in reaching
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1 a reasonable assurance in licensing a repository than in

2 licensing a ractor, which I thought was inherent in Joe's

3 statement. I would accept it.

4 COMNISSIONER GILIISKSM Uncertainty, as you look

5 further ahead.

6 CONXISSIONER AHEARNE& Uncertainty in reaching

7 your conclusion

8 CHAIRRAN HENDRIE& It certainly seems to me

9 directed to the direction that I think you are agreeing it

10 was meant. How about, "What is required is reasonable

11 assurance, making allowance for the time periods and hazards

12 involved, but the outcome will be conformance?"

13 COBNISSIONER BRADFOEDi I think that is fine,

14 too. The only caveat I would introduce into my pact with

16 John, that there of course are some activities that go on at

16 the very beginnin; of transportation and capability

17 concerns, which would be roughly comparable to reactors.

18 CHAIRRAN HEKDRIE& I don't know, I think it would

19 carry this insert if we put it in, the kind of language we

20 have adjusted to here is at least a step in the direction

21 that I think things have to be turned to to make it a

22 practical proposition. I suspect it is not practical to go

23 too much farther than this in terms of trying to define the

24 proposition because one is limited by certain legal

25 precedents, statutory requirements on a couple of
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2 boundary.

3 As it stands, to go through it once to see if we

4 are in agreemewnt. The insert would be the one on my page

5 29a. In the second line we would strike 'rigorous proof",

6 substitute "complete assurance.' In the third line, strike

7 0or will," and the last sentence would read, OFor such

8 long-term objectives and criteria what is required is

9 reasonable assurance, making allowance for the time periods

10 and hazards involved, that the outcome" - strike the

11 "probable' - "will be in conformance with those objectives

12 and criteria."

13 It seems to me that if you allowed me --

14 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD: I think you are right, it

15 is not a matter of allowance.

16 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEt -- what I thought we needed

17 here. So, that would be fine with me. If it is agreeable

18 with others, why, let us put it in.

19 Then, back on page 29, down in Part "b" of this

20 thing, it seems to me that you want to reflect that having

21 discussed what "reasonable assurance" ment in "a", that when

22 you refer to it in "b", you want to say, "What we mean here

23 is what we said up above."

24 COIhISSIONEE BRADFORD: Yes.

25 CHAIRhAN HENDRIEs I tell you, since you have to
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1 go and since it is ten after twelve, this would be a good

2 time for us to stop.

3 Now, we have to save some time on the agenda to

4 continue this discussion early next week. What I would

5 propose to do is to continue from this point, pick up the

6 -discussion at this point on Tuesday afternoon, the 16th at 2

7 o 'clock.

8 ER. DIRCKSs We are going up to the hearing on

9 uranium mill tailing the afternoon of the 16th.

10 COKEISSIONER BRADFORDt Can you switch with

11 whatever is on Tuesday morning?

12 CHAIREAN HENDRIEt Yes. On Tuesday morning I have

13 an export licensing briefing. Can anybody tell me whether

14 that involves people from outside the agency?

15 HR. DIRCKSs That is that Criterion 1?

16 CHAIRKAN HENDRIE& Yes.

17 MR. DIECKSt That was Shehy and myself. Shehy can

18 do that.

19 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEt Would you prefer to do that, or

20 would you prefer to shuffle Wednesday at 10 o'clock, the

21 ATWS discussion?

22 ER. DIRCKS& I would like" to get out of ATWS.

23 (Laughter.)

24 CHAIRKAN HENDEIEs Gee, I am cut to the quick.

25 What do you think of that?
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1 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs It does not matter a lot

2 to me one way or the other. My only concern is a desire to

3 vote on this one if we can. Since we have to by the end of

4 the week, there is a little bit of a risk in shoving it

5 forward if there are any substantial revisions and retyping

6 to be done. It is nice to have the extra day in there.

7 ER. DIRCKS& Rove this to Tuesday morning, and

8 move the Tuesday morning one to the next day.

9 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& For the sole purpose of

10 getting you out of ATWS.

*11 (Laughter.)

12 CHAIRMAN HEKDRIE& That is all right with me. The

13 ATWS group can come any time.

14 HR. MARTINA Should we in the meantime revise all

16 this up to page 34?

16 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& I think if you can stand

17 it, it would be wise, yes.

18 HR. MARTIN& Printed pages, bring us up to the

19 present.

20 CHAIRKAN HENDRIE& Yes.

21 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& Let's see, does it make

22 sense to try and come up with a single version for

23 discussion from 39 forward as well?

24 MR. DIRCKS: A combination of the May 11 version?

25 KR. MARTINt Well, there really are not any
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1 changes beyond that, to speak of.

2 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& Not other than those Joe

3 has proposed.

4 ER. DIRCKS& I think the chairman's-changes are

5 the only substantive ones.

6 COIHISSIOKER AREARNEt Probably, to speed us on,

7 if you could take his changes and put them in as marked

8 changes in a version that would make sure you picked up all

9 of the June's to avoid the difficulty of trying to shuffle

10 them. That would probably speed us along.

11 CHAIRMAN HERDRIE& Yes, that is right. We still

12 have some substantive things because I am attacking the LERA

13 pieces of the first two barriers, and that needs substantial

14 discussion. Once we get past that an back into these other

15 things, then I had the grump about the adverse conditions.

16 I think from there on I have not touched it. I don't even

17 recall edits I made.

18 So, with that much to go it would be useful. Now,

19 let me ask Commissioners, those present, as they prepare

20 that version, why don't we ask them to prepare it on a clean

21 basis? It does not seem to me to make sense to sort out the

22 most recent set of changes and underline, and do comparative

23 text; do you think sp?

24 COMEISSIONER BRADFORDs Let's see, this is the

25 whole thing, or the part up to?
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1 CHAIRNAN HENDRIE& The part up to here.

2 COMEISSIONER BRADFORD; Yes, that can be clean.

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Fine.

4 CHAIRKAN HENDRIE& From here on, were there things

5 I missed in lay 11th, using the old one, which were

6 significant? My impression was that from here on, Ray 11th

7 is sort of irrelevant because I thought your June 1st memo

8 ran solid new pages from about 28 on, or something like that.

9 NS. COKELLAt That's right.

10 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& So, I think by the time we have

11 gotten this far, there is no longer that problem that I

12 missed things out of Kay 11th.

13 So, if they would do it as a clean copy up to this

14 point, maybe it would relieve them a little bit from a major

16 typing Job to just go ahead and work from mine from here on.

16 COMMISSIONER AHEARNEs And of course that one open

17 item on the first page.

18 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs The typist can handle that

19 one.

20 CHAIRMAN HENDRIE& When you retype that, if you

21 put in parentheses and three spaces --

22 CORKISSIONER BRADFORD& I was going to say, ten.

23 (Laughter.)

24 CORKISSIONER AHEARNEg Why don't you say three,

25 granting that you may compromise?
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1 CON!ISSIONER BEADFORDs That's right, an extra

2 space.

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE& If you compromise off of

4 nine in his direction, more than nine days.

5 CHAIRMAN HENDRIEs I vill have a new proposal by

6 Tuesday morning.

7 (Laughter.)

8 CHAIRHAN HENDRIEs I think it still can be

9 accomodated within three digits. Thus, it will be less than

10 three years, to be sure.

11 Now, does everybody know what they are going to do?

12 ER. MARTIN: Yes.

13 (Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m. the meeting of the

14 Commission was adjourned.)
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20555

IN RESPONSE, PLEASE
REFER TO: M810616A

June 22, 1981

OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY

MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

William J. Dircks, Executive Director
for Operations

Samuel J. Chilk, Secret

STAFF REQUIREMENTS - BR I N SECY-8l-267, 10 FR
PART 60, DISPOSAL OF HI G-LEV RADIOACTIVE WASTE IN
GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES: TECHNIC I _4{Y05 A.M.,
TUESDAY, JUNE 16, 1981, COMMISSIONERS' CONFERENCE ROOM,
D.C. OFFICE (OPEN TO PUBLIC ATTENDANCE)

The staff continued its discussion with the Commission on the proposed
rule on Technical Criteria for High-Level Waste (HLW) Repositories. The
Commission agreed on a number of changes to the proposed rule including:

a. The public comment period should be 120 days.

b. The addition of a footnote on page 38 (staff June 15, 1981 version
of the rule) noting that the Commission is also seeking public
comment on the desirability of the inclusion of an ALARA type concept
to the waste packages and engineered system. The Statement of
Consideration should include discussion of the desire for public
comment on. this topic.

c. The introductory paragraphs to Section 60.123 and 60.124 should be
revised as follows:

Section 60.123 Potentially adverse conditions

The following are potentially adverse conditions. The presence of
any such conditions may compromise site suitability and will require
careful analysis and such measures as are necessary to compensate
for them adequately pursuant to Section 60.124.

Section 60.124 Assessment of potentially adverse conditions

In order to show that a potentially adverse condition or combination
of conditions cited in Section 60.123 of this subpart does not
significantly impair the ability of the geologic repository to
isolate the radioactive waste, the following must be demonstrated.
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The Commission, by a vote of 4-0, approved:

1. Publication of the proposed rule in the Federal Register subject to
review of the final wording by the Commissioners' offices. The
staff was directed to prepare the proposed rule and forward it to
the Commission. (EDO) (SECY Suspense: 7/8/81)

2. The staff conclusions set forth in Enclosure H to SECY-81-267 for
the Analysis with Respect to the Periodic Systematic Review of
Regulations and Criteria.

3. Certification that the rule will not have a significant economic
impact on a substantial number of small entities.

An advance copy of the Final Rule was subsequently distributed to the
Commissioners Offices on June 22, 1981.

cc: Chairman Hendrie
Commissioner Gilinsky
Commissioner Bradford
Commissioner Ahearne
Commission Staff Offices
Public Document Room
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- were reviewed and published. in 4f
summary form, on March 31.1980145 FR
22168). In general. the comments were
supportive of the agency's efforts.

It was also at this time, March l98,
that Packers and Stockyards printed its
timetable for review anticipating the
publication of a specific set of
regulations for review every 6 mothis
until all regulations were considered or
a total time period of approximately 5
years. Fourteen specific regulations. six
policy statements and various report
forms were selected for review, and
comments were again solicited.

In response to the March request. 21
I additional comments were received
conceranlg the specific areas targeted
for review, Le.. (itCurrent vels of
requ red Ionmthg tz) proper
maintenance efc~stoial accounts; (3)
packer sales promotion policies, and (4)
required annual reporting for market
agencies and dealers. The agency's third
Federal Registerpubfication. dated
December 31. 90(45 FR 87=a),
discussed these comments and detaifed
specific changes In these target areas
designed to Ebe responalvceto sugestoss
by the industry, to lessen regulatory
burdens on hendtry, and to
encourage competiv ma s within
the industry.

Present Activities
Tlie a nc has decided to accelerate

the regulatory eview and refonn
process which it has already begun. To
assist the agency in achieving this end,
the Deputy Administrator, Packers and
Stockyards. AMS, established an
internal task force in January 1981 to
review each rule and regulation and to
suggest changes thereto which would
lessen or eihuinate any regulatory
burden imposed without restricting the

- agency's ability to enforce the Packers
!and Sockyards Act. An interim report.
of the task force has been prepared and
a final report Is expected by the
Administrator of Packers and
Stockyards Administration on August 1
1981.-
Ravied Plan

Packers mad Stockyards
Admlnirstotim will not follow Kts
previously published plan for regulatory
review-Rather, the agency will review
all currently effective regulations, policy
statements and reportisg requirements
by tlw close of fibW year19B3
(Sepkeber 3t 1963 As a part of this
review, effort w be mde to obtain
input from te afficted industries, State
Departments of Agriculture, and other
interested person prior to formal
publication otproposals Prposed-
ch.anges and deleted willthen be

publisied in the Fderal Register for
comments prior to final adoption.
Additionally, by September 30,1981, the
agency will publish. pursuant to the
requirements of the Regulatory
Flexibility Act. a listing of all rules
having a significant ecaoxmic impact on
a substantial number of small business
entities which wilbe reviewed during

-the succeeding 12 months. 64 proposed
regulations publitwed December 3.
1980, in the Federal Register wil be
reconsidered by the agency to

* incorporate, where appropriate. the
recommendations of the task frce and
comments filed by the industry, and
where necessary, such regulations will
be republished for comment.

Done at Washington. D.C. ths t day of
July 1981.

James L Saith,
ActkiAdmaikriato Pkers anod
Stockyards Admnistraon.

fILUING CODE UIBO-0@4

NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMMISSION

10 CFR Part 60

Disposal of lgh.Level Radioactive
Wastes In Geologic Repositories
AGENCY. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
ACTION: Proposed rule.

SUMMARY: The NRC is publishing
proposed amendments which specify
technical criteria for disposal of high-
level radioactive wastes InLW] i
geologic respositories. The proposed
criteria address siting, design, and
performance of a geologic repository,
and the design and performance of the
package which contains the waste
within the geologic repository. Also
included are criteria f morntoring and
testing pogras performance
confltioa qity assarance, and
personael trabing and certification. The
proposed criteria are necessary for the
NRC to fl its statutory obligations
concerning the licensing and regulating
of facilities used for the receipt and
storage-of high-level radioactive waste.
DATE: Comments received after
November 5, 198 will be considered if it
Is practical to do so, but assurance of
consideration cannot be given excet for
comments received on or before this
date.
ADDRESS: Written comments or
suggestions on the proposed
amendments should be sent to the
Secretary of the NuclearRegulatory
Commission, Washington. D.C. 205.

Attentiorn Docketing and Service
Branch Copies of comments may be
examined In the US. Naclear Regulatory
Commission Public Documnyt Room,
1727 H Street NW, Washington, D.C.
Comments may also be delivered to
Room 1121, V17 H Street NW,
Washington D.C., between 8B15 a-m. and
5:00 p.m

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT.
Frank J. Arsenault, Director of the
Division of Health. Siting and Waste
Management. Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. Washitong
D.C. 20555, Telephone (301) 427-43511
SUPPLEMENTARY IXFORMAnON

Backroud

On December 6.1g79 the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (Commission or
NRC) published for comment proposed
procedures for licensing geologic
disposal of high-level radioactive
wastes. The licensing procedures were
published in. final form on February 25,
198 (48 ER 1397 1. On May 13. 198(45
FR 313931 the Commission published for
comment am Advance Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR)
concerning technicaf criteria for
regulating disposal of high-level
radioactive wastes (HLW) in geologic
respositories. Fncluded wit the adnce
notice was a draft of the technical
criteria under development by tre staff.
The public was asked to provide
comment on several issues discussed to
the advance notice and to reflect on the
draft technical criteria in light of that
discussion. e coment, received
Were numerous and covered the kl
range of Ises related to the technical
criteria. The tecnhical criteria being
proposed here are the culumination of a
number of drafts, and were developed in
light of the comments received on the
ANPR. It is the Commissions's belief
that the regulation proposed here is one
which is both practical for licensing and
this notice provides a flexible vehicle for
accommodating comments in that it
points out alternatives and calls for
comment in a number of critical plans.
The Commission has prepared an
analysis of the comments which
explains the changes made from the
ANPR, and intends to publish soon the
comments and the analysis as a NUREG
document. A draft of this NUREG has
been placed In the Commission's Public
Document Room for review. In addition.
the staff has begun a program to develop
guidance as to the methods that It
regards as satisfactory for
demonstraIg compince with the
requirements of the proposed rule.

II
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The technical criteria&being set forth
here as proposed rulemaking are a result
bf the Commission's further effort in
regulating geologic disposal of HLW by
the Department of Energy (DOE). The
rationale-for the performance objectives
and the Environmental Impact
Assessment supporting this rulemaking
are also being published separately and
are available free of charge upon written
request to Frank Arsenault at the above
address. In developing these criteria we
have not reexaminated DOE's
programmatic choice of disposal
technology resulting from its Generic
Environmental Impact Statement,
inasmuch as the Commission has
expressly reserved until a later time
possible consideration of matters within
the scope of that generic statement (44
FR 70408). Accordingly, the technical
criteria apply only to disposal in
geologic respositories and do not
address other possible or potential
disposal methods. Similarly, in that
DOE's current plans call for dispoal at
sufficient depth to be In the area termed
the saturated zone, these criteria were
developed for disposal in saturated
media. Additional or alternative criteria
may need to be developed for regulating
disposal In the unsaturated or vadose
zone.
Authority

Sections 202 (3) and (4) of the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended,
provide the Commission with licensing
and regulatory authority regarding DOE
facilities used primarily for the receipt
and storage of high-level radioactive
wastes resulting from activities licensed
under the Atomic Energy Act and
certain other long-term HLW storage
facilities of DOE. Pursuant to that
authority, the Commission is developing
criteria appropriate to regulating
geologic disposal of HLW by DOE. The
requirements and criteria contained in
this proposed rule are a result of that
effort.
Relation to Generally Applicable
Standards for Radiation in the
Environment Established by the
Environmental Protection Agency

The Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) has the authority and
responsibility for setting generally
applicable standards for radiation in the
environment. It is the responsibility of
the NRC to implement those standards
in its licensing actions and assure that
public health and safety are protected.
Although no EPA standard for disposal
of HLW yet exists, these proposed
technical criteria for regulating geologic
disposal of HLW have been developed
to be compatible with a generally

applicable environmental standard.
Specifically, the performance objectives
and criteria speak to the functional
elements of geologic disposal of HLW
and the analyses required to give
confidence that these functional
elements will perform as intended.
Disruptive Processes and Events

The NRC's implementing regulations
assume that licensing decisions will be
based, in part, on the results of analysis
of the consequences of processes and
events which potentially could disrupt a
repository. Thus, throughout the criteria
are requirements that the design basis
take into account processes and events
with the potential to disrupt a geologic
repository. If the process or event Is
anticipated, i.e., likely, then the design
basis requires barriers which would not
fail in a way that would result in the
repository not meeting the performance
objectives. Anticipated processes and
events would include such items as
waste/rock Interactions that result from
emplacement of the wastes or the
gradual deterioration of borehole seals.
If the process or event is unlikely, then
the overall system must still limit the
release of radionuclides consistent with
the EPA standard as applied to such
events. An example of an unlikely event
would be reactivation of a fault within
the geologic setting which had not
exhibited movement since the start of
the Quaternary Period. In general. both
likely and unlikely processes and events
are expected to be site and design
specific and would be identified by DOE
in its license application.
Multiple Barriers

The proposed technical criteria were
developed not only with the
understanding that EPA's generally
applicable environmental standard
would need to be implemented, at least
in part, by performing calculations to
p redict performance, but also with the

nowledge that some of those
calculations would be complex and
uncertain. Natural systems are difficult
to characterize and any understanding
of the site will have significant
limitations and uncertainties. Those
properties which pertain to isolation of
HLW are difficult to measure and the
measurements which are made will be
subject to several sources of error and
uncertainty. The physical and chemical
processes which isolate the wastes are
themselves varied and complex. Further,
those processes are especially difficult
to understand in the area close to the
emplaced wastes because that area is
physically and chemically disturbed by
the heat generated by those wastes.

However, a geologic repository
consists of engineered features as well
as the natural geologic environment.
Any evaluation of repository
performance, therefore, will consider the
waste form and other engineering
factors which are elemental to the
performance of the repository as a
system. By partitioning the engineered
system into two major barriers, the
waste package and the underground
facility, and establishing performance
objectives for each, the Commission has
sought to exploit the ability to design the
engineered features to meet specific
performance objectives as a means of
reducing some of the uncertainties in the
calculations of overall repository
performance.

In addition, the requirements for
containment, controlled release rate,
and 1,000-year groundwater transit time
are three criteria which act
independently of the overall repository
performance to provide confidence that
the wastes will be isolated at least for
as long as they are most hazardous.
Contain ent and Isolation

During the first several hundred years
following emplacement of the wastes,
both the radiation from and the heat
generated by the wastes are attributable
mainly to the decay of the shorter-lived
nuclides. primarily fission products. At
about 1,000 years after emplacement
both the radiation from and heat
generated by decay of the wastes have
diminished by about 3 orders of
magnitude. As the decay of the longer-
lived nuclides, primarily actinides,
begins to dominate, both the radiation
from and thermal output of the wastes
continue to fall until almost 100.0001to
1,000,000 years after emplacement. By
that time both have diminished by about
5 orders of magnitude and both heat and
radiation become roughly constant due
to the ingrowth of daughter nuclides,
primarily Ra-225, Ra-226 and their
decay products.

The technical criteria would require
the engineered system to be designed so
that the wastes are contained within the
waste package for the first thousand
years following emplacement. Following
this period, containment is no longer
assumed and the function of the waste
package and underground facility is to
control the release of radionuclides from
the underground facility. By requiring
containment during the period when the
thermal conditions around the waste
packages are most severe, evaluation of
repository performance is greatly
simplified to considerations of the
degree of conservatism in the
containment design relative to events

e
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and processes that might affect the
performance during the containment
period.

Although both the radiation from and
heat generated by the decay of the
wastes have diminished about 3 orders
of magnitude during the containment
period, the area surrounding the
emplaced wastes wiN not return to
temperatures near those before the
wastes were emplaced until after about
10.000 years. As mentioned earlier, the
thermal disturbsace of the area near the
emplaced wastes adds significanty to
the uncertainties in the calculation of
the transport of the radionuclides
through the geologic environment.Te
technical criteria are Intended to
compensate for uncertainties by
imposing further design requirements on
the waste package and underground
facility, thereby limiting the source term
by controlling the release tate.
Role of the Site

The Commission neither intends nor
expects either containment to be lost
completely at 1.000 years following
emplacement or the engineered system's
contribution to the control of the release
of wastes to cease abruptly at some
later time. However, the Commission
recognizes that at some point the design
capabilities-of the engineered system
will be lost and that the geologic
setting-the site-rust provide thre
isolation of the wastes from the
environment, and has translated this
requirement into a performance
objective for the geologic setting. The
Commisslon also recognizes that
isolation is, in fact a controlled release
to the environment which could span
many thousands of years and that the
release of radionuclides and the
potential exposures to indnviduals which
could result, should be addressed hr the
evaluation of a repository. A
complement to the evaluation of the
effects of design basis processes and
events-which might disrlpt the
repository is a projection of how the
repository, unperturbed by discrete
external events, will evolve through the
centuries as a result of thegeologrc
processes operating at the site. Hence,
an amendment is bein proposed to that

il portion of SubpartS of le CFR Part 80
|4 Ewhich describes the contents of the
4 Safety Analysis Report of DOE's

application for geologic disposal of
KHIW which would requke DOE to
project the expected performance of the
proposed geologic repository noting the

I4 rates and quantities of expected
releases of radionudides to the
accessible environment as a function of

&, Ctime.

Retrievabllity
The licensing procedures of 10 CFR

Part so were written assuming that there
would be a prograr of testing and
measurement of the thermal.
mechanical and chemical properties of
the major engineered barriers to confirm
their expected performance. The
Commission would like to tie the
requirement for retievability of the
wastes to the expected time needed to
execute the performance confirmation
program. However. at present it appears
to the Commission that neither the
specific nature nor the period needed for
execution of the performance
confirmation program will be certain
until construction of the repository fis
substantillQy complete; that is, until the
actual licensing to receive wastes at a
geologic repository. Hence it is difficult
at this time to use the performance
confirmation program as a basis for
establishing a period of retrievability.
Nonetheless, DOE Is now making
critical decisions regarding the design of
geologic repositories w~hich will have a
direct effect upon how long the optio to
retrieve wastes can be maintained, and
upon the difficulty which wilibe
encounted in exercising tat opiffon,
should that be necessary for protection
of pubacn ealth and safety. Therefore to
provide a suitable objective in this
regard, the proposed rule sets forth a
requirement that the wenieered stem
be designed so that the option to
retrieve the waste can be preserved for
up to fifty years following completion of
emplacement. Thus, the waste package
and the underground facility would be
designed so that the period of
retrievability would not be the
determinant of when the Commrssion
would decide to permit closure of the
repository. Rather, the Commission
would be assured of the option to let the
conduct of the performance
confirmation program indicate when It is
appropriate to muake such a decision. In
particular. the Commission s concerned
that the thenro-mechaicat design of
the underground facility be wudh that
access can be maintained until the
Commission either decides to penrit
permanent iosure of the repository or
to take corrective action, whio may
include retrdevaL

As it n no structured the rule would
require in effect that the repository
design be ch as to perst retrieval of
waste packges for a period of rip to 110
yelas. the components of this total
period are as follows: the first waste

ack ages to go in the repository are
hel unto be in place about thstyyears

before an wastes are In place;
hereafter, a 5year period is required

by the rule; finally, a retrieval schedule
is suggested of about the same time as
the original construction plus
emplacement operationsanother 30-
odd years. Since ft is probably not
practical to adjust the retrievability
design aspects of the repository
according to the order of emplacement
of the waste packages, the 110-year
requirement apply to an of the
waste. The Commission Is particularly
Interested in comments on the degree to
which this requirement will govern the
thermal and mechanical design of the
repository and on whether some shorter
period would be adequate or whether
there are other ways than an overall
retrievability requirement to preserve
options before permanent closure. The
Commission does not wat to approve
construction of a design that will
foreclose unnecessarily options for
future decisionmakers, but It is also
concerend that retrievability
requirements not unnecessarily
complicate or dominate repository
design.

The retrievatility requirement does
not specf the form In which the wastes
are to be retrievable or tbat wastes are
'readily retrievable." The requirement Is
simply that all the wastes be retrievable
during a period equal to the period of
construction and emplacement. DOE's
plans for retrieval are specifically
requested as part of Its license
application and the practicablity of Its
proposal will be considered by the
Commission. Waste may be retrieved
upon NRC approva of a DOE
application or upon order by NRC. or
otherwise, where authied by DOE's
license.
Human lntrusion

Some concern has been raised on the
issue of human intrusion Into a geologic
repository. Human Intrusion could
conceivably occur either inadvertently
or deliberately. Inadvertent intrusion is
the accidental breaching of the
repository in the course of some activity
unrelated to the existence of the
repository e.g.. exploration for or
development of resources. For
inadvertent intrusion to occur, the
institutional controls, site markers,
public records. and societal memory of
the repository's existence must have
been ineffective or have ceased to exist.
Deliberate or intentional intrusion. on
the other hand, assumes a conscious
decision to breach the repository; for
example, in order to recover the high-
level waste itself or exploit a mineral
associated with the site.

Historical evidence indicates that
there is substantial continuity of
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I I Information transfer over tiure There
are numerous examples of 2nowledge,
including complex information, being
preserved for thousands of years. This
has occurred even in the absence of
printing and modern information
transfer and storage systems.
Furthermore. this information transfer
has survived disruptive events, such as
wars, natural disasters, and dramatic
changes in the social and political fabric
of societies. The combination of the
historical record of information transfer,
provisions for a well-marked and
extensively documented site location.
and the scale and technology of the
operation needed to drill deeply enough
to penetrate a geologic repository argue
strongly that inadvertent intrusion as
described above is highly improbable. at
least for the first several hundred years
during which time the wastes are most
hazardous. Selecting a site for a
repository which is unattractive with
respect to both resource value and
scientific interest further adds to the
Improbability of inadvertent human
intrusion. It is also logical to assume
that any future generation possessing
the technical capability to locate and
explore for resources at the depth of a
repository would also possess the
capability to assess the nature of the
material discovered, to mitigate
consequences of the breach and to
reestablish administrative control over
the area if needed. Finally, it is
inconsistent to assume the scientific and
technical capability to identify and
explore an anomalous heat source
several hundred meters beneath the
Earth's surface and not assume that
those exploring would have some idea
of either what might be the cause of the
anomaly or what steps to take to
mitigate any untoward consequence of
that exploration.

The above arguments do not apply to
the case of deliberate intrusion. The
repository itself could be attractive and
Invite Intrusion simply because of the
resource potential of the wastes
themselves. Intrusion to recover the
wastes demands (1) krnowledge of the
existence and nature of the repository,
and (2) effort of the same magnitude as
that undertaken to emplace the wastes.
Hence Intrusion of this sort can only be
the result of a conscious, collective
societal decision to recover the wastes.

Intrusion for the purpose of sabotage
or terrorism has also been mentioned as
a possibility. However, due to the nature
of geologic disposal, there seems to be
very little possibility that terrorists or
saboteurs could breach a repository.
Breach of the repository would require
extensive use of machinery for drilling

and excavating over a considerable
period of time. It is highly Improbable
that a terrorist group could accomplish
this covertly.

In light of the above, the Commission.
adopted the position that commonsense
dictates that everything that is
reasonable be done to discourage people
from intruding into the repository. Thus.
the proposed technical criteria are
written to direct site selection towards
selection of sites of little resource value
and for which there does not appear to
be any attraction for furure societies.
Further, the proposed criteria would
require reliable documentation of the
existence and location of the repository
and the nature of the wastes emplaced
therein, including marking the site with
the most permanent markers practical.
However, once the site is selected,
marked, and documented, It does no use
to argue over whether these measures
will be adequate in the future, or to
speculate on the virtual infinity of
human intrusion scenarios and whether
they will or will not result In violation of
the EPA standard. Of course, the
Commission recognizes that there are
alternative approaches to the Human
Intrusion question. Accordingly,
comment on this and alternative
approaches is welcome.
Relation to Other Parts of NRC
Regulations

The proposed rule contemplates that
DOE activities at a geologic repository
operations area may in appropriate
cases be licensed under other parts of
NRC regulations and would then not be
governed by these technical criteria. We
note, In this connection, that the scope
section of the proceduraL.ule
specifically provides that Part 60 shall
not apply to any activity licensed under
another parL This allows an
independent spent fuel storage
installation to be licensed under Part 72,
even though located at a geologic
repository operations area (provided, of
course, it Is sufficiently separate to be
classified as 'independenti. Other DOE
activities of the geologic repository
operations area could be licensed under
Parts 30 or 70 if an exemption from Part
60 is determined to be appropriate.
Alternative Approach

In the course of the Commission's
deliberation. it becomes evident that in
order to have confidence in the ability of
a geological repository to contain and
Isolate the wastes for an extended
period of time. the repository must
consist of multiple barriers. In view of
the uncertainties that attach to reliance
on the geologic setting alone. the
Commission believes that a repository

should consist of two major engineered
barriera4waste packages and
underground facility) in addition to the
natural barrier provided by the
geological setting. The Commission is
emphasizing these elements to take
advantage of the opportunity to attain
greater confidence in the Isolation of the
waste. Having reached these
conclusions, the Commission considers
next whether or not and to what level of
detail the performance criteria for a
geological repository should be
prescribed. In this regard, the
Commission considers the following 3
alternatives:'

1. Prescribe a single overall
performance standard that must be met.
The standard in this case would be the
EPA standard.

2. Prescribe minimum perorane
standards for each of the major
elements, in addition to requiring the
overall system to meet the EPA
standards; and

3. Prescribe detailed numerical
criteria on critical enginneering
attributes of the repository system.

Alternative 3 is considered overly
restrictive on the design flexibility and
judged to be inappropriate at this stage
of technological development.
Therefore, this alternative Is quickly
eliminated as a viable regulatory
approach.

Alternative 1 has as Its principal
advantage the fact that It provides
maximum flexibility in apportioning
credit for containment and Isolation to
the several elements of the repository. It
also allows the designer to incorporate
and apply new technological
developments and knowledge from the
site characterization phase to the
repository design. Notwithstanding
some concern over Its practicality In the
regulatory framework, the Commission
cannot at this time eliminate it from
further consideration. The Commission
Is, therefore, specifically requesting the
general public, particularly those from
the technical communities, to comment
on this point. In addition, the
Commission requests commentors
espousing this alternative to address
specifically ways in which the
Commission might find reasonable
assurance that the ultimate standards

IDetailed discussions on the advantages and
disadvantages of each of these alternatives are
given In Appendix I to Commission Paper SECYT-O
267. April V. 1981, Ratonale for Performance
Objectives and Required Characteristics of the
Geologic Setting This appendix is beng published
separately and is available without charge on
request to the Commisslon s Public Document
Room. 177 H SL NW, Washington. DC. 203
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are met without prescribing standardis
for the major elements of a repository

In relation to the first and the third
alternatives that are briefly discussed
above. Alternative 2 appears to offer a
reasonable and practical compromise. In
addition to retaining the single overall
performance standard in Alternative 1
as the final performance objective, this
approach establishes the minimum
performance objectives for each of the 3
major barriers of the repository. While
this approach limits the repository
designer's flexibility, it is clear that
meeting these minimum design goals
would substantially enhance the
Commission's confidence that the final
EPA standard will be met. Therefore.
the Commission prefers a technical rule
established upon this approach.

It should be noted that. In the event
that the Commission decides to adopt
the Alternate 1 approach in the final
rulemaking. portions of the proposed
rule (e.g.. the section on requirements foi
the geological setting) would have to be
further studied and possibly revised. In
addition, it Is possible that further public
comments would have to be sought.
Major Features of the Proposed Rule

1. Overall Description. The proposed
technical criteria have been written to
address the following: performance
objectives and requirements for siting.
design and construction of the
repository, the waste package.
confirmation of repository performance.
quality assurance, and the training and
certification of personnel. As
appropriate. these topics are divided In

r turn to address separately requirements
which apply during construction, waste
emplacement, and after permanent
closure (decommissioning) of the
repository. Although the licensing
procedures indicate that there would be
separate subparts for siting and design
requirements, viz. Subparts E and F.
respectively (cf. I 60.31(a)(2)), the NRC
now believes that the site and design
are so interdependent that such a
distinction is artificial and misleading.
For example, although the requirement
to place the underground facility at a
miniimum depth of 300 meters is clearly
a design requirement. It is manifested as
a siting requirement since unless the stc
has a host rock of sufficient thickness at

X sufficient depth, the above design
requirement cannot be met. Hence the
proposed Subpart E to 10 CFR Part 60
contains both site and design
requirements.

To enable the Commission to reach a
finding as to whether the generally

ii applicable environmental standard for
-;disposal of HLW Is met and that public
^;health and safety will be protected. a

careful and enhaustive analysis of all
the features of the repository will be
needed. That analysis necessarily must
be both qualitative and quantitative
although the analysis can and will be

I largely quantitative during the period
that greatest reliance can be placed
upon the engineered system. Thereafter.
although the issues of concern, and
certainly the physics of a repository
itself, do not change. the numerical
uncertainties begin to become so large
that calulations become a weak
indicator of expected repository
performance.

In sum, the technical criteria perform
two tasks. First they serve to guide DOE
in siting. designing, constructing. and
operating a repository in such a manner
that there can be reasonable confidence
that public health and safety will be
protected. Second, they serve to guide
DOE in those same areas in such a
manner that there can be reasonable

r confidence that the analyses, needed to
determine whether public health and
safety is protected. can be performed.

2. Performance Objectives. The design
and operation of the repository are
prescribed,to be such that during the
period that wastes are being emplaced
and performance assessed, exposure to
workers and releases of radioactivity to
the environment must be within limits
set by the Commission and the EPA.
Further. the repository is to be designed
so that the option can be preserved to
retrieve the emplaced wastes beginning
at anytime up to 50 years following
completion of emplacement. Following
permanent closure. the repository must
perform so that releases are within the
limits prescribed by the generally
applicable environmental standard
which will be set by the EPA. Further.
the design of the repository must include
a waste package and an underground
facility, as well as the site, as barriers to
radionuclide migration.

The performance of the engineered
system (waste package and
underground facility) following
permanent closure is specified to require
containment of the wastes within the
waste package for at least 1000 years
following closure, when temperatures in

5the repository are substantially
elevated, and control of the release of
nuclides to the geologic environment
thereafter.

Transuranic waste (TRU) may be
disposed of in a geologic repository.
Since transuranic waste does not
generate significant amounts of heat,
there is no advantage to containment for
any specified period. Hence, the
requirement for TRU waste is simply a
controlled release equivalent to that for
HLW, provided they are physically

separted from the JLW so that they will
not experience a significant increase in
temperature.

Although a minimum 1.000-year
containment and a maximum one part in
100,000 release rate will satisfy these
criteria. the Commission considers it
highly desirable that wastes be
contained as long thereafter as is
reasonably achievable, and that release
rates be as far below one part in 100,0oo
as is reasonably achievable.

3. Siting Requirements. Although no
specific site suitability or exclusion
requirements are given in the criteria,
stability and minimum groundwater
travel times are specified as required
site characteristics. ALARA (as low as
reasonably achievable) principles have
not been applied to the natural features
of a site because they are not amenable
to modification once a site is chosen.
However, the technical criteria do
identify site characteristics considered
favorable for a repository as well as
characteristics which, if present at the
site, may compromise site suitability
and which will require careful analysis
and such measures as may be necessary
to compensate for them adequately. The
impact of these characteristics on
overall performance would be site
specific. Thus, the Commission has
judged that these should not be made
absolute requirements. Presence of all
the favorable characteristics does not
lead to the conclusion that the site is
suitable to host a repository. Neither is
the presumption of unsuitability because
of the presence of an unfavorable
characteristic incontrovertible. Rather.
the Commission's approach requires a
sufficient combination of conditions at
the selected site to provide reasonable
assurance that the performance
objectives will be achieved. If adverse
conditions are identified as being
present, they must be thoroughly
charaterized and analyzed and it must
be demonstrated that the conditions are
compensated for by repository design or
by favorable conditions in the geologic
setting.

The Commission has not included any
siting requirements which directly deal
with population density or proximity to
population centers. Rather, the issue has
been addressed indirectly through
consideration of resources in the
geologic setting. The Commission /
believes this to be a more realistic
approach given the long period of time
involved with geologic disposal.
Nonetheless, the Commission invites
comment on whether population related
siting requirements should be included
in the final rule and how they might be
Implemented.

;
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.1I 4. Design and Construction. Li
addition to the requirements on
designing for natural phenomena,
criticality control, radiation protection,
and effluent control the proposed
technical criteria require the design of
the repository to accommodate potential
interaction of the waste, the
underground facility, and the site.
Requirements are also placed upon the
design of the equipment to be used for
handling the wastes, the perfornance
and purpose of the backfill material, and
design and performance of borehole and
shaft seals. Further, there are
requirements related to the methods of
construction. The Commission believes
such requirements are necessary to
assure that the ability of the repository
to contain and isolate the wastes will
not be compromised by the construction
of the repository.

The proposed technical criteria would
require that the subsurface facility be
designed so that It could be constructed
and operated in accordance with
relevant Federal mining regulations,
which specify design requirements for
certain items of electrical and
mechanical equipment and govern the
use of explosives.

These criteria are a blend of general
and detailed prescriptive requirements.
They have been developed from
Commission experience and practice in
the licensing of other nuclear facilities
such as power plants and fuel cycle
facilities. While there are differences in
the systems and components addressed
by these criteria from those of power
plants or fuel cycle facilities, and the
criteria have been written to be
appropriate for a geologic repository, the
proposed criteria represent a common
practice based on experience which has
shown that the above items need to be
regulated. The level of detail of these
criteria reflects the Commission's
current thinking on how to regulate
effectively geologic disposal of HLW.
However, the Commission continues to
examine other possibilities for
promulgating the more detailed of these
requirements. Comments are invited on
formulations for the design and
construction criteria in the rule, perhaps
in a more concise form; these may be
supplemented, of course, with more
details in staff guidance documents such
as Regulatory Guides.

5. Waste Packge. The proposed
requirements for the design of the waste
package emphasize its role as a sey
component of the overall engineered
system. Besides being required to
contribute to the engineered system s
meeting containment and controlled
release performance objectives, both

compatibility with the underground
facility and the site and a method of
unique Identification are required of the
waste package. Included in the section
of the proposed technical criteria which
deals with the waste package are
requirements that the waste form itself
contained within the package be
consolidated and non-pyrophoric.

6. Performance Confirmation. The
proposed technical criteria include
requirements for a program of testing
and measurement (Subpart F). The main
purpose of this program is to confirm the
assumptions, data, and analyses which
led to the findings that permitted
construction of the repository and
subsequent emplacement of the wastes.
Further, the performance confirmation
program includes requirements for
monitoring of key geologic and
hydrologic parameters throughout site
characterization. construction. and
emplacement to detect any significant
changes in the conditions which
supported the above findings during, or
due to operations at the site. Also
included in the program would be tests
of the effectiveness of borehole and
shaft seals and of backfill placement
procedures. i
Regulatory Flexibility Certfirstion

In accordance with the Regulatory
Flexibility Act of 1980, 5 US.C. 05(b), the
Commission hereby certifies that this rule
will not. If promulgated. have a significant
economic impact on a substantial number of
small entities. This proposed rule affects only
the Department of Enezgy. and does not fall
within the purview of the Act

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of
1954. as amended, the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended,
the National Environmental Policy Act
of 1i96, as amended, and sections 552
and 553 of title 5 of the United States
Code, notice is hereby given that
adoption of the following amendments
to Title 10, Chapter L Code of Federal
Regulations is contemplated.

PART 60-DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE WASTES IN GEOLOGIC
REPOSITORIES

1. The authority citation for Part 60
reads as follows:

Authodty Secs 51. s3, e2 83,6 e8 8X 21b,
f. L, o. p. 182 183. Pub. L 83-3 as
amended. 68 Stat. 92, 930, 933,9 9
s95 954, as amended (42 U.SC. 207 207,
2092 ,0320952111. =L .23 22331; Seas.
202 206 Pub. L 0343,8 8 Stat. 244 1248 (42
U.S.C. 5843. 5848); Sec 14, Pub. L as-a0 (42
US.C. 2021 See. 02(21(c) Pub. L VI-=s, 83
Stat. 853 (42 U.S.C. 4332)

2. Section 602 is revised to read as
follows:

160G2 Deffin~ons.
For the purposes of this Part-
"Accessible Environment" means

those portions of the environment
directly in contact with or readily
available for use by human beings.

"Anticipated Processes and Events"
means those natural processes and
events that are reasonably likely to
occur during the period the intended
performance objective must be achieved
and from which the design bases for the
engineered system are derived.

"Barrier means any material or
structure that prevents or substantially
delays movement of water or
radionuclides.

"Candidate area" means a geologic
and hydrologic system within which a
geologic repository may be located.

"Commencement of construction"
means clearing of land, surface or
subsurface excavation, or other
substantial action that would adversely
affect the environment of a site, but.
does not include changes desirable for
the temporary use of the land for public
recreational uses, site characterization
activities, other preconstruction
monitoring and investigation necessary
to establish background information
related to the suitability of a site or to
the protection of environmental values,
or procurement or manufacture of
components of the geologic repository
operations area.

" Commission" means the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission or its duly
authorized representatives.

"Containment" means the
confinement of radioactive waste ivthln
a designated boundary.

"Decommissioning," or "permanent
closure," means final backfilling of
subsurface facilities, sealing of shafts,
and decontamination and
dismantlement of surface facilities.

"Director" means the Director of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Office
of Nuclear Material Safety and
Safeguards.

"Disposal" means the isolation of
radioactive wastes-from the biosphere.

"Disturbed zone" means that portion
of the geologic setting that is
significantly affected by construction of
the subsurface facility or by the heat
generated by the emplacement of
radioactive waste.

"DOE "means the U.S. Department of
Energy or its duly authorized
representatives.

Engineered system" means the waste
packages and the underground facility.

'Tar field" means the portion of the
geologic setting that lies beyond the
disturbed zone.

U
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"Floodplain" means the lowland and
relatively flat areas adjoining Inland and
coastal waters Including flood prone
areas of offshore Islands and including
at a minimum that area subject to a one
percent or greater chance of flooding in
any given year.

"Geologic repository" means a system
for the disposal of radioactive wastes in
excavated-geoligic media. A geologic
repository includes (1) the geologic
repository operations area. and (2) the
geologic setting.

"Geologic repository operations area"
means an HLW facility that is part of a
geologic repository, including both
surface and subsurface areas, where
waste handling activities are conducted.

"Geologic setting" or "site" Is the
spatially distributed geologic.
hydrologic, and geochemical systems
that provide isolation of the radioactive
waste.

"High-level radioactive waste" or
"HLW' means (1) irradiated reactor
fuel. (2) liquid wastes resulting from the
operation of the first cycle solvent
extraction system, or equivalent, and the
concentrated wastes from subsequent
extraction cycles, or equivalent, in a
facility for reprocessing irradiated
reactor fuel, and (3) solids into which
such liquid wastes have been converted.

"HWL facility" means a facility
subject to the licensing and related
regulatory authority of the Commission
pursuant to Sections 202(3) and 202(4) of
the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974
(88 Stat. 1244).'

"Host rock" means the geologic
medium in which the waste is emplaced.

"Important to safety," with reference
to structures, systems, and components,
means those structures, systems, and
components that provide reasonable
assurance that radioactive waste can be
received, handled, and stored without
undue risk to the health and safety of
the public.

"Indian Tribe" means an Indian tribe
as defined in the Indian Self-
Determination and Education
Assistance Act (Public Law 93-638).

"Isolation" means inhibiting the
transport of radioactive material so that
amounts and concentrations of this
material entering the accessible
environment will be kept within
prescribed limits.

bThese are DOE "facilitiei used primarily for the
receipt and storage of high-level radioactive wastes
resulting from activities licensed under such act (the
Atomic Energy Actr and 'Retrievable Surface
Storae Faciities and other facilities authorized for
thexpu up t floent bi rm

stgadioactve wastes enerated
by (DOE), wich re not ud for, or are part of.
research and devaopment activities."

"Medium" or "geologic medium" is a
body of rock characterized by lithologic
homogeneity

"Overpack" means any buffer
material receptacle, wrapper, box or
other. structure, that Is both within and
an integral part of a wvaste package. It
encloses and protects the waste form so
as to meet the performance objectives.

"Public Document Room" means the
place at 1717 H Street NW, Washington.
D.C.. at which records of the
Commission will ordinarily be made
available for public inspection and any
other place, the location of which has
been published In the Federal Register,
at which public records of the
Commission pertaining to a particular
geologic repository are made available
for public inspection.

"Radioactive waste" or "waste"
means HLW and any other radioactive
materials other than HLW that are
received for emplacement in a geologic
repository.

"Site" means the geologic setting.
"Site characterization" means the

program of exploration and research,
both In the laboratory and in the field,
undertaken to establish the geologic
conditions and the ranges of those
parameters of a particular site relevant
to the procedures under this part. Site
characterization includes borings.
surface excavations, excavation of
exploratory shafts, limited subsurface
lateral excavations and borings, and in
situ testing at depth needed to
determine the suitability of the site for a
geologic respository, but does not
Include preliminary borings and
geophysical testing needed to decide
whether site characterization should be
undertaken.

"Stability" means that the nature and
rates of natural processes such as
erosion and faulting have been and are
projected to be such that their effects
will not jeopardize isolation of the
radioactive waste.

"Subsurface facility" means the
undergound portions of the geologic
repository operations area Including
openings, backfill materials. shafts and
boreholes as well as shaft and borehole
seals.

"Transuranic wastes" or "TRU
wastes" means radioactive waste
containing alpha emitting transuranic'
elements, with radioactive half-lives
greater than five years, In excess of 10
nanocuries per gram.

"Tribal organization" means a Tribal
organization as defined in the Indian
Self-Determination and Education
Assistance Act (Public Law 93-638).

"Underground facility" means the
undergound structure, including
openings and backfill materials, but

excluding shafts, boreholes. and their
seals.

"Unrestricted area" means any area.
access to which is not controlled by the
licensee for purposes of protection of
Individuals from exposure to radiation
and radioactive materials, and any area
used for residential quarters.

"Waste form" means the radioactive
waste materials and any encapsulating
or stabilizing materials, exclusive of
containers.

"Waste package" means the airtight
watertight, sealed container which
includes the waste form and any
ancillary enclosures. including shielding,
discrete backfill and overpacks.

S. Section 60.10 is revised to read as
follows:
g 60.10 Site characterization.

(a) Prior to submittal of an application
for a license to be Issued under this part
the DOE shall conduct a program of site
characterization with respect to the site
to be described In such application.

(b) Unless the Commission determines
with respect to the site described in the
application that it is not necessary, site
characterization shall include a program
of in situ exploration and testing at the
depths that wastes would be emplaced.

(c) As provided in £ 51.40 of this
chapter, DOE Is also required to conduct
a program of site characterization.
including in situ testing at depth, with
respect to alternative sites.

(d) The program of site
characterization shall be conducted in
accordance with the following:

(1) Investigations to obtain the
required information shall be conducted
to limit adverse effects on the long-tern
performance of the geologic repository
to the extent practical

(2) As a minimum the location of
exploratory boreholes and shafts shall
be selected so as to limit the total
number of subsurface penetrations
above and around the underground
facility.

(3) To the extent practical
exploratory boreholes and shafts in the
geologic repository operations area shall
be located where shafts are planned for
repository construction and operation or
where large unexcavated pillars are
planned.

(4) Subsurface exploratory drilling.
excavation. and in situ testing before
and during construction shall be
planned and coordinated with
repository design and construction.

4. Paragraphs (c)(1), (c)(3). and (c)(13)
of 1 6021 are revised to read as follows:

§60.21 Content of applcation
* * * * a
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(c) The Safety Analyni Report shall
Include:

(1) A description and assessment of
the site at which the proposed geologic
repository operations area is to be
located with appropriate attention to
those features of the site that might
affect facility design.and performance.
The description of the site shall identify
the limits of the accessible environment
with respect to the location of the
geologic repository operations area.

(I) The description of the site shall
also Include the following information
regarding subsurface conditions In the
vicinity of the proposed underground
facility-

(A) The orientation, distribution,
aperture in-filling and origin of fractures,
discontinuities. and heterogeneities;

(B) The presence and characteristics
of other potential pathways such as
solution-features, breccia pipes, or other
permeable anomalies;

(C) The bulk geomechanical
properties and conditions, including
pore pressure and ambient stress
conditions;

(D) The bulk hydrogeologic properties
and conditions;

(E) The bulk geochemical properties;
and

(F) The anticipated response of the
bulk geomechanical, hydrogeologic, and
geochemical systems to the maximum
design thermal loading, given the
pattern of fractures and other
discontinuities and the heat transfer
properties of the rock mass and
groundwater.

(ii) The assessment shall contain-
(A) An analysis of the geology,

geophysics, hydrogeology, geochemistry,
and meteorology of the sits;

(B) Analyses to determine the degree
to which each of the favorable and
adverse conditions, If present, has been
characterized, and the extent to which It
contributes to or detracts from Isolation.

(C) An evaluation of the expected
performance of the proposed geologic
repository noting the rates and
quantities of expected releases of
radionuclides to the accessible
environment as a function of time. In
executing this evaluation DOE shall
assume that those processes operating
on the site are those which have been
operating on It during the Quaternary
Period and superpose the perturbations
caused by the presence of emplaced
radioactive waste on the natural
processes.

(D) An analysis of the expected
performance of the major design
structures, systems, and components,
both surface and subsurface, that bear
significantly on the suitability of the
geologic repostory for disposal of

radioactive waste assuming the
anticipated processes and events and
natural phenomena from which the
design bases are derived. For the
purposes of this analysis, It shall be
assumed that operations at the geologic
repository operations area will be
carried out at the maximum capacity
and rate of receipt of radioactive waste
stated in the application.

(E) An explanation of measures used
to confirm the models used toperform
the assessments required In paragraphs
(A) through (D). Analyses and models
that will be used to predict future
conditions and changes In the geologic
setting shall be confirmed by using field
tests, In situ tests, field-verified
laboratory tests, monitoring data, or
natural analog studies.
* * * * a

(3) A description and analysis of the
design and performance requirements
for structures, systems, and components
of the geologic repository which are
important to safety. This analysis shall
consider-(i) the margins of safety under
normal and conditions that may result
from anticipated operational
occurrences, including those or natural
origin; (II) the adequacy of structures,
systems, and components provided for
the prevention of accidents and
mitigation of the consequences of
accidents, including those caused by
natural phenomena; and (il) the
effectiveness of engineered and natural
barriers, including barriers that may not
be themselves a part of the geologic
repository operations area, against the
release of radioactive material to the
environment. The analysis shall also
include a comparative evaluation of
alternatives to the major design features
that are Important to radionuclide
containment and isolation. with
particular attention to the alternatives
that would provide longer radionuclide
containment and Isolation.
* * * * *

(13) An Identification and evaluation
of the natural resources at the site,
Including estimates as to undiscovered
deposits, the exploitation of which could
affect the ability of the site to Isolate
radioactive wastes. Undiscovered
deposits of resources characteristic of
the area shall be estimated by
reasonable inference based on
geological and geophysical evidence.
This evaluation of resources. Including
undiscovered deposits, shall be
conducted for the disturbed zone and for
areas of similar size that are
representative of and are within the
geologic setting. For natural resources
with current markets the resources shall
be assessed, with estimates provided-of

both.gross and net value. The estimate
of net value shall take into account
current development. extraction and
marketing costs. For natural resources
without current markets, but which
would be marketable given credible
projected changes in economic or
technological factors. the resources shall
be described by physical factors such as
tonnage or other amount, grade, and
quality.
* * * * *

5. Paragraph (a)82) bf I 60.31 Is revised
to read as follows:
I 60.31 Construction authorization.
*.. * * * *

(2) The site and design comply with
the criteria contained in Supart E.
* * * * *

6. Paragraph (a)(2) of 1 60.51 Is revised
to read as follows:

I 6051 Ucense amendment to
decommission.

(a) * *
(2) a detailed description of the

measures to be employed-such as land
use controls, construction of -
monuments, and preservation of
record-to regulate or prevent activities
that could impair the long-term isolation
of emplaced waste within the geologic
repository and to assure that relevant
information will be preserved for the use
of future generations. As a minimum,
such measures shall include-

(I) Identification of the geologic
repository operations area by
monuments that have been designated,
fabricated, and emplaced to be as
permanent as is practicable; and

(II) Placement of records of the
location of the geologic repository
operations area and the nature and
hazard of the waste in the archives of
local and Federal government agencies,
and archives elsewhere In the world,
that would be likely to be consulted by
potentional human intruders.
* * * * *

7. New Subpart E "Technical
Criteria," Subpart F "Performance
Confirmation," Subpart G. 'Quality
Assurance" and Subpart H. "Training
and Certification of Personnerl are
added to 10 CFR Part 6O.
Subpart E-Technical Criteria
Sec.
e60rot Purpose and nature of findings.
e60102 Concepts.
Performance Objectives
eo.111 Performance objectives.
6o0112 Required characteristics of the

geologic setting.
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Ownership and Contral of the GeologIc
Respository Operations Area
Sec.
W0.=21 Requirements for ownersip and

control of the geologic repository
operations area.

Additional Requirements for the Geologic
Settig
60122 Favorable conditions.
60.123 Potentially adverse conditions.
60.1MM Assessment of potentially adverse

conditions.
Design and Construction Requirements
60.130 General design requirements for the

geologic repository operations area.
60.131 Additional design requirem ats for

surface facilities In the geologic
respository operations area.

60.132 Additional design requirements for
the undergonmd facility.

60.133 Design of shafts and seals for shafts
and boreholes.

60.134 Construction specIfications for
surface and subsurface facilities.

Waste Package Requirements
60.135 Requirements for the waste package

and its components.
erformance Confirmation Requirements

0.137 General requirements for
performance confirmation.

Subpart F-Performance Confirmation
6U40 General requirements.
60.141 Confirmation of gtotecbilcal and

design parameters.
60.142 Design testing.
60143 Monitoring and testing waste

packages.
Subpart G-Ouallty Assurance
60.150 Scope.
60.151 Applicability.
60.152 Implementation.
60.153 Quality asurnace for performance

confiamation.
Subpart H-Taing ad Crfflicaton of
Personnel
60.160 General requiremenOL
60.161 Training and ertificton program.
60.162 -Physical rq ts.
Subpart E-Technical Criteria
5 W60.11 Purpose and nature of fdings.

(a)(1) Subpart B of tis part prescribes
the standards for issuance of a license
to receive and possess ource, special
nuclear, or byproduct material at a
geologic repository operations area. In
particulast I 60A11c) requires a finding
that the Issuance of a license wilt not
constitute an unreasonable risk to The
health and safety of the public. The
purpose of this subpart is to set out
performance objectives and site and
desigr crria wh . if sati d Will
support such a finding of no
unreasonable risk.

(2) While these performance
objectives and criteria are generally
stated in unqualified terms, it is not

expected that conplete assance that
they will be met can be presented. A
reasonable assuvra on the basis of
the record before the Comnmssio that
the obeoctives and criteria will be met is
the general standard that is repieA
For 5 60U11. and other portons of this
subpart that Impose obecv and
criteria for repository performance over
long times into the future, ther will
Inevitably be greater uncertaties.
Proof of the futore performance of
engineered systems and geologic media
over tisne periods of a thousand or many
thiousands oEfycars Is Dot to be bad hn
the ordary sense ofthe wdFor such
long-term objeafves and c what
Is required is reasonabte arance,
making allowance for the gm period
and hazards Involved, that the outcome
will be In conformance with those
objectives and criteria.

(b) Subpart B of this part also lists
findings that st be made in support of
an authorization to construct a geologic
repository operatins a . In particular,
I 60.31(a) requires a finding that tbere is
reasonable assurance that the t"pes and
amounts of radioactive materials
described In the application can be
received, possessed. and disposed of In
a repository of the design proposed
without unreasonable risk to the health
and safety of the public. As stated in
that paragraph, in arriving at this
determination, the Commission will
consider whether the site and design
comply with the criteria conted in
this subpart. Once again, while the
criteria may be written in unqualified
terms, tie demonstration of compliance
may take uncertaes and gaps in
knowledge Into account. provided that
the Commission can make the specified
finding of reasonable assurance as
specified in paragraph (a) of this section.
I 60.102 Concepts.

(a) The HLWfbii4y. NRC exercises
licensing and related regulatory
authority over those facilities described
in section 203 t3) and (4) of the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974 Any of these
facilities Is designated anAMWlility

(b) Te egeo fc rVPotq operati
area.

(1) This part deals with the exercise of
authority with rect to a particular
class of HLWfacliyady a
greolosic MRep MMAperoaEam areaL

(2) A geafic Mpositoy o
area consists of those su and
subsurface areas that ae prt of a
geologic repository whe radioactive
waste handlin activities are coucted.
The undergrosnd structm. "d
openings and bacil materias but
excluding shafts, boreholes, and their

seals. b designated the andezground
facility.

(3J The exercise of Commission
authority requires that the geologic
repository operations area be used for
storge twhich Includes disposo)) of
high-lere! radioactive wastes (HLWJ.

(41 HLW includes irradiated reactor
fuel as well as reprocessing wastes.
However, if DOE proposes to use the
geologic repository operations area for
storage of rdioactive waste other than
HLW. the storage of this radioactive
waste is subject to the requirements of
this part. Thus. the storage of
transurnic-contaninated waste IM7,
though not Itself a form of HLW, must
conform to the requirements of this part
If it Is stored in a geologic repository
operations area.

(c) An-as adjacent to thegeoegic
wposioryoperoaions wu Although the
activities subject to rgulation uider ts
part are those to be carried out at the
geolo& repositosy operations area, the
licensing process also conside
characteristics of adjacent areas. First.
there is to be an ar within which DOE
is to exercise specified controls to
prevent adverse human actions. Second,
there is a larger area, designated the
geologic eettng or site which includes
the spatially distributed geologic,
hydrologic, and geochemical systems
that provide Isolation of the radioactive
waste from the accessible environment.
The geologic repository operations area
plus the geologic setting make up the
geologic repository. Within the geologic
setting, particular attention must be
given to the characteristics of the host
rock as well as any rock units
surrounding the host rock.

r- (d) Sages in the licensingprocess.
There are several stages in the licensing
process. The site characterzation stage.
though begun before submission of a
license application. may result in
consequences requiring evaluation in
the license review. The construction
stage would follow, after issuance of a
construction authorization. Aperiodof
operatons follows the issuance of a
license by the Commission. The period
of operations Includes the time during
which enrlacement of wastes occurs;
and any subsequent period before
permanent closure during which the
emplaced wastes are retrievahle: and
pemanent cosue, which includes final
backfilllng of subsurface facilites,
sealing of safbs decontminating ad
ismantling of srface faciitiea

Permanent closure epresent the end of
active human activies tthe geologic
repository operations area and
engineered systems

I
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(e) Containment Early oring the
repository life, when radiation and
thermal levels are high and the
consequences of events are especially
difficult to predict rigorously, special
emphasis Is placed upon the ability to
contain the wastes by waste packages
within an engineered system. This is
known as the containment period. The
engineered system includes the waste
packages as well as the underground
facility. A waste package includes:

(1) The waste form which consists of
the radioactive waste materials and any
associated encapsulating or stabilizing
materials.

(2) The container which is the first
major sealed enclosure that holds the
waste form.

(3) Overpacks which consist of any
buffer material, receptable, wrapper,
box or other structure, that is both
within and an integral part of a waste
package. It encloses and protects the
waste form so as to meet the
performance objectives.

(f) Isolation. Following the
containment period special emphasis is
placed upon the ability to achieve
isolation of the wastes by virtue of the
characteristics of the geologic
repository. Isolation means the act of
inhibiting the transport of radioactive
material to the accessible environment
in amounts and concentrations within
limits. The accessible environment
means those portions of the environment
directly in contact with or readily
available for use by human beings.
Performance Objectives

§60.111 Performance objectives.
(a) Performance of the geologic

repository operations area through
permanent closure.-(1) Protection
against radiation exposures and
releases of radioactive material. The
geologic repository operations area shall
be designed so that until permanent
closure has been completed, radiation
exposures and radiation levels, and
releases of radioactive materials to
unrestricted areas, will at all times be
maintained within the limits specified in
Part 20 of this chapter and any generally
applicable environmental standards
established by the Environmental
Protection Agency.

(2) Retrievability of whaste. The
geologic repository operations area shall
be designed so that the entire inventory
of waste could be retrieved on a
reasonable schedule, starting at any
time up to 50 years after waste
emplacement operations are complete.
A reasonable schedule for retrieval is
one that requires no longer than about
the same overall period of time than

was devoted to the construction of the
geologic repository operations area and
the emplacement of wastes.

(b) Performance of the geologic
repository after permanent closure.-(i)
Overall system performance. The
geologic setting shal be selected and the
subsurface facility designed so as to
assure that releases of radioactive
materials from the geologic repository
following permanent closure conform to
such generally applicable environmental
radiation protection standards as may
have been established by the
Environmental Protection Agency.

(2) Performance of the engineered
system.-(i) Containment of wastes.'
The engineered system shall be
designed so that even if full or partial
saturation of the underground facility
were to occur, and assuming anticipated
processes and events, the waste
packages will contain all radionuclides
for at least the first 1.000 years after
permanent closure. This requirement
does not apply to TRU waste unless
TRU waste is emplaced close enough to
HLW that the TRU release rate can be
significantly affected by the heat
generated by the HLW.

(Ii) Control of releases."
(A) For HLW. the engineered system

shall be designed so that, after the first
1,000 years following permanent closure,
the annual release rate of any
radionuclide from the engineered system
into the geologic setting, assuming
anticipated processes and events, is at
most one part in 100.000 of the maximum
amount of that radionuclide calculated
to be present in the underground facility
(assuming no release from the
underground facility) at any time after
1,000 years following permanent closure.
This requirement does not apply to
radionuclides whose contribution is less
than 0.1% of the total annual curie
release as prescribed by this paragraph.

(B) For TRU waste, the engineered
system shall be designed so that
following permanent closure the annual
release rate of any radionuclide from the
underground facility Into the geologic
setting, assuming anticipated processes
and events, Is at most one part in
100,000 of the maximum amount
calculated to be present In the
underground facility (assuming no
release from the underground facility) at

ATe Commission specifically seeks comment on
whether an ALARA principle should be applied to
the performance requirements dealig with
containment and oontrol of releases. In perticular.
the Commission has considered whether the
technical craites should explicitly require
containment to be for 'as ng as Is reasonably
achievable" and the release rate to be a" low as Is
reasonably achievable." Comments should address
the merits of such a requirement. how to best frame
IL and the practicality of Its Implementation.

any tiae following permanent closure.
This requirement does not apply to
radionuclides whose contribution Is less
than 0.1% of the annual curie release as
prescribed by this paragraph.

(3) Performance of the geologic
setting.-(i) Containment period. During
the containment period, the geologic
setting shall mitigate the impacts of
premature failure of the engineered
system.. The ability of the geologic
setting to Isolate wastes during the
isolation period, in accordance with
paragraph (b)(3)(ii) of this section, shall
be deemed to satisfy this requirement.

(it) Isolation period. Following the
containment period, the geologic setting,
in conjunction with the engineered
system as long as that system is
expected to function. and alone
thereafter, shall be capable of isolating
radioactive waste so that transport of
radionuclides to the accessible
environment shall be in amounts and
concentrations that conform to such
generally applicable environmental
standards as may have been established
by the Environmental Protection
Agency. For the purpose of this
paragraph, the evaluation of the site
shall be based upon the assumption that
those processes operating on the site are
those which have been operating on it
during the Quaternary Period, with
perturbations caused by the presence of
emplaced radioactive wastes
superimposed thereon.

560.112 RequIred characterlatcs of the
geologic setting.

(a) The geologic setting shall have
exhibited structural and tectonic
stability since the start of the
Quaternary Period.

(b) The geologic setting shall have
exhibited hydrogeologic. geo-chemical.
and geomorphic stability since the start
of the Quaternary Period.

(c) The geologic repository shall be
located so that pre-waste emplacement
groundwater travel times through the far
field to the accessible environment are
at least 1,000 years.
Ownership and Control of the
Geolocghic Repository Operations Area
1 60.121 Requirements for ownership and
control of the geologic repository
operations area.

(a) Ownership of the geologic
repository operations area. The geologic
repository operations area shall be
located in and on lands that are either
acquired lands under the jurisdiction
and control of DOE, or lands
permanently withdrawn and reserved
for its use. These lands shall be held
free and clear of all encumbrances, if

!I
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significant, such as: (1) rights arising
under the general mining laws; (k)
easements for right-of-way; and (3) all
other rights arising under lease, rights of
entry, deed. patent, mortgage.
appropriation, prescription, or
otherwise.

(b) Eltablishmient of cotrokL
Appropriate controls shall be
established outside of the geologic
repository operations area. DOE shall
exercise any jurisdiction and control
over surface and subsurface estates -
necessary to prevent adverse human
actions that could significantly reduce
the site or engineered system's ability to
achieve isolation. The rights of DOE
may take the form of appropriate
possessory interests. servitudes, or
withdrawals from location or patent
under the general mining laws.
Additional Requirements for the
Geologic Setting

1 60.122 Favorable condtions.
Each of the following conditions may

contribute to the ability of the geologic
setting to meet the performance
objectives relating to Isolation of the
waste. In addition to meeting the
mandatory requirements f 1 60.112, a
geologic setting shall exhibit an
appropriate combination of these
conditions so that, together with the
engieered system, the favorable
conditions present are sufficient to
provide reasonable assurance that such
performance objectives will be met.

(a) The nature and rates of tectonic
processes that have occurred since the
start of the Quaternary Period are such
that, when projected, they would not
affect or would favorably affect the
ability of the geologic repository to
Isolate the waste.

(b) The nature and rates of structural
processes that have occurred wince the
start of the Quaternary Period are such
that, when projected, they would not
affect or would favorably effect the
ability of the geologic repository to
isolate the waste.

(c) The nature and rates of
hydrogeological processes that have
occurred since the start of the
Quaternary Period are such that, when
projected. they would not affect or
would favorably affect the ability of the
geologic repository to isolute the waste.

(d) The nature aid rates of
geochemical processes that have
occurred since the start of the
Quaternary Period are such that when
projected. they would not affect or
would favorably affect the ability of the
geologic reposftory to Isolate the waste.

(e) The nature and rates of
geomorphic processes that have

occurred since the start of the
Quarternary period are such that, when
projected they would not affect or would
favorably affect the ability of the
geologc repository to isolate the waste.

(f)A host rock that provides the
following groundwrater characteristics-
(1) low groundwater content; (2)
Inhibition of groundwater culation In
the host rock; (3) inhibition of
groun dwater flow between
hydrogeologic units or along shafts,
drifts, and boreholes, and (4)
groundwater travel times, under pre-
Waste emplacement conditions, between
the underground facility and the
accessible environment that
substantially exceed 1.00D years.

(g) Geochemical conditions that (1)
promote precipitation or sorption or
radionuclides; (2) inhibit the formation
of particulates, colloids, and inorganic
and organic complexes that increase the
mobility of radionuclides, and (3) inhibit
the transport of radionuclides by
particulates, colloids, and complexes.

(h) Mineral assemblages that, when
subjected to anticipated thermal
loading, will remain unaltered or alter to
mineral assemblages having increased
capacity to inhibit radionuclide
migration.'

(i) Conditions that permit the
emplacement of waste at a minimum
depth of 300 meters from the ground
surface. (The ground surface shall be
deemed to be the elevation of the lowest
point on the surface above the disturbed
zone.)

(j) Any local condition of the
disturbed zone that contributes to
Isolation.
£ 60.123 Potentlly adverse conditions.

The following are potentially adverse
conditions. The presence of any such
conditions may compromise site
suitability and will require careful
analysis and such measures as are
necessary to compensate for them
adequately pursuant to I 60.124.

(a) Adverse conditions in the geohoic
aettfiog.

(1) Piotential foor failure of existing or
planned man-made surface water
impoundments that could cause flooding
of the geologic repository operations
area.

(2) Potential, based on existing
geologic and hydrologic conditions, that
planned cnstruction of large-scale
surface water impoundments may
significantly affect the geologic
repository through changes h the
regional groundwater low system.

(3) Potential for human activity to
effect sinifcantly the geologic
repository through changes hi the
hydrogeology. Thnis activit includes, but

is not limited to planned groundwater
withdrawal, extensive irrigation.
subsurface Injection of fluids,
underground pumped storage facilities,
or underground military activity.

(4) Earthquakes which have occurred
historically that if they were to be
repeated could affect the geologic
repository sIgnificantly.

(5) A fault in the geologic setting that
has been active since the start of the
Quaternary Period and which Is within a
distance of the disturbed zone that is
less than the smallest dimension of the
fault rupture surface.

(6) Potential for adverse impacts on
the geologic repositroy resulting from
the occupancy and modification of
floodplains.

(7) Potential for natural phenomena
such as landslides, subsidence, or
volcanic activity of such a magnitude
that large-scale surface water
impoundments could be created that
could affect the performance of the
geologic repository through changes in
the regional groundwater flow.

(8) Expected climatic changes that
would have an adverse effect on the
geologic, geochemical, or hydrologic
characteristics.

(b) Adverse conditions in the
disturbed zone. For the purpose of
determining the presence of the
following conditions within the
distrubed zone, investigations should
extend to the greater of either Its
calculated extent or a horizontal
distance of 2 km from the limits of the
underground facility, and from the
surface to a depth of 500 meters below
the limits of the repository excavation.

(1) Evidence of subsurface mining for
resources'

(2) Evidence of drilling for any
purpose.

(3) Resources that have either greater
gross value, net value, or commercial
potential than the average for other
representative areas of similar size that
are representative of and located in the
geologic setting.

(4) Evidence of extreme erosion during
the Quaternary Period.

(5) Evidence of dissolutioning of
soluble rocks.

(6) The existence of a fault that has
been active during the Quaternary
Period.

(7) Potential for creating new
pathways for radionuclide migration due
to presence of a fault or fracture zone
irrespective of the age of last movement.

(8) Structural deformation such as
uplift. subsidence, folding, and
fracturing during the Quaternary Period.

(9) More frequent occurrence of
earthquakes or earthquakes of higher
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magnitude than Is typical of the area In
which the geologic setting is located.

(10) Indications, based on correlations
of earthquakes with tectonic processes
and features, that either the frequency of-
occurrence or magnitude of earthquakes
may increase.

(11) Evidence of igneous activity since
the start of the Quaternary Period.

(12) Potential for changes In
hydrologic conditions that would
significantly affect the migration of
radionuclides to the accessible
environment including but not limited to
changes in hydraulic gradient, average
interstitial velocity, storage coefficient.
hydraulic conductivity, natural recharge.
potentiometric levels, and discharge
points.

(13) Conditions In the host rock that
are not reducing conditions.

(14) Groundwater conditions in the
host rock. Including but not limited to
high ionic strength or ranges of Eh-pH
that could affect the solubility and

-chemical reactivity of the engineered
systems.

(15) Processes that would reduce
sorption, result in degradation of the-
rock strength. or adversely affect the

* performance of the engineered system.
(16) Rock or groundwater conditions

that would require complex engineering
measures in the design and construction
of the underground facility or in the
sealing of boreholes and shafts.

(17) Geomechanical properties that do
not permit deisign of stable underground
openings during construction, waste
emplacement. or retrieval operations.
160.124 Assessment of potentially
adverse condtolns.

In order to show that a potentially
adverse condition or combination of
conditions cited in I 60123 does not
impair significantly the ability of the
geologic repository to isolate the
radioactive waste, the following must be
demonstrated:

(a) The potentially adverse human
activity or natural condition has been
adequately characterized, including the
extent to which the condition may be
present and still be undetected taking
into account the degree of resolution
achieved by the investigations: and

(b) The effect of the potentially
adverse human activity or natural
condition on the geologic setting has
been adequately evaluated using
conservative analyses and assumptions,
and the evaluation used is sensitive to
the adverse human activity or natural
condition; and

(c)(1) The potentially adverse human
activity or natural condition is shown by
analysis in paragraph (b) of this section

not to affect significantly the ability of
the geologic setting to isolate waste, or

(2) The effect of the potentially
adverse human activity or natural
condition Is compensated by the
presence of a combination of the
favorable characteristics cited In

60.122 or
(3) The potentially adverse human

activity or natural condition can be
remedied.
Design and Constuction Reqirements

60.130 General design requemnts for
am geologic repository opnrations area.

(a) Sections 60.130 through 60.134
specify minimum requirements for the
design of. and construction
specifications for, the geologic
repository operations area.
Requirements for design contained In
I I60.131 through 60.133 must be
considered in conjunction with the
requirements for construction in
1 60.134. Sections 60.130 through 60.134
are not intended to contain an
exhaustive list of design and
construction requirements. Omissions In
I I 60.130 through 60.134 do not relieve
DOEfrom providing safety features in a
specific facility needed to achieve the
performance objectives contained in
J 60.111. All design and construction
criteria must be consistent with the
results of site characterization activities.

(b) Systems, structures, and
components of the geologic repository
operations area shall satisfy the
following:

(1) Radiologicalprotction. The
structures, systems, and components
located within restricted areas shall be
designed to maintain radiation doses,
levels, and concentrations of radioactive
material in air in those restricted areas
within the limits specified in Part 20 of
this chapter. These structures, systems,
and components shall be designed to
include-

(I) Means to limit concentrations of
radioactive material in air;

(ii) Means to limit the time required to
perform work in the vicinity of
radioactive materials, including, as
appropriate, designing equipment for
ease of repair and replacement and
providing adequate space for ease of
operation;

(iii) Suitable shielding,
(iv) Means to monitor and control the

dispersal of radioactive contamination;
(v) Means to control access to high

radiation areas or airborne radioactivity
areas; and

(vi) A radiation alarm system to warn
of increases in radiation levels,
concentrations of radioactive material in
air, and of increased radioactivity

released In effluents. The alarm system
shall be designed with redundancy and
in situ testing capability.

(2) Protection against natural
phenomena and environmental
conditions.

(i) The structures, systems, and
components Important to safety shall be
designed to be compatible with
anticipated site characteristics and to
accommodate the effects of
environmental conditions, so as to
prevent interference with normal
operation, maintainence and testing
during the entire period of construction
and operations.

(ii) The structures, systems, and
components Important to safety shall be
designed so that natural phenomena and
environmental conditions anticipated at
the site will not result, in any relevant
time period, In failure to achieve the
performance objectives.

(3) Protection against dynamic effects
of equipment failure and similar events.
The structures, systems and components
important to safety shall be designed to
withstand dynamic effects that could
result from equipment failure, such as
missle Impacts, and similar events and
conditions that could lead to loss of
their safety functions.

(4) Protection against fires and
explosions.

(I) The structures, systems, and
components important to safety shall be
designed to perform their safety
functions during and after fires or
explosions In the geologic repository
operations area.

(II) To the extent practicable, the
geologic repository operations area shall
be designed to incorporate the use of
noncombustible and heat resistant
materials.

(iii) The geologic repository
operations area shall be designed to
Include explosion and fire detection
alarm systems and appropriate
suppression systems with sufficient
capacity and capability to reduce the
adverse effects of fires and explosions
on structures, systems, and components
Important to safety.

(iv) The geologic repository operations
area shall be designed to Include means
to protect systems, structures, and
components important to safety against
the adverse effects of either the
operation or failure of the fire
suppression systems.

(5) Emergency capability.
(i) The structures, systems, and

compondlts important to safety shall be
designed to maintain control of
radioactive waste, and permit prompt
termination of operations and
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evacuation of personnel during an
emergency.

(ii) The geologic repository operations
area shall be designed to include Ongite
facilities and services that ensure a safe
and timely response to emergency
conditions and that facilitate the use of
available offsite services (such as fire,
police, medical and ambulance service)
that may aid in recovery from
emergencies.

(6) Utility services.
(i) Each utility service system shall be

designed so that essential safety
functions can be performed under both
normal and emergency conditions.

(ii) The utility services important to
safety shall include redundant systems
to the extent necessary to maintain,
with adequate capacity, the ability to
perform their safety functions.

(iii) The emergency utility services
shall be designed to permit testing of
their functional operability and
capacity. This will Include the full
operational sequence of each system
when transferring between normal and
emergency supply sources, as well as
the operation of associated safety
systems.

fiv) Provisions shall be made so that,
if there is a loss of the primary electric
power source or circuit, reliable and
continued emergency power is provided
to instruments, utility service systems,
and operating systems, including alarm
systems. This emergency power shall be
sufficient to allow safe conditions to be
maintained. All systems important to
safety shall be designed to permit them
to be maintained at all times in a
functional mode.

(7) Inspection, testing. and
maintenance. The structures, systems,
and components important to safety
shall be designed to permit periodic
inspection, testing, and maintenance, as
necessary, to ensure their continued
functioning and readiness.

(8) Criticality control. All systems for
processing, transporting, handling,
storage, retrieval, emplacement, and
isolation of radioactive waste shall be
designed to ensure that a nuclear
criticality accident is not possible unless
at least two unlikely, independent, and
concurrent or sequential changes have
occurred in the conditions essential to
nuclear criticality safety. Each system
shall be designed for criticality safety
under normal and accident conditions.
The calculated effective multiplication
factor (kp) must be sufficiently below
unity to show at least a 5% mag after
allowance for the bias in the method of
calculation and the uncertainty in the
experiments used to validate the method
of calculation.

(9) Instrumentation and control
systems. Instrumentation and control
systems shall be designed to monitor
and control the behavior of engineered
systems important to safety over
anticipated ranges for normal operation
and for accident conditions. The
systems shall be designed with
sufficient redundancy to ensure that
adequate margins of safety are
maintained.

(10) Compliance with mining
regulations. To the extent that DOE is
not subject to the Federal Mine Safety
and Health Act of 1977, as to the
construction and operation of the
geologic repository operations area, the
design of the geologic repository
operations area shall nevertheless
include such provisions for worker
protection as may be necessary to
provide reasonable assurance that all
structures, systems, and components
important to safety can perform their
intended functions. Any deviation from
relevant design requirements In 30 CFR,
Chapter L Subchapters D, L and N will
give rise to a rebuttable presumption
that this requirement has not been met.

J60.131 Additlonal design requirements
for surface facilities In the geologic
repository operations area.

(a) Facilities for receipt and retrieval
of waste. Surface facilities in the
geologic repository operations area shall
be designed to allow safe handling and
storage of wastes at the site, whether
these wastes are on the surface before
emplacement or as a result of retrieval
from the, underground facility. The
surface facilities shall be designed so as
to permit inspection, repair, and
decontamination of such wastes and
their containers. Surface storage
capacity is not required for all emplaced
.waste.

(b) Surface facility ventilation.
Surface facility ventilation systems
supporting waste transfer, inspection,
decontamination, processing, or
packaging shall be designed to provide
protection against radiation exposures
and offsite releases as provided in

60.111.
(c) Radiation control and

monitoring.-(1) Effluent control. The
surface facilities shall be designed to
control the release of radioactive
materials In effluents during normal and
emergency operations. The facilities
shall be designed to provide protection
against radiation exposures and offalte
releases as provided In I M111.

(2) Effluent monitoring. The effluent
monitoring systems shall be designed to
measure the amount and concentration
of radionuclides in any effluent with
sufficient precision to determine

whether releases conform to the design
requirement for effluent control. The
monitoring systems shall be designed to
include alarms that can be periodically
tested.

(d) Waste treatment. Radioactive
waste treatment facilities shall be
designed to process any radioactive
wastes generated at the geologic
repository operations area into a form
suitable to permit safe disposal at the
geologic repository operations area or to
permit safe transportation and
conversion to a form suitable for
disposal at an alternative site in
accordance with any regulations That
are applicable.

(e) Consideration of decommissioning.
The surface facility shall be designed to
facilitate decommissioning.

160.132 Addltional design requirements
!or the underground 1aiAllty.

(a) General criteria for the
underground facility.

(1) The underground facility shall be
designed so as to perform its safety
functions assuming interactions among
the geologic setting, the underground
facility, and the waste package.

(2) The underground facility shall be
designed to provide for structural
stability, control of groundwater
movement and control of radionuclide
releases, as necessary to comply with
the performance objectives of 1 60.111.

(3) The orientation, geometry, layout,
and depth of the underground facility,
and the design of any engineered
barriers that are part of the underground
facility shall enhance containment and
isolation of radionuclides to the extent
practicable at the site.

(4) The underground facility shall be
designed so that the effects of disruptive
events such as intrusions of gas, or
water, or explosions, will not spread
through the facility.

(b) Flexibility of design. The
underground facility shall be designed
with sufficient flexibility to allow
adjustments, where necessary to
accommodate specific site conditions
identified through in situ monitoring,
testing, or excavation.

(c) Separation of excavation and
waste emplacement (modular concept).
If concurrent excavation and
emplacement of wastes are planned.
then:

(1) The design shall provide for such
separation of activities into discrete
areas (modules) as may be necessary to
assure that excavation does not impair
waste emplacement or retrieval
operations.

I
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(2) Each module shall be esigned to
permit Insulation from other modules if
an accident occurs.

(d) Design for retrieval of waste. The
underground facility shall be designed
to-

(1) Permit retrieval of waste in
accordance with the performance
objectives (I 0.111):

(2) Ensure sufficient structural
stability of openings and control of
groundwater to permit the safe conduct
of waste retrieval operations; and

(3) Allow removal of any waste
packages that may be damaged or
require Inspection without
compromising the ability of the geologic
repository to meet the performance
objectives (5 M1ll).

(e) Design of subsurface openings.
(1) Subsurface openings shall be

designed to maintain stability-
throughout the construction and
operation periods. If structural support
Is required for stability, it shall be

i designed to be compatible with long-
term deformation. hydrologic,
geochemical. and thermomechanical
characteristics of the rock and to allow
subsequent placement of backfilL

(2) Structures required for temporary
support of zones of weak or highly.
fractured rock shall be designed so as
not to impair the placement of
permanent structures or the capability to
seal excavated areas used for the
containment of wastes.

(3) Subsurface openings shall be
designed to reduce the potential for
deleterious rock movement or fracturing
of overlying or surrounding rock over
the long term. The size, shape,
orientation, and spacing of openings and
the design of engineered support
systems shall take the following
conditions into considerations-

(I) natural stress conditions;
(ii) deformation characteristics of the

host rock under normal conditions and
thermal loading:

(Iii) The kinds of weaknesses or
structural discontinuities found at
various locations in the geologic
repository;

(Iv) Equipment requirements; and
(v) The ability to construct the

underground facility as designed so that
stability of the rock is enhanced.

(fl Rock excavation. The design of the
underground facility shall incorporate
excavation methods that will limit
damage to and fracturing of rock.

(g) Control of water andgas.
(1) Water and gas control systems

shall be designed to be of sufficient
i capability and capacity to reduce the

potentially adverse effects of
I t groundwater intrusion, service water

-

intrusion, or gas Inflow into the
underground facility.

(2) Water and gas control systems
shall be designed to control the quantity
of water or gas flowing Into or from the
underground facility, monitor the
composition of gases, and permit
sampling of liquids.

(3) Systems shall be designed to
provide control of water and gas in both
waste emplacement areas and
excavation areas.

{4) Water control systems shall be.
designed to include storage capability
and modular layouts that ensure that
unexpected inrush or flooding can be
controlled and contained.

(5) If the intersection of aquifers or
water-bearing geologic structures Is
anticipated during construction. the
design of the underground facility shall
include plans for cutoff or control of
water in advance of the excavation.

(6) If linings are required, the contact
between the lining and the rock
surrounding subsurface excavations
shall be designed so as to avoid the
creation of any preferential pathway for
groundwater or radionuclide migration.

(h) Subsurface ventilation. The
ventilation system shall be designed
to-

(1) Control the transport of
radioactive particulates and gases
within and releases from the subsurface
facility In accordance with the
performance objectives (5 60.111k

(2) Permit continuous occupancy of all
excavated areas during normal
operations through the time of
permanent closure-

(3) Accommodate changes in
operating conditions such as variations
in temperature and humidity In the
underground facility;

(4) Include redundant equipment and
fail safe control systems as may be
needed to assure continued function
under normal and emergency conditions;
and

(5) Separate the ventilation of
excavation and waste emplacement
areas.

(I) Engineered barriers.
(1) Barriers shall be located where

shafts could allow access for
groundwater to enter or leave the
underground facility.

(2) Barriers shall create a waste
package environment which favorably
controls chemical reactions affecting the
performance of the waste package.

(3) Backfill placed In the undergroupd
facility shall be designed as a barrier.

(I) Backfill placed in the underground
facility shall perform its fumctions
assuming anticipated changes in the
geologic setting.

(ii) BAckfill placed In the underground
facility shall serve the following
functions:

(A) It shall provide a barrier to
groundwater movement into and from
the underground facility.

(B) It shall reduce creep deformation
of the host rock that may adversely
affect (1) waste package performance or
(2) the local hydrological system.

(C) It shall reduce and control
groundwater movement within the
underground facility.

(D) It shall retard radionuclide
migration.

(Iii) Backfill placed in the underground
facility shall be selected to allow for
adequate placement and compaction in
underground openings.

0) Waste handling and emplacement.
(1) The systems used for handling.

transporting, and emplacing radioactive
wastes shall be designed to have
positive, fail-safe designs to protect
workers and to prevent damage to
waste packages.

(2) The handling systems for
emplacement and retrieval operations
shall be designed to minimize the
potential for operator error.

(k) Design for thermal bads.
(1) The underground facility shall be

designed so that the predicted thermal
and thermornechanical response of the
rock will not degrade significantly the
performance of the repository or the
ability of the natural or engineered
barriers to retard radionuclide
migration.

(2) The design of waste loading and
waste spacings shall take into
consideration-

(i) Effects of the design of the
underground facility on the thermal and
thermomechanical response of the host
rock and the groundwater system;

(i) Features of the host rock and
geologic setting that affect the
thermomechanlcal response of the
underground facility and barriers,
Including but not limited to, behavior
and deformational characteristics of the
host rock, the presence of insulating
layers, aquifers, faults, orientation of
bedding planes, and the presence of
discontinuities in the host rock and

(iHi) The extent to which fracturing of
the host rock Is influenced by cycles of
temperature Increase and decrease.
1 60.133 Design of shafts and seats for
shafts and borehodes

(a) Shaft design. Shafts shall be
designed so as not to create a
preferential pathway for migration of
groundwater and so as not to increase
the potential for migration through
existing pathways.
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(b) Shaft and borehole seals. Shaft
and borehole seals shall be designed so
that:

(1) Shafts and boreholes will be
sealed as soon as possible after they
have served their operational purpose.

(2) At the time of permanent closure
sealed shafts and boreholes will inhibit
transport of radionclides to at least the
same degree as the undisturbed units of
rock through which the shafts or
boreholes pass. In the case of soluble
rocks, the borehole and shaft seals shall
also be designed to prevent groundwater
circulation that would result In
dissolution.

(3) Contact between shaft and
borehole seals and the adjacent rock
does not become a preferential pathway
for water.

(4) Shaft and borehole seals can
accommodate potential variations of
stress, temperature, and moisture.

(5) The materials used to construct the
seals are appropriate in view of the
geochemistry of the rock and
groundwater system, anticipated
deformations of the rock, and other In
situ conditions.

(c) Shaft conveyances used in
radioactive waste handling.

(1) Shaft conveyances used to
transport radioactive materials shall be
designed to satisfy the requirements as
set forth in 1 60.130 for systems,
structures, and components important to
safety.

(2) Hoists important to safety shall be
designed to preclude cage free fall.

(3) Hoists important to safety shall be
designed with a reliable cage location'
system.

(4) Hoist loading and unloading
systems shall be designed with a
reliable system of Interlocks that will
fail safely upon malfunction.

(5) Hoists important to safety shall be
designed to include two independent
indicators to indicate when waste
packages are in place, grappled, and
ready for transfer.
* 60.134 Construction specifications for
surface and subsurface facilities.

(a) Generalrequirement
Specifications for construction shall
conform to the objectives and technical
requirements of 1I 60.130 through
60133.

(b) Construction management
program. The construction specifications
shall facilitate the conduct of a
construction management program that
will ensure that construction activities
do not adversely affect the suitability of
the site to isolate the waste or
jeopardize the isolation capabilities of
the underground facility, boreholes,
shaft and seals, and that the

underground facility is constructed as
designed.

(c) Cohstruction records. The
construction specifications shall include
requirements for the development of a
complete documented history of
repository construction. This
documented history shall include at
least the following-

(1) Surveys of underground
excavations and shafts located via
readily identifiable surface features or
monuments;

(2) Materials encountered;
(3) Geologic maps and geologic cross

sections;
(4) Locations and amount of seepage;
(5) Details of equipment, methods,

progress, and sequence of work;
(6) Construction problems;
(7) Anomalous conditions

encountered;
(8) Instrument locations, readings, and

analysis;
(9) Location and description of

structural support systems;
(10) Location and description of

dewatering systems; and
(11) Details, methods of emplacement,

and location of seals used.
(d) Rock excavation. The methods

used for excavation shall be selected to
reduce to the extent practicable the
potential to create a preferential
pathway for groundwater or radioactive
waste migration or increase migration
through existing pathways.

(e) Controa of explosives. If explosives
are used, the provisions of 30 CFR 57.6
(Explosives) issued by the Mine Safety
and Health Administration, Department
of Labor, shall be met, as minimum
safety requirements for storage, use and
transport at the geologic repository
operations area.

(f) Water control. The construction
specifications shall provide that water
encountered in excavations shall be
removed to the surface and controlled in
accordance with design requirements for
radiation control and monitoring
(1 60.131(c)).

(g) Waste handling and emplacement.
The construction specifications shall
provide for demonstration of the
effectiveness of handling equipment and
systems for emplacement and retrieval
operations, under operating conditions.
Waste Package Requirements
1 60.15 Requirements for the waste
package and Its components.

(a) General reqzurements of design.
The design of the waste package shall
include the following elements:

(1) Effect of the site on the waste
package. The waste package shall be
designed so that the in situ chemical,

physical and nuclear properties of the
waste package and Its interactions with
the emplacement environment do not
compromise the function of the waste
packages. The design shall include but
not be limited to consideration of the
following factors: solubility. oxidation/
reduction reactions, corrosion,
hydriding, gas generation, thermal
effects, mechanical strength. mechanical
stress, radiolysis, radiation damage,
radionuclide retardation. leaching, fire
and explosion hazards, thermal loads,
and synergistic interactions.

(2) Effect of the waste package on the
underground facility and the natural
bariers of the geologic setting. The
waste package shall be designed so that
the In sit chemical physical, and
nuclear properties of the waste package.
and Its interactions with the
emplacement environment do not
compromise the performance of the
underground facility or the geologic
setting. The design shall include but not
be limited to consideration of the
following factors: solubility, oxidation/
reduction reactions, corrosion,
hydriding, gas generation, thermal
effects, mechanical strength, mechanical
stress. radiolysis, radiation damage,
radionuclide retardation, leaching, fire
and explosion hazards, thermal loads,
and synergistic interactions.

(b) Wasteformrequirements.
Radioactive waste that Is emplaced In
the underground facility shall meet the
following requirements:

(1) Solidification. All such radioactive
wastes shall be in solid form and placed
In sealed containers.

(2) Consolidation. Particulate waste
forms shall have been consolidated (for
example, by incorporation into an
encapsulating matrix) to limit the
availability and generation of
particulatas.

(3) Combustibles. AlU combustible
radioactive wastes must have been
reduced to a noncombustible form -
unless It can be demonstrated that a fire
involving a single package will neither
compromise the integrity of other
packages, nor adversely affect any
safety-related structures, systems, or
components.

(c) Wastepackagerequirements. The
waste package design shall meet the
following requirements:

(1) Explosive, pyrophoric, and
chemically reactive materials. The
waste package shall not contain
explosive or pyrophoric materials or
chemically reactive materials that could
interfere with operations In the
underground facility or compromise the
ability of the geologic repository to
satisfy the performance objectives.
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(2) Free liquids. The waste ickage
shall not contain free liquids In an
amount that could impair the structural
integrity of waste package components
(because of chemical interactions or
formation of pressurized vapor) or result
in spillage and spread of contamination
in the event of package perforation.

(3) Handling. Waste packages shall be
designed to maintain waste containment
during transportation, emplacement, and
retrieval.

(4) Unique identification. A label or
other means of identification shall be
provided for each package. The
identification shall not impair the
integrity of the package and shall be
applied in such a way that the
information shall be legible at least to
the end-of the retrievable storage period.
Each package identification shall be
consistent with the package's permanent
written records.
Performance Confirmation
Requirements

160.137 General requirements for
performance confirmation.

The geologic repository operations
area shall be designed so as to permit
implementation of a performance
confirmation program that meets the
requirements of Subpart F of this part.

Subpart F-Performance Confirmation
160.140 General requirements.

(a) The performance confirmation
program shall ascertain whether-

(1) Actual subsurface conditions
encountered and changes in those
conditions during construction and
waste emplacement operations arei within the limits assumed in the
licensing review; and

(2) Natural and engineered systems
and components required for repository
operation. or which are designed or
assumed to operate as barriers after
permanent closure are functioning as
intended and anticipated.

(b) The program shall have been
started during site characterization and
It will continue until permanent closure.

(c) The program will include in situ
monitoring, laboratory and field testing,
and In situ experiments, as may be
appropriate to accomplish the objective
as statedabove.

(d) The confirmation program shall be
implemented so that

(1) It does not adversely affect the
natural and engineered elements of the
geologic repository. -

(2) It provides baseline Information
and analysis of that Information on
those parameters and natural processes
pertaining to the geologic setting that

may be changed by site
characterization, construction, and
operational activities.

(3) It monitors and analyzes changes
from the baseline condition of
parameters that could affect the
performance of a geologic repository.

(4) It provides an established plan for
feedback and analysis of data, and
Implementation of appropriate action.
f 60.141 ConfIrmation of geotechnical and
design parameters

(a) During repository construction and
operation. a continuing program of
surveillance, measurement testing, and
geologic mapping shall be conducted to
ensure that geotechnical and design
parameters are confirmed and to ensure
that appropriate action is taken to
Inform the Commission of changes
needed in design to accommodate actual
field conditions encountered.

(b) Subsurface conditions shall be
monitored and evaluated against design
assumptions.

(c) As a minimum, measurements
shall be made of rock deformations and
displacement, changes in rock stress
and strain, rate and location of water
inflow into subsurface areas, changes in
groundwater conditions, rock pore water
pressures including those along
fractures and Joints, and the thermal and
thermomechanical response of the rock
mass as a result of development and
operations of the geologic repository.

(d) These measurements and
observations shall be compared with the
original design bases and assumptions.
If significant differences exist between
the measurements and observations and
the original design bases and
assumptions, the need for modifications
to the design or In construction methods
shall be determined and these
differences and the recommended
changes reported to the Commission.

(e) In situ monitoring of the
thermoimxechanical response of the
underground facility shall be conducted
until permanent closure to ensure that
the performance of the natural and
engineering features are within design
limits.
1 60.142 Design testing.

(a) During the early or developmental.-
stages of construction, a program for In
situ testing of such features as borehole
and shaft seals, backfill and the thermal
Interaction effects of the waste
packages, backfil rock and
groundwater shall be conducted.

(b) The tsting shall be intiated as
early as Is practicable.

(c) A backil test section shall be
constructed to test the effectiveness of

backfill placement and compaction
procedures against design requirements
before permanent backfill placement is
begun.

(d) Test sections shall be established
to test the effectiveness of borehole and
shaft seals before full-scale operation
proceeds to seal boreholes and shafts.

1 60.143 Monitoring and testing waste
packages.

(a) A program shall be established at
the repository for monitoring the
condition of the waste packages.
Packages chosen for the program shall
be representative of those to be
emplaced in the repository.

(b) Consistent with safe operation of
the repository, the environment of the
waste packages selected for the waste
package monitoring program shall be
representative of the emplaced wastes.

(c) The waste package monitoring
program shall include laboratory
experiments which focus on the internal
condition of the waste packages. To the
extent practical, the environment
experienced by the emplaced waste
packages within the repository during
the waste package monitoring program
shall be duplicated In the laboratory
experiments.

(d) The waste package monitoring
program shall continue as long as.
practical up to the time of permanent
closure.

Subpart G-Ouality Assurance

160.150 Scope.
(a) As used In this part. "quality

assurance" comprises all those planned
and systematic actions necessary to
provide adequate confidence that the
repository and its subsystems or
components will perform satisfactorily
in service.

(b) Quality assurance Is a
multidisciplinary system of management
controls which address safety.
reliability. maintainability, performance,
and other technical disciplines.

60.151 ApplicabIlIty.
The quality assurance program

applies to all systems, structures and
components Important to safety and to
activities which would prevent or
mitigate events that could cause an
undue risk to the health and safety of
the public. These activities include:
exploring, site selecting, designing.
fabricating, purchasing. handling,
shipping. itoring. cleaning. erecting,
installing. emplacing, Inspecting. testing,

i
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operating, maintaining, monitoring,
repairing, modifying, and
decommissioning.
1 60.152 Implementation

DOE shall implement a quality
assurance program based on the criteria
of Appendix B of 10 CFR Part 50 as
applicable, and appropriately
supplemented by additional criteria as
required by I 60151.

160.153 Qualityassurancefor
performance confirmation.

The quality assurance program shall
include the program of tests,
experiments and analyses essential to
achieving adequate confidence that the
emplaced wastes will remain Isolated
from the accessible environmnent.

Subpart H-Training and Certification
of Personnel

160.160 General requirements.
Operations that have been Identified

as important to safety In the Safety
Analysis Report and in the license shall
be performed only by trained and -
certified personnel or by personnel
under the direct visual supervision of an
Individual with training and certification
in such operation. Supervisory
personnel who direct operations that are
important to safety must also be
certified In such operations.

160.161 Trainng d eertification
program.

The DOE shall establish a program for
training, proficiency testing, certification
and requalification of operating and
supervisory personnel.

8 60.162 Physical requirements.
The physical condition and the

general health of personnel certified for
operations that are Important to safety
shall not be such as might cause
operational errors that could endanger
the public health and safety. Any
condition which might cause Impaired
judgement or motor coordination must
be considered in the selection of
personnel for activities that are
important to safety. These conditions
need not categorically disqualify a
person. so long as appropriate
provisions are made to accomodate such
defect.

Dated at Washington. D.C. Xt 2nd day of
July, 1981.
Samuel J. Chik.
Seetary of the Commission.
iFR DMc -w nild 7441: am =I
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CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY
COMMISSION

16 CFR Part 1700

Human Prescription Drugs in Oral
Dosage Forms; Proposed Exemption
From Child-Resistant Packaging of ASi
UnIt-Dose Forms of Potassium
Supplements Containing Not More
Than 50 Mlmequlvalents of Potassium
Per Unit-Dose
AGENCY' . Consumer Product Safety
Commission.
ACTlON: Proposed rule.

sumMARN The Commission proposes to
amend the current exemption from
special packaging under the Poison
Prevention Packaging Act of 1O for
potassium supplements In effervescent
tablet form, each tablet containing not
more than 50 milliequivalents of
potassium to cover all unit-dose forms
of the drug containing not more than 50
milliequivalents of potassium per unit-
dose. The Commission Is taking this
action based on the absence of adverse
experience from ingestion by children of
potassium supplements in all forms,
including powdered and liquid
potassium.
cATES: Comments on this proposed
exemption should be submitted by
September 6 1981. If the Commission
issues a final regulation concerning the
exemption. the Commission proposes
that the exemption be effective on the
date the final regulation is published in
the Federal Register.
ADDRESS: Comments should be
addressed to the Office of the Secretary.
CPSC, 111 18th St, NW, Third Floor,
Washington. D.C. 20207.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CON7ACM-
Virginia White. Office of Program
Management, Consumer Product Safety
Commission. Washington. D.C 20207.
(301) 492-8453.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATIOIC

Background
Regulations issued under the Poison

Prevention Packaging Act of 1970
(PPPA) (15 U.S.C. 1471-1476) establish
child-protection packaging requirements
for human oral prescription drugs in
order to protect children from serious
personal injury or illness resulting from
handling, using, or ingesting these
substances.

On September 30,1980 the
Commission issued a final exemption to
the child-resistant packaging regulations
for prescription drugs in oral form (16
CFR 1700.14(a)(10)) for potassium
supplements In individually-packaged
effervescent tablets, each tablet

containing not more than 50
milliequivalents (mEq) of potassium (44
FR 3498). The Commission took this
action based on the absence of adverse
experience with effervescent potassium
tablets and on test data indicating that
their effervescence inhibits ingestion in
dangerous amounts. In the same Federal
Register document the Commission also
announced its Intention to reopen the
issue of a possible exemption for all unit
dose forms of potassium supplements,
including powdered and liquid forms as
well as individually-wrapped tablets.
The Commission decided to reopen the
issue based on correspondence with a
manufacturer of powdered potassium
(Berlex Laboratories) who contended
that there is an inconsistency between
denial of its earlier petition (PP 75-1l)
requesting an exemption from special
packaging for powdered potassium
chloride in individual packets and the
proposal of an exemption for the 50 mEq
effervescent tablet.

The Commission denied PP 75-11,
along with similar requests from Abbott
Laboratories and Mead-Johnson
Laboratories for exemption of potassium
chloride powder, on August 21, 1975
That denial was based on experimental
evidence indicating that potassium
chloride powder, administered to
rabbits in amounts equivalent to
Ingestion of one to three packets of the
drug by a small child. caused severe
gastric irritation and injury in the
animals, as well as In the lack of human
experience data with this drug.

The Commission also earlier denied a
petition from Warren-Teed
Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (PP 7442) for
exemption of its liquid potassium
supplements in unit dose fom (The
liquid form of potassium Is used almost
exclusively in hospitals and other
Institutions but is also available for
home use.) The Commission denied that
petition based on the lack of adequate
human experience data, at the time,
with which to evaluate childhood
ingestion; the fact that the products
were highly flavored. and an evaluation
of toxicity data indicating that five unit
does vials (100 mEq potassium) might
produce toxic effects In a small child.
Grounds for Exemption

Based upon additional Information,
data, and human experience generated
since the 1975 denial of the petitions for
exemption of potassium chloride
powder and liquid potassium
supplements, the Commission Is now
proposing to exempt from special
packaging all unit dose forms of
potassium supplements. Including unit
dose vials of liquid potassium
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Introduction

On May 13, i980, the Nuclear Regulatory Comaission (NRC) published for public

comment an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking - 10 CFR Part 60 "Technical

Criteria for Regulating Geolocic Disposal High - Level Radioactive Waste" and

drift technical criteria (45 FR 31393). In response to this request for co-

vents, the NRC received 27 letters (excluding misdocketed and duplicate letters)

from other government agencies (6), State officials (2), utility companies or

their representatives (7), public interest Croups (2), professional societies

(1), and interested individuals (9). From these 27 letters, 419 separate

co rments were extracted and were considered by the NRC staff in the development

of the technical criteria set forth in the proposed rule (46 FR 35280).

| This document presents the NRC staff's analysis of the publ, Lomment.

This analysis of the comments is divided into three parts. Part 1 con-

tains an analysis of public comments addressing the Advance Notice. Parl; 2

sets forth public responses to four q"estions posed by the NRC at the end of

the Advance Notice. Since these responses were solicited by the NRC to aid

in its review of specific questions, nc NRC staff-responses are made to tht

comments in Part 2. Finally, public comments re:eived on the draft technical

criteria are addressed in Part 3.

_!Appendix A is a copy of the Advanze Notice as published in the May &3, 19V

Issue.of [the Federal Register (45 FR 31393). A copy of the proposed rule

(46 FR 35280) is presented in Appendix E. Copies of the individual comment

lettersion the Advance Notice are provided iE Appendix C.
I- ..
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PUBLIC COMIENT LETTERS RECEIVED C-N THE ADVANCE NOTICE
OF PROPOSED RMtEMAKING (45 FR 31393)

PDR No. Author

I Lowensteln, Nesman, Reis, Axelrad and Toll

2 U.S. Arms Control and Disarmasent Agency

3 Hon. Jon Hinson N.C. (coments on proposed 10 CFR Part 60 procedural
rule)

4 National Aeronautics & Space Administration (NASA)

5 U.S. Department of Energy (coments on proposed 10 CFR Part 60 proce-
dural rule)

6 Arvin S. Quist

7 A. E. Wasserbacit

8 B. R. McElmurry

9 J. G. McCray (University of Arizona)

10 G. H. Dyer

11 Robert Abrams, Attorney General, State of Hew York

12 U. S. Geological Survey

13 Bechtel National, Inc.

14 Atomic Industrial Forms

15 Exxon Nuclear Corp.

16 American Institute of-Chetical Engineers

17 Lazlo Toth

18 U. S. Department of Enerqg and enclosed comments by
- R. Ellison (D'Appolo'ia)
- I. Remson (Stanford University)
- H. Ross (University of Uta! Research Imstitute)
- G. Pinder (Princetot. University)
- F. Parker (Vanderbilt University)
- H. Cook (University of California)
- J. Bird (Cornell University)

19 Bechtel National, Inc. (dplicate of M13)
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20 Westinghouse Electric Corp.

21 R. Tauke & M. Adam

22 Energy Resources Conservation and Development Commission

23 Environmental Protection Agency

24 R. E. Johnson

25 Duke Power Co.

26 Bureau of Land Management (BIN) 1
27 A. T. Heubner, Departsent of Environmental Protection, Stite of

Connecticut

28 Lowenstein. Newman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (28) with enclosed comments
by The Analytic Sciences Corporation (TASC)

29 Everett R. Irish

30 Susan Longenecker (misdocketed)

31 Charles D. Parent (misdocketed)

32 National Resources Defense Council. Inc.

33 State Planning Council on Radioactive Waste Management (comments on.
the 10 CFR Part 60 procedural rule)

34 U.S. Department of Energy (conments on the 10 CFR Part 60 procedural
rule)
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PART 1

PUBLIC COMMENTS ON ADVANCE NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING 10 CFR PART 60

SUMM4ARy

Comment 1: Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axeirad and Toll (28)

We have noted the statement in the Sumary that the published draft criteria
*do not necessarily reflect staff positions with respect to rulemaking on this
subject." (p. 31394) We assume that this denotes a willingness and a desire
by the staff to take into account the numerous constructive comments that It
will recei e as a result of the Advance Notice and to incorporate into any
proposed r4le the significant improvements that have been suggested.

Staff Response to Comment 1:

The NtC has considered the numerous comments received on the Advance Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR) and draft technical criteria and has incorporated a

number of the suggested cha ges into the proposed rule.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION - GENERAL COMMENTS-

Comment 2: Bechtel National Inc. (13)

The discussion contained in this section approaches the development of a HLW
repository from a very negative point of view. The section portrays a lack of
confidence on the part of the NRC to deal with uncertainties, and emphasizes
potential shortcomings of geologic repositories by statements like such
disposal of HLW is separable into five distinct problem areas" when not all of
the areas identified may be problems, 'waste undoubtedly will have a signifi-
cant interaction with the rock" which we would not expect to be true over the
time frames of interest, "no way to reasonably limit the variety of human
activities which might compromise a forgotten repository", "engineering
against human intrusion is impossible practically", "the site should be
geologically simple... so that the site can be easily understood", "mistakes
will occur", and "human intrusion cannot be prevented." Such absolute
statements are negatively oriented and could lead to public misunderstanding
and lack of confidence. Both overly negative and overly positive statements
that tend to prejudge the concept of geologic disposal should be avoided.

Staff Response to Comment 2:

It was NRC's intent to develop a cautious and conservative approach to HLW

disposal in geologic repositories. not a negative one. The language of the

ANPR simply reflected the realities of licensing in which "aspects that can go

wrong must be addressed.
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Coument 3: Atomic Industrial Forum (14)

The Aff Subcommittee on High-Level Radioactive Vaste offers the following
comments on the Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking regarding the Technical
Criteria for Regulating Geclogic Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Waste
(10 CFR 60), as published in the Federal Register of May 13, 1980. We
recognize the desirability of establishing an appropriate regulatory framework
for the timely disposal of high-level wastes in geologic respositories;
however, we are concerned by the approach being taken by NRC as well as by the
lack of a basis for the quantitative values suggested in the Advance Notice.

While it is noted in the Supplementary Information fhat bases and rationale
are being prepared by the MRC staff, the working d aft became availab'" for
review only recently. Specific or detailed comments on the suggested
numerical criteria cannot be made until a thorough review of this draft Is
completed. At. that time we shall offer additional comments.

Because of the importance of such technical criteria, we suggest that NRC
publish their bases and rationale along with appropriate critiques by DOE and
other cognizant agencies. and then reissue the Advance Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking for comment and review by the public. A period of 120 days would
permit thorough evaluation and comment by all interested reviewers.

Staff Response to Comment 3:

Quantitative criteria were set forth in the ANPR a d draft technical criteria

in order to solicit public comment on the proposed! values. The bases and

rationale for the staff's judgment on certain numerical criteria are provided

in the technical support document for the proposed rule. This document is

available upon request froa the NRC.

Comnent 4: U.S. Geological Survey (12)

The entire Supplemental Information section stresses geologic simplicity as a
very important characteristic of a site without clearly explaining what is
meant by the temr. While we agree that geologic simplicity is a desirable
characteristic, it is not the most important attribute of a site. The most
important attribute of a natural barrier is that it works, not that it is
mechanistically or descriptively simple. The prime purpose of the geologic
setting is to contain the waste, and not to facilitate the licensing process.
The geologic complexity of a site is based on two fatt %_: (1) the real
geologic system and (2) the apparent complexity created-by our own inability
to comprehend the system. As we learn about these systems the perceived
complexity will change. In addressing this problem in the development of
criteria, it is critical that the capability of the geologic setting to
contain the waste be given a higher priority than the stsplicity of the
system. '

* I-
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The requirement In 60.122(a)(1) does put geologic simplicity in its proper
perspective and that approach should be reflected in the supplemental
information.

Staff Response to Conment 4:

The ability of the geologic and hydrologic systems ot a site to effectively

retard the migration ofradionuclides to the accessible environment has always

been a primary conside ation in the development of NRC regulations for the

licensing of HLW geolo ic repositories. The term "geologic simplicity" was

used in the ANPR to denote that the geologic and hydrologic systems would not

be so complicated as to preclude a thorough investigation and evaluation of the

important site characteristics.

Comment 5: Ross enclosure in U.S. Departme" of Energy (18)

The Supplementary Inforlation developed as Background, Nature of the Problem.,
Underlying Principles, and Considerations would appear to adequately identify
the key issues involve in the disposal of HLI. The underlying conservative
evaluation of repository sites is appropriate to the importance of the
problem, but should not be so rigidly applied that reasonably acceptable sites
are eliminated without full consideration of offsetting favorable factors.
Predictions of future site stability for the long term (i.e. 10,000 years or
more) will be impossible to demonstrate. Thus well reasoned, competent
Judgement based on the geologic record of the last millions of years must be
an acceptable substitute for demonstrated future stability. One point not
adequately addressed is that the risk and economics of timely geologic storage
must ultimately be compared with the risk and economics of no geologic
storage -- the alternative which could result from the ultimate in
conservative site evaluations.

Staff Response to Comment 5:

The NRC is acutely aware of the impossibility of demonstrating stability.

Ratler, future stability of a site is inferred from the geologic history of

the area since the start of the Quaternary period.
zCFI

The Congress has given the Department of Energy (DOE) the responsibility for

managing the nation's HLW. -Geologic disposal is a means DOE is pursuing and
. _
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therefore NRC is responsible for licensing. The economic viability of geologic

disposal. or any option, including no disposal of ILW, is a question to be

addressed by DOL, not NRC.

Comment 6: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (20)

Westinghouse has the followi eneral comments on the specific questions
raised in the 'Supplementary Inforsation" section:

a. Instead of focusing on performance of the repository system (NRC
Consideration 1), the draft criteria specify performance standards for
major components of the system (NRC Consideration 2).. These component
performance standards should be eliminated. We believe it is essential
that the criteria focus on performance of the overall system and on
protecting current and future generations.

b. The list of considerations should be expanded to acknowledge that the
draft technical criteria apply to a repository which will not be
operational before 1997, according to latest Administratiun schedules.
The initial rule should develop performance goals and requirements for
the overall system. The current draft criteria incorrectly specify
engineering design requirements. Instead, the criteria should provide
the future designer and analyst with guidelines that allow the latitude
necessary to accommodate repositories in various geologic media, advances
in technology, and the influence of complementary regulations such as EPA
Standards. We do not believe that these aspects have been thoroughly
considered. for instance, paragraph 60.132 'design requirements" are too
specific in addressing shaft and borehole sealing, conveyance design, and
water control requirements.

In being so specific, they arbitrarily constrain the benefit of future
research and development or suitability of a specific site. Para-
graph 60.111 refers to as yet unestablished EPA performance standards but
is very specific in defining release rates-for the repository. Con-
versely, the technical criteria also contains words like significant,
optimized, reasonable, likely. etc. when addressing other issues. These
areas must be kept to a minimmu to discourage future conflicts in
interpretation.

c. The Commission should consider reQjiring the Department of Energy to
conduct early demonstrations cf repository disposal systems in various
geologic media such as those proposed in House Bill H.R. 7418. This
would allow the Comaission to develop the IOCFR60 regulations in

-8 conjunction with the design, construction, and operation of the required
system demonstrations.

d. Many of the draft technical criteria are not reasonable or realistic, and
as such do not deal with the issues in an appropriate manner. In
addition to specifying engineering design requirements (see comment b
above), many of the numerical criteria appear to be arbitrarily selected.
For example, this sense of arbitrary requirements exist in sections dealing

7



with retrievability and resource as sessment. It should also be recognized
that numerical criteria apply to unique conditions which may not be
generically applicable.

e. The planned NRC environmental imp-at statement should justify proposed
numerical criteria with cost/benefit analyses as required for such
statements.

Staff Response to Comment 6:

a. By addressing the performance of aid requirements for the multiple barriers

comprised by the major components cf the system, the NRC seeks to assure |

the safety of a repository. The barriers and their intended functions

are delineated to provide both a minimum of acceptability and a common

basis of comparison for potential repository sites ana designs, as well

as lending confidence that the overall standard of performance - the EPA

standard will be met.

b. The staff continues to believe that the level of specificity of the draft

technical criteria say be both necessary and appropriate given the novelty

and long period of performance of a repository to assure that the reposi-

tory will adequately protect the public health and safety. However, the

Commission has recognized that the level of detail in the draft technical

criteria and in the proposed rulewking may be more than needed. Hence

the Commission is asking comment particularly on this point. Further,

the staff agrees with the commented on the use of words such as 'optimize",

"minimize" etc. which lead to unme~table requirements. These have been

eliminated from the proposed rule.

c. Site characterization and in situ testing at depth should provide ample

opportunity for DOE to conduct demrnstrations in a various geologic media.

d. See response to Coament ho. 3.
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e. ho response required as stated in introductory remarks to Part 2. See

also comments 105-109. ¢

Comment 7: Cook enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

These comments concerning the technical criteria for regulating geologic disposal
of high-level radioactive waste are made in response to a letter from Dr. W. A.
Carbiener of 0WI dated May 27, with which were enclosed copies of the the Hay 13
Federal Register and background information from the USNRC Public Document Room.

The latter information on 'Technical Support Do umentation for the Siting
Requirements in LSNRC 10 CFR Part 60: Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Waste
in Geologic Repositories", proved to be of particular .ssistance, and includes
a commendably useful list of references.

The treatment of this question in the Federal Register both in the Supplementary
Information and in Subpart E is very weven, reflecting probably the current
state of knowledge. However, a more systematic presentation would likely lead
to a clearer identification of the problems, and specifications of the criteria.

For example, under the headi "Nature of the Problem' five distinct areas are
identified, namely, (1) Lifetime of the Repository, (2) ical Extent, (3)
Waste/Rock Interaction, 14) Treatment ef Uncertainties an ) Human Intrusions.
Although these problems are important, they do not seem to define any hierarchial
system.

Staff Response to Comment 7:

The proposed technical criteria set forth a more systematic presentation of

the performance objectives and require ents. The ANPR identified five distinct

problem areas as a means of approaching the regulation of a HLW geologic reposi-

tory. It was noted in the Supplementary Information at 45 FR 31394 that each

of these areas could be further separated into fairly distinct regimes. There

was no intent for the five problem areas to define a hierarchial system.

NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

Comment 8: Bird enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

It is not clear how these "five distinct problem areas", lifetime of the
repository, physical extent, wastelrock interaction, treatment of uncertainties,
and human intrusions, supercede other, more fundamental questions pertinent to
regulation of geologic disposal. Althcugh they are important, there are other
questions of equal or greater importance, e.g. the validity of the basic pre-
mises of geologic disposal, the existence of appropriate sites, rocks, and
limited hydrologic conditions. Also, it can be argued that one or

9
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two large repositories present problems that could be avoided by constructing
funy small resoositores. As more waste is concentrated into a single site,
the potential dngers increase significantly. A. E. Ringwood (pers. comm. and
pre-print, April, 1980) has argued that denp-drill-hole burial in many si as
has significant advantages. Has it been shown that large repositories at a
few sites are preferable to many small and therefore dispersed, deep
repositories?

Staff Response to Comment 8:

See response to Comment 7. The discussion of these five distinct problem

areas does not kreclude the existence of problems, of comparable importance.

However, these are areas of grea.est importance with respect to licensina the

disposal of HLW in geologic repositories-, based on the implicit assumption

that geologic disposal is viable. The alternative supported by Ringwood is

one which DOE may address, but i. is NRC's task to license the method chosen

by DOE if such a method will adequately protect the public health and safety.

Comment 9: Duke Power Co. (25)

We believe this discussion serves a useful purpose in that it separates
consideration of the problem in time, space, natural processes, and human
actions, etc., and thus fraaes the problem in a form more tractable to
solution.

We do, however, take exception to a few of the assertions contained in this
section. First, it is stated that *the chemical and thermal properties of the
waste undoubtedly will have a significant interaction with the rock unit into
which they are emplaced.t This is true in the case of thermal properties, and
eventually we can expect significant chemical interaction. However, the
statement creates the wrong impression in that significant chemical interac-
tion can take place only in the presence of water, which through proper
repository siting and Design, we can expect to be absent during the time frame
most important for protection of the public.

Second, the assertion is made that the very fact that we do not have experience
with geologic disposal 'poses fundamental difficulties." On the contrary,
extensive experimental programs, both In the U. S. and abroad, have validated
the concept of geologic disposal. The Atomic Energy Commissions's report
regarding Project Salt Vault, ORNL - 4555, stated

*ith the completion of this experiment, it can be concluded that most of
the major technical problems pertinent to the disposal of highly radio-
active waste in salt have been resolved. Project Salt Vault successfully
demonstrated the feasibility and safety of handling highly radioactive
materials in an underground environment. The stability of the salt under

- .; .10



the effects of heat and radiation has been shown, as well as the
capability of solving minor structural problems by standard aining
techniques. The data obtained on the deforsational characteristics of
salt have made it possible to arrive at a suitable design for a mine
disposal facility."

Canadian experiments at Chalk River have provided additional evidence that at
least one waste fare, glass, can contain waste for long periods of time, even
in flowing groundwater. Moreover, this experiment provides additional confi-
dence in our predictive capability regarding the degree of retardation which
can be expected in actual geologic settings. In-situ testing 4onducted by the
United States and Sweden at Stripa, in granite formation has pf vided valuable
data on hard, crystalline rock as a disposal medium. Swedish igration
experiments at Studsvik have confirmed retardation of two of the most signifi-
cant fission products, cessium and strontium, provided additional information
on iorbent materials which may be used to augment the retardation capability
of the natural emplacement medium, and corroborated predictive modeling
capability.

We could cite other experimental evidence which points to the acceptability of
the geologic disposal concept. However, it is most instructive to point to
the4Oklo uranium mine site in the Republic of Gabon. Here we jhave approxi-
matly two billion years of experience" with geologic disposal of about
6 tons of fission products from a natural chain reaction (which, incidentally,
took place in an environment saturated, or nearly so, with water. Investi-
gaLors here concluded that most of the fission products remai ed essentially
immuobile over periods of their half-lives and that the actinildes, particularly
plutonium. were also essentially contained. I

Thus, we do not believe the fact that we do not now have an operating,
commercial scale repository for high-level radioactive waste should be equated
to 'no experience...with geologic disposal."

Third, we would take issue with the statement "the problem of human intrusions,
intentional or inadvertent moots such of the previous discussions, since there
is no way to licit the variety of conceivable human activities which might
compromise a forgotten repository." We would emphasize that the primary goal
of nuclear waste management is to protect the general public's supplies of air
and water. Attainment of this goal is dominated by the fission product
content of the waste, the toxicity of which decays to that of the original one
body from which the uranium came after only a few hundred years. Viewed in
this light, the problem of intrusion becomes much more tractable. Further,
safety analyses conducted for waste repositories treat natural events much
more severe than that which would reasonably be expected from human intrusion,
thereby bounding the problem. Finally, we assess the intrusional scenarios to
produce minimal risk since we have to assume two unlikely circumstances with
respect to society's continuity: (1) that the location and natzrerf the
repository is lost, -and (2) the technology for radiation detection Is lost.

Staff Response to Comment 9:

Duke Power Co. is correct in noting that most significant chemical reactions

between the waste and the host rock will take place in the pres ene of water,
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and that little, if any, water is expected to be present during the early life

of a repository. However, because the range of depths commonly discussed for

geologic repositories usually falls below the water table, the NRC assumed a

repository located in a saturated medium in the ANPR. Therefore, the presence

of water is a parameter that cannot be ignored.

Although several test faciliti5s and experimental programs currently exist that

are relevant to HLW disposal in geologic repositories, the NRC believes that

the short term nature of such programs (0-20 years), as opposed to the long-term

lifetime (104-10 S"ars) of a geologic repository renders them of limited use

in the planning of HLW disposal in geologic repositories. Moreover, natural

analogs such as the processes Active at Oko in the geologic past are certainly

not definitively understood. t should be recognized that disposal of HL in

geologic repositories in an entirely new human venture. The evidence cited by

the conmenter may be a useful background for research and development work and

certainly lends confidence that geologic disposal may be achievable, but cannot

be categorized as "previous experience" in HLW disposal.

With respect to the commenter's third point, the discussion in the ANPR intended

to show that human intrusion is an intrinsically different problem from a regu-

latory perspective than natural phenomena. The statement with which the com-

menter took issue stands. There is no way to bound the variety of possible

human activities - intentional or otherwise in the way the disruptive effects

of natural events can be bound.-

_1-
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(1) LIfETIME OF THE REPOSIT0RY

Comment 10: Pinder enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Pg 31394, Col. 3, Line 23-31: The difference between the two requirements of
technical criteria is too subtle for me pick up on first reading. Could
this be clarified?

Staff Response to Comment 10:

This section does not present requirements of the technical criteria, but rather

I expla(ls a need for shei. The first point addresses solely the physical

parameters of a site, such as geologic, geophysical and hydrologic conditions.

The second point recognizes the necessity of using the technical criteria to

judge the suitability not only of the physical properties of the site, but

also of the integration of geological and engineered settings to effectively

retard and isolate the HLV.

Comment 11: Pinder enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Pg. 31394, Col. 3, Line lb*: While I concur with the observation, I suggest
some evidence to substantiate this statement is warranted.

indicates lines counted from bottom.

Staff Response to Comment 11:

The staff is concerned that poor construction techniques, for example, could

severely fracture the host rock and result in the creation of significant new

water intrusion pathways.

Comment 12: Tauke and Adams (21)

-7-`Aragraph 3 states ... construction of repository and emplacement methods
=Vtil not compromise...protect future populations.' In the background info, we
find that technical criteria is still under development. How, then, can we
determine licensing for technical procedures that are not yet known.

Page 31395, para. 1 states 'final protection is achieved by ability of geologic
> setting to inhibit migration of wastes..." Yet in Area 3 - Waste/ Rock

13
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Interaction, we find that we know there till be a physical effect on the rock,
but we do not know the extent of that effect. How, therefore, can we depend
on the rock as final protection.

Staff Response to Comment 12:

The scope of the technical criteria was regarded as being sufficiently

developed to determine an appropriate licensing procedure for their Imple-

mentation. This enabled the NrC to publish a final procedural rule even though

the technical criteria were still under review.

The extent to which there may be a waste/host rock interaction is a site-

specific issue which should be resolved through site characterization. The

determined extent of waste/host rock int raction during testing may be one of

the parameters used by DOE to evaluate the suitability of a particular site.

Waste/host rock interaction would not necessarily reduce the effectiveness of

the host rock as a barrier to radionuclide migration since many rock types

contain minerals that can capture and incorporate certain radionuclides into

their crystal lattice systems.

Comment 13: TASC enclosure in Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (28)

(a) The delineation of the five distinct problem areas would be more useful
if there was at least a brief indication of their interrelationship and
relative importance, i.e., how they relate to a systems approach. The
second problem might better be idertifled as "geophysical characteristics
pertinent to systemw performance."

(b) It is important to recognize that the period during which fission
products dominate is only a few hundred (300-500) years. This subject is
discussed in Section 1 of Volume 2, The Capability for Disposing of
High-Level Wastes Safely, of the Statement of Position filed on behalf of
the Utility Nuclear Waste Managemert Group and the Edison Electric
Institute on July 7, 1980, in the KRC Waste Confidence Rulemaking. In
the detailed analysis, which is based on the radionuclide retention
requirements necessary to achieve an overall system performance (expressed
in terms of maximum exposure to individuals), it is demonstrated that
after a few hundred years these retention requirements are comparable to
those associated with a 2X natural uranium ore body from which the waste
originated.

:- 't . .
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(c) Clarification is needed as to the difference between site suitability
criteria and site acceptability criteria.

(d) We see no reason why NRC regulations should require that KSHA regulations
"where applicable" should be observed. This appears to invite extraneous
ambiguity and controversy into the NRC licensing process. If the KSHA
regulations are applicable, they can be enforced by KSHA.

(e) The statement that Oa substantial beat output from the wastes if not
properly accommodated could compromise the integrity of the repository"
is indicative of the generally negative approach that appears too
frequently in the draft regulations. It would appear more useful and
realistic to simply state that the heat output must be accommodat d in
order not to compromise the performance of the overall system.

Staff Response to Comment 13:

In response to the comenter's point (a) there was no intent on the part of

NRC to rank the relative importance of the five distinct problem areas. See

also staff responses to Comments 7 and 51.

The commenter's point (b) appears to be baser upon the assumption that the

so-called dilution index which relates quantities of water needed to dilute

radionuclides to the IPC values of 10 CFR Part 20 is a more or less definitive

measure of the hazard posed by radioactive wastes. The use of this index is

helpful in discerning properties of a geologic repository, but ignores such

considerations as the concentration and chemical mobility of the wastes.

further, only after approximately 1,000 years, not 300-500 years, can the

contribution to heat and radioactivity generated from the short-lived nuclides

be ignored when compared to that from the longer-lived isotopes in the wastes.

Provisions for the compliance with mining regulations have been clarified

in the proposed technical criteria (60.130(b)(10)).
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The wording discussed by the commenter in (e) endeavored to convey NRC's cau-

tious and conservative approach to the licensing of a geologic repository, not

a negative one.

(2) PHYSICAL EXTENT-

Comment 14: Cook enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

It has seemed to me always that the f remost motivation for geologic disposal
is that it makes radioactive wastes mich less accessible to human action and
less susceptable to meteorological and geologic changes in the long-tern, than
can be envisaged for any form of near surface storage.I If this is so, the
next most important question is: Do there exist rocks at convenient depths
and of sufficient extent within %Mich it is practicable to develop a reposi-
tory of a useful size? Is this c.aestion not more pertinent than the discussion
on page 31295 under (2)Pbysical Extent? If rocks within which a useful
repository could be developed exist, is the next question not: Do such rocks
exist within geologic and hydrologic settings likely provide assurance of
the safety and stability of a repository, in both the lhort- and the long-
term, and of the isolation of radioactive wastes within it? Provided that
these two questions can be answered in the affirmative, and to date there does
not appear to be any evidence that they cannot, the next level of detail such
as waste/rock interactions and the methods by which the performance of a
repository can be predicted and assured, must be examined.

Staff Response to Comient 14:

Geologic experts have identified a number of geologic formations representing an

assortment of host rocks which exist at sufficient depth below the surface, and

have sufficient lateral and vertical extent to initially qualify as potential

repository sites. The suitability of such formations as potential repository

sites will be determined by the DOE during site exploration and site characteri-

zation at the caididate areas it has chosen to study.

Although the geologic extent of the rock is an important parameter, the extent

of the hydrologic system of the site and the candidate area is also fundamen-

tal to the overall performance of a potential repository site. For example, an

extremely thick formation located at a sufficient depth below the surface, but
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characterized by a groundwater flow system that could contact a potable aquifer

may iot be considered suitable for a repository site. The discussion set forth

at 45 FR 31395 addresses features which could affect the integrity of a poten-

tial repository or host rock. This discussion also points out that the physical

extent of the repository would encompass both surface and subsurface facilities.

Finally, it should be remembered that this discussion addressed a geologic

repos tory from the perspective of regulation - a point of view different from

that needed for siting and designirV a repository.

Comment 15: TASC enclosure in Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (28)

We agree that features producing effects on the repository that are "not
readily understood" shpuld be avoided, particularly for the major ones, and
other features should he *made tractable or mitigated. This concept is the
key to effective siting, and its application should greatly reduce the extent
of significant technical dispute and resultant institutional opposition.

Staff Response to Comment 15:

No response required.

(3) WASTE/ROCK lNTERACTION

Comment 16: Bird enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

"The chemical and thermal properties of the wastes will have a significant
interaction with the rock unit into which they are emplaced." Although
significant heat would be generated by the waste, and would affect the
surrounding rock, the statement implies that chemical reactions also would
take place between the waste and the rock. One would certainly hope not! The
technology exists to matrix the waste in extremely inert materials and to
encapsulate the waste-matrix material in containers and overpacks that
constitute a package that would prevent chemical reactions between the waste
and host-rock. The matrix material and container can be constructed of
analogs of minerals and rocks that are extremely inert, resistant to leaching,
and of very high mechanical strength. Their behavior in repository conditions
can be predicted from examples in the geologic record. _;xe

. .

Staff Response to Comment 16:

The statement questioned by Dr. Bird did not intend to imply that waste/host

rock chemical interactions are expected shortly after emplacement of HLW in a

17
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repository. However, the waste package and backfill may lose their integrity

after a period of time, albeit on the order of thousands of years after

emplacement. Further, following the breakdown of the waste package and

backfill, radionuclide migratior (most probably due to groundwater flow) must

be considered. In some instances, chemical attenuation such as sorption will

result in the host rock effectively retarding re ionuclide migration from the

repository. Nonetheless, at soae point the wasl and host rock will Interact.

Understanding that interaction is an essential ele*ent in understanding the

performance of a geologic repository.

Comment 17: 7ASC enclosure in Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (28)

The statement that the chesical and therma' properties of the wastes
undoubtedly will have a significant interartior with the rock unit into which
they are emplaced is another example of the neg tive approach. We believe
that technology exists to etnable the desigr of 4 waste package and backfill
that will preclude significant Interaction. Th statement in the Advance
Notice would be more useful and realistic if It were directed at a general
requirement that such Interactions will be desibred against so that the
overall system perforwance requirement will not be compromised.

Staff Response to Coument 17:

See responses to Comments 16 and 51.

(4) TREATMENT OF UNCERTAIKTIES

Comment 18: A. E. Wasserbach (7)

In Section 4. Treatment of Uncettainties you state 'First, geologic disposal
is an entirely new enterprise - no experience exists with geologic disposal."
The USSR has attempted geologic disr;sal. Perhaps the NRC should await the
results of their initial attempts before c mltting the U.S. to this "disposal"
method.

Staff Response to Compent lE:

See response to Comment 19.
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Comment 19: Atomic Industrial Forum (14)

We disagree with the statement under Ite. 4 on Page 31395 that reads: "First
geologic disposal is an entirely new enterprise - no experience exists with
geologic disposal.'

It appears that RC Is not giving appropriate consideration to the wealth of
experience that has accumulated over hundreds of years of mining experience,
and geologic research and evaluation. Also, geologic and archaeological
studies provide data on entodbment as a means of protecting man's arts and
treasures over Mods of thousands of years.

This large techn cal base of information has been recognized by many groups in
both in U.S. an4 in other countries which have recommended the use of geologic
disposal for HLW. In addition, DOE's (and AEC's) experience base with
geologic disposal research and development extends back over twenty years.

Staff Response to Comment 19:

The NRC does not consider the archeological and geologic studies cited by the

AIf realistic e auples of previously related experience to the disposal of HLW

in geologic r sitories. The AIF does rot recognize that soluble (or corrosion

prone) substances may be subjected to leaching (or cnrrrosion) by groundwater

or to replaceset by minerals contained In the groundwater during entombment.

In some instances the original substance may appear intact although mineral

replacement has occurred. Preservation of fossils by recrystallization or

replacement (e.g., silicification) is a coumon geologic example of such pro-

cesses.

Secondly, archeological entombment often occurred at relatively shallow depths,

usually witnin the vadose zone of the groundwater regime. in contrast to the

cu'rently proposed depths for geologic repositories which would'fall below the

water table in nearly every instance.

The NRC agrees that a substantial amount of relevant research has been under-

taken in the past twenty years that may be useful to DOE's RMD program. However,

twenty years of r*search cannot be presented as previous experience for develop-

ing and construct < a HLW geologic repository. See also response to Cement 9.
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Comment 20: U. S. Department of Energy (18)

While we agree that there are many uncertainties associated with the geologic
disposal of hi&O.evel radioactive waste, this section fails to put them into
perspective. Too little recognition is given to the ability to bound the
issues or problems. The end result is the impression of very little confi-
dence in the conclusion that the geologic repository concept is viable. We
believe the situation in regard to treatment of uncertainties is as noted in
the following quotation from the Department's Statement of Position on in the
Waste Confidence Rulemaking (p. 11-229):

'The conservative approach adopted by the Department is based upon a
step-wise approach to system development and implementation, a multi-
barrier system for radionuclide containment and isolation, and appropriate
design and operating margins to compensate for uncertainties.

Proceeding in a cautious, step-vise manner in the development and
implementation of waste disposal systems adds assurance that the best
available information is considered in reaching decisions and irrevers-
ible impacts are minimized. The use of multiple independent natural and
man-made barriers against waste release minimizes the impacts of
potential disruptive forces by avoiding undue reliance on any given
barrier. The use of appropriate design and operating margins provides
assurance that residual uncertainties inherent in disposal systems are
compensated for. Integration of scientific peer review into the program
adds further assurance that the waste disposal objectives will be met.
The Department's approach insures that the best available pertinent
information will be considered in reaching decisions and that a high
confidence in safety will be attained in spite of residual uncertainties
in data, modeling, or future conditions.'

Staff Response to Comment 20:

The DOE's intention to compensate for uncertainties inherent in the program of

HLW disposal in g-ologic repositories by adopting a conservative, cautious,

step-wise approach is consistent with KRC's approach to licensing HLW

repositories.

Comment 21: Pinder enclosure in U.S. Departnent of Energy (18)

Pg. 31395, Col. 2, Line 9b-lb: Although I concur with the concept of
uncertainty as a major problem with HLV repository siting, I feel the concept
of uncertainty described here misses the mark. Perhaps it could be
re-examined?
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Staff Response to Comment 21:

The discussion in question meant to convey that one contribution to uncertainty

arises frog the uncertainties that exist in the understanding of the complex

perturbations on the geologic and hydrologic environment caused by the presence

of the waste and the repository. These uncertainties have been examined in detail

by Bredehoeft and others (1978) in the U.S. Geological Survey Circular 779.

Comment 22: Pinder enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Pg. 31395, Col 2, Line 31: Considering geologic disposal is an entirely new
enterprise and that there will be no opportunity to observe behavior over the
long term it seems contradictory to rely on expert opinion which, in turn,
relies on past experience.

Staff Response to Comment 22:

The licensing of HLW repositories will rely on a number of factors including

opinions of experts in the field. These experts can draw upon their

practical experience to express the degree of confidence they have that the

criteria, models, analyses, testing, etc. acurately reflect the performance

of a geologic repository. The opinions of experts will, of course, be subject

to scrutiny and challenge; and they will be given only such weight as is

reasonable in the light of the record in the licensing proceedings.

Comment 23: Pinder enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Pg. 31395, Col. 3, Line 13: The meaning of the statement regarding the
separation of temporal and spatial elements of geological disposal eludes me.
I cannot see how such a separation is possitle either physically or mathe-
matically. Moreover, were it possible, I fail to see how it would influence
uncertainty.

Staff Response to Comment 23:

Temporal and spatial elements were separated for the sake of developing

siting criteria. The phrase in question attempted to convey that some

uncertainties are related to the long time span over which the ILW repository
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oust be in operation, while other uncertainties relate to the physical extent

of the geologic and hydrologic system of the repositoryl site. Uncertainties

related to the passage of time include long Lerm climatic variations, the degree

of integrity of the waste packages and backfill, political changes, possible

destruction of historical records on the repository site due to future activities.

societal policy changes on HLW disposal, Rtc. Spatial aspects could include tht

rerouting of groundwater flow resulting from climatic c t nges or man-made

enterprises (e.g., dams on surface), future seismic activity, faulting etC.

.Comment 24: Parker enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Page 31395, Item 4, the whole sentence states 'First, geologic disposal is an
entirely new enterp.-Isefno exoerience with geologic disrosal." It may bf true
that no experience exists with purposeful geologic disposal, but, In facd, one
can find in salt mines relics from the Celtic age and one can find in Pompeii
and other areas itens that have been disposed of in a geologic setting which
have retained inviolate over long periods of time. One can certainly obtain
some data from these instances. The data base is not quite so bleak as is
irdicated in the discussion.

Staff Response to Comment 24:

See response to Comment No. I9.

Conomnt 25: Bird enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

P. 31395, ho. 4, Treatment of Uncertainties. The statement, "First geologic
disposal is an entirely new enterprise-no experience exists with geologic
disposal' Is misleading. The endeavor of geologic disposal of radioactive
waste is not comparable in difficulty, for example, to landing on the moon. A
great deal of experience and technology already exist to facilitate the task.
What we want to do is, in a sense, the reverse of mining. What we want to
have is great confidence in the permanence and safety of the resulting
construction. Also, in the next sentence, "based upon observations of the
past' does not make sense. What Is Intended, I believe, is -- based on
observations and interpretations of the geologic record. The discussion of
uncertainty is rather complex and confusing. I would argue that a large
number of "geologic and hydrologic elements" in itself does not always lead to
compounding uncertainty. Would one argue that a detailed map of the rivers of
the U.S. is uncertain? We must specify scales when considering uncertainties
in geologic feature or processes. Also, the last sentence is certainly wrong.
low is it possible to argue that temporal -and spatial relations are "separable
aspects" of geologic disposal? This sentence supports my earlier view that
the document is in places lacking In geologic understanding.
*>t: ''-- , t..;'.,'i -:?'- .. -.:....._



Staff Response to Comment 25:

The endeavor of geologic disposal of high-level radioactive waste may not be

of cqiarable difficulty to various other human projects. However, the length

of time mecesary for the geologic repository to effectively contain or isolate,

lIM from the accessible environment is four to five orders of magnitude greater

than that required for i ny human project to date.

Dr. Bird is correct in noting thtt the phrase "based on observations and

interpretation of the geologic record' more aptly describes NRCs intended

wording.

In response to Dr. Bird's example of a detailed map of the rivers of the U.S.

it can be noted that the map itself would not be uncertain--however, the

behavior of the rivers as a result of possible future forces (e.g., climatic

changes, tectonic activity etc.) would be.

See also response to Comment 23.

Comment 26: Tauke and Adar (21)

Treatment of Uncertainties. '...no opportunity to observe behavior over the
long term -- the decision to close the repository in effect will be a state-
ment of its expected behavior based upon inference, deduction and extrapolation..."
Considering the nature of the waste, and the uncertainties of its interaction
with rock, it would seer short-sighted to be unable to observe it. With that
many variables, it would also seem short-sighted to be unable to retrieve it
even 1,000 years from now, with some wastes having a half-life of 24,000 years.

Staff Response to Comment 26:

The Intent of the discussion was to relate NRC's recognition that there are

uncertainties as well as means to deal with those uncertainties. The presence
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of uncertainty does not imply that nothin, can or should be done, but father

It demands that whatever Is done be done with caution and conservatism.

Coeient 27: Lowenstein, Nkesan, Reis. Axelrad and Toll (28)

The discussion of this important area [uncertainty) is unclear. For example,
there Is an implication that our understanding of natural processes in
question Is based upon descriptions and models. Is not the reverbt the case?
We agree that avoiding potentially adverse (geologic and hydrolodic) features
is one way of compensating for uncertainties. Placing constralnts on siting
and design and perforaance of components also may be an effectivd way to
reduce uncertainties. However, a pre-requisite to the application of such an
approach should be the determination of the relevance or importance of the
uncertainty under question to the overall system performance and the sensi-
tivity of the system performance to variations in the factor about which there
is uncertainty. Otherwise there is a strong likelihood of a proliferation of
constraints and criteria (manifested In this version of the draft criteria)
that counter the systems approach and unnecessarily complicate repository
proTr implementation and licensing. The statement about addretsing individ-
ually the suparable aspects (temoral and spatial) of geologic d sposal as
perta s the surest means of dealing with uncertainties is vague and,-as we
interpret It, questionable. In our view, as indicated above, th surest way
of dealing with uncertainties is to understand their real signif cance and to
take such compensating action, if any, as may be needed based on such
understanding.

Staff Response to Comment 27:

With respect to the coment on the technical criteria, some of the constraints

placed on the design and siting criteria have been deleted from the proposed

technical criteria to allow the designer more latitude in compensating for

uncertainties. With respect to descriptions and models which discuss geologic

processes, they are constructed from otservation and intuition, and tested

against other observations. Models sufficiently powerful to allow prediction

are Indeed the 'way we understand" these processes. Separating the problem

Into various aspects is a ussiul step in understanding the significance of a

given source of uncertaint). See also, responses to Comments 23 4
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Comment 2e: Lowenstein, Newman, tRei. Axelrad and Toll (28)

The Advance Notice seems to fail to recognize that in crder to deal effectively
with any uncertainty, It is first important to deterair. its relevance or
importance to overall system performance and the sensitivity of -the system
perfoavance to the factor as to which there is uncertainty. In the absence of
such recognition there is a strong likelihood of proliferation of constraints
and criteria that counter the systems approach, as is manifested In the draft
cr1teria.

Staff Response to Cowwent 28:

See response to Comment 2t.

Comment 29: TASC enclosure In Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (28)

The statement that ageologic disposal is an entirely new enterprise--no
experience exists... is unduly negative in Its tone. While it Is true
that man-made high-level radioactive wastes have not been disn2sed of for
long periods on a production basis, there are applicable analogs and
existing knowledge Ind oata from the geologic record that provide a
significant scientific and technological base with which '3 adequately
cope with this 'problem.4 As discussed in our major coaments, it is
essential to undersOnd the significance of socalled 'uncertainties' in
order to deal with tIem appropriately. Implying that relevant knowledge
and data does not e~ist (or ignorirg its pertinence) does not help in
achieving such undes tanding.

We do not understand how one can achieve useful or meaningful separation
of temporal and spatial aspects of geologic disposal when they are so
interrelated.

Staff Response to Comment 29:

See responses to Comments 9, 19 and 23.

(5) HUMAN INTRUSION

Comment 30: A. E. Wasserbach (17;

Section 5, Human Intrusions. The NRC wD.ld not have to be concerned about human
intrusions in any high-level nuclear waste repository IF you wrre completely
honest in telling the pubilcjthe dangers associated wit~h these wastes both
qualitatively and quantiltilveIy. The MRC and DOE have been very remiss in
this and have simply put off-the problem by promising a waste management and/or
disposal program always sometime in the future.

. _
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Staff Response to Comment 30:

The most likely intrusions, in the judgmert of the staff, are those which

occur as a result of actions undertaken ty intruders unaware of Are presence

or hazard of the HLW. The proposed rule contemplates long-term information

techniques designed to minimize the probability of such unintended intrusions.

See also response to Comment 31.

Comment 31: U.S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 31398, Col. 2, Part (7). It is noted that human intrusion cannot be
prevented and that such Intrusion may be either deliberate or inadvertent.. Is
it suggested that design of the repository ..onsider methods that would facilitate
intrusion and recovery of the wastes? Extensive knowledge of the repository
and its contents would seem to be tVe best way of protecting future generations
from the deliberate intruder. It would se-m fruitless to try to specify a time
when either deliberate or accidental intrusion is most likely to occur or to
try to define a 'reasonable" period of time.

Staff Response to Comment 31:

The Commission has adopted the position that common sense dictates that everything

reasonable be done to discourage people from intruding into the repository.

The proposed rule is written to direct site selection towards selection of sites

of little resource value and for which there does not appear to be any attraction

for future society. Further, in its application the DOE must describe in detail

the measures taken or to be taken to preserve records, to regulate or prevent

activities that could impair the long-te'm isolation of emplaced waste within

the geologic repository, and to assure ttat relevant information will be preserved

for the use of future generations. For a discussion of intrusion for the sake

of retrieving the waste see comment 82.

- .. _
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Coument 32: Exxon Nuclear Co., Inc. (15)

There are certainly some desirable features in the philos regrding ':4;lan
Intrusions,' i.e., site suitability criteria which would 1U-toward uninter-
esting sites having little or no resources. These criterlaiould appear to
preclude the disposal of any significant quantity of spentluel, since a large
repository filled with spent fuel would contain an energy Odie equivalent to
a major oil field, i.e., greater than the North Siope. As #ngrV resources
become increasingly more lIfited in the next several decedl9 Snd if advanced
reactors operating on other than a thrcaway cycle are deploId in large niabers,
such a resource would be very attractive and could lead toiurposeful human
intrusion. 1
Following are several considerations which we believe nesd more fullyl
addressed:

- No 'iscussion is presented about the bases for i sion to
pemanently enclose the waste. While it may be premture to develop
these bases or criteria in detail, we believe that general outline
of the decision bases should be developed.

s-,

- Criteria or considerations regarding the age of.*hMvaste prior to
the burial are not presented or discussed.

- We believe that waste form is a very important p.leeter as is waste
type. This does not appear to be considered. i^ot-xaple, the release
rates noted in 60.1ll. C.3.c., as may be required for wastes contained
in spent fuel could be considerably different thn -that required for
solidified wastes after fuel reprocessing.

- Although it is true that the geologic disposal oeT W per se Is an
entirely new enterprise, ae believe it is misleading to omit the
uention at this poirt of the wealth of relevant geologic, engineering
and hydrologic data which are available.

Staff Response to Comment 32:

If a future societal or political decision is made to intentionally intrude a

decommissioned repository appropriate legislation could thenU- ke it possible.

The NRC cannot regulate the decisions or actions of a futZ44ociety or
'..* ..

government.

Both the ANPR and proposed rule set forth provisions for t hdisposal of HLW.

The NRC's definition of this waste forn is set forthI

.. . .. ~-. .-. , . *.-
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See also responses to Comments 9 and 19.

Comment 33: U.S. Department of Energy (If)

This discussion of human intrusion (p. 31398) identifies many problems and their
lack of resolution. The rule should provide incentives for developing measures
to decrease the probability or consequences of future human intrusion. It should
clearly differentiate between active (institutional) controls and passive meas-
ures (e.g., markers, tell-tales, etc.). It should also recog'nize that avoidance
of resources is a weak argument against future intrusion. Resources are largely
determined by technology, i.e., our ability to use the resources. We do not
know what future technology needs day be. The emphasis should be on communicat-
Ing knowledge of the repository's existence to future generations such that
inadvertent intrusion is avoided. Merely avoiding present resources provides
little or no assurance. We intend to develop a position paper on this subject
to use to initiate a dialog with the Comission staff.

Staff Response to Comment 33:

The proposed rule sets forth a number of specific ricords tihat must be preserved.

The avoidance of resources was not meant as a guarantee against future intrusion

but rather as a factor which would lessen the desirability of intrusion of the

site in order to develop resources. The land-control criteria contemplate

supplementary active controls.

Comment 34: Bird enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

"The only logical recourse, since engineering against human intrusion is
impossible practically, is to avoid targets, i.e., sites which may invite such
intrusion". If significant amounts of spae.t fuel are put into a geologic
repository, an ore body has been created.

Staff Response to Comment 34:

The creation of an "ore body" by disposin; of spent fuel is not a siting

issue. The objective is to avoid to the extent possible inadvertent intrusion

into the repository resulting from tt.e expioration for, or development of

resources associated with a site. See als: response to Comment 33.
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Comment 35: Tauke and Adat (21)

Human Intrusions. Those geologic, hydrologic or mineral resources that are
not interesting to man now may be 1,000 years from now.

...simplicity and stability of geologic settings." Is it feasible to try to
predict geologic events with regard to the longevity of ha zardous waste.

"...problems associated with HLW disposal are sufficiently understood, it is
possible, even in absence of an EPA standard, to identify relevant areas of
regulation..." This is debatable.

Staff Response to Comment 35:

It is not possible to predict whit value resent resources will have to future

generations. The resource question can best be answered based on present

notions of resources and in term of relative abundances of naturally occurring

materials.

I. I
The examination of the geologic record of a given area provides means to

predict future geologic processes in that area, due to the extre ely long time

scale over which geologic processes usualij occur. I

The problems associated with HLW have beer investigated by the scientific and-

engineering communities in great detail. many major issues have been identified

and scrutinized in depth (e.g., ;athways tz man). There appears to be a consensus

on how geologic disposal can and should bt done, and an understanding of the

key elements for successful geolrcgic disposal. NRC believes that sufficient

knowledge and understanding has resulted frot these investigations to allow

the preparation of technical criteria for regulating geologic disposal of HLW.

Although no EPA standard for disposal of RLY yet exists, the ANPR aiiid the

subsequent proposed rule have been developed to be compatible with a generally

2 9
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applicable environmental standard. Specifically, the performance objectives

and criteria address the functional elements of geologic disposal of HLW and

the analyses required to give confidence that these functional elements will

perform as intended.

Cowient 36: Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axeirad and Toll (28)

The discussion of the human intrusion problem in the supplementary information
(Nature of the P oblee (5) and Considerations (7)) is internally inconsistent
and, in our view, grossly misplaces emphasis on this issue. We would agree
that, theoretically, over the long term human intrusion cannot be prevented.
However, the implied notion that some society far into the future which possesses
the geologic knowledge to determine the nature and extent of useful resources
600 meters underground and the technical capability to drill into and exploit
such resources will at the same time be unaware of or unable to detect the
presence of radioactive material or san-rade artifacts, borders on the ludicrous.
hen to suggest that the only logical recourse is to avoid sites which may
invite such intrtsion when spent nuclear fuel with its inherent resource value
is being disposed of is anomalous, to say the least. Moreover, to state that
the problem of h n intrusion Moots mulch of the previous discussions on the
nature of the prbler conveys the incorrect impression that, comparatively,
other considerat ons and the criteria that might be related to them are really
of no practical significance. As a result of this flawed thinking and the
indication of a fack of ui.erstanding of the necessary distinction between
containment and isolationi, i.e., protection of the public water supplies, for
example, versus protection oFTndividuals intruding into the waste (cf.
footnote 1, p. 31395), unrealistic and unnecessarily restrictive criteria
related to 'potentially adverse human activities" are proposed.

Staff Response to Comnent 36:

The inference made by the commerter was not meant to be drawn from the discussion

in the Supplementary Inforsatiorn. If spent fuel is considered a resource,

intrusion to recover it will hardly be inadvertent. Finally, human intrusion,

whether accidental or deliberate, will in fact negate efforts to isolate wastes

from the environment. See also responses to Comments 31, 32, and 35.

Comment 37: Lowensteiti, Newman, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (28)

The discussion of human intrusion in the Advance Notice grossly misplaces
emphasis on this issue and results in unrealistic and unnecessarily restrictive
draft criteria relating to potentially adverse human activities.
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Staff Response to Comment 37:

See response to Comment 36.

Comment 38: Attorney General Abrams, State of Hew York (11)

Similarly, the draft regulations do not face the fact that we cannot predict
geologic events far into the future. Ratter, they talk about compensating for
the uncertainty, by selecting "geologically simple sites,!' avoiding potentially
adverse features, and placing 'constraints on design and performance of com-
ponents. P. 31395, Col. 3. But these minor steps hardly compensate for the
large uncertainty,. or even reduce it by ary significant degree. As against
the problem of uncertainty over a million years, they are a frivolous response.
Indeed, talk of selecting geologically "simple" sites is pure fantasy and
misses the point, because there is no way to predict that such sites will
remain simple or stable even for centuries, let alone a million years.

See In the Hatter of Proposed Rulemaking on the Storage and Disposal of
RuEclear Waste, The Capability for Disposing of High-Level Wastes Safely
Vol. 2 of Statement of Position in UNWMG and EELI), July 7, 1980, pp. 1-4
to 1-9.

Staff Response to Comment 38:

There are Instances in which intense studies of the past and present geologic

record can be used to offer substantiated predictions of future geologic events,

as the CLIMAP stl4 y on long-term climatic changes, and preliminary earthquake

predications (e.g., Blue Mountain Lake, N.Y.) have indicacted.

The term 'geologically simple" was meant tU convey the concept that the geology

of the site would not be so complex as to preclude thorough investigation and

evalutaion of the site characteristics that are important to demonstrating the

siting objectives.

In terms of geologic history (109 years) a few centuries represents a rapid

passing of time. Few geologic events occur instantaneously or even within the
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span of a few centuries. For example, the onset of glaciation, mountain

building, end plate tectonics are all processes which are active for perIObs

of time on the order of at least 103-104 years. Even earthquakes, which may

seer instantaneous are the result of the release of stresses which had gradually

built up within the Earth over long periods of time. Similarly, recent volcanism

occurs in regions which are currently, or were at sometime in the geologic past,

volcanically active. The selection of sites in areas where ongoing geologic

processes have been virtually constant (though not static) since the Quaternary

will give confidence that the likelihood of drastic changes in the future

geologic record of the areas is minimal.

Comment 39: Pinder enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Pg. 31396, Col. 1, Line 7b: In looking at uncertainty, I feel one must keep
in mind the final goal. Is it (1) to make the uncertainty amenable to analysis,
(2) to reduce its magnitude, (3) to evaluate its impact? Each objective requires
a different course of action. The comment 'Such measures..." seems to confound (1)
and (2) above.

Staff Response to Comment 39:

A geologic repository consists of both engineered systems and a natural geologic

environment. Any evaluation of repository performance will therefore consider

the waste form and other engineering which is elemental to the repository as a

system. By partitioning the engineered system into two major barriers--the waste

package and the underground facility, and establishing performance objectives

for each, the NRC has sought to exploit the ability to design the engineered

features to meet specific performance objectives as a seans of reducing some

of the uncertainties in the calculations of overall repository performance.

However, the goal is all three of coimentors suggested options. Uncertainty can

be made more accessible a d its impact more understandable as well as being

reduced because engineering is more readily testible for expected performance

than is geology.
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UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES

ComMent 40: Duke Power Co. (25) I
We particularly agree with the statement that "the analyses and requirements
must reflect a degree of examination and control which corresponds to the
importance to safety of any given technical area." This concept is central to
our understanding of the "systems approach" as advocated by the Interagency
Reviev, Group and the technical community at large. We would strongly suggest
strict adherence to this principle will result in efficiencies in program
implementation and regulation, as well as a more cost-effective waste management
system.

Staff Response to Comment 40:

See response to Comment 51.

Comment 41: Parker enclosure in U. S. Department of Energy (18)

Page 31396, item 3, dealing with the conservative analysis. "cooservative
analysis because of the many uncertainties associated with highFlevel radio-
active waste and geological repositories," reinforces my original comments that
unless one is prepared to state what level of confidence one is willing to
settle for, then one cannot handle these uncertainties. In carrying out a
conservative analysis, one has to be careful that so many conservative assump-
tions are not made that eventually a less-conservative solution is found.

Staff Response to Comment 41:

The item referred to states that NRC will use conservative analysis in order

to assure predicted compliance of a candidate repository site with the EPA HLW

standard. Any such calculations which account for uncertainties will be done

with a confidence level criterion in rind. The NRC has yet to. decide on a

particular kind of confidence level, be it qualitative (e.g. "reasonable

assurance" without further specification), statistical or absolute. With a

statistical confidence level, NRC would set a standard that there must be at

least XM confidence that a particular site will meet the EPA standard. With

an absolute confidence level, calculations would have to be done to seek the

worst possible radionuclide release situation which could evolve. NRC would
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then demand that a repository site undergoing the "worst case" performance

would tave to be predicted by the calculation to be in compliance with EPA

standard.

The NRC is well aware that some conservative assumptions can work against each

other to produce less conservative solutions. Identifying such situations will

be part of the license review process. (
Comnent 42: TASC Enclosure in Lowenstein. Newman, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (28)

1. Particularly since it is expected that the EPA standard will be expressed
In terms of a radiation dose limit tc the individual, we believe that this
approach (rather than release limits) should be reflected in NRC technical
criteria. ;

2. We do not understand subsection (5). which should be clarified.

3. In subsection (7) as indicated previously the distinction between site
suitability and site-facility acceptability is not clear. Further
explanation it needed of the intended distinction.

Staff Response to Comment 42:

A i lease-rate regulation is more appropriate because it applies directly to

the licensed activity. The connection between the release rate and the EPA

standard is appropriately considered in the NRC rulemaking action. See also

response to Comments 13, 35, and 36.

Comment 43: Cook enclosure In U. S. Department of Energy (18)

The discussion under Considerations, starting on page 31396, includes Items
which can be commended and others with car be criticized. As examples, a
commendable statement is "The two most important attributes of the natural
barrier are that the site should be geologically simple and stable so that the
site can be easily understood...*. On the other hand, a statement which can
be criticized is " ... whether the geologic setting at a particular site can
fulfill the stated purpose of the geologic barrier relies fundamentally on the
predictive power of the particular transpo-t model appropriate to that site".
In fact. the transport model way be quite correct but the field date used in
It could easily be totally inadequate.
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finally the statement that 'The lack of epiricia data on the performance of
engineered barriers or the inability to obtain credible data say preclude the
development of use of credible quantitative models in the showing that either
the uncertainties are addressed properly in the performance standards or the
performance standards are met in a particular licensing action." is based on
geologic analogs, the behavior of which over long periods of time is known and
the properties of which have been, or can be, understood well. Such engi-
neered barriers have all the long-tern advantages of geologic media but their
properties can be understood, determined and controlled for use in achieving
assured performance of a repository.

The discussion and examples above indicate that the answer to Question 1 on
page 31398 is "no, the list of considerationi does not clearly, adequately and
fully identify the relevant issues involved An disposal of HLW.".

Staff Response to Comment 43:

The second quote is taken out of context by the cotmenter. The portion of the

statement quoted by the comenter was preceeded by a supposition that the deter-

mination of whether to license will be a calculation. If that supposition is

correct, then the quote follows. Because of'the limitations of models and

modelling, a calculation cannot be the dete ination of whether to license.

The last quote cited by the commenter is als'c taken somewhat out of context.

The ANPR only stated that some engineering may not be useful in terms of a

quantitative demonstration of performance due to a paucity of data.

Comment 44: Department of Environmental Protection, State of Connecticut (27)

Although my knowledge of geologic repositories is limited, I believe that the
list of considerations adequately identifies the relevant issues involved in
disposal of high level waste.

Staff Response to Comment 44:

No response required.

(1) SYSTEMS APPROACH

Comment 45: Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (1)

We have two basic concerns with the draft regulition and the accompanying
document entitled 'Approach and Rationale.' First, in our view, the proposal
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is largely inconsistent vita the widely accepted systems approach' to nuclear
waste management. We believe it is essential that the NRC regulations define
standards and criteria for the acceptable performance of an overall disposal
system so that sound programmatic and 1iplementing decisions can be made that

in a conservative approach to meeting performance requirements through
an appropriate combination of natural and engineered components of the system.
Instead of focusing on performance of the overall system, the proposed regula-
tion, in its present form, specifies minimum or absolute requirements for
various aspects of components of the system. Whether or not any of these
requirements are individually justifiable we are concerned that when imposed
as a group upon a proposed system they will result in a set of unrelated,
unrealistic tequirements that are not based upon potential risk to public
health and s6fety or the environment. and that may not be attainable, in any
one, specifi eolo ic-medium or site. In essence, they may amount to an
unrealistic Co lecti on of redundant requirements which may conceivably be less
conservative than appropriate requi-&aents based on system performance. We
urge the Commission to direct the NIL Staff to develop criteria and standards
tied to a reference methodology for projecting repository performance that is
delineated in a manner that bears a logical relationship to known risks (both
radiological and non-radiological) from natural events and common activities.

(Note: Commenter's second concern is that the proposal contained little
analysis or rationale in support of quantitative requirements.

Staff Response to Comment 45:

For a discus'sion of the systems approach," see response to Comment 51. The

criteria se' forth in the proposed rule are closely tied to the performance

objectives.

Comment 46: Atomic Industrial Forum (14)

The approach being taken by the NRC is not consistent with the objective stated
on page 31396 nor with the 'systems approach" recommended by the IRG. We
believe the the NRC should be establishing appropriate cri.eria and standards
for the performance of the overall system, rather than defining specific perfor-
mance values for individual components. The systems designer (DOE) should have
the flexibility, for example, to permit optimum trade-offs between the waste
form and the container design as long as the overall system meets those criteria
that insure public health and safety.

Staff Response to Comment 4E:

-See response -t&-ow ent 51.

, .
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Comment 47: Exxon Nuclear Corp. (15)

The approach taken by the NRC does not appear to be consistent with the "systems
approach" recommended by the IRG and as noted as an objective of the NRC: the
Commission staff believes that it is reasonable to couple a prudently and
cautiously selected geologic setting (natural barriers) with a set of engineered
barriers capable of pertcvming or assisting the performance...(containment and
isolation).0 We believe that the NRC should establish appropriate criteria
and standards for the performance of the overall system, rather than defining
specific performance values for individual components. The systems designer
(DOE) should have the flexibility, for example, to pormit optimum trade-offs
between the waste form, the container desigr, and the overpack as long as the
overall system meets those criteria that insure public health and safety.

Staff Response to Comment 47:

See response to Coment 51.

Comment 48: Bird enclosure in a. S. Department of Energy (18)

The concept of "natural and engineered barriers" has led to considerable
problems in assessing geologic disposal schemes. I consider this section to
be one of the best examples in 1OCFR part 6" of a lack of basic understanding
about the geologic aspects of geologic disposal. If one argues that all of
the components of the repository must be made of geologic materials or analogs
of geologic materials, including the waste Fackage, then "engineered barriers'
are not something comprised of an artificial material for which there is no
analog to be studied in this section is based on the view that the repository
will contain parts made of artificial materials that will change or fail during
the lifetime of the repository. It is stated that - "The state-of-the-art in
the Earth sciences is such that all of the uncertainties associated with these
functions can not be resolved through considerations of the geologic setting'.
This is not so. The Earth sciences can explain in great detail how rocks
billions of years old formed and have existed to the present. Given a
specific geologic site, many combinations of "engineered barriers" comprised
of analogs of geologic materials can be cowpared and selected in designs to
reduce or eliminate uncertainties about the performance of the repository.
The statement -- OEngineering can be used te narrow the extent of geologic
processes which need to be considered in the rule making and licensing
processes; that is, engineering can be used to bound and/or diminish the
importance of certain geologic processes: -- does not make much sense.
Essentially, this is a philosophy that one 'fights" the geologic features. I
would argue that the repository tist utilizf the geology and be comprised of
geologic materials of known properties and behavior under the conditions that
would prevail in the geologic setting. Finally, the statement -- "Sirilarly,
to the greatest extent possible, the performance of the engineered systems
should be insensitive to changes in those ctaracteristics and should provide a
high degree of protectior. by themselves" reflects a lack of understanding about
the possibility of introducing ingredients into the repository/waste package
that in anticipation of changes such as inflow of water, would be sensitive to
the change and react in such a way as to counter the adverse event. Many such
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analogs of rock/mineral systems could be Oengineered" from our understanding
of geologic environments and processes. These possible ingredients for
specific sites and anticipated processes need to be studied in detail. They
promise to greatly Increase our confidence about the behavior of a repository
during its lifetime.

Staff Response to Comment 48:

The theory of uniformitarianism which underlies Dr. Bird's initial comment may

explain how the present-is the key to the past, but does not dictate that the

present is the key to the future.

With respect to the statement engineering can be used to narrow the extent of

geologic processes which need to be considered in the rulemaking and licensing

processes ... 0--the intention of the NRC was not to convey the idea that one

"fights" the geologic features, but rather that the engineering can compensate

for a potentially adverse or quantitatively intractable condition in the host

rock. For example, an extremely Impermeable backfill such as bentonite say be

used to retard groundwater migration to the waste package and thus to compen-

sate for a less Impermeable host rock; the waste package can be designed to be

quite resistant to leaching by groundwater; and materials with high sorptive

properties could be incorporated into the engineered system to compensate for

or to reinforce the sorptive properties of a host rock. The engineered

barriers should be designed in anticipation of future changes which could occur

in the host rock so that their expected performance is insensitive to those

changes. The final phrase alluded to by Dr. Bird should convey a multi-barrier

approach to isolation and containment of radionuclides and not a restricted

engineered system. See also response to Comment SO.

Comment 49: Cook enclosure in U. S. Departsent of Energy (18)

In conclusion it is suggested that a systematic, hierarchical approach to the
establishment of geologic waste repositories is likely to facilitate the
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development of defensible regulatory criteria, Including those of a specific
nature, and that it is importAnt to recognize that the establishment of a
repository is likely to be a continuing process of selection based on the
absence of any features which would disqualify a site or the repository within
it, from providing reasonable assurance that radioactive wastes will be
isolated from the biopshere adequately.

Staff Response to Comment 49:

No response required.

Comment SO: Environmental Protection Agency (23)

On page 31396 in the section on OConsiderations", it is stated that engineering
can be used to narrow the extent to which geological processes must be
considered. This could be Interpreted to mean that the HRC will allow
substituting engineered barriers for poor geological characteristics. We feel
that (1) a site with acceptable geologic characteristics should be selected
and (2) engineering should be used to supplement the geology and enhance
confidence that the waste will be retained in the repository. Thus, assurance
will be given that engineering will add to the total effectiveness of d
repository rather than substituting for a poor geological barrier. We believe
NRC should give more emphasis to these points.

Staff Response to Comment 0:

See responses to Comments /39. 48, end 51. NRC's views are consistent with those

expressed in the EPA comment. However, in terms of numerical analyses to

determine whether the EPA standard is met, the engineering will carry the larger

portion of the burden of containing the wastes. The reason for this is simply

that the engineering is a testable system with properties which can be varied.

Comment 51: Duke Power Co. (25)

The discussion defines the term *systems approach" as "relating to the set of
natural and engineered barriers which would function to contain and isolate
the waste from the biosphere.." While this statement is true, we believe a
"systems approach" means something more. The fundamental precept upon which
this approach is founded is that the requirements for each barrier, or element
of the system, should be formuT!ted only in the context of its contribution to
the performance of the overafl4sistem.
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We agree with the discussion pointing out the Othree primary barriers of the
waste disposal system: the geologic setting; the design configuration of the
repository, including the waste emplacement scheme and engineered barriers;
and the waste package." We would point out however, cons istent with the concept
of a systems approach, additional engineered barriers between the waste package
and the host geologic medium should not be a regulatory requirement unless they
are shown to be necessary for overall system performance. Also, with respect
to the three barriers delineated in the discussion, any analysis of health and
environmental impact must also include the effects of dilution in the accessible
envirorment and other processes comprising the pathways of radioisotopes to
san. In a manner of speaking, this may also be regarded as a "barrier.'

Staff Response to Comment 51:

The approach taken by the staff is not in conflict with the system approach.

The staff fully recognizes that a geologic repository is a system. However

the staff also recognizes that 'the system is comprised of two major components,

the engineering and the site, which complement one another in a very natural

way, both to achieve isolation of the wastes from the environment and to lend

confidence in the determination that the wastes are indeed isolated. Specifically,

the function and associated analysis of the two components, as set forth in

the criteria, have been developed specifically to mesh in such a way that the

engineering dominates under those conditions and during those times that the

response of the site to the wastes is most uncertain and the site takes the

major role when it is no longer realistic to rely upon the engineering. See

also response to Cooment 39.

Comment 52: Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (28)

One of the more basic concerns with this version of 10CrR6O is its identifica-
tion of the "systems approach" as a fundamental requirement for implementing
the deep geologic repository concept but then proceedinr to place requirements
on components and subsystems, presumably in the name of conservatism, that
ignore the overall interactive behavior and performance of the system. The
requirements for unrealistic redundancy, U., design a waste package and
repository that assures complete safety even if the geologic barriers somehow
prove to be useless and, concomitantly, find a geologic site that assures com-
plete safety even if all the engineered barriers completely fail immediately
upon repository closure. Even if such redundancy could be fully achieved, it
would be obtained at a needless and Inordinately expensive premium in time and
cost. Inherent in requiring such extreme redundance must be assumption of
probabilities and nature of failures which it is believed are incredible in a
properly located, designed and constructed system.
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An integral part of this same concern is the degree of detail in the requirements
and specifications placed upon DOE. The presumed justification for this detail
is to assure "hat all major safety-related features of the system are covered
Yet, anomalously on the other hand, much is made of the lack of direct experi nce
in W'- area, the plethora of uncertainties and lack of knowledge or understanding
of certain phenomena and their impacts. In our view, the system safety and
performance objectives would be achieved in the most effective and timely manner
if, given a clearly defined system performance objective, DOE was pro 1ded
reasonable flexibility as to ability and audit by NRC regarding the selection,
design and interactive performanc of the major features of the overall system.

In our view, the proposed use of minisme performance standards for major
regulatory elements and the numerical values proposed as performance specif i-
cations are basically inimical to a real systems approach, i.e., the tailorin
of the components of the system to achieve the required overall system
performance.

Staff Response to Comment 52:

See response to Comment 51. Setting minimum performance standards for individual

barriers has been used to compensate for the major sources of uncertainty.

Minimum performance standards will compensate for uncertainties by assuring a

diversity of barriers and by establishing an appropriate distribution of safety

margins among the barriers. The technical criteria have been revised to more

clearly present the performance objectives and related requirements.

Comment 53: Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (28)

We believe that it is essential for the NRC regulations to define standards
and criteria for the acceptable performance of an overall disposal system so
that requirements can be conservatively set through an appropriate combination
of natural and engineered components. Although the Advance Notice recognizes
the desirability of the "systems approach," the draft criteria improperly and
unrealistically place requirements on components and subsystems that wholly
ignore the overall interactive behavior and performance of the system. The
resulting redundant requirements are not only unnecessary and achievable only
at a needless premium in time and cost, but would deprive the Department of
Energy (DOE) of reasonable flexibility in achieving system safety and perfor-
mance objectives in the cost effective and timely manner. They are basically
inimical to a real systems approach, i.e., the tailoring of the system to achieve
the required overall system performance.

Staff Response to Coment 53:

See response to Comment 52.
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Comnent 54: Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (28)

Even if it were appropriate to Impose requirements on individual components
and subsystems, the Advance Notice fails to justify specific requirements in
relation to the essential overall objective of protecting public health and
safety and the environment. It also fails to compare the costs and benefits
of such requirements versus alternatives or to consider the workability of
such requirements in a regulatory framework. These problems are highlighted
because both the Advance Notice and the previously proposed procedural
portions of 10 CFR Part 60 (44 Fed. Reg. 70408) failed to provide a clear
exposition of the rationale underlying the contemplated regulatory procedures
and requirements. It is essential that all requirements be justified through
an overall rationale which reflects an ap ropriate understanding of relation-
ships between characterization procedures and activities, repository system
design, data acquisition, performance evaluation vis mathematical models and
testing, perfo'sance objectives in relation to protection 9f public health and
safety and the eruvirorment, etc.

Staff Response to Comment 54:

The rationale for the performance objectives included in the proposed technical

criteria is being published separately and is available free of charge upon written

request.

Comment 55: TASC Enclosure in Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (28)

a. In general, but with some exceptions, this discussion seems reasonable.
Unfortunately, however, as noted elsewhere in our comments, the Advance
Notice then seems to ignore and even to contradict implementation of the
systems approach concept and to substitute over-emphasis and over-
specificity on component details.

b. The considerations should recognize that currently we are talking about a
repository that will not be in opel .ion for a number of years. In view
of this, it is not realistic to expect generic specifications developed
now to meet the requirements of a site-specific situation that far in the
future. Instead, we believe the emphasis should be on the systems approach
in which the criteria relate to overall performance, particularly at this
stage of program implementation.

c. The point is made, erroneously we believe, that to the greatest extent
possible, the performance of engineered systems should Le insensitive to
changes in geologic and hydrologic characteristics of the repository. We
believe the reverse is true.
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Staff Response to Couvent 55:

S- of the quantitative criteria that did not directly relate to the perfor-

uance objectives have been deleted from the proposed technical criteria. See

also responses to Comments 48 and 51.

(2) USE OF MINIKUM PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR MAJOR REGULATORY ELEMENTS

Coment 56: Duke Power Co. (25)

WLh respect to the discussion regarding minimum performance standards, we ag e
t t such standards are sometimes appropriate. for instance, during handling
and emplacement, the waste package must retain its integrity under normal and
hypothetical accident conditions, for protection of operating personnel. How-
ever, the danger in the widespread use of minimum perfortance standards for
each element of the system is that, if too stringently set, the can defeat the
systems approach concept which looks to overall syster performance as the only
meaningful figure of merit.

Staff Response to (omment 56:

See responses to Comments 6, 51, and 55.

Comment 57: TASC Enclosure in Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (24)

Our major comments reflect our concern as to the improper focus on standards
imposed on components and subsystems rather than the performance of the
repository system as a whole. As to such overall standard we suggest that a
more direct articulation would be to first acknowledge the requirement to meet
EPA standards, explaining that all credible events and. their consequences need
to be postulated and evaluated to ascertain whether the EPA standards are met.
Secondly, the term 'perforrance requirement" should be defined and its
relationship to the EPA standard should be described.

Staff Response to Comment 57:

The performane objectives have been revised to clarify required conformance

with generally applicable EPA standards. The term "performance requirement"

has been deleted from the revised text.

Comment 58: U. S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 31397, Col. 1, Part (3). In the first paragraph the phrase "so that the
site can be easily understood" could be cade more precise by substituting in
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future documents "so that geologic and hydrologic conditions can be easily
extrapolated from one area to another."

Staff Response to Coament 58:

The phrase referred to by the USGS has been revised in more precise terms.

See also response to Comment 4.

Comnent 59: Bird enclosure in U. S. Department of Energy (18)

"The two most important attributes o the natural barrier are that the site
should be geologically simple and s ble so that the site can be easily
understood and so that there can be confidence that the ability of the site to
contain and isolate the eastes will remain viable for long times." I would
ask what constitutes 'simple and stable." For example, basalt is not a 'simple'
rock in terms of its composition. What constitutes stability, eq.,, tectonic
stability, chemical stability, thermal stability, and to what limits? In the
second paragraph, -- "their insensitivity to any changes in the site charac-
teristics so that there can be confidence in the predictability of their
performance over time"; this require ent is wrong. It can be argued that one
can engineer a 'barrier" that would Fe sensitive to a change, and would react
so as to counter deleterious effects of the change. For example, an overpack
containing HgO would react with ent water to produce brucite, Kg(DH) 2 -
The reaction has a significant vol increase and could tend to seal the water
pathways and counter the further encoachment of water.

Staff Response to Comment 59: 1

See response to Comment 4. The term stability was used in the context of

tectonic stability. For a discussion of engineered barriers' insensitivity to

change see response to Comment 48. Dr. Bird's example of the formation of

brucite is consistent with the discussion presented in response to Comment 48.

Comment 60: TASC enclosure in Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (28)

The natural barrier, i.e., the site, should first have characteristics needed
for waste containmentan-d isolation. One of these characteristics is stabil-
ity. Of equal importance is little or.no water flow. Simplicity is a different
type of attribute; it aids selection of geohydrological models and confidence
in results obtained from the use of sDch-Vdels.

Staff Response to Comment 60:-

No response required. -
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(4) AE2UAtY OF FAVORALE AN) UNFARMABLE SITE CHARACTERISTICS TO IMPOSE
PROPER TECHNICAL RESTRICTIONS

Com ent 61: Parker enclosure in U. S. Department of Energy (18)

Page 31397, Item 4, last sentence, *it will be necessary to determine the site-
acceptability question on a case-by-case basis.' Since there will be so few
sites selected, picking thee on a site-by-site basis is not such a bad idea,
but more substance has to be given sc that, in fact, the agency can have some
Indication whether or not it would be possible to obtain a license prior to
going to the expense of developing a full-scale repository.

Fu thor justification needs to be given for the basis upon which models are
1 St totally excluded except to compare sites and designs. It is not clear

at all how the long-term (far future) dosages can be determined except by the
use of mathematical models. While the absolute value of the numbers certainly
cannot be taken to be very accurate. it is difficult to see other methods that
will be superior. Expert opinion leaves the process so open ended that it is
difficult to see how one can avoid using models to bound long-ter futures.
Ite major advantage of the models is that the assumptions must be documented,
Viereas expert opinion is based upor internalized models.

Plge 31399, definition of expected pr-ocesses - unfortunately agencies have
frequently tried to redefine the EngTish language. It is indicated here that
human intrusion is not to be treater as an expected process and event. It
s ould be so treated. Definition of high-level radioactive waste should indi-
c te that spent reactor fuel will be treated as waste if so defined. Should
fllow the ir..crnational Atomic Energy Agency's definition of high-level waste.

SLaff Response to Comment 61:

DOE must submit a license applicatiom and be granted construction authorization

by WRC prior to developing a repository. On the basis of that application the

NRC will determine whether it believes that a licensable repository can be

constructed at DOE's proposed site.

Estimates of long-term releases are part of the site and design evaluations which

are performed using quantitative mools. Expert opinion on what constitutes

appropriate quantitative models will be reflected in the models selected.

The likelihood of bhuan intrusion cannot be quantified or bound. It Is therefore

not included as an expected process cr event. Analysis of the historical record

Indicates that there is a high degree of continuity of information transfer
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over time which sakes loss of societal merory zt the site highly unlikely and

therefore minimizes the possibility of Inadvertent Mnd deliberate human

intrusion. In any case, the Commission believes that DOE should be required

to do all that is reasonable to make inadvertent human Intrusion as unlikely

as possible. Thus the KRC will require careful marking of the site, storage of

site information in a number of off-site locations, and evaluation of current or

potential site-connccted resource value as part of the site suitability criteria.

However, evaulation of the potential consequence of human intrusion does not

seem to be a way to shed much light on expected repository performance.

It is the Comnission's view that, for purposes of Section 202 of the Energy

Reorganization Act, spent reactor fuel is higov-level waste if it is to be

disposed of at a geologic repository.

Coment 62: lauke & M. Adam (21)

Reading and re-reading consideration #4 leads one to wonder how the NRC can
possibly consider licensng the DOE for HLV disposal. Specifically "...the
question of general site acceptability criteria Is an open one in the sense
that the staff has not identified to date such criteria..."

Page 31398. Para. #2 ... Through expert opinion in public proceedings, and the
exercise of Judgment by the Commission, a satisfactory if imprecise margin of
safety for site characteristics and engineering design can be realized..."
satisfactory - maybe for DOE and NRC. What about the people who live near the
site - will they be comfortable with a "satisfactory if imprecise marsvr of
safety"??M??

Staff Response to Compert 62:

The impression being discussed in calculaLional. The fact that it may not be

clear whether the safety margin is a factor of 2 or a factor of 4 because

of uncertainties in the calculation dops not detract from the fact that there

is indeed a margin of safety.
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Coment 63: Duke Power Co. (25)

The discussion regarding the adequacy of favorable of unfavorable sit4 charac-
teristics to iqpose proper technical restrictions raises the question as to
whether it may be appropriate to Impose general site acceptability criteria or
to determine site acceptability on a case-by-case basis. We believe a search
for sites is quite properly guided by site suitability criteria; however, at
the stage where a potential site must be analyzed for ultimate acceptability
it is our view that such a determination should be wade on a case-by-case basis.
This. we feel. is consistent vith the systems approach concept.

Staff Response to Cowsent 63:

The NRC recognizes that no 'perfect' or 'flawless" site exists in nat re, and

that both favorable and potentially adverse conditions may be present. The

prograr of site characterization will allow the DOE to gain adequate Informa-

tion about the favorable and potentially adverse aspects of each site. DOE's

preferred site should be selected from among the best that can reasonably be

found.

NRC's intended use of favorable and unfavorable site characterisitcs has been

clarified in the proposed rule.

Commen. 64: TASC enclosure in Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (28)

In our view, the order and strengtth of describing unfavorable vs. favorable
characteristics are gisplaced, revealing a negative approach to licensing that
does net contribute constructively to the procedure nor the outcome. Unfavor-
able site characteristics are dealt with absolutely, while favorable ones are
considered relatively, unduly emphasizing what makes a site bad rather than
makes it g2od. Also, the statement that site acceptability criteria have not
been identified is unclea-, particularly since the draft rule includes a
number of criteria re;arding site acceptability, suggesting that they have
been and can be identified. Clearly, there will have to be included better
guidance as to how faorable and pctentially unfavorable site conditions can
be weigNed against one another or compensated for by other systet featt'res.

Staff kesponse to Comaent 64:

The format for the presentation of conditions that may contribute to waste

isolation and conditions that can dversely affect waste isolation has been
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reorganized in the proposed technical criteria. Conditions that can adversely

affect waste isolation include physical situations that NRC believes could

jeopardize the integrity of a geologic repository. The identification of an

adverse condition(s) would not automatically eliminate a site from considera-

tion as a potential repository but would Indicate the necessity of further

investigation and analysis to demonstrate that the conditionts) does not com-

promise the performance of the geologil repository. See also, response to

Comment 63.

(5) CODIFICATION Of )ODELS IN LICENSING PROCESS

INTRODUCTION

A number of public conments on the ANPR addressed the discussion of the

codification of models in the licensing process. Before responding to any of

the comments in particular. scee general remarks on how the MR( views the

modeling process are in order. These remarks will cover the distinction between

qualitative and quantitative models, what the staff feels are the important

steps and potential sources of uncertainty in the modeling process, and the

role which judgment plays throughout the modeling process. What follows sets

forth the bases fo- the NRC staff's position that judgment is the key ingredient

of each step in the rodelirg process. Responses to the cowoents will be

made in light of the fact that staff feels that judgment is intrinsic to the

modeling process.

In the process of sodeling a set of physical phenomena, two kinds of models

are considered: qualitative and quantitative. A qualitative model is a

verbal description of the physical processes that are taking place. What a
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modeler considers to be an adequate qualitative model is always a matter of

judgpent. One always has to formulate a qualitative model before emulating it

with a quantitative model. The accuracy of the model is a measurer of how

closely the description tracks the physical process being described. The

quantitative model consists of a set of mathematical relationships which are

intended to describe in a precise way the interactions among the phenomena that

make up the physical processes which are described verbally but imprecisely In |

the qullitative model. Numerical values of physical quantities that characterize

the consequences of the physical processes can be obtained from quantitative

models, but not from the qualitative models. However, the quantitative model

-ill not be any more accurate in mapping the physical process being modeled

than the qualitative mo el from which it was derived.

Quantitative models are generally formulated under the assumption that one Is

given a set of well defined parameters, In the form of initial conditions,

boundary conditions, and properties. The initial conditions specify the

initial values of physical quantities being sought throughout the space in which

the physical processes will subsequently take place. The boundary conditions

specify the histories of those physical quantities on the borders of the space

in which the physical processes take place throughout the time in which the

processes take place. The properties will control how quickly the physical

processes occur and how the desired physical quantities will be distributed at

any given time. Judgment plays a key roic in identifying appropriate properties.

In an ideal situation, the following conditions would hold throughout the

modeling process. Ilie qualitative model would account for all physical

processes and relationships which need to be taken into consideration to
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describe accurately the situation being examined.- The quantitative model

would accurately specify all of the precise mathematical relationships needed

to emulate the qualitative model completely. The initial conditions, boundary

conditions, and properties would be known exactly and one would be able to

obtain exact values of the desired physical quantities, throughout the space

and time of interest, from the mathematical relationships which comprise the

quantitative model. f
In reality, the modeling process is nearly always less than ideal. Modeling

is imperfect because simplifying assumptions and approximations can be and

often need to be Introduced into every step of the modeling process. The

choices and estimated effects of appropriate nlmplifying assumptions and

approcitv ns are always a matter of Judgment.

!he 6e&&I L .s V .tor. in the qualitative modml may be incomplete or incorrect.

!Y aov or. t.s p.,s^ble to specify all of the mathematical relationships needed

fa'r the q_.:#ttteLive model. The initial and/or boundary conditions may not be

c11 known. Very often, properties are difficult to determine. Finally, even

If the qualitative model is perfect and the quantitative model is completely

faithful to the qualitative model, it is very often impossible to obtain exact

solutions to the mathematical relationships that constitute the quantitative

model.

The mathematical relationships that make up a quantitative model are

generally continuous in nature in that they des continuous changes in

time and space. Exact solutions of the mathematical relationships would

describe continuous histories and spatial distributions of the physical
,,, ,, _- -
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quantities being sought. When exact solutions cannot be obtained, there are

many ways in whiCh approximate solutions can be obtained. One particularly

attractive avenue to obtaining approximate solutions is to establish discrete

mathematical relationships which are approximations of quantitative models

continuous relationships. This is done by selecting a finite number of points

in time and space and examining how the continuous relationships may be

approximated m making use of the values of the desired physical quantities at

those points. both of these steps reqbire judgment. The solutions obtained

from the approximate discrete relationships give values of the desired

physical quantities only at the preselected finite number of spatial and

temporal points. With a correctly established approximation procedure, better

approximationt to the exact solutions can be obtained by selecting a larger

finite number of spatial and temporal points closer together.

The discrete proximation procedure described above is always mechanical and

repetitious, and therefore amenable to digital computer programming. Computer

programs, or codes, can be written to implement the discrete approximation

procedure on a high speed digital computer. Alternatively, if exact solutions

of the mathenatical relationships of the quantitative model are available,

computer codes are often written in order to extract numerical values from the

expressions making up the exact solutions. The computer code is usually the

most visible element of the modeling process because the code can be used to

obtain numerical values of desired physical quantities in fairly short order.

This has led to the unfortunate term "computer model," although computers

themselves are tat Ply incapable of performing any part of the model formula-

tion task. To= omputer code is merely a set of instructions which a digital

Si
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computer follows to carry out the discrete approximation procedure or to

evaluate expressions making up exact solutions. In either case, the use of

computers introduces additional approximations and additional elements of

judgment to the modeling process. The approximations arise from the fact

that computers cannot be infinitely precise in their manipulation of numbers.

A poor selection of a numerical method can have disastrous effects on the

rnubers obtained from discrete approximation procedures. When computers are

used to evaluate expressions for exact solutions, one has to bear in mind that

those expressions are often replaced by approximate representations and the

numbers obtained from the computer are actually obtained frov the approximate

representations. Judgment is important throughout the process of writing a

computer code. The ease of use of the code and the clarity of the presenta-

tion of numerical information generated by the code are strongly dependent

upon the judgment exercised in writing the code.

The current state of modeling of physical processes associated with HLW

geologic dispo %I is that the verbal description of what is expected to happen

is a reliable one, but controversy remains over what mathematical relation-

ships are useful in establishing the quantitative model. The present state of

modeling for geologic repositories is closer to quantitative than quantitative

in the sense that the qualitative model is nearer to being a perfect qualitative

model than the quantitative model is to being a perfect quantitative model.

Furthermore, the present state of quantitative modeling is Ficre approximate than

exact in that the governing mathematical relationships contain approximations

which may be in need of improvement or replacement, and the initial conditions,

boundary conditions, and properties needed for those relationships are often

difficult to define with a high degree of certainty.
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It Is unlikely that the geologic and hydrologic modeling required for analyzing

a HLW geologic repository will even attain the level of an elegant t hory embodied

in a mathematical description which represents a culmination of human thought."

The knowledge needed for such a theory would require detailed information about

the structure of the geologic and hydrologic media. Since such information

cannot be obtained by any practical means, it is very likely that the geologic

and hydrologic modeling required to determine the transport of radionuclides

from HLW will always be based on approximate theories. It is the opiniln of

the NRC staff, and of experts consulted by NRC, that the present approximate

theories could stand considerable improvement. Therefore to codify any

particular quantitative models at this time is, in the NRC staff's opinion,

inappropriate. (

Comment 65: Attorney General Abrams, State of New York (11)

The draft sidesteps the problems of uncertainty also by turning to models and
engineered barriers, but neither of these is an adequate response. Models are
acknowledged to be very indefinite, approximate and "qualitative" rather than
quantitative. P. 31395, Col. 2-3; p. 31397, Col. 2-3. The models are also
highly subjective, based not on facts but on "expert opinion," yet it is
recognized that different experts may have differing opinions. P. 31397,
Col. 3. Additional problems with reliance on models are spelled out at
pp. 50-54 of the Appendix annexed to these comments. To rely on subjective,
qualitative models known to be inaccurate and uncertain, and based on
insufficient data, to assure isolation for a million years appears to be
reckless.*

The term 'qualitative modelo itself is confusing and requires explanation,
but in any case such a model does not appear to have any real value for the
process of assuring isolation for a million years.

Comment 66: Attorney General Abrams, State of New York (11)

As previously noted, p. 9, models are very inaccurate, uncertain and subjective,
and therefore not reliable. For this reason it would be wrong to codify them
in the regulations, as discussed beginning at p. 31397, col. 2.

Staff Response to Comments 65 and 66:

The uncertainties which have to be treated in the geologic repository of HLW

arise because knowledge of the detailed geologic and hydrologic structure of
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the natural media separating the HLW from the accessible environment will never

be known. Therefore, the u? certainty problem can be made tractable by surrounding

the HLW with engineered barriers which can be characterized with a high degree

of accuracy and precision. The engineered barriers provide the first line of

defense against the releuse of radionuclides to the accessible environment.

Should the engineered barriers fail, the geologic and hydrologic media

surrounding the repository 111 provide the second line of defense. However,

because of the presence of the engineering, the reouired degree of accuracy and

precision needed to give confidence in the silte sufficient for licensing Is

relaxed to the point that existing quantitative models will likely be sufficient,

although they are approximate, and expert opinion varies over the correctness

of many of their approximations. In fact., Tfe models seem to be reliable enough

so that, whtn properly applied, they can be used to help identify sources of

uncertainty and they can serve as a guide in finding ways to control uncertainty.

Comment 67: U. S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 31397, col. 2. part (5). It would seem almost impossible from a practical
standpoint to codify in the regulations the models to be used to simulate the
geologic processes affecting the performance of a repository. However, in view
of the fact that predictions of alternative possibilities cannot be made without
modeling, the regulations should state that judgements of the adequacy of a
site will be based in part on the results of modeling. The statement in the
regulations regarding modeling should4 be more positive than merely allowino
the use of models. It should make it clear that the use of appropriate models
will be expected particularly for predictive purposes. Without such models
there will be no sound basis for forming expert opinions as to overall site
suitability.

The appropriateness of the various models for their intended purpos. and the
degree to which the models approximate natural conditions must be evaluated.
We question the assumption that only gold models' will be used in the foreseeable
future.

It appears Inconsistent to permit the use of quantitative mdels to compare
sites and designs, which involve evaluation of the same parameters and uncer-
tainties as a licensing decision, but to downgrade their significance in a
licensing decision. Kodels are an essential tool for evaluation although they
may be insufficient as a sole basis for judgement.
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Coment 68: Bechtel Kational, Inc. (13)

The staff's position "not to require modeling to be the primary decision tool
to determine the capability of the geologic repository to contain and Isolate
waste from the blosphere t" as stated in the Supplementary Information, is
unfounded and Inappropriate. Models are generally recognized as the primary
means for assessment of all complex technological systems where naither dit.-.t
experience nor recourse to experimental verification exists. They are the
means to systematically and logically express the, sum of our knowledge (both
factual and judgemental) concerning the behavior of a system under a postulated
set of conditions. In addition, models can and should be used as a means to
unify 'expert opinion so as to eliminate controversy and the Imposition of
arbitrary and capricous judgements on an ad ho4 basis. Qualitative factors
and judgements can be readily Incorporated In models to assure that they
provide conservative predictions of system beh vior and adequately bound or
account for the uncertainties of our knowledge.' Furthermore, requirements can
be established that require models to predict acceptable system behavior under
a set of initial conditions that are extreme or even Incredible. Consequently,
the staff's arguments that models cannot accurately predict the behavior of a
repository system do not detract from the fact that models can and should be
used as the primary decision tool for system assessment.

Coament 69: Pinder enclosure In U. S. Department of Energy (18)

The proposed rules recogni:e the irreducible 4 sidual uncertainty inherent in
forecasts of environmentally related processesF Radionuclide transport is, of
course, such a process. However, the concomitant deductions regarding modelling
which appear to have arisen out of this recog ition warrant additional consideration.

Models, whether they be mathematical, physical or electrical, assist the hydrologist
in predicting the behavior of hydrologic systems under new or existing stresses.
They play a particularly impnrtant role when a system is so complex that hydrologic
insight and experience are inadequate to provide an accurate determination of
system behavior. In systems which respond very slowly one cannot rely on observed
behavior to predict the future and models are essential In providing meaningful
forecasts. The radionuclide transport problem certainly qualifies as a candidate
for modelling when viewed from this perspective-(tbis is consistent with the
discussion of 'fundamental difficultieso on page 33395).

While it Is evident to most hydrologists that modeling is an important tool
in forecasting the movement of contimwinants in the subsurface, one may argue
that our knowledge of the HLW disposal site is so inadequate that such models
are fraught with fundamental irreducible uncertainty. Recall, however, that a
model Is simply the physical or mathematical realization of our conceptual
understanding of the problem. In other words the accuracy of a model is a
direct reflection of the accuracy of our conceptumi"odel. All field Investi-
gations are designed to enhance our conceptual a4udby inference, mathematical
(or physical) model of the system. If the Inherent uncertainty in our
mathematical model is so great as to preclude its utility as a forecasting
tool then, inasmuch as our conceptual model exhibits'the same uncertainty,
there is very little hope that "expert opinion" will provide additional
insight. One must then conclude that one of tw9 aliernative remain.
(1) additional field experiments or alternative investlgations must be
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performed to reduce the residual uncertainty or (2) the fundamental HLW problem
Is not amenable to analysis in a classical scientific or engineering sense.

It is stated position of the Commission staff *not to require modelling to be
the primary decision tool te determine the capability of the geologic reposi-
tory to contain and isolate wastes from the biosphere. 1 as diamatrically'
opposed to this point of view. I believe that a model (probably but not
necessarily mathematical) is an essential element of the decision making
process. It provides the following advantages:

(1) it presents, unambiguously, to the scientific community and public
at large the state of knowledge regarding the behavior of the system

J (2) It provides a clearly defined focus for professional discussions,
contributions and criticisms which gradually illuminate our under-

' - standing of the behavior of the proposed repository site

(3) it allows us to evaluate the impact of our lack of knowledge on the
acceptability of a particular site. The simplest type of analysis
along these lines involves the use of ranges of parameter values in
a series of simulations

(4) it is only methodology that will provide meaningful Information on
the time of travel of radionuclides from the disposal site to the
biosphere under various breaching scenarios

(5) carefully orchestrated, the model can be used to demonstrate to
p.blic officials and the general population the probable behavior of
the repository under a reasonable range of conditions.

In summary. I feel that a representative model of any potential site is a
necessary bit not sufficient condition for licensing. To attempt anything
less would surely jeopardize the credibility of the licensing program in the
eyes of the scientific community.

Comment 70: Pinder enclosure in U. S. Department of Energy (18)

Pg. 31397, Col. 2, Line Sb: The general discussion of modelling appears naive.
The allusion to qualitative models -is inaccurate and inappropriate. I strcogly
recommend reconsideration of this entire section (5). If I were to present
all of my concerns about this section it would require another much longer
report.

Staff Response to Comments 67- 70:

Zany of these comments concern the following topics: qualitative and quantitative

touk tq, codification of quantitative models in licensing decisions, the role

of judgment. and the applicability of modeling to particular HLW geologic

repositories. The items just listed have been discussed already in the

Intrbduction section to the public comments on the codification of modeling.
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Some confusion has been caused by item (Sc) under "Codification of Models in

Licensing Process," which reads:

Recognize that for the foreseeable future, the "old" models, in which

there is the greatest confidence because of their 'proven" use appear to

be as quantitative as they are qualitative.

NRC is not assuming that only "old" quantitative models will be used in

licensing decisions. It is only stating that for the foreseeable future, the

greatest confidence-will be accorded to 'old" quantitative models because of

their Proven" use.

Several comments (68, 69, 74, 76, 77) express opposition to the NRC's position

snot to require modeling to be the primary decision tool to determine the capa-

bility of the geologic repository to contain and isolate waste from the biosp-

here.' The NRC staff feels that modeling cannot be the only, nor can it always

be blindly followed as an overriding decision tool in the licensing process.

Confidence in the result of a calculation is not equivalent to getting the

"right number."

The NR:'s decision not to allow modeling to be the primary decision tool in

the licensing process was not meant to imply that the NRC does not recognize

the importance of mclels or that licenses for HLW disposal might be issued

with or without the use of irtdels in site evaluation. Several coumenters have

gone to great lengths to explain why modeling is essential to any licensing

decision. NRC agrees that modeling is an essential element of a licensing

decision, but it cannot be the oily element or the overriding element.
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In response to the last sentence in Comment 74, NRC recognizes that quantitative

assessments have to be performed in orderito show that the expected releases

of radionuclides from a proposed HWL geologic resposltory are in compliance

with EPA numerical performance requirements. Due to the uncertainties inherent

in hydrologic modeling, judgment will have to be exercised in deciding what

calculations should be done. It is expected that ranges of release parameters

will be calculated. A calculation indicating that all of the release parameters

are consistent with the EPA standard will be a prime indicator that releases from

the proposed repository will meet the EPA standard, provided there can be

confidence in the calculation.

The last sentence of the first paragraph of Comment 77 corfectly states that

there is no relationship between the discussion of models in the Supplementary

Information and the draft technical criteria of 10 CFR Part 60 in the APR.

Quantitative models have been used to develop several of the technical criteria

for 10 CFR Part 60. In their final form, the 10 CFR Part 60 technical criteria

will serve as a 'template" for DOE in the siting and design of HLW geologic

repositories. After DOE has sited and designed a repository, DOE and NP: should

then be able to employ quantitative models to acquire confidence that the

repository is a safe one.

Comment 71: Finder enclosure in U. S. Department of Energy (18)

Pg. 31398, Col. 1, Line 14b: 'A satisfactory if imprecise margin of safety".
I have more than a little difficulty accepting an imprecise margin of safety
as satisfactory -- perhaps you could substitute Laother word for satisfa:tory.

Staff Response to Comment 71:

See response to Comment 62.
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Cownent 72: Bird enclosure in U. S. Department of Energy (18)

The first sentence of the second paragraph is too complex. Also, as stated in
the next sentence, I an not sure that it is a fact. However, the point that
we should not rely solely on quantitative calculations and assessments In
developing technical criteria, or licensing, is very important. It is well
known that geologic features and processes have many variables. Attempts at
quantification can lead to a great deal of effort to solve what might be
relatively unimportant or ancillary questions.

Staff Response to Comment 72:

The staff agrees whith Dr. Bird's point. /
Comment 73: Bird enclosure In U. S. Department of Energy (18)

P. 3139S, 1st column, 17 lines from bottom--a satisfactory if imprecise margin
of safety for site characteristics and engineering design can be realized".
What is an imprecise margin of safety? I do not think it would be satisfactory.

Staff response to Comment 73:

See response to Comment 62.

Comment 74; Environmental Protection Agency (23)

In the same section in (5) "Codification of Models in the Licensing Processes",
NRC concludes that, because of the great uncertainties involved, the state of
knowledge to determine the adequacy of a site is more qualitative than quantita-
tive. Therefore, NRC proposes to rely primarily on judgements by experts in
the applicable fields to arrive at a decision, rather than on numerical assess-
ment methods (models). EPA agrees with NRC that, at the present stage of
development, it is premature to codify specific models for use ir the analyses.
However, EPA plans to include both qualitative and quantitative requirements in
its proposed standards. Therefore, EPA recommends that NRC expand the discus-
sion to state that quantitative assessments must be performed, at least to the
extent necessary to assure compliance with EPA numerical performance requirements.

Staff response to Comment 74:

See response to Comments 67-70.

Comment 75: Duke Power Co. (25)

With respect to the discussion as to whether regulations should codify models-
to be used in licensing analyses or simply allow their use, it is our view -
that sine degree of codification will be required. In the absence of such _
codification, the licensing proceeding will be unduly complicated and ext&fd
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not only to whether the repository meets all applicable criteria, a question
quite properly addressed in such a proceeding, but also to the question as to
whether the analytical models perform adequately and as they are intended.

While we claim no particular expertise in the area of n'*ilde transport modeling,
it is our view based on our present knowledge that the statement "the 'old'
models, which there is the greatest confidence because of their 'proven' use
appear to be as qualitative as they are qunatitative" is in error. All models
have their limitations' they represent, to varying degrees, approximations of
reality.' The key to the proper use of models does not necessarily lie in their
development to the stage of an "elegant theory embodied in a mathematical des-
cription which represents a cylmination of human thought," but rather in an
understanding by the user of {he limitations of the model and the sensitivity
of the overall model results to approximations internal to the model and
uncertainties in input data.

Staff Response to Comment 75:

See response to Comments 67-70.

Comment 76: Lowenstein, Ne an, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (28)

7he discussion of use of models in the licensing process requires clarification
and updating, and the Advance! Notice does not seem to appropriately recognize
the usefulness and even necessity of models as analytical tools required in
the design and prediction of.performance of repository systems.

Staff Response to Comment 76.

See response to Comnents 67-70.

Comment 77: Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (28)

In this important subject area, clarification and updating of the discussion
in the supplementary information (pp. 31337-8) are needed. For example, we
question the validity of the statement to the effect that "old models in which
there is the greatest confidence because of their 'proven' use appear to be as
qualitative as they are quantitative." The discussion appears to support the
use of models to develop technical criteria but on the other hand states that
the technical justification for technical criteria should not be based on the
results of quantitative modeling. This appears to be inconsistent Further,
it is not at all apparent how the draft criteria relate, if they do at all, to
the discussion on models and their codification.

While the various limitations o fmdels pertinent to repository system
analysis and design are recognized, their use is essential, particularly with
respect to the prediction of system performance in the future. -First of all,
there is no other methodology or.approach that will be better. The major and
even critical utilitarian feature Af models is that assumptions involved in
the model, its structure and the quantitative inputs into the model must be
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rigorously and specifically identified and recorded and therefore the models
and their results are amenable to rational, critical review and evaluation.
Expert opinion, while certainly useful, is, In essence, based on internalized
models or subjective judgments, which are less susceptible to critical analysis.

The appropriate use and utility of models does not necessarily depend on their
being developed to the point of an 'elegant theory emtodied in a mathematical
description which represents a culmination of human thought" (whatever that
might tean), but more on the proper understanding of the model itself, its
limitations and the determination of realistic inputs to the model taking into
account their uncertainties. Because of the importance of application of
models to repository system analysis, design and prediction of performance, it
is clear that some degree of model codification will be required. Otherwise
technical decisions are likely to be based on ad hoc and even nontechnical
judgments that are further likely to result in inconsistencies, excessive
conservatism and unnecessary delay in the accomplishment of objectives.

Accordingly, it is strongly suggested that proposed technical criteria recognize
the usefulness and even necessity of models as analytical tools required in
the design and prediction of performance of repository systems. The appli-
cation of such models does not exclude the incorporation of 'expert opinion"
in the necessary decision making processes. Indeed, it is the combination of
systematic, logical procedures for analysis (models) and quantitative descrip-
tions of uncertainties with expert opinion that is explicit and amenable to
critical analysis which represents what has come to be known as "decision
analysis." The criteria at this time need not and should not specify detailed
model characteristics or requirements.

Additional discussion of the use of models in the licensing process is set
forth in Appendix A, which contains comments prepared by The Analytic Science
Corporation.

Staff Response to Comment 77:

See response to Comments 67-70.

Comment 78: TASC enclosure in Lowenstein, Newman, -Reis, Axelrad and Toll (28)

The subject discussion notes that

*The question of whether r4gulations should codify models to be used in
licensing disposal of HLW or whether the criteria shoud (sic) only allow
the use of models is a controversial one."

We argue that the question is critical (in the "importance" sense) as well as
controversial. As acknowledged in the sentence immediately following the
above quotation, the NRC staff recognizes that models are the only means by
which they can fulfill their responsibilities for conditions beyond which it
can be proven that adequate public safety is assured. Properly and cautiously,
the staff concludes that models are only as useful as expert judgment thinks
they are. But how it is necessary to deal with N..." uncertainties" arising
from differences in expert ..." (F.R. 45, 31397)?
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This commentary offers suggestions concerning how the NRC can philosophically
and strategically approach use of models with respect to regulating long-term
safety of radioactive waste disposal in geologic formations. We concur that
interplay between modeling and expert judgment is necessary. We believe, how-
ever, that careful, detailed consideration of how that interplay functions
with respect to status within the licensing process is mandatory. The discus-
sion provided under the subject Consideration (5) does a good job of exposition
of relevant issues but it provides limited basis for resolution of them. We
offer below some suggestions on how to proceed.

Section 2, 3, and 4 provide comments on the NRC discussion. Se- vion 5
summarizes these comments, and Section 6 lists references.

Staff Response to Comment 78:

See response to Comments 67-70.

Comment 79: TASC enclosure in Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (28)

"...the present state of modeling is closer to qualitative than quantitative.0

Not so. The models are highly quantitative and highly detailed in some cases.
The results (outputs) of the models are seen to be qualitative because of lack
of certainty that the models are accurate reflections of the phenomena. pro-
cesses, and events they presume to represent. This is expert opinion in action.
The "experts" acknowledge, better than anyone else, their lack of certainty
about what will occur, how and when "it" will occur, and the consequences that
will result. In perspective, this is the classic hedging against absolute
certainty that is trained into members of the scientific community.

How do we improve confidence in model outputs (results)? Hot by increasing
model complexity. Without exception, available models are based on first
principles, e.g., the Wavier-Stokes equations. The issue is, how well can
such models be adapted to realities such as anisotropic flow in non-homogeneous
media and a mixture of nuclide holdup phenomena that are modeled empirically
and simplistically? These are the sources of "uncertainty", i.e., sources of
diversity of expert opinion and lack of confidence in quantitative outputs
from quantitative models. This issue is addressed in more detail in Section 3
below.

We suggest that it would be useful for NRC staff to review and apply in detail
some of the principles of modeling described by Aris (Ref. 1). As Aris shows,
there is a rich (centuries long) basis for use of mathematical models. The
challenges the NRC faces are not unique; similar modeling problems have been
encountered in other situations. Review and analysis of approaches used in
analogous modeling problems could give the NRC perspective and a rationale for
the approach they select.

Staff Response to Comment 79:

for the reasons spelled out in the introduction to these responses, the NRC

staff stands by its statement that 'The present state of modeling is closer to
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qualitative than quantitative.0 Most of the rest of this comment states

alvantages and characteristics of modelifj that the NRC has long recognized.

The NRC agrees that available models are based on first principles. The major

physical laws which have to be considered are those of radioactive decay, mass

transfer, conservation of mass, conservation of energy, and conservation of

momentum. The available models are most teficient in their treatment of the

equations of momentum conservation, i.e., the Havier-Stokes equations. All of

the conservation equations have to be averaged and solved over nonhomogeneous

media in which there are anisotropic flows. The results of this averaging pro-

cess are the major source of controversy and uncertainty in hydrologic modeling.

Comment 80: T&SC enclosure in Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (28)

"...the validity of any licensing finding is linked to the means by which
uncertainty is uncovered, explored, and treated."

The NRC discussion does not follow through on this important statement, i.e.,
it does not suggest means by which uncertainty issues might be addressed. In
particular, it does not acknowledge factors and relationships that can provide
a basis for judgments concerning uncertainty in model results.

Three basic factors affect uncertainty in model results:

* Capability of the model to represent relevant phenomena. There are
two aspects to this capability: inclusiveness (has anything been
left out?) and mode of representation (ranging from first-principles
to purely empirical).

* Availability of data to quantify physical constants in the model.
There are two data-related issues: scope, accuracy, and precision
of dat- for the as-sited, as-designed repository system, and changes
in data %''lues that might 'result from future events and processes
that change the state of the system from its initial condition.

* The scope and validity of assumptions (scenarious) concerning future
events and processes that change the state of the repository system.

The NRC can and should develop a strategy for dealing with these sources of
uncertainty on the basis of the following:
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Hundreds of models dealing with various aspects of repository system
performance are available or being developed (Ref. 2). Uncertainty
with respect to model capabilities can be made st'11 by proper
choice of model(s). Consensus expert judgment car confirm that the -
models are an insignificant source of uncertainty.

The extent to which data are a source of uncertainties in model
results will depend on data variability, the adequacy of measurement
of variability, and the adequacy of representation of variability in
the model(s). Since engineered features of a repository system can
be characterized with a high degree of accuracy, the major possibil-
ities for data uncertainties are associated with the site geology i
and hydrology.

The role of site data in uncertainties will depend on the homogeneity
of the 1 te geology and hydrology and the degree of characterizatin.
Charactfrizatlon activities needed to establish reliable numerlcal
values for site parameters will also depend on homogeneity.
Selection of models (and their associated data requirements) will In
turn depend on the degree of characterization accomplished or
needed.

The upsoot of the above is that uncertainty, choice of model, site
charactiristics, and site characterization are all related to each
other. The important thing is that the relationships can be charac-
teried. Deliberate, informed, rationale choices of model-data _
acquisition-geology systems can therefore be made and selected wi t h,
for example, the objective of minimizing uncertainty resulting f
numerical data inputs to the models.

n line is that uncertainty issued can be reasonably and effectively
Uncertainty cannot be eliminated, but it can be characterized,
and to some extent controlled.

The bottor
addressed,
evaluated

I
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4. Iterized specific comments

A. ... an elegant theory embodied in a mathematical description
which represents a culmination of human thought..." may be
possible, but it may also not be necessary. Nor may it be an
appropriate measure of the adequacy of disposal modeling.
Elegant theories of fluid motions in turbulent flow have been
conceived, but they are of no practical use. The complexity
and diversity of disposal systems similarly precludes practical
use of elegant models. The state of the modeling art should
be evaluated in terms of what is necessary, not in terms of
what is possible.

B. When modeling the role of geology in repository safety
performance, two distinct functions must be addressed: the roles-
of the geology as a possible cause of deterioration of repository
performance, and its role as a possible mitigator of consequences
of deterioration of performance. A "good" geology does not
necessarily play both roles, and the regulations should not -_

require dual roles. Bedded salt with a long history of stabili-
ity minimizes potential that the geology will be a cause of (
performance deterioration; it's poor nuclide holdup capability
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limits its potential as a mitigator of consequences. This
antithesis illustrates, incidentally, why risk calculations are
necessary for evaluating repository performance.

With respect to this subject, we note that proposed rules,
paragraph 6O.111(4)(i), (ii), and (111) are dangerously near
demanding a dual role for the geology.

C. A key issue in use of models in licensing disposal is use of
performance-deteriorating scenarios when using the models. This
is an issue quite distinct from those related to the capability
and viability of the odels themselves: use of 'perfect" models
might be highly imPerfe ct

Questions concerning the scope and content of performance-deteriorating
scenarios are now well recognized; the NRC must find a way to
deal effectively with them. With respect to this function, we
offer the following observations:

* The repository doesn't know if water intrusion is the result
of natural processes, human action, repository-induced
phenomena, or combinations of these. The scenarios and
the performance ass ssment results may depend strongly,
however, on the cha acteristics and relative frequency
(i.e., probability) of these alternative potential causes
of performance dete loration. A high-level of NRC effort
on scenario definit on and analysis would pay dividends
with respect to "... the validity of... licensing finding(s)...".

* Aside from catastro hic external events, physical property
changes that can produce safety performance deterioration
are rather constrained: nature's proclivity to minimize
free energy is pervasive. How much change (performance
deterioration) can there really be as a result of realistic
scenarios, especially with respect to the margin of safety
built into the repository?

D. The above discussion leads to the observation that judgment has
two distinct roles relative to use of modeling in -NkRC's disposal
licensing responsibilities: with respect to selection and use
of mathematical models, and with respect to selection and use
of performance-affecting scenarios. Need for judgment vis-a-vis
use of models can be minimized; the need vis-a-vis scenarios
can be directed so as to maximize confidence in results.

Sta" Response to Comment 80:

The NRC staff basically agrees with the t iAt of this comment. It and NRC
- .,

contractors have been exploring ways in which uncertainty issues should be

identified and addressed. NRC has spent considerable time and money exploring

all three of the basic factors affectingrhdel uncertainty listed in this
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coment. -1he basis for the strategy developed by KRC and its contractors for

examining uncertainty is very similar to that suggested in this comment, and

it is exactly these considerations which lead ultimately to the placement of

performance objectives on the engineering and site In the proposed rule.

The following are the staff's responses to "Itemized specific comments":

A. T subject of this comment is discussed in the Introduction to these

responses.

S. The NRC staff agrees with the comentor's list of functions of the geology

I ich must be considered. Further, the staff does not intend to require

both functions, only that the potential for each be evaluated.

C. IRC and its contractors have done extensive work on the definition of

performance-deteriorating scenarios.

Ling lived radionuclides can be dangerous for as long as a million years.

Significant geologic changes are possible over such a long period.

D. The NRC staff agrees with this statement.

(6) RETRIEVABILITY

Comment 81: G. H. Dyer (10)

The requI ant that radioactive waste R.,, car be retrieved for a period of
50 years after termination of waste emplacement operations, if the geologic
repository operations area has not been decommissioned" and that they be able
to be retrieved "... in about the same period of time as that during which
they were emplaced" is a good general concept tawt likely will lead to problems
as spectflcally worded.
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(a) It is possible that a decision eight be made to retrieve only a portion
of the wastes, since over the emplacement period differing materials and
techniques are likely to evolve.

(b) If the repository is decommissioned uweedlately after the placement of
the first waste package, then there is no retrieval requirement. Further,
if it is intended to accomplish such early decommissioning, then the require-
ment to design and construct a retrievability capability could be construed
to not be required. This logic could be further extended all the way out
to just short of the 50-year period.

(c) This requirement makes more difficult the backfilling of emplacement tunnels
Iemediately after emplacement -- say, with salt being excavated in other
portions of the facility.

(d) I do not have facts, but I suspect removal will be considerably more complicated
than placement and will require more time, especially if backfilling is
conducted prior to decomissioning.

(e) To what extent must retrievability be achieved? Should there be a specific-
ation on residual radioactivity in the event of a waste package failure?

(f) What minimum conditions would lead to a requirement to conduct a retrieval
operation, and who decides, etc.?

(g) In summary, while agreeing with the retrievability concept, I believe It
important to recognize the dynamic nature of the emplacement operations,
and to couple the retrievability requirement to thee, rather than have a
single simple 50-year rule.

Staff Response to Corpent 81:

See response to Comment 82.

Comment 82: Bechtel National, Inc. (13)

Retrievability - The likelihood of having to retrieve nuclear waste once a license
has been granted and the waste has been emplaced in the geologic medium should
be extremely small. In fact, it is difficult to foresee any circumstances where
this would be required. Paragraphs 60.111(a)(3), 60.132(b)(2), 60.132(c)(3),
and 60.135 define design requirements for a retrievability period which extends
50 years beyond termination of waste emplacement operations, and require that
the wastes be retrieved in about the same period of time as that during which
they were emplaced. These requirements are much too conservative, have no
apparent justification, are extremely costly with little or no benefit in terms
of risk reduction to the public and, for some geologic media, are probably not
obtainable. In the case of a salt repository, where creep allowance would be
required, mining of a much larger cavity at greatly increased cost would be
required, and maintenance of the mined opening to permit retrievability might
be impossible. Furthermore, the additional excavation required would diminish
the future isolation integrity of the repository. The S0-year requirement would
probably rule out all soft rocks such as salt and shale which otherwise might
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serve as excellent reository media. As an alternative, a 10-year
retrievability period is suggested.

Staff Response to Conment 82:

The licensing procedures of 10 CFR Part 60 were written assuming that there

would be a program of testing and measurement of the thermal, mechanical, and

chemical properties of the major engineered barriers to confirm their expected

performance. The NRC would like to have tied the requirement for retrievability of

the wastes to the expected time needed to execute the performance confirmation

program. However, at present it appears to the NRC that neither the specific

nature nor the period needed for execution of the performance confirmation

program will be certain until construction of the repository is substantially

complete. fHence, it is difficult at this time to use the performance confirmation

program as a basis for establishing a period of retrievability. Nonetheless,

the DOE is now making critical decisions regarding the design of geologic

repositories which will have a direct effect upon how long the option to

.erieve wastes can be maintained, and upon the difficulty which will be

encountered in exercising that option should that be necessary for protection

of the public health and safety. Therefore, to provide a suitable objective

in this regard, the proposed technical criteria set forth a requirement that

the engineered system be designed so that the option to retrieve the waste can

be preserved for up to fifty years following completion of emplacement. Thus,

the waste package and the underground facility would be designed so that the

period of retrievability would not be the determinant of when the Commission

would decide whether to permit closure of the repository. Rather, the Commission

would be assured of the option to let the conduct of the performance confirmation

program indicate when it is appropriate to make such a decision.
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As it is now structured, the proposed rule would require in effect that the

repository design be such as to permit retrieval of waste packages for a

period of up to 110 years. The components of this total period are as follows:

the first waste packages to go in the repository are likely *- be in place about

thirty years before all wastes are in place, after which a SU-year period is

required by the proposed rule. Finally, a retrieval schedule is suggested of

about the same time as the original constrc tion plus emplacement-another 30-odd

years. The NRC does not want to approve c nstructi'ni of a design that will

foreclose unnecessarily options for future decisionmakirs, but it is also

concerned that retrievability requirements do not unnecessarily complicate or

dominate repository design.

The retrievability requirement does not specify the form in which the wastes

are to be retrievable or that wastes are "readily retrievable." The requirement

is simply that all the wastes be retrievable during a period equal to the period

of construction and emplacement. DOE's plans for retrieval are specifically

requested as part of its liccn:c application and the practicability of its

proposal will be considered by the staff. Wastes may be retrieved upon KRC

approval of a DOE application or umon order by NRC, or otnerwise, where

authorized by DOE's license.

Comment 83: Atomic Industrial Forum (14)

While we are in agreement with the concept of retrievability as a general design
criteria, we believe that careful evaluation and trade-offs need to be consid-
ered before this concept is quantified cr broadened extensively. We suggest
that retrievability be required only during the emplacement period and until
all or a part of the waste disposal facility is defined as a permanent repository.

Staff Response to Cow-ent 83:

See response to Coauent 82.
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Coment 84: American Institute of Chemical Engineers (16)

Althopgh the concept of retrievability for a period of 50 years after filling
of the geologic repository seems attractive, we believe that this is illusory.
Our view assumes that retrievability is to be achieved by not backfilling the
repository rooms and not sealing the shafts into the repository for 50 years
after waste has been emplaced. First of all, Lining specialists are dubious
that a deep underground structure with oly partial internal support can maintain
its integrity for this long a period. Secondly, failure to seal the shafts Ad
soon as possible simply encourages influx of water to the repository, swoverting
the careful choice of a formation that otherwise does not allow easy influx.
Furthermore, with no backfill of the rows, the heat-flow patterns will be
disto ted to conduct more heat downward by means o. an increased temperature
gradi nt. These conditions are not truly representative of those that the
waste will encounter during the remainder of the period during which fission
product heating predom nates. Finally, the retrievability period will end at
about 2050. at which time our grandchildren must summon the capital to finish
the job in proper fashion; it seems more prudent for our generation to complete
the project.

In cunstrast, the unavoidable waste emplacement period of 10 to 15 years should
provide satisfactory monitoring of the same aspects of repository behavior as
would be revealed by the 50-year period. The early emplacements could be
monitored during the decade or so of filling. Because technical flaws in
systems design usually cause failure early in life, the 10 to 15 year emplace-
merts should reveal the potential for failure nearly as well as would the
50-year period. The design criterion for the package is e 1000-year life, so
that all we can detect is early failure. Emplacement could readily be stopped
at any time before filling is completed, and the waste retreived.

To summarize: if uretrievability" is to be provided at the expense of early
backfilling and shaft sealing, we suggest that it be deleted from these criteria.

Staff Response to Comment 84:

See responses to Comments 82 and 372.

The cormenter incorrectly inferred that the requirement to design the repository

to preserve the option to retrieve the wastes would pass an expense and a res-

ponsibility on to future generations that should be borne by the present genera-

tion. The NRC only requires that the design of the repository preserve the

option to retrieve the wastes for future decisionmakers.
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Comment 85: U. S. Deparseent of Energy (18)

Paragraphs 60.111(a)(3) and 60.135 require that the repository be designed so
that the option remains open to retrieve the waste -for up to 50 years after
termination of waste emplacement. The basis for, this period of time Is not
presented. In fact, the meaning of the word "retrievability" is not clear.
We certainly agree that a specific time period, during which retrievability or
recoverability will have to be maintained, should be specified. "Retrievabil-
Ity" implies that canisters can be retrieved as easily as they were emplaced,
whereas "recoverability" implies that waste canisters may be recovered intact
although requiring removal of backfilled material to do so. The exact period
of time during which retrievability or recoverab lity should be maintained
should not be specified now but sthuld be establ shed only after more infor-
eation is available on the phenomena of concern. It may very well be that the
required period of retrievability will depend upbn ani vary according to the
geologic medium and environment in which a repository will be placed.

We are not sure what the present rule intends concerning backfilling of the
rooms. We accept the premise that containers should be placed so that the are
recoverable intact. However, the rule should not preclude early backfilling
of the repository roos. We believe that sufficient information is not yet
available to specify the exact time at which backfilling of repository passages
should take place. Backfilling would provide Iproved conditions for maintaining
operational safety. Also, the lesser amount of waste rock during operation
would reduce the environmental impact of any spoils pile on the surface.
Naintaining the rooms in an open, ventilated condition for long periods would
amount to storage and would, in effect, pass the responsibility for disposal
to future generations. Several initial options xist in approaching backfilling.
For example, one option would be to backfill a representative number of rooms
after loading them with easte. This would allow a productive monitoring program
to begin. After the initial monitoring period, backfilling could be done for
all of the rooms as they are filled with waste. Therefore we believe that
specific time periods for maintaining retrievability or recoverability should
not be specified at this time. Rather, the Commission should consider stating
that such specific time periods will be established at the time of repository
licensing depending upon the conditions at the proposed site.

The Supplementary Information states that "it might be desirable to postpone
any irreversible (or not easily reversible) decisions until the maximum amount
of reasonably obtainable information about how well the repository is functioning
and can be expected to function and contain and isolate the waste for periods
of time required is at hand". However, there is no discussion of how this leads
to 50 years after termination of waste emplacement nor is there any aiscussion
of negative aspects of postponing this decision.

Staff Response to Comment 85:

See responses to Comments 82 and 372. The NRC dodi use the term "recoverability"

in the ANPR and questions whether there is any real distinction between it and

aretrievability."'
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Comment 86: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (20)

Retrievability - The time period for retrievability of 50 years after decoleis-
sioning seems excessively long. When coupled with up to a 40-year repository
operational period, it could require that some mined portions of the repository
remain fully operational for 9D years. To design and construct the repository
openings for this period of time and to maintain them for this period of time
could add very considerable expense to the repository. It would seem appro-
priate and reasonable to require a shorter retrievability period after start
of waste emplacement (1I'to 15 years) in which the major concerns about long
term effects are reasonably answered and confirmed. After this point in time,
going back in f r retrieval for having to perform those operations is quite
small. It woul be better to face the small potential of these costly opera-
tions than to iure the expensive, very long retrieval period be designed
into every repo tory.

Staff Response to Comment 86:

See responses to ComDent 82.

Comment 87: T1uke and Adam (21)

Retrievablity.l Is Is possible to pinpoint a safe date for sealing the reposit -y.

Staff Response Le Comment 87:

It is not possible to pinpoint a date fo- the sealing of a repository at this

early stage. Further, the NRC believes that a decision on sealing the reposi-

tory can only be made after an extensive monitoring and confirmation program

has been completed.

Comment 88: Duke Power Co. (25)

In the discussion on retrievability, the implication is made that one reason
for retaining retrievability might be the expectation of future, "improved
technologies..., better designs..., operational procedures improved." We
strongly suggest the regulations specify that retrievability need be main-
tained for only that period required for performance checkout. In the case of
disposal of spent fuel. further retrievability for resource recovery could be
maintained based on an assessment of ecoiomic viability, but should not be
mandated by regu a nt4gs.

We have long maineiiaed that the waste ultimately disposed of should be high
level waste from reprocessing, rather than spent fuel with its enormous energy
content, and we continue to take that position. However, from the standpoint
of the Cowmission't regulation, we hold that repository designs should be
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required to Incorporate retrievability only to the extent end for the period
necessary to obtain meaningful date relating to long term safety of the
repository.

Staff Response to Comment 88:

See responses to Comment 82.

Comment 89: Department of Environmental Protection, State of Connecticut (27)

I was pleased to see that priority consideration is being given to
retrievability.

Staff Response to Comment 89:

No response required.

Comment 90: Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (28)

Retrievability of emplaced wastes is specified for a period of time that could
be as long as 100 years from the start of repository operations. While it is
recognized that a repository site would have to be abandoned whenever criti-
cally adverse circumstances might dictate, the likelihood of such circuostances
evolving is vanishingly smal'. Accordingly, the provision for retrievability
for such extensive periods is an excessive and unrealistic requirement. As is
recognized in the discussion of this subject in the Advance Notice, such a
requirement has a significant undesirable impact on repository design, construc-
tion and operation, particularly as it relates to potential occupational radia-
tion exposure of workers in the repository. It also is counter to a rational
systems approach and quite conceivably could complicate the use of salt, a
generally acceptable repository formation, as a host rock, on a very weak and
tenuous basis. In our view, the period of retrievability is more logically
and realistically related to the amount of time (likely less than 10 years)
during which useful in situ repository performance related information can be
acquired. In any case, because of the large potential negative impacts and
highly questionable benefits of such a long retrievability requirement, a more
convincing rationale would have to be provided to justify any such requirement.

Staff Response to Comment 90:

See responses to Comment 82.

(7) HUMAN INTRUSION PROBLEM

Comment 91: A. E. Wasserbach (7)

Section (7) Human Intrusion Problem. 'Simply stated, human intrusion cannot
-be prevented;' If you canNOT keep humans from intruding, HO~d can you possibly
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guarantee the stability of the geologic formation, or the expected behavior of
a repository, or the waste/rock interaction? If humans, subject to will and
reason, cannot be controlled, how do you expect a human to be able to control
an Inanimate rock formation?

High level wastes should be kept, as stated above, In retrievable storage
facilities, until a genuine disposal method is found, not a disposal" that is
simply one of 'Out of sight, and (hopefully) out of mind". A genuine "disposal"
method is one that would render the nuclear wastes coapletely harmless to man
and his environrment.

Staff Response to Coment 91:

Although It is Impossible to guarantee that human intrusion will not occur,

history would Indicate that doing all that is reasonable to Inform future

generations of the existence and nature of the repository located at an

*uninteresting' site should minimize the chance of inadvertent human intrusion.

Deliberate intrusion by future generations is Impossible to prevent and criteria

providing for reliable documentatior of site location and explanation of the

design and nature of the repository will allow future generations to make a

rational decision on whether to intrude into the repository. Provision for

evaluation of site resources at current value as part of the site suitability

criteria will alse minimiz? the likelihood of both inadvertent and deliberate

intrusion. Further the technical criteria emphasize engineering and physical

barriers, rather t'in human institutions, for maintaining the long term

integrity of the repository.

In reference to the couwenter's sectnd point, the extensive monitoring and

confirmation programs to be conducted prior to a decision to decowmission a

repository, hardly conforms to a policy of "out cf eight, out of mind".

Coient 92: Attorney General Abraws, State of hew York (11)

The question is raised whether attempts should be made to protect future
generations from the deliberate intruder." P. 31398, col. 2. The answer. of
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course, is yes. Future generations should not be exposed to deadly radiation
produced by our generation, even if one or more members of future generations
act deliberately.

Staff Response to Comment 92:

See response to Comment 91.

Comment 93: Tauke & Adam (21)

Human Intrusion Problem. I...Simply stated, human intrusion cannot be
prevented..." Simply stated, that is seemingly a signif cant factor in
consideration of licensing a geologic site.

Staff Response to Comment 93:

Human intrusion is a factor that has been taken into consideration in siting a

repository. See staff responses to Comments 31 and 91.

PART 2: QUESTIONS:

In concluding the Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR), the NRC

particularly solicited public comment on fou- questions. These four questions

and their related public responses are listed separately in the following

section. Since these public responses were solicited to stimulate the NRC

staff's current thinking, no particularized staff responses are considered

necessary. The comments received were helpful and contributed to the develop-

meent of the proposed rule and accomuanying documentation.

2 General Comments on the Questions were received:

Comient 94: Atomic Industrial forru (14)

On page 31398, the question is aske2, "Does the list of considerations above
clearly adequately and fully Identify the relevant issues involved in disposal
of HLW?". Following are several considerations which we believe need to be
mcre fully addressed:
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No discussion is presented about the criteria that will be used as the
bases for a decision to permanently enclose the waste. While it say be
premature to develop these criteria on a detailed basis, we believe that
a general outline of the decision bases should be developed.

Criteria or considerations regarding the age of the waste are not presented
or discussed.

We believe that waste form is a very important parameter, as is waste type.
,This does not appear to be considered.

Comment 95: Exxon Nuclear Corp. (15)

Finally, we would like to 4riefly address the questions raised on page 31398:
(1) it is difficult to coivent on the list of considerations until the
rationale documents have been made available,. One issue that appears to have
not been considered is the extent to which disposal of reprocessed high-level
wastes woule alter the approach to defining criteria; (2) it is inappropriate
for us to c r-ment on the scope of the rule without reviewing the rationale
documents; (31 as indicated in our above comments, we feel that the NRC's EIS
and tezhnicel criteria should concentrate on the systems approach and its
rel..vince to; -tF-Ating the public health and safety in a manner comparable to
other nuclear &. Livities which the NRC regulates; and (4) the environmental
impacts of criteria constructed with the pr nciples noted cannot realistically
be assessed without an evaluation of the rationale upon which they are based.

Question 1:

Does the list of considerations above clearly, adequately, and fully Identify
the relevant issues involved in disposal on HILW?

Comment 96: U. S. Department of Energy (16)

Response: The list of considerations does identify many key issues, but does
not address them with sufficient clarity. There was an apparent emphasis on
exhaustively listing items believed to be important by the staff. The actual
importance of meeting the criteria, relative to safety, was not explained.
For example. 60.122(b) lists what the staff perceives to be "potentially
adverse" conditions with no parallel attempt to explain why each item was
stated.

Clarity suffers from both the organization and the writing style.

The 'Nature of the Problem" is defined by listing five problem areas and six
underlying principles. Seven considerations are then listed and comments
requested on four questions. The draft technical criteria include eight
active sections which do not appear to relate to the considerations introduced
in the preamble.

The connection between the subtitles of the discussion of 'Considerations' and
the material discussed is difficult to understand. Subsection (1) "Systems
Approach" is the basic 'defense-in-depth" concept with which many are more
failliar; Subsection (2) reads like design-basis events; Subsection (3) is an
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enlargement of (1) and might better be a part of It. Subsections (4) and (5)
are ambiguous as written. We assume that under (4) Commission staff was
trying to comment on whether one could identify 'fatal flaos t that would
exclude sites from consideration and, conversely, whether one could Identify
Inclusiontry attributes. It seems the Issue of siting criteria remains open
and is not yet to be specifically addressed. In fact, however, the technical
criteria do include siting criteria. In (B), Codification of Models, the
staff appears to be attempting to come to grips with how much weight is to be
given to the use of predictive models and whether specific aodels should be
specified. The treatment given this subject does not clarify the Issue. The
codification of specific models at this stage of development for both models
and criteria is premature.

The supplementary Information section is not worded clearly. I O ing Is
quoted from discussion on 'Codification of Models' (p. 31397) as n example:

"if one views the realization of our understanding in geologic disposal
from successively more nearly complete and accurate qualitative descrip-
tions of the observed phenomena in Question through more precise and
semiquantitative and quantitative approximations where undertainties are
better understood and can be treated mathematically, to an elegant theory
embodied in a mathematical description which represents a culmination of
t an thought, the present state of modeling for geologic repositories is
Z loser to qualitative than quantitative."

The major problem with the Supplementary Information is the appArent inadequacy
of the treatment relative to the criteria themselves. More imp tantly, the
background section does not provide support for the criteria. for example,
the numerical reouirements in the Performance Objective (60.111k are totally
unsupported. Prior to issuing a proposed rule, it is imperative that the
bases and rationale be fully illuminated. Also, as noted above, there is
little or no correlation between the organization of this section and the
criteria themselves.

Comment 97: Bird enclosure in U. S. Department of Energy (18)

My view, from the preceding is no, the list of considerations does not
clearly, adequately and fully identify the relevant issues involved in the
disposal of high-level wastes.

Comment 98: Environmental Protection Agency (23)

The list of considerations adequately defines and identifies the relevant
issues involved in disposal of HLW-.

Couw-ent 99: Duke Power Co. (25)

Response: First, we understand these considerations to relate only 49 the
technical aspects of the problem, and not to the procedural aspects oe the
problem which are being addressed separately. Our comments with respect to
the latter (10 CFR Part 60, Subparts A-D) were submitted by letter of March 3,
1980. As we have stated at other times and in other forums, we believe the
institutional problems associated with nuclear waste management far outweigh
the technical ones. --
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Having noted this, and in the context of our discussions above relating to the
'Considerations" section, we believe the considerations identify the major
technical issues. owever, we ire concerned that the discussion of the issues
provided in the notice does not-reflec' our view as to what the term Usystems
approach' should mean to the regulator. Simply stated, we do not believe the
term "systems approach" means simply that the repository is a multicomponent
series of barriers, each backstopping the next, but rather extend' i the
concept that each component of the system should be viewed only i. ne context
of the performance of the whole to produce the desired effect.

Our other concern with respect to this section is the emphasis on the unknown.
In our view, the information lact we currently know how to get. By and
large this is in-situ data ch we can obtain only by moving forward in a
site identification and cha rization program. Naturally, there will be
some uncertainty in this da , but the effects of uncertainty can be accommo-
dated by conservative analyses. Where models need further development and
validation, again it is our undertstanding that there are no insuperable
difficulties; we merely need to proceed to do the necessary work.

Comment 100: Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (28)

While the list of considerations identifies many of the important technical
issues related to HLW disposl, we telieve that the several instances the
discussions concerning these issues ore lacking in clarity, perspective and
supporting rationale. Our jor comsents in Part I of this enclosure have
Identifisri a number of these defects.

Question 2:

Would a rule structured alonL the lines of the referenced draft rule reasonably
deal with issues in an appropriate manner?

Comment 101: U. S. Department of Energy (18)

The basic structure of Subparts E-I is appropriate, however, many changes to
the contents are needed. More importantly the bases and rationale should be
structured in a manner consistent with the structure of the rule.

Comment 102: Environmental Protection Agercy (23)

The referenced draft rule will addesss the issues in an appropriate manner.

Comment 103: Duke Power Co. (25)

The overall structure of the referenced draft rule seems appropriate; however,
its content indicates inadequate attention to the sfstems approach concept.
See our specific comments on Vie draft rule, attached.

Comment 104: Lowenstein, Nets is, Axelrad and Toll (28)

Substantial changes to the contents of the draft rule are required before one
could conclude that it reasonably deals with the issues in an appropriate
manner. Some of the major defiiEncies relate to what we consider to be
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-Irnadkquate recognition of the systems approach and the absence of supportable
-.bases and rationales for most of the quantitative requirements proposed in the
rule. Again, reference is made to our major coments in Part I of this
entlosure. as well as tie detailed comments in Enclosure 11.

&ustion 3:

In light of the fact that EPA has the responsibility and authority to set the
generally applicable environmental standard for radiation in the environment
from the disposal of HL, with what factors/issues should an NRC environmental
lqimpact statement on technical criteria deal?

iomment 105: Attorney General Abrams, State of New York (11)

e RC environmental impact statement on the technical criteria should discuss,
;; .ong other things: (I) worst possible accident scenarios and consequences for

; k repository, including multiple failure accidents; (ii) the extent to which
--the draft regulations assure true safety for the present and future generations;
(III) the environmental Impacts of permitting regular releases of radioactivity
from repositories, and of requiring less than total isolation of the wastes
for the necessary one million years; and (iv) the environmental Impacts of
licensing repositories despite the fundamental uncertainties caused by our
- | nability to predict geologic, meteorologic and human events far in the future.

Comment 106: U. S. Department of Energy (18)

-Ihe NRC EIS should address alternative approaches to regulating repositories
(e.g., no requirements on individual elements of the system, qualitative
requirements Instead of quantitative requirements, etc.), environmental impacts
of complying with the rule as presented compared to the alternatives, and cost
benefit analyses of complying with the rule compared to the alternatives. It
should also address the trade off between potential decreases In long terr
impacts versus the actual increases in present day impacts resulting from the
extensive site characterization requirements.

Comment 107: Environmental Protection Agency (23)

The draft Environmental Impact Statement now in preparation by EPA in support
of the draft environmental staniards (40 CFR 191) will be less detailed than
4s required for an EIS supporting :icensing of a HLW repository, and will be
limited to a discussion of the health risks and the costs for disposal of HLW
in specified model repositories. In order to avoid unnecessary duplication,
we believe that the environmentzl impact statement to be prepared by HRC should
deal with the specifics of Implementation of the draft Technical Criteria. It
should therefore examine implications of specific geologic and engineered alter-
natives which NRC believes would satisfy the Technical Criteria. The EIS
should specifically address taose areas where NRC judgments are operative in
-. rrowing the choices available in the EPA standards, or where NRC interpreta-

ons are needed to define the range of available alternatives.

Co6ment 108: Duke Power Co. (25)

Since the EPA will presumably set generally applicable environmental standards,
--IRC's environmental impact statement on its technical criteria should examine

', only those questions related to the environmental impact of the proposed and
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possible alternative criteria, including cost-benefit analyses and evaluation
of resource utilization. NRC's environmental impact statement should not
reexamine the programmatic choice of disposal technology, resulting from hOE's
own environmental impact statement.

Comment 109: Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (28)

We believe that one of the principal components of the NRC EIS on technical
criteria should be cost-benefit analysis of the basic regulatory approach
adopted In the regulation then proposed versus alternative approaches, as well
as cost-benefit analyses of specific quantitative requirements proposed in the
regulation versus differing requirements or different quantifications. Thus,
for example, we have suggested that proper implementation of the systems
approach would involve establishment of a performance requirement applicable
to the entire system. If, in lieu of or In addition to such overall perfor-
mance standard, NRC proposes (as do the draft criteria) to impose requirements
on individual components or subsystems, the [IS should discuss In detail the
incremental benefits and the incremental costs of such requirements. An impor-
tant part of such analysis would be a quantification of whether such require-
ments would achieve any additional level of assurance of protection of the
public health and safety and the environment. It would also be Important, of
course, to quantify the environrental, economic and social costs that would
result from such requirements. If an approach or requirement would tend to
complicate or prevent the use of an otherwise acceptable formation, the
adverse effects of unavailability of such formation should also be considered.

Apart from the cost-benefit analysis of the basic approach, such analyses
should also be performed comparing individual requirements with alternatives
thereto. In all of these cost-benefit analyses one of the factors that should
explicitly be considered is the impact of the approach or the criteria on the
schedule for repository development. As noted in several comments, a number
of criteria appear to engender the possibility of significant delays in prograz
implementation (eg., requirements for extensive exploration and testing to
increase assurances of repository safety). Such delays are likely to have
important cost-benefit implications that should be considered to help assure
that the criteria are beneficial. Such analyses and evaluations would also
be important in helping to establish what level of assurance regarding data
acquisition, testing, etc., is appropriate. Needless to say, such cost-benefit
analyses are also essential with respect to other quantified requirements
including retreivability, waste package performance, radionuclide release
rates, etc.

The cost-benefit analyses should also take into account some of the indirect
impacts that would result from delays in repository program implementation
resulting from additional time-consuming requirements imposed in NRC regula-
tions. Such impacts would include environmental and economic costs associated
with additional interim storage, as well as the impact of delays in repository
operation on public acceptance of nuclear power.

Question 4:

What are the environmental impacts of criteria constructed in accordance with
the above cited principles? What alternative criteria exist and what are
their impacts?
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Cosment 110: C. S. Department of Energy (18)

Environmental and cost impacts will be associated with the requirement to
characterize mMultiple sites at depth (44 FR 70410), the requirement to design
to preserve the option to retrieve for 50 years after emplacement, and the
requirement to utilize a 1000-year waste package. Alternative criteria are
proposed in the OW'I 33(1) through 33(4) series and in the Department's
Statement of Pesition for the NRC Waste Confidence Rulemaking.

Comment 111: Environmental Protection Agency (23)

NRC will need to review applicable sections of the proposed draft Technical
Criteria to reflect comments which EPA expects to receive on its forthcoming
generally applicable standards (40 CFR 191), especially thos comments which
may lead to chLnges in the fina' standards.

Comment 112: Duke Power Co. (25)

We have indicated in the discussion contained in the body of this letter, as
well as in the attached specific comments on the draft rule, that the major
shortcoming of the discussed criteria lies in inadequate attention to what we
believe to be the essence of the *systems approach" concept. Regulation of
individual components of the system tends to separate the true purpose of
regulation, the protection of public health and safety and environment, from
reality, that reality being simply the overall performance of the repository
system. We wo&ld suggest that it is entirely possible to develop reasonable
criteria around this concept, and that the result of such an effort would be
criteria which regulate exactly what we wish to regulate - population
doses - rather than release rates from individual system components which are
some steps removed from man.

Comment 113: Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (28)

in our response to Question 3 we have identified some of the impacts which
must be taken into account in a cost-benefit analysis of the basic approach
and quantitative requirements reflected in the draft criteria. Our previous
comments have identified our basic concerns with the current basic approach
and quantitative requirements and have suggested adherence to the systems
approach. We believe that rigorous cost-benefit analyses will demonstrate
that the draft criteria should be significantly revised.

PART 3- PEJ.IC COMMENTS ON THE A:COMPANYING DRAFT TECHNICAL CRITERIA

Comment 114: G. H. Dyer (10)

I would first like to generally concur and offer my compliments to your staff
for an exceller development of the logic relative to a very difficult subject.

Next, I would like to offer the following major comments which I believe to be
related to an fmission rather than a comment on any one of the proposed
criteria. Inis omission deals with the fact that it is fundamentally wrong to
imply that we can predict everything that will occur, or all new factors or
phenomena that we will ever discover during the radioactive decay period.
However, such a problem is not new to the scientist, or engineer, except to
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the degree of time involved. The normal engineering solution to such a prob-
lem falls into two broad categories. The first category is to provide in the
design, and in the construction of a facility, added margins of safety, or
spare back-up dqu ipent, which can be utilized when and if necessary. This
first category is generally recognized in your criteria. The second category
involves incorporation In the basic design, starting at its concept selection,
of adequate bases by which future changes can be made to the facility to take
care of any reasonably projected possible new factors or phenomena. As examples,
the designer of a facility leaves adequate room so that a piece of -equipment
can be replaced -- even though it may not be deemed important enough to have
provided a spare, or to even have provided the needed crane. Thus, the
distinction is the consideration of, and preservation of, possible future
options as cont asted with those which should be fully incorporated into the
facilities from the start.

This logic leads one to further consideration at the concept selection stage
of such future options as the reasonableness of diverting future groundwater
flows, should they be found to occur, further sealing components that may have
not been effectively sealed, and even the longer term recoverability concepts
under extreme conditions. (It is also recognized that a strong emphasis on
this latter item would lead in the direction of selecting a concept which
makes such recoverability easier -- i.e., probably the use of less depth, or
even a surface final disposition'concept. For this reason, I also would not
favor the 300-meter minimum depth criteria.)

As .a general strategy, I also believe that we ought not to be considering the
Subject as 'disposal", which has a finality connotation that the above logic
acknowledges we cannot accept, and which has a growing disfavor with the
public. A more responsible scientific and engineering position to take Is
that we are providing for the ndisposition" of wastes in a manner which will
adequately store them until their inherent potentially harmful characteristics
disappear. I would strongly recommend substitution of the word "disposition'
for "disposal".

Staff Response to Comment 114:

Provisions for changes in a geologic repository operations area following the

authorization to receive and possess source, special nuclear, or byproduct

material are set forth at § 60.44 of the final 10 CFR Part 60 procedural rule,

(46 FR 13971). "Disposal" is defined as the isolation of radioactive wastes

from the biosphere. The staff sees no reason to substitute the terr "disposition"

for 'disposal" in the rule.

Comment 115: G. H. Dyer (10)

The criteria acknowledges the need to avoid resources that are economically
exploitable. and includes as such a resource a... high and anomalous geothermal
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gradient relative to the regional geothermal dient". however, we also
should acknowledge that the placement of heat'producing materials in a
repository will build up the surrounding tzerAtures to a level that might be
interpreted by a future *xplorer as just stq*.*noPmalous geothermal gradient.
Thus, we must conclude that we can have ado1iitthative controls for longer
than 100 years, or we must not entice the vp16iw- by' allowing temperatures to
rise to the level that he might interpret q$. Itb Of interest.

In this regard, it is pernaps Important to. rite the wastes by a thermal
characteristic, as well as the radfoactiv*sJIA tteristics, with the distinc-
tion being the time period during which the ing media temrirature will
be increasing (due to a heat generation rtto t Is greater than the heat
dissipation rate) and a time period afte Ahe surrounding edia will
have essentially returned to normal backg 'teratures. (It always will
be somewhat above ambient.)

Staff Response to Comment 115:

The temperature generated by the disposal of #dtoactive wastes In a geologic

repository will be a function of a number ofpraineters involved in the design

of the repository, waste form, and packagl he selection of the design

criteria is a programmatic responsibility of tO DOE. However, the NRC believes

that heat loading way be controlled in pa FL ikuch factors as the loading

density in the repository.

The time period during which the surroundingiiedl te rature will be increasing

will also be a function of a variety of factr Including the specific radio-

active elements to be disposed of, and the i;entration of each element present.

Mr. Oyer's reasons for proposing categorizatia b thermal characteristic are

not clear from ris coment.

Comment 116: 8ec.tel national, Inc. (13)

The criteria requires the avoidance of res t are economically exploitable,
and in Paragraph 60.122(b)(2)(vil) include'-" &uch a resource "... a high and
anomalous geothermal gradient relative to tti gional geothermal gradient.
However, we also should acknowledge that terent of heat-producing
materials in a repository will build up theurrounding tenperatures to a
level that might be interpreted by a future xplorer as just such a high and
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anomalous geothermal gradient. Thus, we must conclude that we can have
administrative controls for longer than 100 years, or we oust not entice the
explorer by allowing temperatures to rise to the level that he might interpret
as being of interest. The term Thigh" needs to be defitted.

In this regard, it is perhaps important to categorize the wastes by a thermal
characteristic, as well as the radioactive characteristics, with the distinc-
tion being the time period during which the surrounding media temperature will
be increasing (due to a heat generation rate that is greater than the heat
dissipation rate) and a time period after which tee surrounding media will
have essentiall] returned to normal background temperatures. (It always will
be somewhat ab le ambient.)

We suggest that the Criteria should provide general guidelines defining tech-
nical criteria for a safe HLW repository. To attempt to include every conceiv-
able qualification that may or may not occur or may or may not be Important
for the suitability of a site will invite never ending challenges from
Intervenors and a corre spondingly unnecessary lengthening of the repository
licensing process. For example, statements like "There is a fault or fracture
zone, irrespective of age of last movement, wVich has- a horizontal length of
more than a few hundreds of meters" (page 314S2, line 28) is unreasonable as a
technical critnrion and is only a means by which an otherwise adequate site
can be disqualified. It would be to the advantage of the program if those
working to dev lop a safe repository could feel confident that the rules
outlined in the 10 CFR Part 60 were directed toward licensing a repository,
not away from t. Presently the NRC is w-vking toward revising 10 CFR
Part 100 to re/ove some of the specific details which the HRC has found are
unrealistic or unnecessary. It seems that this type of problem should be
avoided in 10 CFR Part 60.

There is need for iqproving the paragraph and respective subparts numbering
system. As it now stands, referencing or finding a particular subpart is very
cumbersome.

Staff Response'to Comment 116:

See response to Comment 115. The proposed technical criteria clearly define

the performance objectives for the disposal of HLW in geologic repositories.

Qualifications which are not related to these objectives have been deleted.

The numbering system of the proposed technical Cioteriae ias been revised for

the sake of clart _in response to public coment.

)
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Coment 117: Bird enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

For many centuries mankind has extracted geological materials from the Earth.
Today, we have a highly developed knowledge and technology of mining, and
exploration for useful rocks and minerals. In fact, the basis for industrial
economics is mineral and fuel extraction from the crust of the Earth. Geologic
disposal of radioactive waste involves mining practice, however, with a very
significant difference. What is desired, the opposite of a mine, is to put
radioactive waste into the Earth so as to completely isolate it from the bio-
sphere for times sufficient to ensure complete safety. Unfortunately, the
magnitude and difficulty of this task have been underestimated until a few
years ago. Now the magnitude and difficulty are being overestimated, and
confused, in the context of the geologic aspects of the task. It is known
that many of the various ore bodies and other rock resources mined by humans
are hundreds, even thousands of millions of years old. A very sophisticated
technology exists for dating these rocks, and a great deal is known about how
these rocks have formed and persisted during geologic time. We know a great
deal about how to extract mineral resources. What we want to know now is how
to return something into the Earth so that it stays there. Therefore, it is
my view that, essentially, we must utilize all those aspects of rocks, minerals,
geologic processes that produce "permanents geologic assemblages, for the
design and construction of a geologic repository. Rather than 'fight" the
geologic environment by constructing an 'unnatural" repository that would
inexorably be altered by geologic processes, we must construct a repository of
materials and within sites that can be demonstrated will remain in geologic
"equilibrium" at depth, for a time sufficient to insure complete isolation and
immobilization of the waste. Appropriate rocks, analogs of rocks and minerals,
and geologic processes can be incorporated in the design and construction in
ways that enhance our confidence in the safety and permanence of the repository.
For example, the heat generated by the radioactive waste can be used to drive
mineralogic reactions that further seal the host-rocks and retard water-
migration; waste cannisters can be made of analogs of natural rocks and minerals
having properties that provide great inertness and strength. Vy view is that
the underlying philosophy for geologic disposal of radioactive waste should be
to utilize all the various geologic materials and processes that lead to
chemical stability and permanence as can be demonstrated in natural geologic.
examples. In a sense, geologic disposal of radioactive waste is the reverse
of mining. Certainly there is nothing "new" about mining. However, what we
are attempting is to create a long-lasting geologic feature rather than consuming
one. The difficulty and magnitude of the task can, I believe, be constrained
and well-defined by existing geologic knowledge. Our confidence In our ability
to do so, and our confidence in resulting repository designs, will be based on
our understanding of geology and geologic time rather than "expert" opinions.
It is not enough to satisfy a select group of experts that the design is
viable and safe. Although the repository must be evaluated and demonstrated
to be safe in the most rigorous ways by our most capable minds, it must also
be understandable aed acceptable to all concerned. We should be able to
explain and predic' the behavior of the geologic repository in terms similar
to those used to explain a 150 million-year-old dinosaur skeleton to a museum
visitor.

It is with these views that I have studied IOCFR6O, E-I; I have concentrated
on those parts that are within my expertise, geology. This is in many ways a
very good document. It provides a great deal of information about various
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aspects of the endeavor and tasks that must be completed. Howeveri I find
that appreciation of the geologic aspects of the task is, in places confused
or lacking. The document fairly states what the objectives are; however, it
does not provide much evidence of a basic understanding of geologic materials
and processes, and the opportunities for utilizing this knowledge to enhance
the permanence and safety of a mined repository.- Rather, the document reflects
a lack of confidence and understanding in detail of the geologic aspects of
Geologic Disposal.

Staff Response to Comment 117:

The selection of materials for repository construction and waste p ckaglng is

within the programmatic responsibilit.es of the DOE. The NRC has never pro--

posed that man-made engineering (termed "unnatural" by Dr. Bird) "fight". the

geologic environment.

The analogy set forth in Dr. Bird's last sentence is not exact since one (
case (the dinosaur) can be documented by a prolific fossil record, while the

other case (the repository) is an entirely new future venture, with no

previous geologic record to draw upon.

Comment 116: Atomic Industrial Foruin (14)

We have also reviewed the recent DOE report regarding the Proposed Rulemaking
on the Storage and Disposal of Nuclear Waste. DOE/NE-0007. We agree with the
performance objectives noted in that document and presented below:

6.1 Containment should be virtually complete during the period dominated by
fission product decay.

6.2 Isolation from the accessible environment should be effective for at
least 10,000 years. and reasonably foreseeable events should not produce
consequences greater than normal variation in background radiation.

6.3 The operational phase of a waste disposal system should be as safe as for
other nuclear fuel-cycle facilities.

6.4 Environmental impacts should : mitigated to the extent reasonably
achievable.

6.5 Conservative design and evaluation should be applied to waste disposal
systems to compensate for any residual uncertainties.



6.6 Acceptable performanqe should be based on methods reasonably available
and should not depend upon continued maintenance or surveillance for
unreasonable times into the future.

6.7 Concepts selected for implementation should be independent of nuclear
industry trends and compatible with national policies.

We suggest that regulatory criteria consistent with these objectives would
provide the bases necessary for a practical and safe repository.

Staff Response to CoumentJ1118:

The proposed technical criteria appear generally to be consistent with the

above cited principles which are termed performance objectives In the DOE

report.

Cowment 119: American Institute of Chemicf1 Engineers (16)

We endorse the usage in the criteria of the principle of "as well as reasonably
achievable with respect to the degree of containment required. There are
many who would wish for "abstlute contairment" without realizing that this is
an unattainable goal. In whatever changes are made to these criteria, we urge
that this principle be maintained. To do otherwise would bring about lengthy
delays and introduce excessive costs.

Staff Response to Comment 119:

Although the proposed rule clearly sets forth minimum performance objectives

ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable) principles have not been incorporated.

The reason is that the Commission does not have confidence that an ALARA finding

could be made, since the more stringent the performance objectives become the

more difficult it will be to prove they are met. Further, the main object is

as will always be meeting the EPA standard which in fact will define what level

of safety is reasonably achievable.

Comment 120: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

The document represents a comprehensive effort with consideration of the
multiple geoscience, health safety and engineering disciplines involved. It
emphasizes the need of overall public safety concerns regarding radioactive
waste disposal, while generally recognizing the -realistic fact that absolute
isolation may not be assured or necessary. The document attempts to address
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fairly comprehensively major criteria for siting, design and decommissioning
of repositories. A few significant reservations on the overall document are
expressed below, while comments on specific sections are discussed separately.

The statement of overall performance objectives is an essential first step in.
the development of any design criteria. Hioyever, the draft tends to Intermix
the overall objectives with delineation of specific methods on how to achieve
these objectives. Such specifications are not necessary at this time and will
inhibit the development of alterritive design approaches based upon extensive
R&D activities and site specific 17vestigations. For instance, requirement of
minimum 2,000 year migration peatce ,rough a geologic media [6p.111(c)(4)-
(llt)], probably would not affect most % wository sites. Howe v r. there may
be sites which have extremely low potential for any release to occur that
would-not completely meet the 1,000-year criterion. Each site should be
judged on its total merits. Another example relates to the designation that
the waste package contain radionuclides for at least the first 1,000 years.
This could be stated as a general goal, but allowance should be made for
consideration of a shorter period if the Department can show some repository
sites to have geologic barrier conditions that can confidently be relied upon
during the first 1,000 years. If the NRC feels that example specifications
must Pe included, there should be clear designations that alternatives will be
acceptable if the Department demonstrates that overall performance objectives
are met.

In summary, it is recommended that all quantitative specificat ons related to
radionuclide release be eliminated or qualified as being goalslonly. The
final acceptance or rejection should always be based on a comp rison of
predicted release rates with established EPA radiation standards.

Also, comment is appropriate for absolute or extreme terms such as "all,"
"optimum," "minimum," 'maximum," most severe," and "too complex" that are
used in many locations in the draft. It is suggested that use of these terms
be reexamined to make sure that an unnecessarily rigid position is not taken
that will lead to future controversies in design development and licensing.
For instance, the requirement to design against "most severe" geologic event
[60.132(a)(3)(ii)] is impossible to meet since literally the absolute most
severe geologic event possible at any site would be eruption of a volcano or
displacement due to faulting. In reality, however, the probability of occur-
rence of these events is so small as to make them unimportant to overall
objectives.

Staff Response to Comment 120:

The technical criteria, and the performance objectives in particular, were

developed to compensate for the uncertainty inherent in any demo sIR~ation of

whether the EPA standard is met. The numerical values (e.g., 1000 gr containment)

were chosen as a balance among desire to make the site and design as good as

possible, the difficulty of achieving the objectives, and the difficulty of

and confidence in the demonstration that the performance object" Ax have been
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met. Hence, the NRC believes that these criteria will be effective in

contributing to overall confidence with safety of a proposed repository.

Accordingly, the NRC declines the suggestion to eliminate all quantitative

specifications related to radionuclide release. DOE always has the option to

request an exception to any pfrt of the NRC's regulation. Also see response

to Comment 1211

In response to Dr. Ellison's final point, the use of some of the terms in

question where inappropriate has been eliminated in the proposed rule.

Comment 121: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (20)

General - As noted in our co lent letter, we believe that many of the draft
technical criteria are not reasonable or realistic, and as such do not deal
with the issues in an appropr:iate manner. We recommend the following
significant changes:

a. Component performance standards should be eliminated. Instead, the
criteria should focus on the performance of the overall system and on
protecting current and future generations.

b. The considerations should acknowledge that these draft criteria apply to
a repository which will not be operational before 1997. Engineering
design requirements should be deleted from the criteria. This is needed
to provide the latitude to accommodate advances in technology, and future
knowledge gained on various geologic media.

C. Numerical criteria should be justified by both technical analyses and by
cost/benefit analyses.

Staff Response to Comment 121:

The NRC fully recognizes that a geologic repository is a system. However, the

NRC also recognizes that this syft is divided into two major components - the

engineering and the site - which have very definite functions, irrespective of

particular repository design. The proposed rule exploits those functions in

such a way that reliance on th engineering for repository performance dominates
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under those conditions when the response of the site to the wastes is most

uncertain, and reliance on the site dominates at the time when it is no longer

realistic to rely on the engineered barriers. With respect to the commenter's

second point, some of the design requirements have been deleted from the

technical criteria as set forth in the proposed rule to provide for greater

design latitude.

See also response to Comment 51.

Comment 122: Energy Resources Conservation & Development Commission (22)

With two exceptions, the draft technical criteria identify what appear to be
the important technical issues relevant to the performance of a geologic
repository for HL. nut identifying technical issues is different from
resolving them. The discussion of uncertainty in the Supplementary Information
accompanying these draft technical criteria indicates that the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) understands this difference. The NRC also appears to understand
that efforts to resolve the outstanding technical issues through rigorous
scientific investigation have begun only recently; otherwise the notion of
uncertainty probably would not occupy the prominent position it does in these
draft technical criteria. It is therefore difficult to determine whether the
technical issues are identified "adequately and fully." (p. 31398) Some
technical issues may be of wider scope than is currently believed. New issues
may also arise as investigations continue.

The first exception concerns the importance of in situ testing as a necessary
step in determining how the physical and chemical properties of a proposed
site affect transport of radionuclides. Although § 60.122(a)(9)(Iii-vi)
requires in situ investigation, there is no discussion of what constitutes an
in situ test. Moreover, it is unclear whether these in situ investigations
are necessarily site specific or whether generic test data for a particular
medium are acceptable. The CEC recommends that in situ testing be performed
at repository depth and under conditions which are as close as possible to the
actual repository environment. The acceptability of generic and site specific
in situ testing data should also be clarified. For example, generic in situ
testing data may be acceptable in conjunction with additional site character-

-4zation criteria to assure that the properties of a particular site do not vary
-ijnificantly trot those in which the generic data were obtained.

The second exception is more fundamental. It concerns the basic approach to
scientific investigation which is embodied in the draft technical criteria.'

' 'The 'basiF approach to scientific investigation' should ot be confused with
the approach to licensing in the procedural element (44FR70408).
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The content of the draft technical criteria indicates that the CEC and the NRC
have fundamentally different conceptions of what it means from a scientific
standpoint to 'reasonably deal with issues in an appropriate manner."
(p. 31398)

Staff Response to Comment 122:

The NRC interpretation of the phrase Kin situ testing at depth" is set forth

in the Supplementary Information to the final rule 10 CFR Part 60 - licensing

procedures (46FRI3972) to mean the conduct of those geophysical, geochemical.

hydrologic, and/or rock mechanics tests performed from a test area at the base

of a shaft excavated to the proposed depth of a potential repository in order

to determine the suitability of a particular site for a geologic repository.

Comment 123: Energy Resources Conservation & Development Commission (22)

The flaw in the draft technical criteria is that they do not establish a mini-
mum of scientific knowledge which is necessary for licensing. In fact, these
are not licensing criteria at all but categories of information which must be
addressed to an unspecified extent in an effort to hedge against technical
uncertainty. Thus, instead of assuring that a licensing decision will be
based on an understanding of the repository environment, the draft technical
criteria would simply use whatever body of scientific knowledge exists at the
time a licensing decision is made. Although the draft technical criteria
provide a framework within which the knowledge base could be advanced to the
point of understanding the repository environment, the current proposal lacks
sufficient clarity to be even an effective hedge against uncertainty. For
example, as stated above, there is no definition of what constitutes an
'in situ determination." What does it mean that the "Department (of Energy)
shall validate analyses and modeling of future conditions and changes in site
characteristics using field tests, in situ tests, field-verified laboratory
tests, monitoring data, or natural analog studies." (p. 31401) What
constitutes validation?

The CEC's position on the technical basis for a licensing decision is that a
predictive capability must be demonstrated. Experiments must be performed
whose anticipated results are matched by empirical data. This approach is
stated more clearly in the CEC's Statement of Position in the NRC's Waste
Confidence Rulemaking (44FR61372). Until a predictive capability has been
achieved, no hedging strategy can presume to assure isolation of radionuclides
from the biosphere.

Although the draft technical criteria represent a serious effort to come to
grips vith the problems of licensing a repository, the criteria are premature.
The qualitative, philosophical approach embodied in these criteria is an
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indication of how little unambiguous date currently exists on repository
performance. This approach simply does not provide confidence Sin licensing
decisions. Moreover, the formal criteria which do exist are not well
conceived.

For example, the criteria provide no contairsent standard applicable to the
geologic barriers. I 60.111(c)(1) directs that waste packages should provide
reasonable assurance of complete containment for the first 1000 years after
deco_ issioning. I 60.111(c)(2) requires only the sae 1000-year containment,
as does 60.111(c)(3) pertaining to overall performance of the engineered
system. In other words, the criteria do not require the geologic media to
provide any containment whatsoever. Under this approach to isolating wastes,
it is not likely that investigations of the physical and chemical properties
of host media will be performed adequately.

Staff Response to Comment 123:

See response to Coment 122. Predictive capability can be demonstrated either

by experiment, as the cosmenter suggests, or by comparison of the results,

obtained f-ow predictive tools to exact solutions. The predictive capability

of models to be used by NRC in considering licensing proposals has been checked

to some extent by both methods. A thorough empirical check of predictive capa-

bility is Impossible because of the very long expected lifetimes of HLW reposi-

tories. Comparison of predicted results with exact solutions is also a limited

means of demonstrating predictive capability because available and obtainable

exact solutions Uenerally pertain tc very simplified situations. Long term

confidence in predictive capability is based on (1) agreement between predictive

models and short term (when compared to the total life of a repository) experi-

ments, (2) agreement between predictive models and exact solutions pertaining

to simplified situations, and (3) expected long terr geologic stability of the

repository site.

Provisions for the performance of the geologic setting during containment and

isolation periods are set forth In the proposed rule at 60.111(b). Further,
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required characteriftictsof the geologic setting and additional requirements

for the geologic setting are set forth at 60M112 and 60.122 respectively.

Coement 124: Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (28) -

We urge the Commission to determine that no proposed rule will be published
until a rule is drafted which properly implements the systems approach by
imposing performancc standards for the whole repository system rather than
individual components and until all requirements set forth therein have been
appropriately revieiJed and analyzed to assure that they have a suitable basis
and rationale and can be effectively applied in a regulatory framework.

Since an Important purpose of the NRC rule will be to Implement EPA standards,
which have not yet been formally proposed, we suggest that the Conmission
instruct its staff to respond to comments on the Advance Notice and to, defer
publishing a proposed rule until it can incorporate proposed EPA standards.

Staff Response to Comment 124: j

See response to Comments 51 and 121 for a discussion of NRC's view of the 'systems

approach".

Although no EPA standard for the disposal of HLW exists, the EPA has kept the

NRC staff apprised of its efforts and progress towards establishing such a

standard. Therefore, the NRC believes that the technical criteria for regulating

geologic disposal of HLW which have been developed will implement a generally

applicable standard and assure adequate protection of the public health and

safety. Whatever form the EPA standard takes it appears likely - within very

broad limits - that It will be necessary to rely upon the engineered and

geologic barriers to provide containment and isolation capability, respectively,

at the levels specified in the proposed technical criteria.

Comment 125: S. M. McElmurry (6)

Large amounts of geologic survey work will be done to establish the stability
and hydrology of a candidate repository formation. Since this will allow
establishment of a high level of confidence in continued stability for a few

.'_ - '- . ' ;. -
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hundred more years, the repository should then be allowed to accept any
reasonably imobilized recoverable waste for. such as fused ceramic glu;s, or
even encased metal oxides. Best presently available technology should become
the guideline, not some hypothetical future perfection which further delays
efforts to clean up our present mess.

Staff Response to Coment 125:

"Best presently available technology" may turn out to be a more rigorous

standard than the one proposed by NRC. The HRC thinks the 1, 0 year-minimum

standard is an appropriate one, provided that its achievement Ean be predicted

witt confidence, even if best", but such more expensive technology would allow

longer containment times.

C2M'ent 126: Environmental Protection Agency (23)

The proposed regulation does not adequately address the subject of groundwater
resources. in several places, consideration is given only to resent uses of
groundwater. This view is not in concert with the recognitio i 0.121(c)
that institutional controls may not persist for a long time. Accessible
environment", as defined in § 60.2(a), would only protect "pr sently used"
aquifers as designated under 40 CFR 146. However, the legislitive history of
the Safe Drinking Water Act makes it clear that both currently-used and
potential drinking water sources should be protected.

Staff Response to Comment 126:

The term "accessible environment" has been redefined in the proposed rule.

Comment 127: Environmental Protection Agency (23)

We anticipate that the proposed EPA standards will include a requirement that
provision be made for recoverability of wastes. If this requirement is
promulgated, the NRC draft Technical Criteria must provide for implementation.

Staff Response to Comment 127:

The proposed rule sets forth provisions for the retrievability of the wastes

at 60.111(a)(2). The staff's bases for the requirement are explained fully in

: ~.1-'s
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the technical support document which accompanies the proposed rule. The

provision is entirely Independent of the language of the EPA standard.

Comment 128: R. E. Johnson (24)

Though it say be an EPA responsibility, I believe that the concept of relative
risk must be addressed eit r as n equivalent ore body or otherwise. ALARA
necessitates it. .

Staff Response to Coment 28:

Although WRC's policy and practice with respect to executing its *health and

safety' responsibility generally includes an assessment of ALARA, there is no

requirement in the technical criteria to address the concept of relative risk

as an equivalent ore body. NRC does not believe it would be appropriate to

specify such a model since EPA has the responsibility to set generally applicable

standards. EPA may choosl to consider radioactivity levels in the environment

resulting from the preser e of ore bodies in its establishment of standards

related to HLW disposal.

Comment 129: Departaent of Environmental Protection, State of Connecticut (27)

I do not believe that the exposure limits In Title 10 CFR-Part 20 as they
apply to the general population are appropriate ftr this type of facility. In
fact, I do not believe that they will be in agreeaent with the standards being
developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. I believe that the
facilities can be designed and constructed to operate in a manner that will
produce a significantly lower exposure to the public.

Staff Response to Comment 129:

The provisions of 10 CFF Part 20 would apps to effluent releases and worker

exposures du-Ing waste handqsj!and emplaceent operations. It would not apply

to releases from the repository'after closure.

U-9
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Comment 130: Environmental Protection Agency (23)

The numbering system used does not allow for easy reading of grouped and
sequential ideas. Perhaps a number of additional subheadings would provide
greater clarity.

Staff Response to Comment 130:

In response to public comment the numbering system has been simplified.

Comment 131: Attorney General Abrams, State of New York (11)

The draft provides that the activities authorized by a license should "not
constitute unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public."
P. 313S2. cal. 3. As in other NRC licensing matters, the degree of risk
deemed unreasonable is not defined. It is worth noting, however, that the
public's perception of risk differs from that of the technical community,
which defines risk as the probability that an event (such as a major release
of radioactivity from a repository) will occur multiplied by the expected
consequences of the event. By this definition, if the probability is small
enough the risk may be viewed as modest, despite the possibly calamitous
consequences of an accident. But the public does not accept that reasoning.
According to a report by Battelle Pacific Northwest Division:

The greeral public often perceives
the outcomes of an event to be more
important than the probability.

Ref. 19, p. 14 (citation omitted). The NRC should learn to be responsive to
the public's perception of risk.

Staff Response to Comment 131:

The definition of risk presented in the comment is essentially correct, that

is, an expectation of an untoward outcome. The NRC attempts to describe risk

in a way that accurately reflects the consequences of possible events, even if

the likelihood of the event is small. The NRC believes this attempt is responsive

to the public perception of risk.

S..
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Comment 132: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

NRC Proposed Wording :

OAquifer" - means a distinct hydrogeologic unit that readily transmits water
and yields significant quantities of water to wells or springs.

Recommended Revision:

'Aquifer" - means a layer of rock or soil which is relatively more permeable
than the nearby layers above or below and through which water flows. In an
aquifer, the yield to wells is generally considered to be more than 1/3 gallon
per minute.

Rationale:

Words like Isignificantm can lead to endless debate in the licensing process.

Staff Response to Comment 132:

The staff believes that the definition of the term aquifer" as appeared in

the draft technical criteria conforms more closely to the definitions presented

in the comonly used reference books - Dictionary-of Geological Terms (1976,

prepared under the direction of the American Geological Institute) and the

Glossary of Geology (1980) edited by R. L. Bates and J. A. Jackson and published

by the American Geological Institute than that proposed by DOE. The definition

set forth in the Glossary of Geology uses the phrase "significant quantities

of water to wells and springs." However, both the definition and usage of the

term 'aquifer" have been deleted from the proposed technical criteria. What

will be important, in this context, is the accessibility of water from aquifers

and the release to the environment of radioactivity levels of concentration

inconsistent with the EPA standard.

Comment 133: TASC enclosure in Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (28)

Aquifer

The phrase *significant quantities of water* is ambiguous and can lead to
conflicting interpretations. This should be improved with a more definitive
term.
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Staff Response to Coment 133:
I

See response to Cnent 132.

Coment 134: Attorney General Abraas, State of New York (11)

The definition section. Section 60.2. includes in the term 'accessible environ-
mentU only those aquifers which are presently used and have been designated by
the Environmental Protection Agency as underground sour es of drinking water.
P. 31399, col. 1. An Naquifer" is then defined in term of yielding Osignifi-
cant quantities of-water to wells or springs In viewrof the water shortages
already experienced in some parts of the country and those which could arise
in the future. the regulations should attempt a more comprehensive protection
of groundwater from radiation -- encompassing even small aquifers not currently
used or designated by the EPA.

Moreover, the draft regulations do not require, as they should, avoiding all
sites near aquifers or lakes or rivers. See Appendix, p. 58. Rather, they
omit this obvious requirement from j 60.122(b)(3), p. 31402, col. 1. Injaddi-
tion, the regulations should require abandonment of any site where aquif rs
are found, but fail to do so. j 60.132(c)(9), p. 31405, col. 2.

Staff Response to Comment 134:

See response to Comment 132.

The determination as to whether a particular site is suitable to host a

repository will involve manifold factors, including proximity to rivers and

aquifers as part tf the hydrologic system of the geologic setting. There seems

to be no good reason to single out proximity to a river or lake or a siting

criterion since radionuclide migration time from the emplacement to the

environment is the key parameter of interest.

Coment 135: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (20)

60.2 - Under definitions, the definition of 'barrier' should be expanded to
include materials or structures which function to reduce corrosion and modify
or exclude groundwater and thus prevent anything from getting to the radio-
active waste to move it outward. As written, the barrier function only covers
retardation of radionuclide movement outward.
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Staff Responst to COmflL 'M5:

The d'finitlon of Obarrierl has been s11gh 1y modified in the proposed technical

criLeria. As modified, the term barrier ncw means any material or structure

that prevent* or substantially delays the movement of water or radionuclides.

taterials or structures which Inhibit corrision of waste cannistern could fall

within the definition of barrier.

Cooment 136: TASC enclosure In Lowenstein.lNewnman Reis. Axelrad & Toll (28)

Confining Unit

This definition is also unclear. It would be improved by inserting "adjacent
to an aquifer" after 'hydrologic unit." Ater all, a confining unit should
confine something, e.g. an impermeable sha'e bed overlying a permeable sand-
stone layer. In this sense a mass of gran-.e is not a confining unit just
because it is relatively impermeable, nor -s it proper to consider a salt dome
itself as a confining unit.

Staff Response to Comment 136:

The definition of the tern *confining unit' has been deleted from the proposed

rule.

Coment 137: U.S. Department of Energy (lkj

NRC Proposed Wording:

'Container" - means the first major sealed enclosure that holds the waste
fom.

Recommended Revision:

"Canister" - means the inne-most sealed enclosure that holds the waste form.

Rationale:

Canister is the more commonly used term. 'ie tern 'first" is unclear depending
on whether one is counting from the outsiWe or the inside.

Staff Response to Comment 137:

The definition of the term 'container" has been deleted from the proposed rule.
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Comment 138: U.S. Departmert of Energy (18)

NRC Proposed Wording:

aDecommissioning" - means final backfilling of subsurface facilities, sealing
of shafts, and decontamination and dismantlement of surface facilities.

Recommended Revision:

`Decomissioning" - means removal from active operational usqge including
decontamination and/or dismantlement. J
Rationale:

Dicoiissioning should be differentiated from isolation.

Staff Response to Comment 138:

The staff believes that the present definition adequately distinguishes

7ecommissioninge from "isolation".

Comment 139: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy, (18)

Subject of Comment: I
60.2 'Decommissioning--mears final backfilling of subsurface facilities,
sealing of shafts, and decoitamination and dismantlement of surface facilities.'

Comment:

Change of "..sealing of shafts..." to "...sealing of penetrations such as
shafts..." is recommended.

Staff Response to Comment 139:

The rationale for the recommended change was not presented. The staff sees no

reason to modify the definitions as suggested.

Comment 140: TASC enclosure in Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (28)

Decommissioning o

This is a misleading term. After backfilling and sealing is when the basic
functioning of the repository begins. Suggest substitution of the word "closure."

* : _ _
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Staff Response to Comment 140:

The term kdecomissioning" has now been changed to 'decommissioning" or

"ptreanent closure" in S 60.2.

Comment 141: Arvin S. Quist (6)

'Disposal" is stated o mean "permanent emplacement within a storage space
with no intent to ret leve for resource values.' I would suggest that
'disposal' should sea eq4lacement with no intent to retrieve for any reason
after decommissioning of the repository. "Disposal" should emphasize that a
final decision has been made with respect to these wastes except for unfore-
seeable circumstances that might occur within the repository prior to
decommissioning.

Staff Response to Convent 141:

In response to public consent on 10 CFR Part 60, the definition of the tenm

"disposal" has been Jevised.

Comnent 142: U.S. atsent of Energy (18)

NRC Proposed Wording:

"Disposal" - means permanent emplacement within a storage space with no intent.
to retrieve for resource values.

Recommended Revision:

Delete 'for resource values".

Rationale:

The tem "permanent emplacement" earlier in the definition implies no intent
to retrieve for any reason. If there is intent to retrieve, the tern
bstorage" rather than 'disposal' would apply, and emplacement would not
necessarily be "permanent'. Although the capability to retrieve will be
maintaired through the operational phase. there is no intent to retrieve
unless required for safety.

Staff Response to Coont 2:

The revised definition of the term "disposal" now reads as follows: "disposal

means the isolation of radioactive wastes from the biosphere."
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Comsent 143: Attorney General Abrams, State of New York (11)

The definition of Oexpected processes and events" very specifically excludes
htman intrusion, £ 60.2, p. 31399, cal. 1 -- despite the admission that such
intrusion cannot be prevented. This defined term is then used repeatedly in
I 60.1l1(c) to free DOE from the responsibility of avoiding human intrusion in
meeting performance objectives. P. 31400, ccl. 1-2. Thus, the theory behind
the regulations is to define away the problem of intrusion and forget about it
for licensing purposes -- despite the real possibility that an intrusion will
permit a large release of radioactivity.

Staff Response to Comment 143:

See response to Comment 91.

Coibent 144: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

NRC Proposed Wording:

"Expected processes and events" - means those natural processes or events thaL
are likely to degrade the engineered elements of the geologic repository
during a given period after decormissioning. As used in this part, expected
processes and events do not include human intrusion.

Recoumended Revision:

Change Odegrade* to "occur and act upon".

Rationale:

The definition of 'expected processes and events* is limited to these processes
or eventso that are likely to degrade the engineered elements..." Since this
is a vuch narrower definition than would normally be ascribed to the term
"expected processes ard events", either the term should be made more specific
and descriptive, or its definition should be more general for consistency with
normal usage.

Staff Response to Comment 144:

'Expected processes and events' have been redefined as *anticipated processes and

events to Fort clearly convey what is meant and the role such events will play

in the licensing process.

Comment 145: Bird enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

"'Expected processes or events' - beans those natural processes or events that
are likely to degrade the engineered elements of the geologic repository
during a given period after decommissioning." HKm are these processes or
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events distinguished as being deleterious? Some might Aiprove on "engineered"
barrier, as discussed earlier.

Staff Response to Comment 145:

See response to Comment 144.

Comment 146: TASC enclosure in Lowensteft, Newman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (28)

Expected Processes and Events

It is unreasonable to limit this definition only to those natural processes
and events that are likely to degrade the engineered elements. Processes and
events way also occur that would improve containment and isolation and not
adversely affect engineered elements. We suggest changing degrade to
Moccur," and deleting "the engineered elements of the geologic repository.

Staff Response to Comment 146:

See response to Comment 144.

Comment 147: U.S. Department of Energy (1S)

NIC Proposed Wording:

"Floodplain" - means the lowland and relatively flat areas adjoining inland
and coastal waters including flood prone areas of offshore islands including,
at a minimuc, that area subject to a one percent or greater chance of flooding
in any given year.

Recommended Revision:

Use a different word than floodplain.

Rationale:

This definition dots not correspond with the standard meaning of "floodplain"
as used by other government agencies (EPA). Suggest another term covering all
areas susceptible to flooding, e.g.. lflomdprone".

Staff Response to Comment 147:

The definition of 'floodplain" used in the technical criteria is derived from

the definition set forth in the U.S. Wate- Resources Council's Floodplain

Management Guidelines for Implementing E.G. 11988 published in the February 10,

1978 issue of the Federal Register (43 FR 6030). The NRC disagrees with the
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DOE's opinion that this definition does nct correspond to the EPA usage of the

term. The NRC believes that the definition ef *floodplain set forth in the

EPA's proposed Guidelines on Hazardous Waste at 43 FR S8997 (December l8, 1976)

is quite similar to the definition set forth by the U.S. Water Resources Council,

and hence, similar to the NRC definition.

Comuent 148: TASC enclosure in Lowenstein[ bemamn, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (28)

Floodplain

This definition Is clarified later in the criteria as being in the context of
an Executive Order precluding federal construction in a floodplain, which is
that area flooded by a calculated hundred-yea- storm. However, as a technical
definition it is ambiguous because it implies that a floodplain does or does
not exist if it has a greater or lesser chance of flooding Kelative to some
arbitrary amount. This would be patently abssrd, and simi lar reasoning can
hardly be applied to defining other geologic/:eoworphic features, eg., volcano.

Staff Response to Consent 148:

Floodplain, as defined in the technical criteria, is the lowland-and relatively

flat areas adjoining inland and coastal waters including floodprone areas of

o-Ashore islands. The definition also includes that area subject to a one percent

o greater chance of flooding in any given year. This quantitative addition

Is necessary to include many areas which are cat part of a floodplain in the

geologic sense (lowland and relatively flat ayeas adjoining inland waters) but

are floodprone. This addition also facilitates the inclusion of areas that

are above the geologic floodplain but are now floodprone due to manmade channel

obstructions or upstream development.

Comment 149: TASC enclosure in Lowenstein, bewacn, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (28)

GeoloQic Repository

It seems overly broad to include in this definition "all surface and subsurface
areas where natural events or activities of van may change the extent to which
wastes are isolated." Strict application of this definition could include
parts of surface-water basins that are several tens of kilometers from the
site, and other features at similar distances. While it is agreed that these:
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feaourts are Important to the repository and should be evaluated as part of
thelrepository system, they are not a direct part of the repository. Use of a
term such as 'region of Influence,' which does not suggest a specific geographic
location, would be preferred.

Staff Response to Comment 149:

The definition of "geologic repository" has been revised in the proposed rule to

mean a system for the disposal of radioactive wastes in excavated geologic medi?.

A Q4ologic repository includes (I) the geologic repository operations area and

(2).the geologic setting. The geclogic setting is the spatially distributed

geologic, hydrologic, and geomechanical systems that provide isolation of the

wastes.

Comment 150: U.S. D4partment of Energy (18) |

NRC Proposed Wording:

"Geologic repository operations area" - means a HLW facility that is part of aJ
geologic repository, including both surface and subsurface areas, where waste
handling and emplacement activities are conducted. I

Recouaended Revision:

Redefine to address TRU disposal also, If appropriate.

Rationale:

See major comments.

Staff Response to Conment 150:

The provisions of 10 CFR Part 60 address only those facilities that are subject

to NRC licensing. If TRU is disposed of in a geologic repository operations

area, the applicable provisions of Part 60 would have to be met.

Coaeent 151: American Institute of Chemical Engineers (16)

Defirition of High-Level Waste

The definition of "high-level radioactive waste" given in the criteria document
includes "irradiated reactor fuel" along with the customary HMW froom reprcces-
sing. Although either political considerations or lack of storage space for
spent fuel might require disposal of unreprocessed spent fuel. we do not
consider this material as a "waste" by any provident definition. As you know,-
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most nations using nuclear power view spent fuel as a valuable material,
particularly for the breeder reactors that they have built and are continuing
to build. Even the United States goveiqmeat must view spent fuel as having
appreciable value, in a defensive sense, because of the extreme security and
protection required to prevent its diversion to other uses.

Therefore, we recommend that "Irradiated reactor fuel" not be included in the
definition of high level radioactive waste. Instead, the usage could be
something like "--emplacement of high-level waste or spent fuel in--.'

Staff Response to Comment 151:

It Is the Commission's position that ben iewed as falling within the

purview of Section 202 of the Energy Reorganization Act, irradiated reactor

fuel is high-level waste.

Comment 152: Environmental Protection Agenry (23)

NRC and EPA should assure that the definition of Nhigh-level waste' be identical
in 5 60.2 and In the forthcoming EPA stan ards.

Staff Response to Comment 152:

See response to Comment 151.

Coument 153: Arvin S. Quist (6)

'Important to safety" refers to "undue risk to health and safety of the public."
Subpart 60.101(b) mentions "unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the
public." Is there a difference betweet lundue risk" and "unreasonable risk"?
Why not use either ters, but not both? In any event, the tern(s) should be
defined to provide more specific guidaice in the evaluations that are to be
performed in accordance with 10 CFR Part 60.

Staff Response to Comment 153:

The 'unreasonable risk" standard emplojs statutory language. See, e.g.,

AEA §57d., 42 U.S.C. 2077. The Oundue risk` language employs the parallel,

established, phraseology from 10 CER Part pendix A.

Co.ment 154: Bechtel kational. Inc. (13)

The definition of items Niportant to safett does not include engineered
items which are important for assuring the tong tern isolation of the waste

. . .. ,
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froe the biosphere, e.g. , the waste form, container and overpack. Should such
Items be considered within the definition of important to safety?

The definition of "Important to safety' uses the words "without undue risk to
the health and safety of the public'. Due to lack of specificity, this
qualitative definition has caused much difficulty in the licensing of
reactors. It Is recommended that the Cefinition be quantified to specifically
apply to Items essential to the prevention or sitigation of the consequences
of operational accidents that Could result in exceeding some defined radiological
release or exposure limits.

StaIf Response to Cogment 154:
The staff believes that the present definition of "important to safety" with

reference to structures, systems and components as set forth at 60.2 would include

engineered items such as the examples provided by the commenter.

See also response to Comment 153.

Connt 155: U.S. Department of Energy (le)

Rd Proposed Wording:

61mportant to safety" with reference to structures, systems, and components,
means those structures, systems, and components that provide reasonable assurance
that radioactive waste can be received, handled, and stored without undue risk
to the health and safety of the public.

Recommended Revision:

ltmportant..." means those structures, systems. and components that prevent
or mitinate events that could cause unreasonable risk to the health and safety
of the public due to release of radtoactive material.

Rationale:

To be consistent with 60.171(b).

Staff-Response to Comment 155:

See retuds se to Comment 153.

Comment3156: Bird enclosure in U.S. Dezartaent of Energy (18)

Ove-eatk - "any additional receptable (sic), wrapper, box or other structure" -
I vslid suggest adding material to the list because a component of the overpack
zigh' iot be only structural.

. -%( -O.-
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Staff Response to Comment 156:

In response to the commenter's suggestion, the wording buffer *material" has

been included in the definition of the term *overpack."

Comment 157: Bechtel National, Inc. (13)

Paragraphs 60.133(b)(4)(iii) and 60.171(b) use the term safety related". in
one case referring to safety related structures, systems or components, and in
the other to functions of structures, systems or components.

Are these intended to be the same as structures, systems and components
"important to safety"? In 10 CFR Part 50 the nuclear industry has lived with
an ambiguity between these terms for many years. It is recohmended that the
same conflict not be repeated in Part 60. It would seem that the requirements
should consistently refer to functions of structures, systems and components
important to safety, or it should be stated that the terms "important to
safety' and 'safety related" as applied to equipment functions are synonymous.

Staff Response to Comnent 157:

The term "safety related" has been deleted from the proposed rule. See also

response to Coament 153.

Comment ±58: Bechtel National, Inc. (13)

The term 'single failure" is used-in Paragraph 60.132(b)(8)(i) but is not
defined. It is not clear whether this refers to an "active" failure or both
"active" and 'passive' failures. In nuclear plants, the single failure
applies to a single active failure unrelated to the Initiating event. Is this
intended here? Single failure should be defined in Section 60.2.

Staff Response to Comnent 158:

The term "sinni' ': lurc" has been deleted from t- proposed rule.

Cowent 159: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

NRC Proposed Wording:

'Stability' - means the rate of natural processes affecting the site during
the recent geologic past are relatively low and will not significantly change
during the next 10,000 years.
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Recommended Revision:
I

'Stability' Is a relative term indicating that the rates of natural processes
such as erosion and faulting-are so low that their effect will not jeopardize -
Isolation of the waste. This is determined by measuring the present rates of
those processes and, by geologic evidence, deducing the rates in effect during
the recent geologic past.

Rationale:

Specifying 10,000 years is useful and reasonable, but the terms above are
somewhat subjective. It is also recommended that the regula ion stipulate the
first 10,000 years as the period over which reasonable assurance of isolation
be provided (i.e., consistent with DOE's proposed objectives as set forth in
its Statement of Position in the Confidence Rulemaking).

Staff Response to Comment 159:

The definition of the term Istability' has been revised.

Comment 160: Cook enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Turning now to Subpart E, itself, at least two of the definitions way lead to
confusion. First, "IStability' - means the rate of iVeturai processes affecting
the site during the recent geologic past are relatively low and will not
significantly change during the next 10,000 years". This is neither a rigorous
nor precise statement. Second, "Underground Facility' - means the civil
engineered structure, including backfill materials, but not including seals
(emphasis added) in which waste is emplaced"; in some rocks backfills and
seals may have to be synonymous.

Staff Response to Comment 160:

See response to Comment 159.

The definition of 'underground facility" hLs been modified and avoids the

difficulty cited by the commentor. See response to comment 165.

Comment 161: Bird enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Stability - The definition is too imprecise, and does not make clear the
distinction between rate of natural processes versus events of short duration
during the specified period of the next 10,000 years.
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Staff Response to Comment 161:

See response to Comment 159.

Comment 162: Bechtel kational, Inc. (13)

The definition of MTRU waste" should be more specific since as currently
defined spent fuel could be classified as either HlW or TRU waste. Is this
overlap intended q r are the definitions of TRU waste and HLW meant to be
mutually exclusiv1 as is implied by the criteria of Paragraph 60.111(c)(3)?

Staff Response to Comment 162:

See response to Comment 151. The definition of the term 'transuranic wastes'

has not been modified in the proposed rule.

Cooment 163: U.S. Department of Erergy (18)

NRC Proposed Wordin:

'Transuranic wastes' or 'TRU wastes' - means radioactive waste containing
alpha emitting transuranic elements, with radioactive half-lives greater than
one year, In excess of 10 nanocuries per gram.

Recomwended Revision:

a. Insert 'other than NLW" after "radioactive waste'.

b. Delete numerical definition of 10 nanocuries per gram.

Rationale:

a. Clarity

b. Numerical definitions for TRU wastes are being formulated by EPA and IRC
regulations would more appropriately reflect the EPA definition. While
DOE regulations use 10 nanocuries per gram to define the level above
which TRU-contaxinated wastes will not be emplaced in shallow land burial,
a more precise evaluation of this limit is underway which may lead to a
redefinition.

Staff Response'to Comment 163:

The NRC believes that the separate definitions of the terms "High-Level

Radioactive Wastes" (HLW) and "Transuranic wastes' (TRU) clarify sufficiently

their distinctiveness in 10 CFR Part 60. If the limit of 10 nanocuries per
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gram should require redefinition at a future date, the appropriate provisions

of the rule can then be revised by KRC.

Comment 164: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

URC Proposed Wordina:

*Underground facility' - means the civil engine e structure, including
backfill materials. but not including seals. In qfhch waste is emplaced.

Recommended Revision:

Change 'civil" to 'subsurface".

Rationale:

Clarity.

Staff Response to Comnent 164:

The definition of the term Munderground faciliti has been modified in

response to public comment.

Comment 165: Bird enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Underground facility. Seals might be made of geologic materials and be part
of the engineered structure.

Staff Response to Comment 165:

Seals, regardless of the type of material they are composed of, are not

considered part of the underground facility by the hRC. The revised definition

of the term "underground facility," may allay some of Dr. Bird's concerns.

Comment 166: Bechtel National. Inc. (13)

The term 'unreasonable risk" is employed in Paragr3i 60.101(b) and 60. 171(b).
Is this intended to be the same as "undue risk" us"i In Paragraph 60.2 or to
have a different meaning? Please clarify.

Staff Response to Connent 166:

See respone to Comment 153.
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Comnent 167: U.S. DkartteUnt of Energy (18)

Definitions should be added for tUe following tems which were used in the
regulation:

a. Institutional Centrol"
b. OLong Ter"
c. *Module"
d. *Saturated Media
*. eSite Suitability'. (Contrast with *Site/Facittty Acceptability")

Quaternary" (previde specific length of time)
g; 'Vadose Zone'

Staff Response to Cowient 167:

The staff believes that a number of these terms possess generally acceptable

definitions to the gezlogit and engineering co~aunity. The terms "instituional

control", "long term'. "saturated media". 'site suitability' and "vadose zone'

jre no longer used in the provisions of the proposed technical criteria.

Cowient 168: Ellison in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Qefinitions of the te-os "saturated media", site'. "institutional control',
Ind "odule" should be added.

Staff Response to Comment 168:

See response to Comme t 167. A definition ef the teim "site" has been added

to the proposed technical criteria.

Comment 169: Everett Irish (29)

Page 31399. Definitioms - Good effort, but I have same suggestions:
(a) Accessible Enviro'.ent - I wonder whether or net deep oceans and ocean bed
should not be exclude: from the pkrtions considerer readily accessible.
(b) Disposal definition should not use tere"storage space." (c) First HLW
definition should havt added 'if declared a waste.* (d) TRU wastes - isn't
the. 10 nanocurie per Var. limit u"der question?

Stitlesponse to Comment 169:

(a) The staff believes that since rivers 4: ulti2.tely flow into oceans, the

-oLeans should be considered as part of the accessible envirorment.
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(b) The revised definition of the term *disposal' ro longer contains the term

astorage space'.

(c) HLW is "waste" by definition.

(d) See response to Comment 163.

Comment 170: TASC enclosure in Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (28)

60.101

Paragraph (d)

In light of what we believe are excessively detailed specifications and require-
ments contained in the proposed tecvnical criteria (instead of performance
criteria) it is ironic to see such a statement.

Paragraph (e)

How is 'saturatlon" defined for salt?

Staff Response to Comment 170:

See response to Comment 171.

Comment 171: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.101(e)

NRC Proposed Wording:

(e) The requirements and conditions in subsequent sections assume 'Iat disposal
will be in saturated media. The Commission does not intend to exclude disposal
in the vadose zone or any other met-hod by promulgating these criteria; however,
different criteria way need to be developed to license other disposal methods.

Recombended Revision:

Rewrite or delete.

Rationale:

This seems unduly restrictive and raises question: as to what actually
constitutes a saturated medium and as to whether these criteria apply to-salt
deposits.

, -
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Staff Response to Co. b-t 171:

The requirements of Part 60 were developed assuming that disposal will occur

in saturated media because it was NRC's uderstanding that the sites currently

under consideration by DOE are at depths which would put a repository in the

saturated zone. The saturated zone is a subsurface zone in which all inter-

connected pore spaces are filled with water. The second line of 60.101(e)

recognizes that NRC is not excluding any potential ites DOE may characterize

in the vadose zone. Rather, NRC intended to point out that the tectnical

criteria were written for potential repository sites at depths which would

place them in the saturated zone; therefore, some of the provisions may not be

appropriate for sites situated in the vadose zone. Nowever, in response to

public comment and for clarity, references to the "saturated" and Ovadose"

zones have been deleted from the proposed rule.

Comment 172: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Comment:

60.101(e) 'The requirements and conditions in subsequent sections assume that
disposal will be in saturated media. The Comnission does not intend to exclude
disposal in the vadose Lone or any other method by promulgating these criteria;
however, different criteria may need to be developed to license other disposal
methods."

Comment:

Without a definition of saturated media, the statement is not very precise and
will have different meanings to different persons. For example, does the term
"saturated media" mean that the host is within a continuous water table
condition or does it simply imply "below the water table."

Staff Response to Comment 172:

See response to Comment 171.
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Coment 173: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (20)

60.101(e) W We believe the first sentence of this subparagraph should state
that the subsequent sections assume that disposal will not be in saturated
media".

Staff Response to Comment 173:

See response to Coement 171.

Comment 174: Duke Power Co. (25)

60.101(e) shy the presumptlbn of saturated media?

Staff Response to Comment 174:

See response to Comment 171.

Comment 175: U.S. Geo'ogicll Survey (12)

Page 31400, cols. I and 2, sec. 60.111. We support the performance objectives
presented here. Although demanding, they seem to be attainable, though at
considerable cost in funds ano at a cost of several years delay in attaining
operational status for a repository, when c Spared to the performance charac-
teristics DOE formerly assumed.

Staff Response to Comment 175:

Ho response required.

Comment 176: U.S. Department of Energy (iB)

The staff apparently recognizes in 60.M1, Performance Objectives, that it is
impossible to prove with certainty that the performance objt--tives will be met
in the far future. Thus the phrase Oreasonable assurance" Is used in conjunction
with several of these criteria. It would be useful to provide, possibly in
the statement of considerations, a discussion of the standard of proof implied
by "reasonable assurance". The Commission should also provide guidance relative
to the time over which reasonable assurance of isolation must be provided.
The Department has proposed an objective of 10,000 years as indicated in its
Statement of Position on the Confidence Rulemaking. We propose that a 10,000 year
requirement be set by the Cowmission in this regulation as a performance
objective for the repository.

. . .
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Staff Response to Comment 176:

The term treasonable assurance" is the standard employed in the procedural rule,

10 CFR 60.31(a) and corresponds to the traditional formulation used in the

review of facility license applications 10 CFR 50.40(a).

Comment 177: Bechtel National, Inc. (13)

Peasonable Assurance of Conformance to EPA Stand rds - The most significant of
the overall repository performance objectives defined in 1 60.111 of the
technical criteria is for the DOE to provide reasonable assurance that, after
decommissioning, the isolation of the radioactive waste will conform to the
applicable environmental standards established by the EPA. A major portion of
this proposed rule deals with what the NRC considers to be necessary to provide
this reasonable assurance. In dealing with this question, we believe that the
NRC has placed undue emphasis on the nature of the uncertainties associated
with transport of the waste through the geosphere to the exclusion of other
important considerations such as: the extent to which uncertainties can be
negated or made Inconsequential by bounding anal sis and design; the very
large costs in both tire and effort associated *th quantifying and reducing
uncertainties; and the incremental magnitude of Isks associated with residual
uncertainties. The deficiencies in the NRC appr ach are evidenced not only by
the tone of the proposed criteria, but also by th working draft of the bases
and rational document which was placed in the NRC Public Document Room for
inspection. This working draft deals almost exclusively with the uncertainties
associated with geologic/hydrologic site characteristics, waste transport
models, and supporting data. Little or no information or rationale is pro-
vided on the extent to which these uncertainties impact the risk to the public
health and safety, or how these uncertainties when found to be safety signifi-
cant can be reduced in importance by conservative design and analysis. Bechtel
believes that the NRC requirements could be greatly simplified and the apparent
excessive conservatisms removed lf-these additional factors in dealing with
the question of reasonable assurance are given adequate attention.

Staff Response to Comment 177:

The NRC believes that the rule requires only those characteristics necessary to

provide reasonable assurance, and that there are no 'excessive conservatisms."

See also comment 176.

- S -

Comment 178: Arvin S. Quist (6)

Suggested wording in (a)(1) is: U...reasonable a fGrance that radiation
exposures and releases of radioactive materials are as low as reasonably-

. *-. .2:11
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gram should require redefinition at a future date, the appropriate provisions

of the rule can then be revised by NRC.

Comment 164: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

ORC Proposed Wording:

OUnderground facility" - means the civil engined structure, Including
backfill materials, but not including seals, in ttlch waste is emplaced.

Recommended Revision:

Change civil" to 'subsurface".

Rationale:

Clarity.

Staff Response to Comwent 164:

The definition of the term "underground facility" has been modified in

response to public comment.

Comment 165: Bird enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Underground facility. Seals might be made of geologic materials and be part
of the engineered structure.

Staff Response to Comment 165:

Seals, regardless of the type of material they are composed of, are not

considered part of the underground facility by the NRC. The revised definition

of the term 'underground facility,' may allay some of Dr. Bird's concerns.

Comment 166: Bechtel National. Inc. (13)

The tern 'unreasonable risk' is employed in Paragrap- 60.101(b) and 60.171(b).
Is this intended to be the same as 'undue risk! usid In Paragraph 60.2 or to
have a different meaning? Please clarify.

Staff Response to Comment 166:

See respone to Comment 153.
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Comment 167: U.S. D;artment of Energy (18)

Definitions should be added for the following terms which were used in the
regulation:

a. 'Institutional Centrol'
b. "Long Term"
C. 'Module"
d. 0Saturated Mediae
e. SSte Suitability", (Contrast with 'Site/Facilfty Acceptability")

*Quaternary' (provide specific length of time,
9 "Vadose Zone"

Staff Response to Comuent 167:

The staff believes thtt a numer of these teres possess generally acceptable

definitions to the getlogic and engineering couuunity. The terms "instituional

control". 'long ter*, 'saturated media", site suitability" and "vadose zone*

tre no longer used in the provisions of the proposed technical criteria.

Comment 168; Ellison in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Qefinitions of the te-us "saturated vedie". "site'. "institutional control",
Ind 'module" should be added.

Staff Response to Comment 168:

See response to Comme-t 167. A definition cf the teir "site" has been added

to the proposed technical criteria.

Couient 169: Everett Irish (29)

Page 31399. Definitiors - Good effort, but I have same suggestions:
(a) Accessible Enviro-Aent - I wonder whether or nct deep oceans and ocean beC
should not be exclude: from the p~rtions considere: readily accessible.
(b) Disposal definiticn should not use tern "storage space." (c) First NLW
definition should hay, added "if teclared a waste.' (d) TRU wastes - isn't
tti 10 nanocurie per auar limit irder question?

Sta-t esponse to Comient 169:

(a) The staff believes that since rivers 6- u1ti.-:e1y flow into oceans, the

oteans should be considered as part of the accessible envirorment.

)11
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(b) The revised definition of the term "disposal" no longer contains the tern

storage space".

(c) HLW is 'waste' by definition.

(d) See response to Comment 163.

Comment 170: 7ASC enclosure in Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (28)

60.101

Paragraph (d)

In light of what we believe are excessively detailed specifications and require-
ments contained in the proposed tecnnicet criteria (instead of performance
criteria) it is ironic to see such a statement.

Paragraph (e)

How is .saturation" defined for salt?

Staff Response to Comment 170:

See response to Comment 171.

Comment 171: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.101(e)

NRC Proposed Wording:

(e) The requirements and conditions in subsequent sections assume 'at disposal
will be in saturated media. The Conmission does not intend to exclude disposal
in the vadose zone or any other method by promulgating these criteria; however,
different criteria way need to be developed to license other disposal methods.

Recomreneded Revision:

Rewrite or delete.

Rationele:

This seems unduly restrictive and raises question: as to what actually
constitutes a saturated medium and as to whether these criteria apply to salt
deposits.
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Staff Response to Con -t 171:

The requirements of Part 60 were developed assuming that disposal will occur

in saturated media because It was NRC's understanding that the sites currently

under consideration by DOE are at depths which would put a repository in the

saturated zone. The saturated zone is a subsurface zone in which all inter-

connected pore spaces are filled with water. The srrond line of 60.101(e)

recognizes that NRC is not excluding any potential sites DOE may characterize

in the vadose zone. Rather, NRC intended to point out that the technical

criteria were written for potential repository sites at depths which would

place them in the saturated zone; therefore, some of the provisions may not be

appropriate for sites situated in the vadose zone. however, in res7 onse to

public comment and for clarity, references to the "saturated" and ovadose"

zones have been deleted from the proposed rule.

Comment 172: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Comment:

60.101(e) "The requirements and conditions in subsequent sections assume that
disposal will be in saturated media. The Commission does not intend to exclude
disposal in the vadose zone or any other method by promulgating these criteria;
however, different criteria may need to be developed to license other disposal
methods."

Comment:

Without a definition of saturated media, the statement is not very precise and
will have different meanings to different persons. For example, does the term
"saturated media" mean that the host is within a continuous water table
condition or does it simply imply "below the water table."

Staff Response to Comnent 172:

See response to Comment 171.
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Comment 173: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (20)

60.101(e) !We believe the first sentence of this subparagraph should state
that the subsequent sections assume that disposal will not be in saturated
media".

Staff Response to Comment 173:

See response to Comment 171.

Comment 174: Duke Power Co. (25)

60.101(e) shy the presumption of saturated media?

Staff Response to Comment 174:

See response to Comment 171.

Comment 175: U.S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 31400, cols. 1 and 2, sec. 60.111. We support the performance objectives
presented here. Although demanding, they seem to be attainable, though at
considerable cost in funds ano at a cost of several years delay in attaining
operational status for a repository, when compared to the performance charac-
teristics DDE formerly assumed.

Staff Response to Comment 175:

No response required.

Comment 176: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

The staff apparently recognizes in 60.111, Performance Objectives, that it is
impossible to prove with certainty that the performance obj'J-tives will be met
in the far future. Thus the phrase "reasonable assurance" is used in conjunction
with several of these criteria. It would be useful to provide, possibly in
the statement of considerations, a discussion of the standard of proof implied
by "reasonable assurance". The Commission should also provide guidance relative
to the time over which reasonable assurance of isolation must be provided.
The Department has proposed an objective of 10,000 years as indicated in its
Statement of Position on the Confidence Rulemaking. We propose that a 10,000 year
requirement be set by the Coumission in this regulation as a performance
objective for the repository.
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Staff Response to Comment 176:

The term "reasonable assurance' is the standard employed in the procedural rule,

10 CFR 60.31(a) and corresponds to the traditional formulation used in the

review of facility license applications 10 CFR 50.40(a).

Comment 177: Bechtel National, Inc. (13) j
Peasonable Assurance of Conformance to EPA Standds - The most significant of
the overall repository performance objectives defined in § 60.111 of the
technical criteria is for the DOE to provide reasonable assurance that, after
decommissioning, the isolation of the radioactive waste will conform to the
applicable environmental standards established by the EPA. A major portion of
this proposed rule deals with what the NRC considers to be necessary to provide
this reasonable assurance. In dealing with this question, we believe that the
NRC has placed undue emphasis on the nature of the uncertainties associated
with transport of the waste through the geosphe r to the exclusion of other
important considerations such as: the extent to which uncertainties can be
negated or made inconsequential by bounding anal sis and design; the very
large costs in both time and effort associated with quantifying and reducing
uncertainties; and the incremental magnitude of * isks associated with residual
uncertainties. The deficiencies in the NRC app ach are evidenced not only by
the tone of the proposed criteria, but also by tie working draft of the bases
and rational document which was placed in the NRC Public Document Room for
inspection. This working draft deals almost exclusively with the uncertainties
associated with geologic/hydrologic site characteristics, waste transport
models, and supporting data. Little or no information or rationale is pro-
vided on the extent to which these uncertainties impact the risk to the public
health and safety, or how these uncertainties when found to be safety signifi-
cant can be reduced in importance by conservative design and analysis. Bechtel
believes that the NRC requirements could be greatly simplified and the apparent
excessive conservatisns removed if these additional factors in dealing with
the question of reasonable assurance are given adequate attention.

Staff Response to Comment 177:

The NRC believes that the rule requires only those characteristics necessary to

provide reasonable assurance, and that there are no "excessive conservatisms."

See also comment 176.

Comment 178: Arvin S. Quist (6)

Suggested wording in (a)(1) is: '...reasonable as 6rance that radiation
exposures and releases of rddioactive materials ar as low as reasonably
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achievable and in any event within the limits set forth in Part 20 of this
Chapter." (underlined words added)

Staff Response to Consent 178:

The staff declines to make the suggested change, inasmuch as Part 20 already

contains the ALARA concept.

Comment 179: (Bechtel kational, Inc. (13)

60.111(a)(1) - This paragraph specifies exposure or release limits during
normal operatirn but does not specify limits for operational accidents.
Should limits comparable to those of 10 CFR Part 100 apply? It should be
noted that, due to the nature of potential releases from repositories under
both normal and accident conditions, exposure limits need to be expressed in
terms of dose commitments to critical organs for a defined time period.

Staff Res onse to Comment 179:

The limits oi Part 100 are not applicable to accidents at a geologic repository.

Comment 180:( Environmental Protectior Agency (23)

§ 60.111(a)( ) *Radiation exposure or releases during operation" should add
the following: "...or such other standards as may be established by EPA".

Staff Response to Comment 180:

In response to EPA's suggestion paragraph 60.]U(a)(1) has been modified in

the proposed rule to include a reference to many generally applicable environ-

mental standards established by the Environmental Protection Agency." If EPA

adopts applicable standards, NRC will revise this provision as necessary or

appropriate.

Comment 181: fjlison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Comvent-

60.111(a)(2) Releases after decommissioning. 'The Department of Energy shall
provide reasonable-assurance that after decowissioning the geologic repository
will Isolate radioactive wastes to such a degree that quantities and concen-
trations of radioactive waste in the acessible environment will conform to
such generally'anplicable environmental standards as may have been established
by the Enviro- -al Protection Agency."
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Comment:

This statement is very reasonable and discussions at meetings with many
scientific contributors indicate general concurrence that releases should
conform to genetally applicable environmental standards.

It is noted here, that this same approach should also be taken relative to
determination of the adequacy of penetration seals [§ 60.132(c)(2)(iv)(b)].
At the recent International Meeting on Fenetration Sealing (May 7-9. 1980 in
Columbus, Ohio) it was a consensus that required performance of seals should
be measured in terms of potential nuclide release rates vs allowable standards;
as opposed to relating potential seal behavior to undisturbed rock behavior.

Staff Response to Comment 181:

A number of the design requirements set forth at § 60.132 in the proposed rule

tie directly into the performance objectives (60.111), which include

conformance with EPA standards.

Comment 182: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (20)

60.111(a)(2) - This subparagraph refers to as yet unestablished Environmental
Protection Agency performance standards which will apply to radioactive waste
releases to the accessible environment after repository decommissioning. As
such, it seems premature to specify an annual release rate (10-5 of 1000 year
inventory per year) without guidance from the EPA.

60.111(a)(3) - The last sentence requires that retrievability be accomplished
in about the same period of time as that during which the wastes were emplaced.
There is no technical justification for this requirement. [he designer should
estimate the time required for retrieval and design the underground structure
to permit retrievability to be accomplished over the estimated time period.
Since retrieval is not expected to occur, the design of the waste package
should not be unnecessarily influenced by the time required for retrieval,
which could be the case if a specified time requirement is imposed.

Staff Response to Comment 182:

See response to Comment 82

Comment 183: 1ASC enclosure in Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad L Toll
E2)-

Paragraph (a)(2)

Suggest substitute "closure" for "decommissioning."
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Paragraph (c)(1)

No technical justification given for 1000 years. 300 years is suggested as
technically justifiable, Ie.. fission product period.

Staff Response to Comment 183:

In 5 60.2, "decommissioning" is defined to mean the same as 'permanent closure.'

Paragraph (a)(2) has been deleted from the proposed rule. With respect to the

1000-year provision, see response to Coment 120.

Comment 184: Bechtel National, Inc. (13)

60.111(a)(3) - We recommend that the retrievability period be shortened to
extend for no more than 10 years beyond the waste emplacement date. Such a
requirement would appear to be as arbitrary as the proposed 50-year require-
ment, but would have the advantages of much reduced cost and assuring the
continued viability of soft rock media, while still satisfying EPA requirements.

60.111(a)(3) - The basis upon which a decision could be made to retrieve the
waste is not clear. Certainly the decision could not be expected to derive
from the monitoring program of Paragraph 60.137 in a 50-year period if the
system had been found to satisfy regulatory requirements for long-term barrier
performance. Rather such a decision to retrieve would have to be based on
some -other type of date or predicted environmental occurrence. However, in
the highly unlikely event that a decision were made to remove the waste, the
requirement to provide for retrievability within a time period that is about
the same as that in which it was emplaced seens to have little or no justifi-
cation considering the low probability of having to perform this operation and
the relatively large costs, difficulties, and timeframe associated with having
to ship and dispose of the wastes at some other location. Therefore, it is
recommended that the requirements for the retrieval timeframe be deleted from
the overall retrieval requirement.

Staff Response to Comment 184:

See response to Coment 82.

Comment 185: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Lepartment of Energy (18)

Subject of Comnent:

60.111(a)(3) Retrievability. 'The Department of Energy shall design the geologic
repository operations area so that the radioactive waste stored there can be
retrieved for a period of 50 years after termination of waste emplacement opera-
tions, if the geologic repository operations area has not been decom issioned.
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If during this period a decision is made to retrelve the wastes the DOE shall
insure that wastes could be retrieved in came ance with Part 20 of this
Chapter and in about the same period of time as that during which they were
emplaced."

Comment:

As an initial comment, the above statemett about retrievability can be confusing.
It states fairly positively that the waste oust be retrievable for 50 years
after termination of operations if the "ae has not been decommissioned.
However, the statement does not add'ess retrievability if the area is
decomm1ssioned. Also, what are the cond'tios which can lead to decommissioning
of an area? This confusion should be resolvtd in the final regulations.

Possibly of even greater Importance, the period of 50 years after termination
of operations appears to be very exessist. It is reasonable that the Depart-
ment and the Commission have some time a'ter waste placement to determine by
monitoring that conditions are acceptable for decommissioning without providing
special efforts to permit future retrieval. however, the major effort during
backfilling and decommissioning should be to maximize long term adequacy of
the repository. Trying to maintain a retrievable condition for the operating
life plus 50 years could in-and-of-itself redjce the safety of the repository
by causing undesirable rock stresses and movement. This will'be important in
other rocks which will crack, causing adnitional potential flow paths, if the
voids are not backfilled In a reasomable period. The actual time required for
retrieval should be set on a site bj site basis depending on conditions at
that site and the overall repository design. It would be reasonable to request
a minimum retrievable period for tte first several years of operation when
monitoring is being accomplished. A reasonable time frame would be 5 to
10 years for the first portion of a repository. Then at that time, the
Department and Comission should develop a final decowmissioning plan for all
future areas of the repository.

It is worthy to note that the regulations are requiring engineered waste
packages which will last for many wre ttan 50 years. On that basis, retriev-
ability would always be possible fo- at least 50 years if some extreme condition
occurred. The cost would be very high, but that very small risk is justified
by having a decommissioned system that tends to maximize long term storage
safety.

In closing, the Commission is urged to rnt close on this issue with an extreme
50 year position until all of tne ramifications of such a decision are understood.

Staff Response to Comment 185:

See responses to Comment 82.

Comment 186: R. f. Johnson (24)

60.1llta)(3)(i) Quoting an annual rate cuantitively appears very premature.
The rates should be different for different radioisotopes.
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Staf f Response to Comment 186:

The release rate request has been modified.

Comment 187: Duke Power Co. (25)

60.111(a)(3) The retrievability requirement is unclear. What Is the rationale
behind retrievability requirement which exte*nds 50 years beyond emplacement
of the ast waste? Can the retrievability aspects of repository design,
constru tion, and operation be relaxed If decommission1ng is planned before
the expiration of such a 50 year period? At wny rate, such a period is far
longer than that required for gathering of inrsitu data confirming the
acceptability of the dispical scheme.

Staff Response to Comment 187:

See response to Comment 82.

I !
Comment 188: Pinder enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Pa. 31400, Col. 2. Line 14b: Calculation of transport travel times requires
transport models -- have you de facto required models in your rules? The same
argument can be made for items (iii) top of page 31401, Col. 1 and elsewhere
beyond this point.

Staff Response to Comment 188:

The Com mission expects quantitative modeling to be used as part of the site

and design evaluation procedure. The documentation of and results from models

deemed appropriate by DOE should be a part of the license appliation. The point

is that the Commission is not specifying one model as the licensing model.

Comment 189: Lowenstein, Hewman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (1)

The limitation on annual release rate of radioactive material as proposed in
S 60.111(b)(3) needs to be clarified (in addition to providing the analytical
basis for the quantitative value). Such a requirement must bear some logical
relationship to the potential for producing hazard rather than as an arbitrary
expression of total inventory (eg. , is a release from a larger capacity
repository a priori more acceptable than one from a smaller capacity one?). -
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Staff Response to Comment 189:

The technical support document for the proposed rule sets forth the rationale

for the release rates. This document Is available from the NRC Public Document

Room.

Comment 190: Attorney General Abrams, State of New York (11)

The draft regulations do not comport with the NRC's duty of regulating DOE's
activities so as to assure public health to the maximum extent. Rather, they
are written in such a way as to suggest a standard of expediency: whatever
DOE can easily achieve will be deemed sufficient to satisfy the NRC, regardless
of what is truly needed to protect the public today and in the future.

For example, waste packaging is required, with Oreasonable assurance,' to
contain the radionuclides for the "first 1,000 years after decomissioning end
for as long thereafter as in [sic] reasonably achieable.0 § 60.111(c),
31400, col. 1. In effect, whatever the state of the art may be will be accepted
by the URC, without further thought. Again, the unierground facility must be
designed to provide "reasonable assurance of conta ment for the first
1,000 years Oand as long thereafter as is reasonablt achievable. Id., -col. 2.
Since the waste is highly toxic for a Pillion years, there is little point in
using the 1,000 year period -- it is a mere one-thousandth of the relevant
time period. The standard should be true isolation for the necessary period,
not for a very small portion of the necessary period.

Other provisions in the draft are vague, subjective, relative and too weak to
assure safety. For example, I 60.111(c)(2)(i) requires that the environment
for the waste packages "promotes the achievement of. § 60.m1(c)(iwr -- which
is much weaker than requiring that it in fact achieves the requirements of
that section. P. 31400, col. 1. Similarly, the draft does not require that
the site assure isolation, but only that it "exhibits properties which promote
isolation." I 60.111(c)(4)(ii), p. 31400, col. 2. Again, DOE's convenience,
rather than public safety, appears to be the motivating factor behind the
regulations.

The draft regulations do not adequately deal with the difficulty of predicting
future geologic, meteorologic, and human events. Instead, they evade the
issue, discussing some minor issues evidently thought-to reduce the problem --
but these issues are so minor as to be of very little value when compared to
the enormity of the problem. For example, the propolid4*swer to the human
intrusion problem is to select deep, 'uninteresting' iftal of little value in
terms of what are not considered valuable resources. P. 31395, col. 3. While
such steps may be better than nothing, their impact on reducing the uncertainty
of intrusion over a million-year period is very small. _
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Staff Response to Comment 190:

The regulations balance the needs for definitiveness and flexibility, but public

safety Is the motivating factor. See also responses to co>ments 91 (hOman

intrusion) and 176 (reasonable assurance,.-

Comment 191: U.S. logical Survey (12)

Or. the whole the doc ent represents significant progress toward defining
technical criteria or high-level waste (CH.W) repositories. The overall
approach to development of the criteria appears to be sound and appropriately
conservative for establishment of a regulatory framework for the licensing of
a new technology. Consicerations given within the supplementary information
are well thought out and adequate, and a rule structured upon these considera-
tions would likely address the important issues properly.

In particular, we believe that S 60.111(c). Performance of required barriers
and engineered systems, represents a sound approach to licensing. It is
sometimes stated that only the performance of the total waste isolation system
is relevant to licensing and performance requirements. But assessing the
total system, wheth r by models or some other approach, is an extremely
complex undertaking subject to considerable uncertainty as the supplementary
information points out. By requiring each major element in the waste
isolation system toj ndependently meet certain performance objectives, the
proposed rules break the problem down into more manageable parts and allow for
uncertainties in the performance of some components. The requirements stipu-
lated for the major barriers in 60.111(c) should, when set, provide reasonable
assurances that the short-lived fission products (especially Sr and Cs) will be
isolated from the accessible environment. The prognosis for the longer-lived
radionuclides will always be more uncertain than for Sr and Cs, but the longer-
lived nuclides may present a loaer risk.

Staff Response to Cowent 191:

No response required.

Comment 192; U.S. Department of Energy (1E)

Paragraph 60.111(c) - Performance of Required Barriers and Engineered Systems
requires that both the waste package and Ve underground facility be designed
to provide reasonabld-assprance that radlowuclides will be contained for at
least 1,000 years aftet d'itoumissioning. There is no basis given in the
criteria or in the Supplementary Information to support the selection of
1,OD0 years. The discussion under "1. Lifetime of the Repository" discusses a
period which "begins following closure of the repository, and will persist for
the time that the relatively short-lived fission products dorinate the hazard".

., . % .,
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The Department agrees with the concept of containment during this fission
product period es reflected in the Statement of Position of the United States
Department of Energy, DONJHE-0MG7, April 15, 1980, in the Proposed Rulemaking
on the Storage and Disposal of Nuclear Waste, In that document, the Department
identifies as Performance Obje.tives 1 (p. 11-7):

'Waste -antaiument within the imiediate vicinity of
initial placement sh:uld be virtually complete during
the period when radiation and thermal output are domi-
nated by fission prouct decay. Ary loss of containment
should be a gradual trocess which results in very small
fractional waste inventory release rates extending over
very long release ties, i.e., catastrophic losses of
containment should nrt occur".

However, if 1,000 years is Intended to represent this period uhere the hazard
is dominated by this fission p-oducts, we believe that it Is excessive.
Several organizations have developed curves of the relative contributions of
actinides and fission products to the radioactivity, decay heat or hazard
index of radioactive waste. Fr- example, EPA 520/4-79-007A, "Technical Support
of Standards for High-Level Racioactive Waste Nanagement, Volume A, Source
Term Characterization" Figures A-4 through A-23 present curves of radioactivity,
decay heat generation and untreated dilution index for the cases of a PWR
throwaway cycle, PWR U°2 cycle and mixed oxioe cycle. The following table was
derived from Figures A-4, A-5. and A-6 of that report.

Fraction of Tota Contributed by Fission Products
in PWR Throwaway Cycle

Decay Time in Years Relative Va'ue of Relative Value of Untreated Dilution Index
From Discharge Racioact'vity Decay Heat ("Hazard")

100 0. 5 0.286 1.0

300 0.18 D.C2 8.3 x 103

500 1.5 a 103 9.S x 1; 4 3.8 x 10 3

1. 0-3 -4 ~31000 1.0 x 10 3.5 x it. 1.4 x 10

Based on this table it can be seen that whether the concern is radioactivity,
decay heat, or hazard, the fission products n: longer dominate at 300 years.
It is recognized that other stuiies have proc~ced varying results due to the
input parameters assumed (burnr., etc.). We are not aware, however, of any
calculations that indicate tha, th-t hazard is dominated by fission products
beyond 300-500 years, let alone lODG years. Even using the assumption that
fission products have decayed t insignificant levels (less than 0.001 of
original value) after 10 half- ives, and.that cesium-137 and strontium-90
(both having half lives cf abct 30 years) are the dominant fission products,
300 years containment wotld aprear to be more supportable than 1000 years.
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Staff Response to Comment 192:

See response to Comment 120. The bases for the 1,000 years requirement are

presented in the tethnical support document that accompanies the proposed rule.

The technical support document is availa:le at the NRC's Public Document Roo.

Comment 193: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.111(c) Performance of Required Barriers and Engineered Systems

NRC Proposed Wording:

(1) Waste Package

The Department shall design waste packages so that there is reasonable
assurance that radionuclides will be contained for at least the first
1.000 years after decommissioning and for as long thereafter as is
reasonably achievable given expected processes and events as well as
various water flow conditions including full or partial saturation of the
underground facility.

(2) Underground Facility

The Department shall design the underground facility to provide reasonable
assurance of the following:

(I) An environment for the waste packages that promotes the achievement
of Paragraph 60.111(c)(1) above under conditions resulting from
expected processes and events.

(ii) Containment of all radionuclides for the first 1,000 years after
decommissioning of the geologic repository operations area and as
long thereafter as is reasonably achievable, assuming expected
events and processes and that some of the waste dissolves soon after
decommissioning.

(3) Overall Performance of the Engineered System After Containment

The Department shall design the engineered system to provide reasonable
assurance that:

(I) Starting 1,000 years after deccmaissioning of the geologic repository
operations area, the radionuclides present in HLW will be released
from the underground facility at an annual rate that is as low as
reasonably achievable and is is no case greater than an annual rate
of one part in one hundred tho*sand of the total activity present in
HLW within the underground facility 1,O00 years after decommissioning
assuming expected processes an: events.
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(il) Starting at decommissioning radionuclides present in TRU waste will
be released at a rate that is as low as reasqnably achievable and is
in no case greater than one part in one hund hd thousand of the
total activity present in TRU waste within the underground facility
at the time of decomissioning assuming expected processes and
events.

Recommended Revision:

a. Throughout, change "1,000 years after emplacements to a value which can
be more readily supported by technical analysis. (As noted in general
comments, 300 years seems to represent a more apprrpriate period.)

b. In (2)(ii) delete all after "processes".

c. In (3)(ii) add 'annual' before urate".

d. In (3)(r) and (ii) indicate the tine frame over which the release rate
should be maintained.

e. In (3)(i) and (il) the ZOne part in one hundred thousand" should either
be substantiated with a technical basis, replaced with a value whi h can
be substantiated, or left qualitative. Clarification should be provided
as to the boundary across which the release is measured (e.g. , entry into
aquifer) and how compliance can be proven.

Rationale:

a. (1) The rationale for a different value is discussed under Major Comments.

(1i) As noted in 60.111(a)(3) the option exists not to close the repository
for 50 years after termination of waste emplacement operations.
This makes the time of decommissioning very uncertain when the first
waste is emplaced.

b. The last phrase is too vague to be useful in a regulation.

C. Consistency with (3)(i). The time frame is not stated. Such rates are
likely to vary with time.

d. DOE knows of no basis for either promulgating that rate in terms of
safety gained or for believing that compliance with that rate could be
proven In a licensing proceeding.

Staff Response to Comnent 2193:

(a) See response to Comment 120.

(b) Some of the wording objected to by DOE has been deleted from the provisions

on the performance of the engineered system to contain HLW in the proposed

technical criteria.
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(c) In response to DOE's comment, the term 'annual' has been inserted in the

revised provision In! the proposed rule.

(d) The staff declines to sake the suggested change.

(e) The 1:105 ratio was intended as a minimum control on release of radionuclides

to the geologic setting frot the undekground facility. It was not intended

to be the entire or limiting control on release to the environment. Its

purpose-was to decrese the sensitivity of the repository to the variability

in performance of the site. I

Comment 194: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Comment:

60.111(c)(1) Waste Packages. 'The Departmlnt shall design waste packages so
that there is reasnable surance that raionuciides will be contained for at
least the first 1,000 years after decommissioning and for as long thereafter
as is reasonably achievable given expected processes and events as well as
various water flow conditions including full or partial saturation of the
underground facility."

Comment:

The general purpose of the 1,000 year designation appears reasonable based upon
radionuclide decay rates and desired redundancy with the isolation provided
by the geologic system. However, it seems premature at this time to absolutely
conclude that 1,000 years is the correct unaber for all repository sites. For
example, if a site is determined to provide extremely good natural isolation,
but waste packages can be assured for only 700 years because of a chemical
condition or waste package costs, the site may still present a very-attractive
alternative. It is strongly recomiended that this section be qualified to
permit shorter periods, if the Department can demonstrate that the combined
geologic barriers and engineered barriers satisfy the intent of a HLW repository.

Staff Response to Cosment 194:

See response to Comment 192.

Comment 195: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (20)

60.111(c)(1) - The beginning of this parag-aph states that the waste packages
shall be designed so that radionucclides will be econtained". Referring to the
definitions of 60.2, 'containment' means keeping radioactive'-waste within a
designated boundary. In the case of the 6C.111(c)(1) requirement, what is the
designated boundary?. One would assume that the designated boundary is the
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boundary of the waste package, but does this Include the retrievable package
or all cueponents emplaced (such as a liner that might be preplaced)? This
should be clarified.

This subparagraph also requires waste packapes to contain all radionuclides
for at least 1000 years given expected processes and events as well as various
water flow conditions. These two requiremerts are not compatible. The assumption
of full or partial saturation as part of expected processes and events is
overly conservative and unreasonable. These types of conditions would most
likely occur only as a result of gross failsre of the geologic environment and
all engineered systems, the very conditions against which the geol gic environ-
ment and engineered systems were selected.

Staff Response to Coment 195: The terms Ocontairpent" and "waste package"

are discussed in the new concepts section (60.102) of the proposed rule.

See responses to Comments 192 and 193.

Comrent 196: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (20)

Paragraph 60.111, Item (c)() and (2) - The footnote to these sub aragraphs
notes that these sections apply only to HLW. In fact, the entire regulation
applies only to HL and, as such, item (c)(3) should not distingu sh between
HL and TRJ waste. If a distinction Is necessary, reference should be made in
item (c)(3)(ii) to long-lived actisides contained within HLI such that the
applicability of this regulation would not te confused.

Staff Response to Coument 196:

If TRU waste is disposed of at an HiM repository, then the require ents of

Part 60 would also apply to the TR;. as appropriate. The requirements for

disposing of TRU at an HLW repository have been clarified. Also see response

to Comment 207.

Comuent 197: Duke Power Co. (25)

60.111 (c) (1)-(2) The specific performance requirements placed ornthv2waste
package (including waste forn) and underground facility violates the-ic 1^ept
of a systems approach - overall repository performance is the appiopriate
figure of merit.

60.111 (c) (3)-(4) This section deals with the overall performance of the
engineered system and the perforsance of the geologic environment. Again, the
discussion ignores our view of the systems concept. In any event. " ver, it
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would sees inappropriate to regulate a release rate per year, based in terms
of a fraction of the inventory present at some given time. Such a criterion
Is unrelated to impact on public safety and the environment, since a greater
fractional release rate from a small repository night well be less In absolute
magnitude than a smaller fractional release rate from a larger repository.

In sections (4)(i) and (iI), the term long tenW' needs to be defined. In
sectics. (4)(iii), we have the same problem of Inconsistency with the systems
approach concept, but In any event. do not understand how the specified travel
time is directly related to public health effects, and cannot ascertain fror
what point the 1000 years is meas ued. From the waste package to the accessible
environment? From the repository toundary (undisturbed-geology) to the accessible
environment? I
Staff Response to Comment 197:

The proposed rule approaches the problem of HLW disposal in geologic reposi-

tories by recognizing that any repository is a system of two major components--the

engineering and the site. Each major component serves a specific function over

a specific period of time with re~pect to containing and isolating HLW. See

also response to comment 120.

Comment 198: Everett R. Irish (2;)

Page 31400, column 1, line 5C - What is the basis for the 1000 year waste
package?

Staff Response to Comment 198:

See response to Comment 120.

Comment 199: Bechtel National, Inc. (13)

. 1.

60.111(c)(2) - The first paragraph of this section states that waste package
integrity must be maintained for the first 1000 years given various water flow
conditions including full or partial saturation of the underground facility.
Paragraph 60.l11(c)(2)(i) then requires that the design environment for the
waste packages promotes the 1000-year package integrity without full or partial
water saturation required. Thus, if the initial requirement is intended, the
requirement of Paragraph 60.f11(c)(2t appears superfluous.

Paragraph mn.111(c)(2)(ii) is even more confusing in that it states that the
1000-year Integrity requirement must be satisfied (presuiably without water
saturation) but that some of the waste-dissolves soon after decommissioning.
The statement Is self-contradicting and should be deleted.
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Staff Response to Comment 199: The provisions for the containment of wastes by

the engineered system have beer. modified. The assumption that some of the waste

dissolve after decommissioning has been deleted in response to public con'ent.

See response to Coument 120.

(Comment 200: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Comment:

60.211(c)(2)(Ii) Containment of all radionuclides for the first 1,000 years
after decomissioning of the geologic repository operations area and as long
thereafter as is reasonably achievable, assuming expected events and processes
and that some of the waste dissolves soon after decoaissioning."

Comment:

On the basis of § 60.111(a)(2) the geologic system should not have to contain) gall radionuclides under all possible conditions. Instead, the level of escape
should be within an acceptable standard. Also, it does not appear appropriate
to consider expected" geologic events in this connotation.* Instead, one
should consider the probability of events occurring during this relatively
short geologic period and the consequences of the events. The resulting risk
(determined by considering the probaullity of the event, the probability of
waste dissolutioning, and the probability of intersection of the event and
dissolved waste) should be less than the acceptable standard.

Staff Response to Comment 200:

See responses to Comments 120, 195 and 199.

Comment 201: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (20)

60.111(c)(2)(ii) - This subparagraph requires the design of the underground
facility to contain all radionuclides within the first 1000 years after decowris-
sioning. In addition to expected processes and events, it requires the assumption
that "some of the waste dissolves soon after decowuissioning". This assumption
appears overly conservative. Kajor efforts and expense are going into waste

--- Mackage design to contain all wastes for at least 1000 years so an assumption
some dissolves immediatel) after decommissioning is inconsistent.

'*tote: If expected means the probability of events that could occur, or only
-those events with a high probability of occurrence for a given period, this

-.ldefinition should be incorporated into the Definitions section.
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Also, what is the designated boundary" for containment? It cannot be the
boundary of the underground facility since, after decommissioning, the boundary
Is no longer definable. What is important is that radlionuclides not reach the
accessible environment for 1000 years. This is accomplished by providing a
waste package that will last for 1000 years and, in case of failure of the
package. a geologic barrier that provides a radionuclide travel time of
1000 years as required by 60.1il(c)(4)(iii).

Staff Response to Comment 201:

See response to Comment 120, and 199.

Comment 202: Tauke & Adam (21)

60.111(2)(Ii) "...and that some of the waste dissolves soon after decommissioning...
What wastes, how soon???

Staff Response to Comment 202:

See responses to Comments 120 and 199.

Comment 203: Everett R. Irish (29)

Page 31400, column 2, line il - Incorrect use of containment."

Staff Response to Comment 203:

The revised provisions of 60.111 as set forth in the proposed rule correctly

use the term "containhent.

Comment 204: Bechtel Hational. Inc. (13)

60.111(c)(3) - After 1000 years, it should be assumed that the waste packaging
(engineered system) has performed its required function and that it is then
the function of the remaining barriers in conjunction with the leach rate of
the waste material (waste form) to assure that the EPA criteria for radio-
activity release to the biosp"ere are not exceeded. Thus, it is unnecessary
and inappropriate to stipulate a aaximun leak rate from the engineered system
after 1000 years. This type of requzirement adds nothing to the reduction of
risk to the public since it is not likely to influence the waste package
design, but it could cause considerable difficulty and delay in the licensing
process assuming demonstration of the criteria is necessary. This same comment
applies to the TRU waste packaging where the leak rate criterion is applied
starting at decommissioning.
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Staff Response to Comment 204:

See responses to Comments 120 and 207.

Comment 205: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Departmeit of Energy (18)

Subject of Comment:

60.111(c)(3)(i) "Starting 1,000 years after decoeinssioning of the geologic
repository operations area, the radionuclides presert in HLW will be released
from the underground facility at an annual rate that is as low as reasonably
achievable and is in no case greater than an annual rate of one pirt in one
hundred thousand of the total activity present Is HLW within the underground
facility 1,000 years after decoaissioning assuring expected processes and
events."

Comment:

Relating the allowable release rates to the total activity in the repository
is inappropriate. Using the arbitrary 1/100,000 ratio could be either conserva-
tive or unconservative depending on the size of the site and repository condi-
tions. Instead, the allowable release rate should be determined by the conse-
quence or risk of the indicated release in relation to an acceptable standard.
The consequence depends on the mode of potential release, concentration of
contaminants, type of radioactive source, etc., in addition to the activity
release rate. Risk will depend on the probability of potential events occurring.
(Note: It is not appropriate to discuss *expected" geologic events in this
situation.*)

Staff Response to Coment 205:

See response to Comment 193. The term "expected processes and events" has been

replaced by *anticipated processes and events' which better defines which is meant

and such events will be considered in the licensing process.

Coment 206: Everett R. Irish (29)

Page 31400, column 2, line 14 - Use of the word starting" is misleading.
Sounds like there is some basis for 1000-year containment and the leaching
starts then.

Page 31400, column 2, lines 21-22 - 1 part in 105 is technically misleading
(gives Impression of a constant leach rate and proportional radionuclide (con-
tent) and unrealistic. What reasonable basis is there for such a low limit?
Same elsewhere.

*See footnote for Section 60.111(c)(2)jif).
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Staff Response to Coament 206:

See responses to Comments 193 ahd 207.

Comsent 207: Ellisen enclosure i1~ U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Cooment:

60Q.ll(c)(3)(1i) Starting at decommissloning radionuclides present in TRU
waste will be released at a rat that Is as low as reasonably achievable and
Is in no case greater than one t art in one hundred thousand of the total
activity present in TRU waste within the underground facility at the time of
decoeiissioning assuming expected processes and qvents. .

Comment:

[See the consents to § 60. 11(c)(3)(l).] The Comuission should always limit
releases so that consequences or risks are within acceptable standards.
Arbitrary quantitative designations cannot be appropriate for all repositories
and all conditions. Also, geologic events are njt "expected."N Instead,
there is a probability of their occurrence durnln any designated time per od.

Staff Response to Coment 207: This provision has been modified In the proposed

rule and the words Ostarting at decommissioning have been replaced with "at

any time following permanent closure.

Since TRU wastes do not generate significant quantities of heat, there is no

advantage to containment for any specified period. Therefore, the requirement

for TRU is simply a controlled release equivalent to that for HLY, provided

they are physically separated from HLW so that they will not experience a

significant increase in temperature. See also response to comment 205.

Comment 208: Attorney General Abrams, State of New York (11)

Various terms used in the draft regulations need to be defined. For example,
DOE is required to establish that certain properties of the geologic environ-
ment *will not significantly decrease over the long ters. Section 60.111
(c)(4) (I) and (ii), p. 31400, col. 2. The standard is very vague, and along
termu is not defined. Also undefined are 'near field," in 5 60.122(b)(2)(iv),

FSee footnote for Section 60.111(c)(2)(ii).
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p. 31401, col. 3, and 'low population density," In S 60.122(c)(2)(v), p. 31402,
col. 3.

Staff Response to Comment 208: The provisions nAich set forth performance

objectives for the geologic setting have been modified, and the phrase "will

not significantly decrease over the long term" has been deleted. The staff

has tried to minimize any vagueness in this provision by replacing references

to the 'long term" with more specific references to the containment and tsoition

periods. The tern "near field" has been deleted from the proposed rule. a

has been replaced with the term Odisturbed zone'. A definition of "disturbed

zone" is set forth at 60.2 in the proposed rule. Ther term "low population

density "has-been deleted from the proposeC rule.

Comment 209: Ellison enclosure In U.S. Derartment of Energy (18)

Subject of Comment:

60.111(c)(4)(iMi) "The Departient shall provide reasonable assurance that the
hydrologic and geochemical properties of tke host rock and surrounding confining
units will provide radionuclide travel times to the accessible environrent of
at least 1,000 years assuming expected processes and events.'

Comment:

This objective Is technically impractical. The travel time alone is only one
consideration in determining the Influence of nolear waste release on public
health. Other considerations include type. rate, concentration, total quantity
of release, entry point to biosphere, sans use of biosphere, etc. As noted in
comments on § 60.111(c)(3)(1) and (ii), the Covvission should be consistent in
limiting the consequence on risk of ny release to accepted standards. Arbitrary
quantitative designations without consideretion of site specific conditions
just do not make sense and can not be raticnally defended. An appropriately
designed repository will have varying requirements on engineered and geologic.
barriers, such that the net release to accessible environment is acceptable.
Imposing an arbitrary travel time requirement co"ld lead to discarding of sore-
othervise very attractive sites.

Staff Response to Coiwent 209:

Subpart 60.111(c)(4) has to be considered in conjunction with 60.111(c)(3),

which pertains to engineered barriers surivnding nuclear waste packages, The
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ARC requires the engineered barriers to last at least 1000 years because it is

desirable to isolate the short-lived fission products from the accessible environ-

ment. The rate of heat generated by the waste package also decreases signifi-

cantly (to roughly 10-3 of its original intensity) over this time. Reduction

of the heat generation rate is desirable because the heat from nuclear waste

is a major Iapetus to the flow of radionucli d s to the accessible environment.

Should the engineered barriers fafl, the next lime of defense is the geologic

environaent, which is the subject of 60.111(c)(4). The 1000 year travel time

specified in 60.111(c)(4)(lMi) was also chosen to provide assurance that the

fission products would have decayed and the heat source generation rate would

have decreased significantly.

In terms of during transport calculations, tD M00 year radiation time eliminates

the need to examine the transport of most fis 1cr. products to the accessible
environment, and also reduces the calculaticoal uncertainties associated with

the perturbation of the hydrologic and geologic Neighborhood of the emplaced

waste by high heat generation rates.

Comment 210: TASC enclosure in Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axeirad L loll (28)

Paragraph (c)(2)(ii)

Again, there is no basis for lOO1 years (see coement re paragraph (c)(i)
above). Also, the required assumption that some of the waste dissolves soon
after decommissioning (closure) is internally cortradictory with other
requirements. How much is sow?

Paragraph (c)(3)(§)

This wording sakes the unreasonable assumption tkai radionuclides will be
released after 1000 years, and is misleading in that it implies the farility
will be designed to start releasing radionuclides at that time. While this.
may be helpful in reducing the coTcentration, thts has not been the intent of
the tIR heretofore. We suggest rewording the sevttnce to eliminate this
interpretation.
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Paragraphs (c)(3)(1) and (II)

Presumably the heading of paragra p 3 should read after "closure."' No rationale
is given for this release rate requirement, it bears no quantitative relationship
to potential radiation exposure of people and is impossible of direct proof.
Parenthetically, where is such a criterion to be applied and evaluated, i.e.,
what is the boundary of the underground facility? These paragraphs need
serious re-analysis.

Paragraph (c)(4)iii)

It is not cle r whether this paragraph is intended to refer to travel times
for specific Vadionuclides (if so, which) or to travel time for water. Once
again there is no technical rationale for the 1000-year period.

Staff Response to Comment 210:

The basis for the 1,000 years groundwater travel time requirement is discussed

in the technical support document prepared im conjunction with the rule. See

also respons s to Comments 206, 207 and 209.

Comment 211: U.S. Department of Erergy (18)

Paragraph 60/111(c)(3)(i) specifies the annual release rate from the repository
but does not provide any basis or justification for the value given. Since
this release rate will be a direct contributor to the release to the biosphere,
it should be related to the EPA criteria and to the state-of-the-art rather
than stated as an a priori number. Also, it is not clear how long that release
rate must be maint aned (100,0O0 years?) or where the boundary of the "under-
ground facility", at which the release is to be evaluated, is located. It must
be noted that compliance with this criterion, as well as the other performance
objectives, must be demonstrated by predictive calculations and cannot be
aproven'.

Staff Response to Comment 211:

See response to Comment 210.

Comsent 212: U.S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 31400, coVlt,_par. (3)(ii). We suggest the following insertion: "at a
rate that is as7-4oWas reasonably achievable and in no case greater than
an annual rate of one part in one tundred thousand' (addition underlined).
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Staff Response to Cotent 212:

Similar wording to that suggested by the USGS has been added to the proposed

rule .

Coment 213: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (20)

60.111(c)(3) - The title of ttis section should be Doverall Performance of the
Engineered System After the Containment Period.-

Staff Response to Comment 213:

Section titles in the proposed rule have beer revised to reflect changes made

in the text.

Comment 214: Ross enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

560.111 Performance Objectives

(3) Retrievability - The requirement of 50 year retrievability should not
exclude backfilling of the mined areas; to do so may place unnecessary
thermal and mechanical stress on the repository site. - Is the waste
package requirement of radionuclide containment for 1,000 years feasible
with current. state-of-the-art? If there is some uncertainty in this, the
specific (1,000 years) time requirement should be modified.

(4) Performance of the geologic stability - Reasonable assurance of geologic
stability for 10,000 year seems reasonable and achievable.

Staff Response to Comment 214:

See responses to Comments 82, and 372.

The definition of stability has been modified to sore accurately reflect the
characteristic which the staff believes important to confidence in the performance
of a repository.

Comment 215: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.111(c)(4) Performance of the Geologic Enrirorment

NRC Proposea Wording:

i The Department shall provide reasonable assurance that the degree of
stability exhibited by the geologic environment at present will stot
significantly decrease over the long term.
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II The Departoent shall provide reasonable assurance that the site exhibits
properties which promote isolatior and that their capability to inhibit
the mitigation of radionuclides vill not significantly decrease over the
long term.

iii The Department shall provide reasonable assurance that the hydrologic and
geochemical properties of the host rock and surrounding confining units
will provide radionuclide travel times to the accessible environment of
at least 1.000 years assuming expected processes and events.

Recommended Revision:

a. In (c)(4)(i) change *decrease" to 4degrade'. Replace 'over the 1o4
term" with 'for the first 10,000 years".

b. Delete (c)(4)(lii).

Rationale:

a. Clarity. Additionally, references in this proposed 10CFR60 to changes in
ambient conditions as lunfavorable" need to be considered in terms of
some favorable, static ambient reference condition. That is, degradation
per se is not relevant, performance degradation beyond some critical
value is relevant. Clarity would be enhanced by using 10,000 years
(consistent with § 60.2 definition of 'stability') in place of the more
subjective 'long terme.

b. This item notes that the host rock will provide radionuclide travel time
to the accessible environrient of at least 1,000 years assuming expected
events. Why a time restriction of 1,OOC years? The principal point of
waste isolation is missed here. The effectiveness of isolating must be
related to risk criteria and dose to mar! predictions.

Staff Response to Comment 215:

Provisions of the rule dealing with the performance of the geologic setting

have been revised and clarified. The warding of the revised provisions should

alleviate some of DOE's concerns.

Comment 216: Lowenstein, Newnzan, Reis. Axelrad & Toll (1)

The unduly lengthy retrievability requirement in proposed § 60.111(d) will
inevitably result in some compromise of containment/isolation integrity. Not
only does it violate a systems approach to attainment of effective radiological
protection, it also re-raises the issue of putting off disposal decisions to
future generations. The retrievability requirement needs much more careful
and rigorous analysis before specifying any arbitrary requirement. One basis
that should be included in such an analysis is the time frame in which useful
performance or test data and -.0formatior. 2ay be acquired following waste
emplacement.
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Staff Response to Comnent 216:

See response to Comment F .

ComnXent 217: Everett R. Irish (29)

Page 31400, column 3, line 33 - Isn't English a language hould be [60.121(c)]
"including English."

Staff Response to Cowmen! 217:

Mr. Irish's point is well-taken. Provisions of 60.121 bave4ieen revised and

the phrase in question deleted.

Comment 218: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.121 SITE AND ENVIRONS OWNERSHIP AND CODIROL

General:

This section appears to recognize that permanent markers ahdrecords will last
longer than the 100 year institutional control period. There needs to be a
clear definition of what credit can be taken for markers .4n4:retcords, but we
agree that it is not appropriate to do it at this time. .

Staff Response to Comment 218:

No response required.

Comment 219: Bureau of Land Kanagement (26)

Section 60.121 -- This section limits geologic reposi s Igh-level
radioactive wastes to lands that are either acquired lands nder the jurisdic-
tion end control of DOE or to lands peruanently withdrawn and reserved for its
use [section 60.121(a)]. This rulemakirg does not specififly mention Federal
lands administered by BUL or any other agency. However" provisions of section
106(a)(4) and (b) of.DOE #14, Draft Bill -- Residual Radioactive Material Con-
trol Art, provides that the Secretary of the Interior may-te requested to
transfer Federal land to DOE for use as disposal sites. ---,f fladministered
lands other than those under the present control of DOE orti.RC will.be required
for the repository sites, I recomeand that, the Secretavy ofthe Interior,
with the advice of BLM, shall select and designate the ,an '* be used for
such sites to ensure that: (a) the area is rote from fimn habitation and
use; (t) the area does not have potential value for vesource uses other than
waste disposal; and (c) the area is transferred to DOE vbi1j 4AlI responsibility..
for aty hazards that might arise from the presence of ? 4  ti-ve waste.0
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The term "control zone" is also identified in this section [060.121(b)] as
that area surrounding the geologic repository operations area. This explana-
tton is inadequate in that several variables including size, purpose, ouner-
ship and land use are not clear. This term should be defined with respect to
size and shape and relationship to the excavation.

Staff Response to Comment 219:

The DOE alone has the programmatic responsibility select potential sites

for a future repository. Therefore it would not Ye appropriate for the NRC to

designate any part of DOE's authority to the Secretary of the Interior as

suggested by the BUM. It would be inappropriate for NRC to undertake to

* direct the Secretary in the exercise cf his discretion to select lands. For

that reason, the proposed rule speaks to the status of the land, not to the

( process by which such status has been obtained.

* With respect to the surrounding areas, applicatioi of the variables mentioned

by the BLM will be highly site-specific. The term "control zone" has been

deleted from the proposed rule. Instead, DOE is required to establish approprie

controls outside nf the geologic repository operations area. The controls

must be sufficient to permit reasonable judgment to be made regarding protectior

of public health and safety.

Comment 220: Tauke & Adam (21)

60.121(a) Ownership and control of the geologic repository operations area.
* '... lands that are either acquirpe lads under the jurisdiction and control of

the Department or lands permanently w thdrawn and reserved for its use. ."
How does the DOE propose to "acquiret 200u-600O acres of land. In all ;roba-
bility, it will not be without considerable ill witiAb former land owners;
certainly with the discomfort of neigroring landowners What about control -
completely by DOE? Is it feasible or advisable for local input?

(.) Long-term control. It is good tr see that the NRC recognizes that this
procedure is of global concern. 6 ... For the purpose:.-.institutional controls
will not persist for more than one hurdred years." pons that mean that after
100 years someone else (i.e. a private company) t+ es over management cf
facility?



Staff Response to Comnent 220:

The NRC cannot address the questions of how the DOE will acquire the necessary

land for a geologic repository operations area. or to what extent DOE will

solicit local input. These questions are best answered by DOE. It is not

intended that ary particular sche e of management be employed after presumed

institutional iontrols lapse. See response to Comment 222.

Comment 221: Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (1)

60.121(b): The purpose of the Control Zone (CZ) as stated in this section
differs fro& its application in 60.122. The requirements for controlling
human activities differ from the need to avoid natural processes, and the same
dimension may pot be appropriate fcr both. Indeed, the dimensions for avoid-
ing some hazarlds will be different than for others. The vertical distance
specified for the CZ would appear to allow directional drilling or mining
belc, the actu I repository. If this is Intended, It should be clear that
such activitie must be shown not to compromise containment.

Staff Responsel to Comment 221:

See response to Comment 219.

Comment 222: Bechtel Nationil, Inc. (13)

60.121(c) - Limiting institutional controls to only 100 years is overly conserva-
tive. Although the controlling organizations of today may not be the same
ones 500 years from now, it is not unreasonable to assume that there will be
some controlling authority. Past history has shown that civilized and conscience
authority has been preset at least since the end of feudalism (1030 to
1200 A.D.). Hence, planned and planning organizations have been present for
the past 700 to 900 years.

Staff Response to Comment 222:

The requirement that DOE assume that other institutional controls will not

persist for ore one hundred years has been deleted from the proposed

technical criteria.

I.-
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Comment 223: Westingtouse Electric Corp. (20)

60.121(c) - The last sentence indicates that institutional controls should not
be assumed to persist for more than 100 years. Based on past history, this
assumption is unnecessarily conservative. Also, the time assumed for institu-
tional controls to exist should be specified to start after decommissioning.

Staff Response to Conment 223:

See response to Commert 222.

Coanent 224: Duke Power Co. (25)

60.121(c) We believe it realistic to assume that institutional controls will
last beyond 100 years.

Staff Response to Coment 224:

See response to Commert 222.

Comment 225: TASC enclosure in-Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (28)

i 60.121 Site and Environs Ownership and Control

Paragraph (c)

The required assumption that institutional controls (presumably beginning
after closure) will only last 100 years is unrealistically restrictive in the
light of extensive historical evidence.

Staff Response to Comnent 225:

See response to Commert 222.

Cohruent 226: Bureau Of Land Managecent (26)

Section 60.122 - Geologic repository is identified in this section as an
excavation of unspecified dimensions of which 'the volume will extend a horizo
distance of 2 kilometers from the limits of the repository excavation and a
vertical distance fron the surface to a depth of 1 kilometer below the limits
of the repository excevation.' I recommend the addition of an estimate of the
diameter and the total area of the excavation as a guide to the quantity of
land that right be involved in such disposal sites if Federal lands transfers
are required.

In addition, the quantity of high-lewel waste is not clearly identified in thi!
section. As stated, the top of the emplaced waste oust be a minimum depth of
300 meters from the ground surface of the excavation and extend downward to an
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undesignated depth. An estimate of the total amount of higJ-level waste to be
deposited at any given site and the total depth required for its emplacement,
starting at 300 meters below the surface, should be provided.

Staff Response to Comment 226:

It is not possible for the NRC to quantify the total area, amount of emplaced

waste at any given site and the total depth of emplacement since these para-

meters are determined by the specific site and repository ard waste pack-

age design. DOE has the prograimatic responsibility for selection of

a repository site and the desigr and construction of the underground

facility.

Comment 227: Lowenstein, Newwa?, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (28) /
The draft criteria pertaining tc repository siting improperly stress the
effect of potentially adverse conditions, fail to recognize the distinction
between important siting requirements and conditions that are desirable, but
not necessary, and do not provioe a baseline for guidance in the balancing of
favorable and potentially unfavorable conditions.

Staff Response to Comment 227:

The staff believes that the provisions of 60.122 as set forth in the proposed

rule address a number of the concerns of the commenter.

Comment 228: Lazlo Toth (17)

60.122 Siting

Since radioactive waste gives off heat and we have an energy problem your
repositories should be under our cities. That way we could save on heating in
the winter. Also you wouldn't teed salt on icy streets or snow removal
equipment.

I read in the newspaper that someone is thinking of putting that waste on
Pacific Islands. That wouldn't be a good idea. We ought to keep it in the
good old USA (the Best!). We d&n't want to let those Commies get it. I am
sure you have heard about Contirental Drift. Well those Russians invented it.
They are just waiting for us to put the waste on an island and it will drift
over to them and get it for themselves. I bet those Japs would be happy also
to see us put the waste on a Pacific Island. They'd sure like to get their
hands on it. We all know that it will leak into the sea water. The tuna will
eat it and the Japs will catch all the tuna end then keep the waste for
themselves.
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Staff Response to Comment 228:

The proposed regulations apply only to HLW facilities subject to NRC jurisdicti:

Comment 229: U.S. Geological Surety (12)

Page 31400, col. 3, sec. 60.122. The tenor of (a) is that only the simplest
4f geologic sites need e considered. This is too restrictive; rather the
point should be that tb> knowledge acquired be complete and thorough, regardless
of how difficult this vhs to do so how complicated the details may appear as
they become understood.* In reality, most "simple" sites have been and are
subjected to very complicated geologic Processes of recrystallization (WIPP),
creep and/or folding (WIPP), emplacement as domes with differential flow
between portions of the body, comlex regional stresses and resulting fracture
patterns, and so forth.

Page 31401, col. 1, pars. (ii) anF (iii). How is it possible to present
bounding values, etc., that affect denstraticn` of repository stability or
nuclide isolation?

Staff Response to Comment 229:

See responses to Comment 38.

Comment 230: Bird enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

It is not clear what -- 'not so camplex" means. For example, the tectonics of
salt domes can be very complex an. the petrology of the rock salt relatively
simple. The tectonics of plateau basalts is relatively simple whereas the
petrology of the basalt is quite complex. This is an important requirement
and its intentions must be made q.ite clear. Under (2) - "The natural
conditions include geologic, tectonic, hydrologic and climatic process."
"Tectonic" and "hydrologic", are part of the geology of a site and should not
be distinguished as separate "natural conditions". In (i) following, on what
basis was 100 kms selected. The list of objectives of understanding the
geology and climate of a site preclude specifying such a distance before-hand.
This distance would have to be evaluated on a site-by-site basis.

Staff Response to Comment 230:

See response to Comment 38. The terms 'not so complex" and "100 km" have been

deleted from the proposed rule.

Comment 231: B. R. McElmurry (8)

We already have a fission product and transuranic waste repository, namely the
Nevada bomb test site. That repository does not seem to be regarded as a
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particularly serious hazard, and it has not been engineered for -Altiple
barrier containment, or to prevent future human intervention. -Therefore,
while it is necessary to have some plan for this, it does not appear justified
to study this aspect of the problem exhaustively as suggested in 60.122(1-3),
nor to spend any major effort to validate the modeling of future conditions as
called for in 60.122(a-6).

Staff Response to Comment 231:

The quantities of radioactive materials involved make the c o arison between a

test site and a geologic repository invalid.

Comment 232: Bechtel National, Inc. (13)

60.122(a)(2) - "Geologic' includes "tectonic". If tectonic is segregated out,
then other geologic aspects should be segregated also.

Sttff Response to Comnent 232:

In response to the commenter' s suggestion, the major aspects of geology (tectonric

structural, hydrogeologic, geochemical, geomorphic and miner logic) have been

separately identified in 60.122. |

Comment 233: Bechtel National, Inc. (13)

60.122(a)(2) - The rule requires investigation and evaluation of "natural
conditions" and "human activities" that can affect various repository activities.
However, subsequent paragraphs (i), (ii). (iii) seem to be directed toward
Onatural conditions" only. It is recomnended that combining the terms "natural
conditions" and "human activities" should be avoided. They are very separate.

60.122(a)(2)(i) - The paragraph requires the conduct of investigations over a
radius of 100 km, however, the amount of detail required is not indicated.
The investigations should be performed in much less detail beyond the first
2 km.

Staff Response to Comment 233:

The staff has attempted to separate "natural conditions," froz-fibian activities"

in the proposed rule. It should be noted however that some human activities

could have direct effects on existing natural conditions.
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The requirement for the conduct of investigations over a radius of 100 km has

been deleted froe the technical criteria as overly specific.

Comment 234: Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (28)

Paragraph (a)(2)(i)

There is no tec nical basis for the 100-km radius for investigations. The
requirement sho ld be directed at features or factors potentially affecting
the repository ite. Depending on the specific features and the specific site
it could be sore or less than 100 km.

Staff Response to CoAent 234:

See response to Comment 233.

Comment 235: J. G. McCray (9)

Ref Section 60.122(a)(2)(i) and 60.122(a)(8)

100 kilometers is very arbitrary. The geologic setting could be such that the
horizontal extent of investigations would be adequate within 25 kilometers of
the operations area. The requirement should indicate detailed investigations
to the horizontal extent necessary to define actual and potential, natural and
human, impacts.

Staff Response to Comment 235:

See response to Comment 233.

Comment 236: B. R. MkcElmurry (8)

No environment can be controlled or assured for very long periods of time.
Therefore the fuel reprocessing step should be calibrated so that the activity
resulting from the actinide content cf the finished waste form does not greatly
exceed that in naturally occuring uranium or thorium ores. If this is done,
the repositories would need no special considerations for the very long term,
including the 10000 years mentioned in 60.122(a-2-ili). 500 years would be
more reasonablerws'p suggestion.

Staff Response to Comment 236:

The particular nature'of the waste form Is entirely within the discussion of

the DDE. *
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Comment 237: U.S. Departsent of Energy (16)

60.122(a)(2)

NRC Proposed Wording

The Department shall investigate and evaluate the natural conditions and human
activities that can reasonably be expected to affect the design, construction,
operation, and decomissioning of the geologic repository operations area.
The natural conditions include geologic, tectonic, hydrologic, and climatic
process. The Department shall evaluate the stability of the geologic repository
and the isolation of radionuildes after decommissioning.

(I) The Department shall conduct investigations on the order of 100 kilomw
horizontal radius from the geologic repository operations area.

(ii) The Department shall emphasize those natural conditions active
anytime since the start of the Quaternary Period in their investigatic

(iii) The Department shall emphasize the first 10,000 years following
decommissioning in their prediction of changes in natural conditions
and the perfcrance of the geologic repository.

Recommended Revision:

a. Change (i) to: "Tne Department shall conduct investigations throughout
the area and volure of the geologic and hydrologic environment which may
affect or be affected by the geologic repository to assure that the local
site conditions are cotratible with the regional setting. The level of
detail investigated at each distance from the geologic operations area
shall be commensurate with the importance of data at that location."

b. Change (ii) to: The Department shall document those natural processes
active during the Quarternary Period in their investigations.

c. In (iii) insert "and extrapolation" after "prediction". Subsection (iii)
is a very significant principle and should be elevated to a major performar
objective.

Rationale:

a. The area to be investigated is site dependent. Clearly there is no need
to do investigations beyond a defined connection to the accessible environ-
ment. Also the level of detail at the outer limits of the investigation
does not necessarily have to be as intense as at the site itself.

b. Clarity. Conditions are not active.

c. Completeness. AlS", the principle of 10,000 years being the most
significant time cf interest is very important and should be emphasized.
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Staff Response to Comment 237: I
See response to Consent 233. The provisions of 60.122 have been revised to

provide greater clarity. With respect to DOE's third point, the subparagraph

in question has been deleted.

Comment 238: Ross enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)J

560.122 Siting Requirements

(a)(2)(i) Geologic investigations completed for a radius of 100 km from the
repository area is a reasonable requirement, but the level of detail of
these investigations is not specified. It is probably best this way,
with the level of detail being a judgment rather than specified regulatory
consideration.

(a)(2)(iii) A 10,000 year period for prediction of changes in natural |
conditions and the performance of the geologic repository is reasonable
and appropriate.

(a)(5) A reasonable trade-off must be made between drill hole testing to
reduce geologic uncertainty and the intent to minimize drilling to
preserve the integrity of the reservoir.

(a)(9)+ Knowledge of the geologic and physical properties of the repository
host for a distance of 2 km from the limits of excavation is reasonable
and prudent. A similar knowledge for depths of 1 km below the repository
excavation must either -

a) admit and accept considerable uncertainty and rely largely upon
geologic judgement and geophysical measurement, or

b) provide for several drill holes within and surrounding the
repository, to depths 1 km below excavation levels.

A reasonable trade-off between the two possibilities must be accepted and
acknowledged as a clarification of statements within this section.

Staff Response to Comment 238:

See response to Comments 233, 236 and 237. For the purpose of investigating

the properties of the potential host rocks such investigations can range to

a depth of 500 a below the limits of repository excavations.
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Comment 239: Ellilson enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Comment:

60.122(a)(2)(i) *The Department shall conduct investigations on the order of
100 kilometers horizontal radius from the geologic repository operations
ares.

Comment:

for some sites 100 km may be too small, while for others, such as salt domes,
100 km may be too arge. It Is recommended that this section eliminate the str
use of a "quantits lve designation" and replace it with "the investigation of
each geologic tectonic, hyc-ologic and climatic factor important to repository
functioning should be conducted over that area required to fully describe and
analyze that feature." At some sites and for some factors, the distances from
the repository site shall I* determined to suit the type and importance of
data at that location.

Staff Response to Comment 239:

See response to Conment 23^3.

Comment 240: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (20)

60.122(a)(2)(i) - The 100 kilometer radius specified for investigations has no
technical basis. The area surrouinding the repository site should be investi-
gated to the extent required to characterize the principal features of the
geologic regions in which the repository will reside. The extent of this area
is site specific.

Staff Response to Comment 240:

See response to Comment 233.

Comment 241: Arvin S. Quist (6)

It is suggested that the vbrds t Demonstration of'* be oritted from (3)(ii) and
(3)(iii).

Staff Response to Comment 241:

In response to public comment the words "demonstration of" have been deleted

in the revised provisions as set forth in the proposed rule.
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Corment 242: Bechtel National, Inc. (13)

60.122(a)(3) - The paragraph asks for "representative and bounding values" for
"human activities and natural events" for three items. Two of the items, (ii)
and (iMl), ask for 'demonstration' of natural events only, which is not compatib
with *representative and bounding. It is recommended that sections (1i) and
(111) be combined and made a separate number, e.g. (4).

Staff Response to Comment 242:

See response to Comment 241. The phrase "representative and bo jding "has been

deleted from the proposed rule.

Comment 243: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.122(a)(3)(ii) and (iii)

NRC P7 oposed Wording:

(0i) Demonstration of the stability of the geologic repository fter decommis-
sioning.

(Mii)Demonstration of the Isolation of radionuclides from the ascessible
environment after decommissiling. I

Recommended Revision:

Replace the word 'Demonstration' in each sentence with "Prediction," and add
the phrase "based upon the state-of-the-art," to the end of each sentence.

Rationale:

One cannot demonstrate the future, but one can predict future processes to
varying degrees based upon state-of-the-art techniques.

Staff Response to Comment 243:

See response to Comment 241. Section 60.122 - "Favorable conditions" as set

forth in the proposed rule uses the term "when projected "instead of either

"demonstration" or "prediction'.

Comment 244: Everett R. Irish (29)

Page 31401, column 1, line 25 - Demonstration" of the isolation of iadionuclide!
is not feasible, if my understanding of demonstration is correct-.,
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Staff Response to Comment 244:-

See response to Comment 241.

Comment 245: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.122(a)(4)

NRC Proposed Wording: (
The Department shall evaluate reasonably likely future variations in the site
characteristics which may result from natural processes, human activities,
construction of the repository, or waste/rock/water interactions.

Recommended Revision:

Insert "thermomechanical and physiochecrcal" before "waste/rock/water".

Rationale:

Clarity.

Staff Response to Comment 245:

The provision in question has been deleted from the technical criteria.

Comment 246: Attorney General Abrams. State of New York (11)

DOE is required by the draft to conduct site investigations so as to obtain
the necessary information 'with minimal adverse effects on the long-tenu
performance of the geologic repository. 6 60.122(a)(5), p. 31401, col. 1.
The regulations should require that the investigation work have no adverse
effects on the long-term performance, and certainly that it not breach the
integrity of the repository.

Staff Response to Comment 246:

The staff believes that realistically o e must expect some minimal adverse

effects on the geologic repository (e.g, minor fractures generated during

drilling operations, reduction 4 enith of rock with temperature increases,

etc.). The proposed rule sets forth conditions which the staff feels may

adversely affect the performance ofthe geologic repository. Such conditions

when compounded by the effects crreposftory construction and the heat generated

by the waste could result in aniunacceptable level of uncertainty about repositor.

performance.
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The paragraph referred to by Attorney General Abrams has been deleted from the

proposed rule. A proposed fiend ent to 60.10 (procedural rule) now contains

the provision that investigations to obtained the required information shall

be conducted to limit adverse effects on the long-term performance of the

geologic repository to the extent practical.

forment 247: Bechtel Rational, Inc. (13)

60.122(a)(5) - The paragraph requests site investigations be done in such a
manner to produce minimal adverse effects on long term performance. Early
shafts, particularly on multiple sites as requested by the Commission, could
produce significant adverse effects.

Staff Response to Commeit 247:

The NRC believes that adequate precautionary measures associated with the sinkin

Jof a test shaft (and an auxiliary ventilation shaft if necessary) can be adopted
ensure minimal adverse effects on the integrity of a potential repository

'site. However, the NRC has recognized that if such site characterization work

is not carefully done, it may render the site unusable for a repository

(44 FR 70409). Proposed amendmerts to 60.10 (procedural rule) further add esses

-this issue. The NRC does not understand why the commenter is linking early

shafts at a number of various sites throughout the United States to the

production of significant adverse effects at DOE's preferred repository site.

Comment 248: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.122(a)(6)

kR-r oposed Wording:

The Department shall validate analyses and modeling of future conditibns and
changes in site characteristics using field tests, in situ tests, field-verified
laboratory tests, monitoring data, or natural analog studies.
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Recommended Revision:

a. Insert !to the extent practicable after Ocharacterfstics*.

b. Delete Ofield-verified".

Rationale:

a. The Supplementary Inforeatiorn section recoqnized the difficulties encounte
in validation.

b. Meaningful field verifications of laboratory tests are not always possible

within a 'real-time" period.

Staff Response to Comment 248:

The requirement was Intended to apply to confirmation of model used to assess

expected performance of the repository, and has been so clarified.

Comment 249: Ellison enclosure ir U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Comment:

60.122(a)(6) *The Department shall validate analyses and modeling of future
conditions and changes in site cha'acteristics using field tests, in situ

tests, field-verified laboratory tests, monitoring data, or natural analog
studies."

Comment:

It is always difficult to envisior every scientific procedure that may be used
to verify and/or validate a finding, particularly in an area with major R&D
efforts. It is recommended that the following statement be added to the end
of this section: "...or other metrho demonstrated to be appropriate by the

Department.'

Staff Response to Comment 249:

See response to Comment 248.

Comment 250: Bechtel Naticonal, Inc. (13)

60.122(a)(7) - The DOE is requirec to continuously' assess and verify changes.
An assessment and verification tine period should be stipulated.
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Staff Response to Comment 25Y:

This provision has been deleted from the technical criteria.

Comment 251: U.S. Departmert of Energy (18)

60. 122(a)(7)

NRC Proposed Wording:

The Department shall continwusly verify and assess any changes In site conditi
which pertain to whether thE performance objectives will be met.

Recommended Revision:

Change 'continuously' to "continue to'.

Rationale:

Continuously means without interruption.

Staff Response to Comment 21';.:

See response to Comment 250.

Comment 252; Tauke and Adar (21)

The Department shall continuously verify and assess any changes...' What if
51 years later adverse conditions appear and the repository Is sealed? How
often is 'continuouslyt ?

Staff Response to Comment 252:

See response to Comment 250.

Comment 253: Westinghouse Electric Ccrp. (20)

60.122(a)(7) - This paragra~t requires continuous verification and assessment
cf changes in site conditions. This is impractical if the word "continuous"
is interpreted literally. furtherore, there is no indication of how long
this should be carried out.
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Coement 254: TASC enclosure In Lowenstein Netman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (28)

Paragraph (a)(7)

It is not clear what the intent or scope of *continuous" verification and
assessment of changes in site conditions are.

Staff Response to Comment 254:

See response to Comment 250.

IIComm~ent 255: Attorney General Abreast State of Hew York (11)

The draft would require DOE to perform a resource assessment for the region of
the proposed repository site 'using available information". § 60.122(a)(8),
p. 31401, col. 1. Yet DOE acknowledges that presert. levels of information on
possible regions are inadequate. See pp. 65-67 of the attached Appendix.
Because of the importance of a complete resource assessment for the human
intrusion and other issues, DOE should be required to do further studies and
testing, rather than linit itself to available information.(

Staff Response to Cooment 255:

See response to Conment 256.

Comment 256: Bechtel kational, Inc. (13)

60.122(a)(8) - The request is made to assess the site within 100 km radius
using available literature. However, it is also requested to use geologic and
geophysical information to evaluate mineral deposits. Is it the intention of
the Commission to require geologic or geophysical surveys if none are avail-
able? Furthermore, the resrurce assessment should be in far less detail
beyond say the first 10 km from the center of the site

Staff Response to Cownent 255:

Provisions requiring a resource assessment have been deleted from the proposed

rule and are set forth as proposed amendments to the Safety Analysis Report

(60.21). The required 100 km has been replaced by the disturbed zone.

Comment 257: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.122(a)(e)
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KRC Pro osed Wordinc

The Department shall perfonr a resource assessment for the region within
10O km of the site esing available Information. The Department shall Include
estimates of both krawn and undiscovered deposits of all resources that (1) h.
been or are being exloited or (2) have not been exploited but are exploitabli
under present technclogy and market conditions. Tht Department shall estimate
undiscovered deposits by reasonable inference based on geologic and geophysic.
information. The Dksartment shall estimate both gross and net value of resou
deposits. The estimate of net value shall take Into account development,
extraction and markeitng costs.

Recominded Revisior.

a. Change Rundiscoverid deposits' to potential reserves".

b. Delete *both gOss aid".

c. Change 'net" to 'fair market".

Rationale:

a. It is impossible tL assess undiscovered deposits, but is common to estir
potential reserves.

b. Gross value is irrelevant if extraction or marketing costs make it 1mprar
tical to develec.

c. Fair market is a more useful term than net value in this case.

Staff Response to Conment 257:

The NRC believes that the terms "known" and "undiscovered" will encompass the

total mineral endowsent. The term *reserves," as defined in the U.S. Geologic

Survey Circ. 831 entitled fPrtnciples of a Resources/Reserve Classification

for Minerals (1980) is 'that porttcn of the identified resource that can be

economically mined v. the time of determination." Reserve is derives by applI

a recovery factor tc that coeponent of the Identified resources designated as

the reserve base. Tlerefcre, the W¢C believes that the term "potential reser

suggested by DOE Is someivat contradictory since by definition, reserves are

known. The NRC feels .. ,ut the both terms suggested in (b) and (c) by DOE and

those currently set fortt in the technical criteria are generally accepted in

economic gelogy. tO s being the case, the NRC sees no reason to substitute

I .

,, ,s . 4t.,, ..., I-'

I.F . ..
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DOE's terminology for that currently in the technical criteria. See also respc

to Comment 256.

Coment 258: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (20)

60.122(a)(e) - This paragraph requires estimates of all resources. This can
be an endless job depending on the interpretation ofiall' and the definition
of a Uresource.I

Staff Response to Cousent 258: |

In response to the commenter's suggestion, the word *all" has been deleted fror

the provisions on resource evaluations (and assessments) as set forth in the

proposed amendment to 60.21.

Comment 259: Duke Power Co. (25) |

60.122(a)C8) The question of avoidaice of nat ral resources has, in our view,
been somewhat overemplasized. We find it diff cult to envision a future
civilization with the capability to bore 2000 At. deep holes, which at the
same time is unable to detect radioactivity. ven this unlikely set of circum-
stances is of concern only if all records of repository location and content
are lost.

Staff Response to Coment 259:

The NRC agrees with the comenter that it is inconsistent to assume the scienti

and technical capability to identify and explore an anomalous heat source sever

hundred meters below the surface and not assume that those exploring would have

some idea of either what might be the cause of the anomaly or what steps to

take to mitigate any conseqjences of that exploration. The question is not

whether a future genewatior car detect radioactivity, but rather whether anothi

natural resource that could also be present in the area of the repository coulc

be in such a major demand in future years that a {Ore society would risk rupt

or intrusion of a HLW repository to obtain the alternate resource.
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Comment 26.0: TASC enclosure in Lowenstein, Hewman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (28)

Paragraph (a)(B)

There should be some clarification of the purpose for this resource assessment
requirement. Since presumably this requirement is related to the possibility
of human intrusion the significance of exploitation under present technology
and market conditions is Irrelevant. How would such an assessment relate to
or be compared with the value of the site as a waste repository?

Staff Responsk to Cowent 260:

See response Ito Comment 259. The staff has no means of accurately estimating

the future market conditions of resources. Dr. Bird's example in the following

coament illustrates the relative economic importance of resources.

Comment 261: Bird enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

P. 31401, lst columr. (8). Under (ii) -- have not been exploited but are
exploitable under present technology and market conditions". This is an
important ta~k. However, It is not clear why, in terms of the desire to
understand the possibilities of human intrusion, why the resources would be
estimated using present market conditions. For example, one hundred years
ago, a large' copper cre body became uneconomic if the grade of the ore went
below approxdmately 14X. Today, such an ore body would be valuable.

Staff Response to Coument 261:

See response to Comment 259.

Comment 262: Envirosmental Protection Agency (23)

§ 60.122(a)(8) and 64.122(b)(1)(MMO) indicate the need to avoid sites with
significant resource potential. However, these provisions specify resources
which "are economically exploitable using existing technology u-nder present
market conditions" (emphasis added). Interpreted strictly, this could mean
that a resource like oil shale need not be considered if a repository were to
be licensed today. be bel'eve that this provision should be broadened to
include 'reasonably foreseeablew technology and market conditions; this would
be consistent with the approach used for other site characteristics.

Staff Response CUo-amOent 262:

In response to this coement, a proposed amendment to the final procedural rule

(46 FR 13971) requires for a description by physical factors (such as tonnage,

grade, and quA`ity) of natural resources without current markets but which woulc
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be marketable given credible projected changes in economic or technological

factors.

Comment 263: Ellison enclosure In U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Comment:

60.122(a)(9) "The Department shall determine by appropriate analyses the
extent of the volume of rock within which the geologic framework, ground-water
flow, ground-water chemistry, or geomechankal properties are anticipated to
be significantly affected by construction of the geologic repository or by the
presence of the emplaced wastes, with emphasis on the thermal loading of the
latter. In order to do the analyses required in this paragraph, the Department
shall at a minimum conduct investigations and tests to provide the following
input data...

"As a minimum, the Departmert shall assume that the volume will extend a
horizontal distance of 2 kilometers from the limits of the repository excava-
tion and a vertical distance from the surface to a depth of 1 kilometer below
the limits of the repository excavation.'

Comment:

In some cases, such as a salt dome, a distance of 2 km from the repository may
be excessive. This can be handled without excessive effort, if all parties
recognize the level of detail actually needed as distance may vary from site-to-
site. Possibly of greater importance, the 1 km depth below the repository as
en unqualified requirement Day not always be desirable. for example, if there
are several aquifers within 1 km distance, it will be desirable that borings
below the repository be limited tc only the absolute minimum required--and
their locations should be very carefully selected. It is recommended tat thi
section be changed to say tiat the volume extends to 1 km, but that the extent
of data required between 30M m and 1 im below the repository will be determined
on a site-by-site basis.

Staff Response to Comuent 263:

The proposed rule assumes a disturbed zone to extend the greater of either its

calculated extent or a horizontal distance of 2 km froe the limits of the under-

ground facility and from the surface to a depth of 500 m below the limits of

the repository excavation.

Consent 264: Bechtel kational, Inc. (13)

60.122(a)(9)(i) - The paragraph calls for characterization of fractures, etc..
of the "host rock and confiding units"; however, in some cases (e.g., granite)
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there may be no confining unit, a1d If there is It may not be within the
'volume of rock' defined at. the beginning of Paragraph (9).

60.122(a)(9)(Iii) thru (vi) - Is tt intended that the term in situ" Imply a
shaft to repository level to acQWTre data? If so, this intet should be
clearly stated. However, we believe that In situ tests in Shafts and drifts
are necessary only for site valiati1n purposes after site selection. It
should be noted that In situ deteminations in a host rock will not guarantee
that the measured condition exists throughout the repository.

60.122(a)(9) - The last paragrapl of this section states that *the Department
shall assume that the volume will extend a horizontal distance of 2 t m,
whereas the first paragraph of ttfs section indicates the applicant hall
determine what volume of rock wi1T be significantly affected by construction
of the geologic repository. We believe that determining In situ properties
for a volume at least 2 km from tkt limits of the repository and 1 km deep is
excesslivefor this purpose.

Staff Response to Comment 264:

With respect to the couienter's frrst point, the NRC acknowledges that in the

case of a granitic pluton there my indeed be no confining unit. The term has

been dropped. for NRC's interpretation of the phrase *in situ testing at depth"

see response to Comeent 2Z2. The *RC believes that in situ testing at depth

is an essential technique for ODE to obtain sufficient data to determine whethet

and to what extent the surroundirr geologic medium is suitable for hosting a

repository, and has required In sttu testing at depth as part of site

characterization (See 51.40 and p-oposed amendments to 60.10). Therefore, the

sRC does not agree with the cosmmerter that in-situ testing 's only necessary

for site validation after site selection. See also response to Comment 263.

Corment 265: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.122(a)(9)

NRC Proposed Wordinq:

The Department shall determine by appropriate analyses the extent of the
volume of rock within which the geologic framework, ground water flow, ground
water chemistry, or geomechanical properties are anticipated to be signifi-
cantly affected by construction e. the geologic repository or by the presence
of the emplaced wastes, with emphasis on the thermal loading of the latter.
In order to do the analyses required in this paragraph, the Department shall
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at a minimum conduct investigations and tests to provide the following input
data:

(1) The pattern. distribution, and origin of fractures, discontinuities,
and heterogeneities in the host rock and surrounding confining
units;

(1i) The presence of potential pathways such as fractures, discontinulties,
solution features, unsealed faults, breccia pipes, and other
permeable ano alies in the host rock and surrounding confining
units;

(iii) The in situ determinat on of the bulk geomechanical properties, pore
pressures and ambient tress conditions of the host rock and
surrounding confining units; I

(iv) The in situ determination of the bulk hydrogeologic properties of
the host rock and surrounding confining units;

(v) The in situ determination of the bulk geochemical conditions,
particularly the redox potential, of the host rock and surrounding
confining units; f

(vi) The in situ determination of the bulk response of the host rock and
surrounding confining units to the anticipated thermal loading given
the pattern of fractures and other discontinuities and the heat
transfer pr&,erties of the rock mass.

As a minimum, the Department shall assume that the volume will extend a
horizontal distance of 2 kilometers from the limits of the repository
excavation and a vertical distance from the surface to a depth of 1 kilometer
below the limits of the repository excavation.

Recoaeended Revision:

a. Delete the last paragraph.

b. In (i) add Ostatisticall in front of 'distribution".

c. In (I), (ii), and (vi) change the discussion of fractures to permeability.

d. In (ii) delete &such as...anomalies'.

e. In (iir), (Uv), (v), and (vi) delete 'in situ" and add at the end "by in
situ, laboratory, and field tests and/or calculation as practicable'.

f. In (v) change "redox potential" to 0equilibrium solubility sorption data
for the waste paCkage and radionuclides".

Rationale.

a. If the volume of rock defined at the end of this section is the volume
referred to in the first paragraph, It is impossible to assess all of
these features throughout the volume (e.g., how can fracture patterns
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one km below the reposltovy horizon be evaluated). Also, statinO a
minimum volume, without considering a site, ia unrealistic. A detailed
In situ determination of the properties discussed in (1) through (vi) of
this subsection, to a depti of one km below the repository horizon could
possibly coaromise the integrity of the system by introducing potential
pathways for fluid migration where none existed previously. What is
pertinent to determine, by whatever means are available, is whether
extensive confined aquifers occur below the repository level at depths
which could be siqnificantly affected by the waste repository. The deptt
of investigation should be determined by the regional geology.

b. Mapping the entire volume is impossible. I
c. The term .fracture" tells sothing about the ability of the rok medium to

afffct waste transport, while permeability does.

d. Some of the features mentioned such as breccia pipes and solution feature
may be less permeable than the surrounding rock.

e. These items all specify in situ determination of properties. This is
appropriate for many properties but some geomechanical (iiI) and most
geo hemical (v) properties cannot practically be subject to "Nn situ
de* mination". However, the 'in situ properties" may be detkrmined in
the laboratory. The language needs to be clarified to allow this.

In addition, the type of testing-and depth of data should be function
of parameter sensitivity (how much is warranted), uncertainty (is more
data required), and ramifications (is date collection compatlble with
maintaining a sound structure).

By requiring in situ determinations in both host rock and surrounding
confining units, NRC is requiring at least two, and perhaps many, test
facilities to be constructed at each site. One facility will not be able
to propagate thermal effects to surrounding rock units in a reasonable
time frame. This appears to be an unreasonable requirement.

There should be some clarification here about ambient stress conditions.
In situ determination Is hard to do for the host rock, but impossible for
the surrounding confining units. This should refer to calculational
determination of ambient stress conditions.

Response of surrounding confining units to anticipated thermal loading
cannot be measured, it can only be calculated. The time required for
heat to reach surrounding confining units is very long and therefore it
cannot be measured.

f. Redox potential is not a unique property of the rock but is depenqant on
the geochemistry, the volume of fluid and the behavior of the waste
package.
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Staff Response to Comment 265:

(a) In response to public Coment, the NRC has revised the paragraph In questic

(b) The paragraph 60.122(a)(9)(i) has been deleted from the technical criteria.

Revised wording has been proposed as an amendment to 60.21. However, the staff

does not believe it is appro-rlate to add the term "statistical" to the pro-

vision. (c) The reference to f actures has been changed to permeability in

(it) only in the proposed to 60.21. The NRC believes that the term

'fractures' is sort correct In the other two provisions questioned by DOE.

(d) Some of the examples listed in (II) have been deleted from the proposed

amendment to 60.21. In response to DDE's suggestion. (e) In response to DOE's

comment, the phrase "in situ' has been deleted from the provisions as provided

In the proposed amendments to 40.21, but the staff declines to make the second

suggested change. (f) Provisi n (v) has been simplified in the proposed rule

and the phrase in question has)been deleted.

I
Coment 266: Bird enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

(i)-(vi). At what level would all of these questions and tasks be resolved?
I very much doubt that all of the fractures, for example, at a given site
could be recorded; how would the *bulk geomechanical properties' be recorded,
and at what level of detail, etc? These topics constitute a list of things
that, from a geologic point of view, could never be "satisfied" beyond some
level of accuracy and description. To present such a list in the way it is
here again reflects a lack of judgement and understanding of geologic features,
processes, and the ways they are studied.

Staff Response to Comment 266:

The level of eitail should be sufficient to permit a determination that require-

ments for the design and construction of the geologic repository operations

area have been met and that the p re; f ance objectives of the waste packages

will be achieved. See comment 265.
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Comment 267: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (20)

60.122(a)(9) - "any of the properties and characteristics required to be
determined by the subperagraphs of this section are impossible or Impractical
to obtain In the implied detail without adversely affecting the future integrit)
of the repository. Also, use of field tests in lieu of on site in-situ tests
and off site in-situ tests where appropriate, should be allowed.

Staff Response to Comment 267:

See response to Coment 266.

Comment 268: TASC enclosure in Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (28)

Paragraph (a)(9)

The emphasis on thermal loading is inappropriate since this factor is so
readily amenable to direct control. The requirements for input data identi-
fied in paragraphs (I) through (vi) are inordinate. If interpreted literally
within the volume noted it is quite likely to destroy the utility of the
proposed site for repository purposes. The implied level of data indicated
seems quite impractical to achieve and presents an undesirable opportunity for
endless discussion as to when this requirement is satisfied.

Staff Response to Comment 26E:

The NRC does not agree with the conenter that the emphasis on thermal loading

is inappropriate. Kany of the perturbations that are expected in the perform-

ance of the repository system will occur as the result of the increased tempera-

ture in the host rock due to radioactive decay heat. See also responses to

Comments 265 and 266.

X -_
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Comment 269: U.S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 31401, col. 2, per. (v). This paragraph should be augmented by specific
reference to sorption properties ('KDg) determined in situ at the candidate
site.

Staff Response to Comment 2E9: See comment 265.

The proposed amendments to 6&.21 contain a simplified reference to "the bulk

geochemical properties' without speciV: references to any particular geochemice

parameter.
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However, 60.122, as set forth in the proposed rule specifically addresses sorp

as a favorable condition of the geologic setting (60.122(g)).

Conwent 270: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

SubJect of Connent:

60.122(o)(9)(v) *The In situ determination of the bulk geochemical conditions
particularly the redox potential, of the host rock and surrounding confining
units."

Comment:

This statement implies thnt the most, important geochemical characterization is
likely to be redox potential (or eH). First, it may not be; pH or trace
element/mineral geochemistry may be far more important. Second, this is a
very difficult measurement to make accurately under good in situ conditions.
Finally, unless the location of in situ measurements is exceptionally clean of
foreign matters (drilling mud, oxygen, etc.), the measurement may be meaningle.
More important and practical than in situ measurement may be good laboratory
work using sigulated host rock and fluids.

Staff Response to Comment 270:

See response to comment 269.

Comnent 271: U.S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 314CI, col. 2, par. (vi). Detailed characteriz:tion of this large voluse
of rock using available or foreseeable geophysical methods does not appear
possible.

Staff Response to Comnent 271. - -

See response to Conment 265.

-Comment 272: Pinder enclosure in U.S. Departent of Energy (18)

Pg. 31401. Col. 2. Line 14-Line l1b: I believe this list of (vi) requirements
is not now, nor likely to be in the foreseeable future, within the capability
of earth scientists or engineers. This strikes me as an unreasonable wish-lis
devoid of consideration for and of available technology.
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Staff Response to Convent 272:

The requiresents of 60.122(a) have bten reviewed and revised.

Comment 273: Attorney Geveral Abrams, State of New York (11)

The draft establishes a presumption against repository sites with potentially
adverse conditions, but allows for a rebuttal of the presumption, 5 60.122(b).
p. 31402, col. 1. In view of the commitment to conservative planning express(
by DOE and NRC, any presumption based on the existence of adverse conditions
should be irrebuttable.

Staff Response to Comnent 273:

The presence of a potentially adverse condition would not necessarily make a

site unsuitable for a repxsitory site. It is generally accepted that a complf

unflawed geologic envirornent is not attainable in nature. Whether or not a

potentially adverse condition would affect the integrl.y of a potential repos 4

void depend upon a nu be' of factors such as the physical extent of the condi

and the ability of the enlinee ed barriers to compensate for the condition.

Comment 274: Bechtel National. Inc. (13)

60.122(b) - The statement "the presence of any of the potential adverse human
activities or natural conritions will give rise to a presumption that the
geologic repository will cot meet the performance objectives' is extreme and
could rule out many excellent sites. There is no basis for this presuaption
frot the presence of such activities or conditions.

Staff Response to Comment 274:

See response to Cohweft 773. lo addition, both the draft technical criteria

(45 FR 31402) and the proposed.rule set forth provisions by which DOE can show

that a potentially adrerse condition or combination of conditions does not i-.
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significantly the ability of the geologic repository to isolate the radloactiv

waste.

Conment 275: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.122(b) POTENTIALLY ADVERSE CONDITIONS

NRC Proposed Wordin:

The following paragraphs describe human activities or natural conditlons which
can adversely affect the stability of the repository site, increase emigrat
of radionuelides from the repository, or provide pathways to the accessible
environment. The Department shall demonstrate whether any of the potentially
adverse human activities or natural conditions are present. The Department
shall document all investigations.

The presence of any of the potentially adverse human activities or natural
conditions will give rise to a presumption that the geologic repository will
not meet tbe performance objectives. The conditions and activities in this
section apply, unless otherwise stated, to the volume of rock dete ined by

-the Department in Paragrap. 60.122(a)(8) above.

Recommended Revision:

Replace "can adversely" with "may have the potential to". Delete second
paragraph. I

Rationale:

Whether or not the stated conditions are actually of importance is a matter of
speculation. The statement as written is without basis.

These conditions should not give rise to the stated presumption. The last
paragraph of the section identifies ways to show how they may be acceptable.
Also, 60.122(a)(8) is an incorrect reference as it refers to the entire area
with a 100 km radius. Presumably (a)(9) is meant.

Staff Response to Comment 275:

The provisions of the technical criteria relating to potentially adverse condi

tions have been substantially rewritten as set forth in the proposed rule. Ir

response to DOE's comment. the latter part of the second paragraph hpta. en

deleted.

I . . , . - ! . ,
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Comnent 276: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Comment:

60.122 (b) Potentially Adverse Conditions. 'The following paragraphs describe
human activities or natural conditions which can adversely affect the stability
of the repository site, increase the migration of radionuclides from the
repository, or provide pathways to the accessible environment. The Department
shall demonstrate whether any of the potentially adverse human activities or
natural conditions are present. The Department shall document all Investigations.
The nresence of any of the potentially adverse human activiti s or natural
conditions will give rise to a presumption that the geologic 4epository will
not meet the performance objectives. The conditions and acti ities in this
section apply, unless otherwise stated, to the volume of rock determined by
thelDepartaent in § 60.112(a)(8) above."

Comnent:

The impact of potentially adverse conditions is very much overstated by the
statement that "the presence of any of the potentially adverse .... conditions
will give rise to a presumption that the geologic repository ill not meet the
pevformance objectives." That statement is qualified at the end of i 60.122(b)
by allowing a rebuttal if it can be shown that the potentially adverse conditions
does not adversely affect performance of the geologic repository. It is
strongly recommended that this latter position be taken at beginning of
this section to avoid the process of first "disqualifying' a the "requalifyingl
sites. This could be accomplished by changing the above worqing to state "The
presence of any of the potentially adverse human activities Or natural conditions
will require demonstration by the Department that the conditions do not adversely
affect repository performance within acceptable standards if the site is to be
considered as a viable option.' Example methods of demonstrations are included
at the end of this section. (Another way to accomplish this would be to leave
the adverse list out of the regulations entirely and state that it is the
Department's obligation to show that the repository will perform adequately
for all site conditions. This process will give better potential for selection
of the best candidate sites in the United States.

Finally, the volume considered for evaluation cannot possibly be the 100 km
distance stated in 6 60.122(a)(8). It is assaved that this was a typographic
error in the draft regulations. The correct reference for volume would appear
to be I 60.122(a)(9).

Staff rasponse to Comment 276:

The revised wording on potentially adverse conditions as set forth in the

proposed fult, now states that 'the presence of any such condftons ay compromise

site suitability and will require careful analysis and such Measures as are

necessary to compensate for them adequately. See also response tor comment 274.

Provisions for a resource evaluation have been deleted in the troposed rule
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and are set forth as proposed amendments to 60.21. The proposed amendment

requires a resource evaluation for the disturbed zone and for areas of similar

size that are representative of and are withir the geologic setting. A definition

of the term 'disturbed zone' is set forth in 60.2, as amended.

Coment 277: L 4nstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (28)

A major conceptual problem in the draft technical criteria appears in the
presentation of potentially adverse conditions and favorable conditions, in
1 60.122(b) and (c). The approach to siting expressed In these sections seems
to be Impractical and appears to conflict with the viewpoints expressed in the
supplementary Information and the DTSD. The p.tentially adverse conditions in
f 60.122(b) are presented in as absolute sanne-, such that a site would be
presumed to be unsuitable if they were present, even though many of the described
conditions would probably not prevent achieving adequate performance. On the
other hand, the lavorable conditions are presented more as options than as
essentials, Indi ating that a site should possess as many as practicable. As
noted in the Dt? . some of the favorable conditions are virtually essential
for adequate rep sitory performance, and should not be optional. The draft
criteria further states that the presu*mption that a site will not meet the
performance obje tives can be rebutted by demonstrating that the potentially
adverse conditions are compensated by favorable conditions. However, the
criteria do not provide a baseline from which the degree of compensation can
be determined. In particular, the criteria do not Indicate what favorable
conditions, as a minimum, the repository should possess. The impression given
by this emphasis on adverse conditions is that the NRC favors avoiding the
"bad" instead of demonstrating the good."

The draft criteria would be improved by recognizing the distinction between
important siting requirements and conditions that are desirable, but not
necessary, and by emphasizing a more positive approach to siting. The essen-
tial conditions for a repository (e.L, geologic stability, long flow paths,
relatively Impermeable host rock, etc.) should be highlighted and identified
as requirements early in the discussion of siting. Potentially adverse condi-
tions that cannot be compensated by engineered barriers (eg. , potential
igneous intrusion, active structural deformation, etc.) should be required to
be avoided. In practice, sitirg studies would, and should, begin by consider-
ing fundamental needs and unacceptable flaws. Conditions that can be compen-
sated by engineered barriers, and favorable and potentially unfavorable condi-
tions that actually can be weigsed against one another (eg., weighing degree
of fracturing againi7 -ree of geochemical retardation) should then be required
in a more flexible manner. This suggested approach would be more workable for
the licensing process and would be consistent with the systems approach for
meeting-perfonmance objectives. It would allow DOE to optimize selected
aspects of the repository system to compensate for deficiencies or uncertainties
elsewhere. -
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Staff Response to Comment 271;

Section 60.122 has been revised in response to public comment to present the

favorable and potentially adverse conditions in an equilvalent manner.

Provisions for the "presumption" that a site will not meet its performance

objectives if potentially adverse conditions are present, as well as the

conditions for a rebuttal of this presumption have been modified in the pro-

posed rule. See also response to comment 274. The NRC does not feel that it

would be appropriate to specify what favorable conditions a repository should

possess since many of the conditions, both favorable and potentially adverse

are site-specific. The staff believes that the revised version of § 60.122 as

well as the proposed amendmerts to 60.21 should be responsive to a number of

points made by the commenter in the second paragraph. For a discussion of 'the

repository system see response to comment 51.

Comment 278: TASC enclosure in Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (28)

Paragraph (b)

The reference at the end of t.'e introductory portion of this paragraph should
obviously be to § 60.122(a)(9;. This whole paragraph, including the subpara-
graphs discussed below, represent a "negative' approach to repository siting
(see major comments), and seecs inconsistent with the systems approach. The
indication that "rebuttal" of adverse presumptions may be possible comes much
too late in the paragraph. Moreover, it is questionable whether some of the
potentially adverse conditions or human activities identified justify a pre-
sumption that the geologic reository will not meet the performance objectives,
(e.A., shallow drill holes, s'.allow mining and resources, etc.) Some of the
requirements can be construed (totally incorrectly, in our view) as eliminating
the use of salt formations.

Paragraphs (b)(1)(iii) and (b)(1)(iv)

These paragraphs presumably w:uld eliminate from further consideration sites
where there are economically exploitable resources or there are resources that
are of above-average value fc other areas in the region containing the geologic
repository. The value of suct resources will clearly be a matter of degree
and, in any case, should be cwxpared with the value of the repository itself.
There should be no reason for eliminating a site area because it contains
resources of relatively low value, particularly if the resources are located
at insignificant depths. An apparent justification for excluding areas with
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substantial resource values, as presented in the DTSD, is to assure that the
site has no greater potential for being explored than any other siteLe However,
even if such resource values are present it does not seem reasonable to cate-
gorically exclude otherwise suitable sites solely on that basis. At most, the
presence of these resources should lead to consideration of the types of
specific imapcts that ex;Aoration wmgt have upon repository Integrity and the
potential effect, if any, of such Impacts upon the repository's satisfaction
of performance standards. Such consideration is not likely to lead to the
exclusion of a site with suitable natural characteristics as the location of a
well-designed repository.

Staff Response to Coent 278:

See responses to Comments 2, 275 aid 277. On the issue of resources see

response to Comments 257 and 260. The value of the natural resources is only

one of the factors used in determining the suitability of a site as a repository.

Comment 279: U.S. Geological Survey (12) (
Pages 31401-31402, sec. 60.122(b). This part specifies those potentially
adverse conditions which may result iv the major components of the system not
meeting the performance objectives of section 60.111(c). At this point, the
language seems to depart from the sense intended in section 60.111 in that
repeated references are made to the geologic repository (total system), not
individual barriers. For example (p. 31401. col. 3, par. (1)(ii)), prior
drilling to depths below the lower limt of the accessible environment will
not affect the waste package and, de-nmdIng on depth, way not affect the
underground facility. It most likely would affect the geologic environment.
It would sharpen up the regulations a&d make the potentially adverse conditions
less sweeping if the following changes in language were made:

1) On page 31401, col. 2, last sentence: "The presence of any of the
potentially adverse human activities or natural conditions will give rise to a
presumption that those barriers affected by the adverse human activity or
natural condition will not meet the performance objectives of 60.111(c)"
(change underlined).

2) On page 31402, col. 1, par. 4, sentence 2: 'A presumption that
any of the major barriers will not mewt the performance objectives stated in
60.111 can be rebutted upon showing tkat the presence of the potentially
adverse condition Does not adversely affect the performance of any of the
barriers within the system." (change underlined). As it stands, the applicant
might argue that the waste package alone ensures that the system will perform
as required and that therefore any *drerse condition way be tolerated.

Staff Response to Comment 279:

See response to comment 276. --
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Ref I 60.122(b)(1) What about large populations?

Staff Response to Comment 280:

Reference to population density has been deleted from the proposed rule.

Coinent 281: Duke Power Co. (25)

60.122(b)(1): Again we have the Jroblet of an overemphasis on recoverable
resources. While we see the need to limit the possibility of future adverse
human activities at the repository site, the drafticriteria are much too
stringent and could weil eliminate otherwise superior sites, especially in
salt. In particular, the criterion that drilling for whatever purpose to
depths below the lower limit of the accessible environments shhll "give rise
to a presumption that the geologic repository will not meet the performance
objectives" is particularly inappropriate.

Staff Response to Comment 281: /
See response to Comment 282.

Comment 282: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.122(b)(1)

tRC Proposed Warding:

Potentially Adverse Human Activities

(i) There is or has been conventional or in situ subsurface mining for
resources.

(ii) Except holes drilled for investigations of the geologic repository.
there is or has been drilling for whatever purpose to depths below
the lower limit of the accessible environment.

(iii) There are resources which are e:onomically exploitable using existing
technology under present market conditions.

(iv) Based on a resource assessment, there are resources that have either
higher gross or net value than the average for other areas of similar
size in the region in which the geologic repository is located.

(v) There is reasonable potential th.at failure of human-made impoudments
could cause flooding of the geologic repository operations area
prior to decommissioning.
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(vi) There is reasonable potential based on existing geologic and hydrologic
conditions and methods of co4struction for construction of lerge-scale
impoundments which say affect the regional ground water flow system.

(vII) There Is indication that present or reasonably anticipatable human
activities can significantly affect the hydrogeologic framework.
Human activities include groznd water withdrawals, extensive Irriga-
tion, subsurface injection of fluids, underground pumped storage
facilities or underground military activities.

Recommended Revisions:

a. In (ii) delete everything after 'purpose" and add "at depths which Iduld
adversely affect the subsurface repository volume".

b. Delete (iv).

c. In (vii) change to read "..activities that would alter the hydrogeologic
framework in an unacceptable manner".

Rationale:

a. Hines and boreholes which would nct adversely affect the repository
volume should not preclude the use of a site. Past drilling to ab re the
repository horizon or outside the horizontal extent of the subsurfa We
workings does not impact the ability of the repository to isolate w stes.
Known holes can be sealed and unknown holes are not known and there fore
would not be considered.

b. This philosophy places too much laportance on resources which, as indicated
in the general comments, results in a weak argument for proving safety.
The nature of future resource needs is not readily predictable and con-
stantly changes.

C. Referring to 60.122(b)(1)(vi), It is conceivable that some future human
activities ca' have little effect or actually improve the repository
hydrologic framework. Ground water withdrawals from closed basins could
eliminate a potential water transport capability. Of importance is the
significance of the change to safety.

Staff Response to Comment 282:

Sections of the proposed rule (60.123) dealing with potentially adverse conditions

has been significantly revised with respect to the provisions set forth in'the

ANPR. In the proposed rule the potentially adverse conditions are segregat 4

into those wtIch affect the geologic setting (60.123(a)) and those occuring in

the disturbed zone. Although the provisions addressed by DOE are still found-
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In the proposed rule NRC feels that some of the language modifIcations and

segregation of the conditions may be responsive to OOE's concerns.

Cowoent 283: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (l8)(c) Sub-
paragraph 60 122(b)(1)(vii) has also been revised and is set forth as
60.122(b)(1)(Mii) in-the proposed rule.

Subiect of Comment:

60.122(b)(1)(1i) "Except holes dri1led r Investigations of the geologic
repository, there is or has been drilling for whatever purpose to depths below
the lower limit of the accessible environment.'

Comment:

The requirement to consider all drilled holes as an 'adverse" condition as
defined in the draft regulations is unnecessarily restrictive. Certainly,
borings several km from the site do not qiecessarily pose extreme problems in
all cases. A primary example would be a salt dome where the boring is completely
away from the dome.

Further, borings nearer to the site may 4e separated from the repository by an
adeQuate barrier or they may be sealed--4nd all open borings can be reentered
for cleaning and sealing. This statemenr should be eliminated entirely or
restated to include only borings at loca1ions which could aiversely affect
containment and if the boring is not accessible for sealing.

Staff Response to Comment 283:

See response to Coment 282.

Comment 284: Lowenstein, Newnan, Reis, Axelrad and Toll (1)

Some of tte requirements can be construed as unjustifiably precluding salt and
basalt fL ations as potentially suitable for a deep geologic repository.
(See proposed sections 60.122(b)(1)(1i), 60.122(b)(3)(iMi), 60.122(b)(4)(ii),
60.122(b)(5).) Clarification and/or revision is needed to relate these require-
ments to acceptable system performance.

Staff Response to Comment 284:

See response to Comment 279. The technic ; teria were not intended to pre-

clude any geologic medium from consideration as a potential repository site,

but rather to provide the characteristics of any site in any geologic mediu
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which the NRC fuels would either support or not support a finding that a site

was suitable to host a repository.

Comment 285: Ellison enclosure i, U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Comment:

60. 42;(b)(1)(Mii) "There are resources which Pre economically exploitable
Us1i existing technology under present marmcc conditions."

Comment:

This item should refer to resource demands and alternate supplies and not just
to Its exploitability. For example, salt is a resource which could be exploited
economically from many salt domes and bedded salt areas. However, that resource
will not be exploited because of the abundance of salt. Therefore, use of a
particular dome for waste disposal is a preferable use of that resource.

Staff Response to Comment 285:

The provision of the proposed rule which addresses the presence of resources has

beeli modified to limit cvnsideraticn to those resources occurring in the disturbed

zone that have either greater gross value, net value, or commercial potential than

the average for other representative areas of similar size that are representative

of, and located in the geologic setting (60.123(b)(3)).

Comment 286: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (20)

60.122(b) - The applicability of this section should refer to Paragraph
60.122(a)(9), (2 kilometers from the lieits of the repository) rather than
item (a)(B), (within 100 kilometers of the site).

60.122(b)(1) ' In the draft technical criteria, paragraph 60.122(b)(1)
Potentially adverse human activities" the repeated use of the word 'reason-

.able" w!en assessments are made mea well lead to significant controversy.
BetUtrA1iinitions would be appropriate and quantification best, if such were
possiblei

60.122(b)(1)(Mii) - This subparagraph indicates that the presence of economically
exploitable resources would disqualify a site. This is overly restrictive since
't will be difficult to find a site where no resources exist (again, what is the
definition of resource). This restriction makes some sense in the case of a
rare Commodity, but not in the case of a commodity that Is widely available
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since the probability of that commodity being sought for at the precise location
of the repository is low.

60.122(b)(1)(iv) - Resource assessments should be limited to the net compara-
tive value of the resource since this value and not the gross value will
determine the probability of recovery.

60.122(b)(4)(1) - This paragraph is confusing and appears to be unnecessary.

Staff Response to Comment 286:

The proposed technical criteria have been revised to separate conditions In

the geologic setting that can adversely affect waste isolation from those

conditions in the disturbed zone that can also affect waste isolation. In

response to the commenter's second suggestion, the use of the term reasonable

has been minimized. With respect to the commenter's third point, a potentially

adverse condition, in this case, the presence of economically-exploitable

resources can be addressed in accordance with provisions set forth in the

proposed technical criteria at 60.124. For a discussion of 60.122(b)(1)(iv)

see Comment 285. Provisions relating to the assessment of potentially adverse

conditions have been modified in the proposed rule. The NRC declines to

change the paragraph addressed in the final comment of Westinghouse Electric.

Comment 287: Bird enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

(1)-(M1). Present market conditions should not be used, as discussed previously.

Staff Response to Comment 287:

The staff declines to make the suggested change.

Comment 28&: Everett R. Irish (29)

Page 31401, column item I iii - Automatically eliminates salt as a repository
medium.

Staff Response to Comment 288:

See response to Comment 284.
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Comment 289: U.S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 21401, col. 3, par. (1)(v). The statment about the ffect on the
regional ground-water flow s1stem of large-scale ipoundments is vague. The
statement should specify which elements of the flow system eight be affected
and the extent of change that would be considered significant.

Staff Response to Comment 289:

Provisions are set forth in the proposed technical criteria at 60.124 which

can be used In the assessment of potentially adverse conditions.

Comment 290: Ross enclosure In U.S. Department of Energy (18)

(b)(1) Potenially adverse human activities.
Items (i) through (vii) provide an adequate and reasonable listing of
potentially adverse human activities.

(b)(2) Potentially adverse natural conditions - geologic and tectonic.
items (i), (iii), (iv), (v). (vi). (vii) are reasonable and prudent.

(b)(2)(i1) Evidence of dissoluticning, collapse, or similar features which
resulted from Pre-Quaternary geologic processes that have since been
inactive, should not In Itself disqualify a site. Reasonable proof of
stability during the Quaternary should be required and adequate.

(b)(3) Potentially adverse natural conditions - hydrologic.
(lv) Presence of a fault or fracture zone with a horizontal length of
more than a few hundreds of eeters should not by Itself disqualify a
site. Countless examples may be sited of fractures tightly sealed with
quartz, calcite or clays which show no evidence of movement or fluid flow
for 10's of millions of years. The requirement as stated may be unneces-
sarily restrictive.

Staff Response to Commer.t 290:

No response is necessary to Mr. Ellison's first two points. With respect to

the final two items, see response to Comment 289.

Comment 291: Environmental Protection Agency (23)

Section 60.122(b)(2), Potentially adverse natural conditions - geologic and
tectonic, should Include an additional Item which reads as follows: "(viii)
there is a uniqueness about the site that may substantially increase future
exploration for purposes other than resources".
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Staff Response to Comment 291:

Since it is Iot clear wnat purposes other than exploration for resources

EPA envisions, the staff sees no reason to include the suggested wording in

the rule.

Comment 292: U.S. Department of Energy (18;

60.122(b)(2)

NRC Proposed Wordin:

(1) There is evidence of extreme bedrock incision since the start of the
Quaternary Period.

(i) There is evidence of dissolutioning, such as karst features, breccia
pipes, or insoluble residues. /

(111) There is evidence of processes in the candidate area which could
result in structural deformation in the volume of rock such as
uplift, diapirism, subsicence, folding, faulting, or fracture zones.

(1v) The geologic repository operations area lies within the near field
of a fault that has been active since the start of the Quaternary
Period.

(v) There is an area characterized by higher seismicity than that of
the surrounding region or there is an area in which there are indica-
tions, based on correlations of earthquakes with tectonic processes
and features, that seismicity may increase in the future.

(vi) There is evidence of intrusive igneous activity since the start of
the Quaternary Period.

(vii) There is a high and anomalous geothermal gradient relative to the
regional geothermal gradient.

Recommended Revision:

a. General; these features mentioned are merely an Inventory of natural
processes going on almost everywhere. Whether or not they matter is part
of the site selection procedure and the presumption that they do is a
Judgement made with bias. They should be deleted or a technical basis
provided to support each.

b. Clarify the meaning of Nexterme' in (i).

c. In (ii) replace 'dissolutioning" with "dissolution. Insert 'Quaternary'
before 'dissolution.-

- . -.V
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d. qII (Oii) Insert Quaternary tectonic' before processes.

*. In (Iv) define 'near field".

*. Delete (v) or put an absolute level on seismicity.

9. In (vi) delete "Intrusive".

Rationale:

b. T e eaning of extrexet Is subject to wide-ranging Interpretations.
No rover, this requirement rules out investigation into the source of the
a renchment and its present and anticipated state of activity. The,
requirement ought to allow the Department to demonstrate by analysis
whether ground-surface lowering could adversely affect the repository
daring the required containnent period.

c. The presence of dissolution features does not necessarily discredit a
candidate site. In the case of salt doses the cap rock is a by-product
of dissolution that may have occurred much earlier in geologic history
and eay presently bo ating as an effective impermeable seal.

Evidence of dissolution, collapse, or similar features which resulted
from Pre-Quaternary geologic processes that have since been Inactive,
should not by itself disqualify a site. Reasonable proof of stability
during the Quaternary should be required and adequate.

d. A time frame for these processes must be listed - otherwise all areas of
the earth are 'adverse".

e. Near field", in contemporary usage, applies to earthquakes. It is not
meaningful to refer to the "near field of a fault". This criterion is
important, and it should be addressed more clearly and directly.

*. Increased seismicity is Identified as a potentially adverse natural
condition. Seismic activity can range from minor crustal adjustments to
major disruptive events. Therefore,-by simply noting that an increase in
seismicity (with no qualification as to magnitudes) is potentially a
disruptive event involves faulty logic. In any case, seismicity effects
on a repository must be considered in two time frames - during operation
and after decommissioning. Effects on a repository vary grzatly depending
on the time frame. After decommissioning, seismicity may or may not be
significant.

g. Any igneous activity since the start of the Quaternary Period is more
disqualifying than many factors listed in this section.

Staff Response to Connent 292:

(a) The technical basis for the siting requirements set forth in the proposed

rule will be presented in an accompanying technical support document available

in the NRC's Public Document RoOm.
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(b) The provision relating to extrae bedrock incision has been changed.

(c) The staff has retained the terr "dlssolutioning".

(d) In response to DOE's coiment, these processes are limited to activity

during the Quaternary Period.

(e) The term "near-field" has been deleted from the proposed rule. The term

*near-field" has been replaced by the term "disturbed zone" which has been

defined In the proposed rule.

( (r) The provision Involving seismcity has been revised and divided into two

separate provisions In the proposed rule. The NIC does not believe it is

appropriate to place an absolute level on seismi ity in the technical

criteria.

(g) In response to DME's suggestion, the term "intrusive' has been deleted.

Consent 293: TASC enclosure in Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (28)

Paragraph (b)(2)

In general, this part of the draft rule does not encourage a workable approach
to siting. The adverse conditions ir this section are presented In an
absolute manner, stating that their presence will give rise to the presuwption
that performance objectives will not be met, unless proven otherwise by DOE.
However, several of the described conditions would be unlikely to prevent
adequate performance. In contrast, the favorable .cooitions in § 60.122(c)
are presented almost as options, with the statemedAWI£ sites having as many
favorable characteristics as practicable are preferred7 fany of these
favorable characteristics, however, are important for adequate repository
performance. The tone of these two sections, in combination with the adverse
conditions being presented first in the rule, suggests-a "negative" approach
to siting. That Is. it suggests emphasis on avoidig gspecified adverse

*- . .
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conditions In the Initial phases of siting, thus delaying attention to favorable
conditions until the later phases of site-specific investigation. The rule
should be structured to encourage a more wortable approach. In discussing
application of the adverse conditions requirements to siting, the DTSD
(Section 5.1) states: OIt should be emphasized here that it is the intent of
these requirements not to require absolute proof (underlining in original)
that a specified condition either exists or does not, but to require a reasonably
vigorous and state-of-the-art investigation and evaluation." This intent is
not expressed by the draft rule. Instead, potentially adverse conditions are
presented in a generally absolute manner.

Paragraph IL 2IiL

The term "extreme bedrock incision' is vague. The highest rates of erosion
that have been estimated over periods of tens to hundreds of thousands of
years would be very unlikely to compromise the integrity of a typical repository
in the 10,0O0-year period that this rule addresses. If retained, this term
would be better replaced with wording along the line of "erosion rates that
could compromise repository performance."

Paragraph (b)(2)(II)

The problem with this requirement -is that any deposit of evaporite minerals is
likely to contain some evidence of minor dissolutioning, much or all of which
way no longer 1 ke place because of changed bydrologic conditions. Examples
include the ca rock of salt domes and the argillaceous Anterbeds in bedded
salt format1onœ. Presumably the paragraph's intent is to exclude large dis-
solution featules and active dissolution features of any size. If it
coild be improved by specifying 'evidence of substantial dissolutic that
has occurred under hydrologic conditions that may be anticipated du. ng the
repository lifetime." This would be consistent with the discussion in the
DTSD (1 5.2.2.2.).

Staff Response to Coament 293:

In response to the commenter's first item, a serious attempt has been made to

present favorable and potentially adverse conditions in a similar light in the

proposed technical criteria. As previously voted, the NRC believes its approach

to siting is cautious and conservative, not regative as stated by the commenter.

An attempt has been made to revise the technical support document so that It

presents more clearly the supporting rationale for the requirements set forth

in the proposed rule;

Regarding the coent on "extreme bedrock Incisions" the staff was not so much

focusing on the ' cutting of a river or stream compromising the integrity of
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a repository, but rather, the staff believed that extreme bedrock incision

would provide evidence of active tectonic processes such as uplift and sub-

Sequent fluviatile downcutting. This provision has been revised to now read

wevidence of extreme erosion durieg the Quaternary."

Finally, dissolution is not solely a feature of evaporate minerals. Dissolu-

tioning also occurs along fractures in a variety of rock types. See also response

to Content 274.

Comment 294: U.S. Geological Surnty (12)

Page 31401, col. 3, par. (2)(i). The term "extreme is vague in this context.
The concern here, presumably that erosion might exhume the repository, should
be stated explicitly.

Staff Response to Comment 294:

See response to Comment 293.

Comment 295: Bird enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

(2)-(il). 'There is evidence of Cissolutioning, such as karst features,
breccia pipes, or insoluble residues". Many breccia pipes cre not the result
of 'dissolutioning", such as diatreres. Many sedimentary rocks contain evidence
of dissolutioning, such as styolites or limestone, and clay mineral segrega-
tions in rock salt. These feature.. would not necessarily be potentially adverse
natural conditions in a site. Also, under (iv) what amount of activity of the
fault would be serious? It can be argued that all faults are active, even very
ancient and "inactive" ones, becaLse of tidal forces and plate movement. It is
very important that (I) through (IMi) be rewritten and very carefully con-
sidered. These statements are based on the premise that any geologic 'activity'
would be detrimental to the site. One can argue that the converse might be
true in the context of using geologic processes to enhance the repository
design!

Staff Response to Comment 295:

In response to public comment on the draft technical criteria, the provisions

addressed by Dr. Bird have been substantially revised and clarified. With

respect to Dr. Bird's comment on 'breccia pipes," it should be noted that
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Staff Response to Comment 298.

The MRC has deleted this provision. The p,'oposed rule contains as a potentially

adverse condition in the geologic setting, earthquakes which occurred histori-

cally, which if repeated could effect the geologic repository significantly.

Comment 299: J. G. McCray (9)

Ref J 60.122(b)(2)(vi1) Substitute Oheat tlux" for 'gradient" in that gradients
vary due to changes in thermal conductivity and boundary conditions.

Staff Response to Comment 299:

Paragraph 60.122(b)(2)(vii) has been deleted from the proposed technical

criteria.

i
Comment 300: U.S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 31402, col. 1, par. (vii). This criterion is questionable. We believe a
more relevant criterion would be 'There are geophysical indications of the
presence of a magma body at depth." A cooling regime is as likely to have a
high gradient as a warming regime, but would not be equally adverse.

Staff Response to Comment 300:

See response to Comment 299.

Comment 301: Bechtel National, Inc. (13)

60.I22(b)(2)(1) - The word *extreme" should be defined.

60.122(b)(2)(ii) - "Karst features", "breccia pipes' end especially "insoluble
residues' are not necessarily "extreme' bedrock incisions.

60.122(b)(2)(Mil) - Such evidences are often not extreme bedrock incisions.

60.222(b)(2)(iv) - The tern Onear field" should be defined.

60.122(b)(2)(v) - Having a Ohigher seismicity' Is certainly not an extreme
bedrock incision, and may not even be a potential hazard.

60.122(b)(2)(vii) - A higher than regional geothermal gradient may not be
extreme.

.1e,. .'..
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breccia pipes were simply cited as one type of dissolution feature that could

be present. The NRC did not intend to imply that all breccia pipes are

dissolution features.

Comment 296: U.S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 31401, col. 3, par. (2)(iii). With the exception of fracturing ("fracture
zones' is not a process), the processes listed could result in structural
deformation of the volume of rock in a repository. However, it should be
stated that structural deformation is si;,^ficant to the extent that it results
in an increase In the hydraulic conductivity of the rocks (through fracturing),
and the consequent increase in the rate of leaching and transport of waste
radionuclides. Uplift or subsidence may not be harmful by themselves if they
are not differential within the candidate area.

Staff Response to Comment 296:

The NRC agrees with the position taken by the USGS. Provisions dealing with

rebuttal of the presumed adverse conditions are set forth in the proposed rule.

Comment 297: U.S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 31401, col. 3, par. (2)(it). The phrase Onear field of a faults requires
definition. in fact, the whole question of how to assess tectonic conditions
and future tectonics could well be the subject of a Regulatory Guide.

Staff Response to Comment 297:

See response to Comment 292.

Comment 298: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Comment:

60.122(b)(2)(v) "There is an area characterized by higher seismicity than
that of the surrounding region or there is an area in which there are indica-
tions based on correlations of earthquakes with tectonic processes and features
that seismicity may increase in the future."

Comment:

This factor is not needed as special adverse condition. The seismicity of an
area will always be one of the important site selection and design factors.
The importance of seismicity will be decided on a site-by-site basis.

4-3
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Staff lesponse to Comoent 30.:

for a dis ussion of Bechtel National's first and fourth points, see response

to Coment 292. It appears that Bechtel National has misread the beginning of

paragraph 60.122(b)(2), since the reference to "extreme bedrock incision" was

limited to subparagraph (1) and Bechtel National seems to have the lipression

that the remaining subparagraphs were given as examples of "extreme bedrock

incision.

See also response to Comments 29E and 299.

Coment 30i: J. G. McCray,(9)

Ref § 60.122(b)(3) What aiout endangered ecosystems or biota? What about
archaeological or historical sites?

Staff Response to Comnent 302:

The technical criteria of Part GC are concerned with health and safety issues

under the Atomic Energy Act. Environmental (NEPA) considerations must be

taken into account as provided under other regulations (especially 10 CFR

Part 51).

Coment 303: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60. 122(b)(3)

#RC Proposed Wordin:

(i) There is potential for significant changes in hydrologic conditions
including hydraulic gradient, average pore velocity, storativity,
permeability, natural recharge, piezometric level, and discharge
points. Evaluation techniques include paleohydrologic analysis.

(it) The geologic repository operations area Is located where there would
be long term and short term adverse impacts associated with the
occupancy and modification of flood-plains. (Executive Order 11988).

(III) There is reasonable potential for natural phenomena such as landslides,
subsidence, or volcanic activity to create largescale impoundments

; that may affect the regional ground water flow system.
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(iv) There is a fault or fracture zone, irrespective of age of last
movement, which has a horizontal length of more than a few hundreds
of meters.

Recomended Revision:

a. General:

The criteria listed are stated to be "technical" against which a license
application can be reviewed. However, few criteria (and here hydrologic
criteria are principally addressed) can possibly be called technical.
The regulations heavily rely on qualified terms such s' low hydraulic
gradient, little hydraulic coxmunication, I.IS groun ter residence
time, Iong flow paths, or such phrases as may effec the regional ground
water flow system". Instead of (or perhaps in addition to) emphasizing
these terms, the regulations should stress end products of waste isolation
rather than a descriptive hydrogeologic narrative. For example, Important
products should be (a) estimates of acceptable risk afforded by specific
radionuclide retention in a given geologic medium or comparisons between
media, and (b) dose calculations under natural flow conditions and reason-
able scenario variations. To understand these items, it is necessary to
evaluate ground water flow paths and travel times pl s radionuclide con-
centrations and distributions to the biosphere. The, difference being the
former is the end product while the latter are intermediate steps. Waste
Isolation is not assured by high or low gradients or long or short flow
paths but rather by the response of the entire hydro eologic and hydro-
chemical system of the host medium.

b. In part (i) delete 'average pore velocity" or chainge it to nseepage
velocity". Also insert "adverse' before "changes".

c. Delete part (iv) as written and replace with a criterion that addresses
ground water conductivity.

Rationale:

a. Pore velocity Is not a uniquely defined term. Potential for change to
improve the isolation capability is not adverse.

b. No site is likely to be free of this sot of feature. If such 'old"
features exist, they should require detailed investigation to determine
whether it functions as a ground water barrier or conductor, where in the
ground water system it occurs, and how it may perturb the system.

c. It is the existing hydrologic environment that will be-the prime factor
in assessing transport. The scenarios for change should not be considered
more important than the existing conditions.

Staff Response to Comment 303:

(a) In response to public comment, a number of qualified terms, including

those cited by DOE have been deleted from the technical cr t'ria.
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(b) 'Average pore velocity" hs been changed to 'average interstitial velocity.0

(c) In response to DOE's suggestion, subparagraph (iv) has been deleted.

Comment 304: PInder enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Pa. 31402. Col. i. Line 12 'Storativity' is irrelevant to problems within this
time frame.

Staff Response to Comment 154:

See response to Coment 305.

Comment 305: U.S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 31402, col. 1, par. 3)(1). Storativity" is somewhat an archaic word;
storage coefficient" cle rly indicates the attribute Intended.

Staff Response to Comment 305:

In response to the USGS camwent, the term "storage coefficient" has replaced the

term storativity min theiproposed rule.

Comment 306: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Departnent of Energy (18)

Subject of-Conment:

60.122(b)(3)(i) OThere is potential for significant changes In hydrologic
conditions including hydraulic gradient. average pore velocity, -storativity.
permeability, natural recharge. piezometric level, and discharge joints.
Evaluation technicjes include paleohydrologic analysis.'

Comment:

What is 'average pore velocity?' Also. if required at all, this section should
apply only if the change would reduce the isolating capability of the repository.

Staff Response to Comment 306 A -
.:- - =W .

See response to Comment 303.
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Coment 307: Ellson enclosure In U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Comment:

60.122(b)(3)(ii) "The geologic repository operations area is located where
there would be long term and short ter, adverse ipacts associated with the
occupancy and modification of floodplains. (Executive Order 11988).*

Comment:

The intent of this condition Is not clear. Apparently, it deals only with
surface facilities. It Is premature at this time to rule out underground
spaces on the basis of surface hydrologic and hydraulic conditions. future
studies cay show that surface facility desigs can-be changed at less cost
than required to improve less suitable mnderround conditions.

Staff Response to Coweent 307:

This provision has been deleted from the technical criteria.

Comment 308: U.S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 31402, col. 1, par. (3)(Mii). Refer to our comment (above) regarding
page 31401, col. 3, par. (1)(vi).

Staff Response to Comment 308:

See response to Conent 289.

Comwent 309: U.S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 31402, col. 1, par- (3)(iv). What is the basis for stipulating a horizontal
fault length of "more than a few hundred meters?" There is no obvious relation
between fault length and hydraulic properties.

Staff Response to Comeuret 309:

In response to public cnmment, the specified fault length has been deleted

from the proposed rule.

Comment 310: Bechtel National, Inc. (13)

60.122(b)(3)(iv) - A length of 'a few hundred meters" is too vague and should
-- be defined.

60.122(b) - The section at the end of 60.122(b) that rebuts requirements
stated earlier is confusing and should be ircorporated in the individual

sections.



Staff Reponse to Coment 310:

See response to Comment 309. for the sake of clarity, the section referred to

by the commenter has been deleted and a new section 60.124 O9ssesseent of

potentially adverse conditions" has been included in the proposed rule.

Coitent 311: TASC enclosure in Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (28)

Paragraph (b)(3)(iv)

The concern here has nothing to do with rock movement along or across the
fault or fracture zone, and age of last movement is irrelevant. Coming as it
does under the section on hydrologic conditions, this paragraph is apparently
concerned with the ability of the fault or fracture zone to significantly
transmit ground water, In that case, it is not just the existence of the
fault or fracture zone that matters, but whether It is of a nature that water
can move along it, which may indeed not be possible for many such features.
Application of this paragraph as written would unnecessarily eliminate many
otherwise suitable sites, particularly those in basalt and granite. It should
be revised to reflect the level of hydrologic conductivity along faults or
fractures zones that will be considered significantly adverse.

Staff Response to Comment 311:

The language of this provision has been modified as set forth at 60.123(b)(7)

in the proposed rule. See also response to Comment 309.

Comment 312: U.S. Geological-Survey (12)

Page 31402. col. 1, par. (4). Clarify as follows: '...Geochefical. The sur.
of the rock units ... exhibits .... ". -

Staff Response to Comment 312:

This paragraph has been deleted, and the potentially adverse geochemical

corditions are now set forth more clearly in the provisions of 60.122, in the

proposed rule.

l .. .
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Comment 313: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.122(b)(4)

NRC Proposed Wordiig:

The rock units between the repository and the accessible environment exhibit
low retardation for most of the radionuclides contained In the radioactive
waste.

Recomended Revision:

Delete this paragraph. |

Rationale:

Unspecific terms such as 'low retardation" and "most" make this useless as an
adverse characteristic.

Staff Response to Comment 313:

See response to Comment 312. j

Comment 314: Bird enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

This section is confusing and imprecise. It reflects a lack of understanding
of potential benefits of ground water on sealing certain kinds of rock.
Although it is true that waste-generated heat would tend to increase water
flow, it is also possible that such an effect right be utilized to drive
mineralogic reactions that would seal fractures and effectively prevent the
water from reaching the waste package. This section reflects the general
assumption that water in the repository site is always an adverse condition.
We are not yet sure that this is so.

Staff Response to Comment 314:

The NRC staff is well aware of the geochemical reactions which could have the

effect of filling fractures. However, since the migration of groundwater is

considered by many scientists to be the most likely means by which the radio-

nuclides may be removed from the repository and could migrate towards the

accessible environment, the staff prefers to consider the presence of ground-

water as a potentially adverse condition.

See elso response to C ement 289.
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Coement 315; TASC enclosure in Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (28)

There are other geoctulmical conditions that may cause adverse reactions between
the waste or engineered systems and the host rock or fluids that may be unaccept-
able in the repository. Moreover, low retardation by Itself should not be an
exclusion factor because some media, £. salt, can provide adeQuate repository
performance without retardation, and because retardation can be provided by
engineering design of selected backfill materials (e.c. bentonite).

The role of sorption in the repository system, as discussed in the DTSD, is
someohat of a paradox. Geochexkal properties of a site, particularly sorption,
are cited as the most significant barrier to radionuclide movement, although it
is also noted that somfe nuclides are little affected by sorption. The potential
for major variations In retardation within a rock unit, as discussed in DTSD
1 3.3.3.3., appears to be a major factor in the perceived need for extensive
in situ testing to assure suitability oe a repository. However, the DTSD also
emphasizes a number of uncertainties associated with sorption and concludes in
1 5.2.4 that sorption should be considered '...a dubious but necessary safety
margin."-

The need for retardation in the natural repository system Is based on analyses
such as those by de Kersily and coworke4rs (1977, Science, v. 197, pp. 519-527).
The analyses by de Karsily indicate thXt radionuclides can be transported from
a repository to the environment, even in a host rock of low permeability, in
an unacceptably short period of time without sorption, and that travel times
can be orders of magnitude longer if sorption is considered. However, there
are three important factors that should also be considered In determining the
appropriate emphasis oi natural sorption properties for siting:

(a) The analyses by de Marsily assume groundwater flow vertically upward
from a repository at S00 meters depth. This type of groundwater flow occurs
in nature only under limited hydrologic conditions that readily can be avoided
in siting. Vertical flow from convection caused by the heat in the repository
also can be avoided by appropriate repository design. Accordingly, the flow
paths from a repository can be orders of magnitude longer than assumed by
de Karsily.

(b) The natural sorption properties of a site can be supplemented by
using bentonite or other high-sorption materials in the repository backfill.
In this manner, sorption can also be used as an engineered barrier.

tc) Sorption may not assure that a repository meets the system performance
objectives or the EPA requirements. Because some nuclides are retarded little
if at all by sorption, long groundwater travel times way be needed in addition
to whatever sorption properties are present.

In view of these factors, it seems more desirable to emphasize groundwater
travel time in siting, as this is very such a site-related property, and to
allow the DOE the option of providing sorption as an engineered barrier. This
approach can facilitate sitino and the meeting of the performance objectives
while providing the desired safety margins.
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Staff tesponst tc Coment 315:

See response to Comment 303. In the proposed technical criteria,-both ground-

water flow characteristics (including travel times) and geochemical conditions

(including the promotion of sorption) are listed aowng the conditions of the

geologic setting that may contribute to waste Isolation. DOE, with the res-

ponsibility for the design and construction of the geologic rer sitory, always

has the option of providing sorption in the engineered barrier.|

Comnent 316: U.S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 31402, col. 2. par. (4)(c), line 11. Clafification Is requested as to
what constitutes full documentation. DDeS this imply QA standards or some
lesser set of records?

Staff Response to Comment 316:

The paragraph in question has been deleted from the proposed technical criteria.

A new Subpart G - "Quality assurance" is set fort h in the propo~sed rule.

I

Comment 317: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Textual Material Following 60.122(b)(4)

NRC Proposed Wording:

A presumption that the geologic repository will not meet the performance
objectives can be rebutted upon showing that the presence of the potentially
adverse condition does not adversely affect the performance of the geologic
repository. In order to make this showing, the Department shall first demon-
strate that--

(1) The potentially adverse human activity or natural condition has been
adequately characterized, Inoludir; the extent to which the particular
feature may be present and still be undetected taking into account the
degree of resolution achieved by the investigations;

(2) The effect of the potentially adverse human activity or naturr1condition
on the geologic frework, ground water flow, ground water chemistry and
geomechanical integrity has been adequately evaluated using conservative
analyses and assumptions, and the evaluation used is sensitive to the
adverse human activity or natural condition;,~~ *
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(3) The Offect of the potentially adverse huran activity or natural condition
is compensated by the presence of favorable characteristics in Paragraph
60.122(c) of this Section; and

(4) The potentially adverse human activity or natural condition can be remedied
during construction, operation, or decommissioning of the repository.

Recomended Revision:

Change the first paragraph to:

In order to make a showing that any potentially adverse condition does not
adversely affect the perfo france of the geologic repository, the Department
shall first demonstrate that--; and put all of this material before 60.122(b)(1).

Rationale:

See Major Coments.

Staff Response to Comment 317:

The wording of the first paragraph has been revised. Provisions for assessing

potentially adverse conditions are set forth in a new section 60.124 which

follows the list of potentially adverse conditions (60.123) since the staff

feels that this is the sobt logical means of presentation.

Comment 318: TASC enclosure in Lowenstein, Newman. Reis, Axelrad & Toll (28)

Untitled Paragraph at the End of Section 60.122(b) (p. 31402)

The stated requirements for rebutting the presumption that a repository will
not meet performance objectives are unclear as presented. It appears that DOE
is required to (1) characterize the adverse feature, if detected, or its potential
presence, if undetected; (2) evaluate its effect; (3) denonstrate that It is
compensated by favorable conditions; and (4) demonstrate that it can be remedied.
It is unlikely that all of these requirements would be needed for many of the
unfavorable but possibly insignificant conditions described in the proposed
rule. For example, boreholes, erosional features, evidence of dissolutioning,
or ancient fracture zones may be characterized, evaluated, and shown to have
no adverse effect on performance without additional compensation or remedy.

The requirement that potenti&U adverse conditions be characterized to include
the extent to which the featviEmay be present and undetected by the site inves-
tigation could cause extreme delay in licensing because of the difficulties
inherent in proving a negative. Potentially adverse conditions listed in the
proposed rule include features (such as the examples cited above) that may be
very difficult to resolve fulylj even though they are unlikely to render a site
unsuitable. The criteria shoutl clearly indicate that the requirement for
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-haracterizin% undetected features applies to those features of sufficient
extent to I"a ir performance.

The requirement to dteonstrato that the uLfavorable condition is compensated
by favorable conditions is particularly Nwuclear. The manner in which the
favorable and unfavorable conditions art presented in the proposed rule does
not provide a baseline from which the degree of compensation can be determined.

Staff Resporse to Comment 318:

The sections of the proposed rule which set forth favorable potentially adverse

conditions (60.123) and the characteristics, assessment of potentially adverse

conditions (60.124) have been modified. The staff believes that some of the

commenter's concerns will be resolved by these modific actions.

Comment 319: U.S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 31402, col. 2, par. (c). Favorable characteristics. The first paragraph
contains the notion of isolating the waste froe the accessible environment by
restricting the access of ground water to the waste. A repository depth of
300 meters would place the waste below the regional water table In most of the
United States. It must be assumed, therefore, that after some time the closed
repository would be saturated. Of most significance is the travel time of
ground water and its contained radionuclides from the repository to a discharge
area or some other accessible part of the environment. The notion of restricting
the access of ground water to the waste is meaningful only over the short ters
with respect to an engineered barrier such as the waste container. The movement
of the water and nuclides through the geologic medium is related to its natural
characteristics and the effect, on the hydraulic conductivity of the medium,
of stresses produced by the presence of the repository.

Staff Response to Comment 319:

See response to Comnent 315.

Comment 320: Bechtel National, Inc. (13)

60.122(c) - Several references are made to a host rock possessing "to the
extent practicable" certain characteristics (page 31402, middle column).

-- y While one can probably understand what the Commission is suggesting, the
meaning is diffused with the use of 'practicable". Rocks cannot possess
favorable characteristics as practicable.

60.122(c)(1)(i) - Requirement may be too stringent and not attainable.

v ~ 60.122(c)(1)(ii)(a) VLong flow paths* should be defined. Does this imply
distance or time? Time would be preferable.
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60.122(c)(1)(Ii)(b) - 'Surrounding confining units' need not possess Inactive
ground water circulation if there is little or no comunication to the host
rock. I.

60.122(c)(2)(v) thru (vil) These sections do not fit in 60.122(c)(2).

Staff Response to Comment 320:

In response to Bechtel Hational's comment. the phrase "to the extent practicable"

has been deleted from the proposed rule. The staff believes that the rule as

revised is responsive to the comenter's specific concerns with 60.122(c)(1)

and (2).

Comment 321: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.122(c)

1. General comment: This section should precede Potentially Adverse Character-
istics and a basis for each characteristic should be provided.

2. NRC Proposed Wording:

Each of the following characteristics represents conditions which enhance
the ability of the geologic repository to meet the performance objectives.
Candidate areas and sites which exhibit as many favorable characteristics
as practicable are preferred.

Recommended Revision:

Delete "Candidate areas and*. Add "may* before Nenhance".

Rationale:

The definition of candidate area (44FR&&415) does not indicate the size
of an area. DOE uses the term to describe an area on the order of
1000 square miles. It is not known whether or not the characteristics
mentioned would enhance isolation in actual cases.

Staff Response to Comment 321:

In response to public comment, the NRC has restructured the proposed technical

criteria so that the conditions that may contribute to waste isolation precede

the conditions that can adversely affect waste Isolation. The NRC believes

that the revised version of the paragraph referred to In the DOE's second point

addresses DOE's concerns.
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Comment 322: Ross enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

favorable characteristics.

The Intent of this section is clea and reassnable. However the degree to
which many characteristics can be measured or demonstrated is questionable.
The entire section should be qualified by mcnsistent with the state-of-the-art"
and "In-so-far as possible with acceptable drilling liuitations".

Staff Response to Comment 322:

The NRC has removed the requirements for the *demonstration" of the favorable

characteristics from the rule. The staff belie~es that the rule, as now

written, does not need the qualifying statements proposed by Mr. Ross.

'.omment 323: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.122(c)(1)(i) -

WRC Proposed Wordin2:

(1) Exhibits dewonstrable surface and subsurface geologic, geochemical,
tectonic, and hydrologic stability since the beginning of the Quaternarj
Period; and

Recommended Revision:

Provide more guidance on what is meant by this criterion.

Rationale:

These are extremely vague terms. As stated, all areas affected by Pleistocene
glaciation (including the periglacial zone) would be unsuitable for siting.
That is not reasonable, and its pro~ably is rot the intent. Also, tectonically
stable, meaning zero, does not exist.

Surface "stability" and near-surface hydrologie "stability" according to the
definition in 60.2 are certainly nct demonstrable since *:e beginning of the
Quaternary Period. What is a more reasonable approach to surface geology ane
near-surface hydrology is the conce-t of acceotable ranges and rates of chan;e
The surface and near-surface is the zine wher* rapid changes-in earth procesues
take place.. The changes which have occurred during the Quaternary Period ca
be evaluated and future changes predicted within limiting values. lf it car
be shown that changes which occur bithin these liriting values have no effec:
on repository safety, then 'stability" of the processes need nnt be demonstrated.

We believe a revision of this Item (i) shoulo separate surface geology and
near-surface hydrology fron. subsurface characteristics. Stability of subsurace
geologic characteristics should be demonstrated. Surface characteristics anc
processes need to have limits or limiting ranges defined and evaluated.
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Hydrologic attributes way need to be evaluated separately for the near-surface
and for the deeper subsurfaces.

Staff ResLonse to Comment 323:

The NRC believes that the technical criteria, as revised, provide more clearly

the type of information which DOE must accumulate. The term "demonstrable"

has been removed from the provision in question. The NRC also recognizes that

nature is not in a static state and tence does not Int.erpret "tectonic stability"

IIto mean Ierase change.

Comment 324: U.S. Department of Energy (l6)

60.122(c)(1)(ii)

NRC Proposed Wording:

(hi) contains a host rnck Ind surrounding confining units that provide:

(a) long ground water residence times and long flow paths between the
repository and the accessitle environment;

(b) inactive ground water circlation within the host rock and surrounding J
confining units, and little hydraulic communication with adjacent
hydrogeologic units due to ground water characteristics such as low
intrinsic permeability and low fracture permeability of the rock
mast and

(c) geochemical properties, suct. as reducing conditions which result in
low solubility of radionuclides, and near-normal pH, or a lack of
complexing agents.

Recommended Revision:

a. In Mt) change 'inactive" to "negligible deep".

b. Change (c) to 'favorable geochevical properties".

Rationale:

a. The term "inactive" requires an absolute lack of movement, and it implies
that there must once have been mvement. We are hopeful that candidate
areas and sites will show evidence of there never having been significant
ground water circulation in the vicinity of the host rock.

b. It would be preferable to state the characteristics In terms of net
geochesical performance, rather than specifying which part of the redox,
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pH, and complexing spectra is desirable. This could also include such
items as low leachability and mobility of radionuclides.

It Is not clear what is seant by "near-normal pI". Whatever conditions
exist at the site prior to disturbance are, by definition, normal. If
the authors mean *neutral pH", that Is neither possible nor beneficial in
rocks whose usual environment is acidic or-basic. Furthermore, 'neutral'
pH contradicts "reducing conditions".

Staff Response to Coment 324:

As previously noted, the provisions of the techt cal criteria which set forth

the conditions that may contribute to waste ico at1on (the so-called 'favor-

able characteristics") have been revised to clarify and simplify the require-

ments. Terms such as inactive groundwater circulation" and "near-normal pH"

have been deleted from the revised provisions. In regards to DOE's second

point, NRC feels that the provision relating to geochemical conditions, as

revised, should alleviate some of DOE's concernL

Comment 325: Pinder enclosure in U.S. Departme t of Energy (18)

Pg. 31402, Col 3, Items a)-f)i any of these litems are irrelevant misleading,
or misinterpretations of the literature. I think this section requires careful
scrutiny by a qualified hydrologist.

Staff Response to Comment 325:

The NRC has revised the section noted by Dr. Pinder's comment. However,

since Dr. Finder did not elaborate on which particular items he felt were

"irrelevant, misleading or misinterpretations of the literature," the staff

cannot judge whether or not the revisions are responsive to Dr. Pinder's

concerns.

Comment 326 U.S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 31402. col. 2, par. (1)(ii)(t) hat Is meant by "inactive ground-water
circulation?' Virtually all ground water Is moving but rates of movement can
range over 20 or more orders of Magnitude.

Page 31402, col. 2. par. (1)(ii)(C). What Is me&nfEby near-normal pH?
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Staff Rtsponse to Coment 326:

See resporse to Comment 324.

Coment 327: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Comment:

60.122(c)(1)(Ii)(c) "Geochemical properties, such as reducing conditions
which re ult in low solubility or radionuclides, and near-normal pH, or a lack
of compl kxing agents.'

Coeent:

It would be preferable to state the characteristics in terms of net geochemical
performance, rather than specifying which part of the redox,.pH, and coeplex1ng
spectra is desirable. This could also include such items as low leachability
and mobility of radlonuclides.

Staff Response to Coment 327:

The reljvant provisions of the technical criteria have been rewritten in terms

of geoc mical conditions instead of geochemical properties. In response to

the commenter's suggestion, the terms of "redox" and "pH" have been deleted,

and the term "mobility of radionuclides" has been added in the proposed tech-

nical criteria.

Coment .328: U.S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 31402, col. 3, par. (iii)(a). This paragraph should read "very low
ground-water content."

Page 31402. col. 3, par. (lii)(b). Stipulation of 'prevent ground-water
intrusion" is In clear contradiction of section 60.101(3) which assumes disposal
in a saturated mediue--by definition a zone where ground-water intrusion must
occur. In reality, what is to be regulated is not the presence of water, but
its movement. We suggest rewording: "(b) Retard circulation of ground water
in the host rock.'

A generalTzibon about Section 60.122 is that in rany ways these attributes
resemble tfe 4eneral site acceptability citeria described on page 31397.
item 4, last paragraph.
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Staff Response to Comment 328:

In response to the first comment by the USGS, the wording has been changed

from "very low water content' to 'very low groundwater content." The NRC has

Modified (b) along the lines of the wording suggested by the USGS.

Cotent 329: U.S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 31402, col. 3, par. (11X)(d). Low hydraulic gradients are commonly
indicative of high permeability and rapid water movement. A low hydraulic
gradient does not indicate a low rate of water movement. Conversely, a high
hydraulic gradient does not imply rapid water movement. What is the intent
here?

Staff Response to Comment 329:

The intent of this provision was to identify hydrogeologic units with low

hydraulic potential. A low hydraulic gradient, especially for confined

aquifers, combined with other "favorable conditions would lengthen the residence

time and reduce the likelihood of premature groundwater intrusion through the

borehole seals and into the underground facilities. To avoid further misinter-

pretations, this provision has been deleted.

Coem'nt 330: L.S. Department of Energy (1U)

60.122(c)(2)(iMi)

NRC Proposed Wording:

(III) possesses ground water flow characteristics that--

(a) result in a host rock with very low water content;

(b) prevent ground water intrusion or circulation of ground water
in the host rock;

(c) prevent significant upward ground water flow between hydrogeo-
logic units or along shafts, drifts. and boreholes;

(d) result in low hydraulic gradients in the host rock and surrouna-
Ing confining units;
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(e) result ut horizontal ar downward hydraulic gradients in the
host rock and surrounding confining units; and

(f) result in ground water residence times under ambient conitions,
between the repository and the accessible environment, that
exceed 1000 years.

Recommended Revision:

a. Delete (a).

b. In (b) delete "ground water Intrusion or". Add 'rapid" before "circulation".

Rationale:

a. Water content is not relevant, permeability and water movement are.

b. By definition ground water will be intruded into the rock. Also, some
ground water movement, albeit slow, would be expected. Ground water
movement at a rate which would result in insufficient isolation times are
to be avoided.

Staff Response to Coonent 330:

See response to Comment 328. In response to DOE's second point, the phrase

"ground water intrusion has been deleted from the rule, but the staff has not

adopted DOE's suggestion to insert the work 'rapid" before "circulation'.

Comment 331: Parker enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Page 31402, (C)(2)(iMi)(a). normally "result in a host rock with very low
water content." This would, in effect, eliminate clay, which I do not think
is the intent.

Staff Response to Comment 331:

See response to Cowment 320. Mir. Parke- is correct in his Inference that the

requirement was not meart to eliminate clay.

Comment 332: U.S. Depawtment of Energy (18)

60.122(c)(2)(v)

HRC Proposed Wording:

"possess a low population density';
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Recoinended Revision:

Specify and explain why a low populati n density Is necessary.

Rationale:

Low population density means different things to different people. As written
this could lead to endless debate in a hearing. Note that population density
and meteorological characteristics (vI) are not properties of the volume of
rock as stated.

Staff Response to Comnent 332:

Reference to "a low population density' has been deletedi from the technical

criteria.

Comsent 333: U.S. Geological Survey (12) /
Page 31402, col. 3, par. (vi!). Assuming that a reasonable range of climatic
extremes can be postulated, it is difficult to conceive of a relationship
between climatic change and tectonic characteristics.

Staff Response to Comment 333:

The staff believes that the relationship betueen glaciation and isostatic

rebound would be one such example. However, in the proposed rule tectonic

activity is no longer linked to climatic changes.

Comnent 334: Lovensteln, Neiman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (1)

-12 i e60.122(c)(3)(i): Permeability of 1 x 10 is below the resolution of most
measuring equipsent and likely would be difficult to demonstrate with confid-
ence. Instead, there should be included a more reasonable limit that could be
measured within the state-of-the-art. Furthermore, existing and anticipated
hydraulic gradients are eoually important to fluid movement and should also be
addressed.

Staff Response to Comment 331:

There is no § 60.122(c)(3) provision in the draft technical criteria as pub-

lished in the Kay 13. 1980 issue of the Federal Register. In any event, there

is no provision for a permeability value of 1 x l0 12 in the proposed technical

criteria.
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Comment 335: Lowenstein, Newman, Rtis, Axelrad & Toll (1)

60.122()(1): Investigations in the area extending 100 km or more from the
s ite say be appropriate. However, it should be clear that the actual distance
investigated would be determined by the location of conditions affecting the
site. It may be necessary to investigate certain aspects of some sites at
distances of more than 100 km while investigations of other factors or at
other sites may be adequate at distances much less than 100 k..

Staff Response to Cowment 335:

There was no 60.122(d) in the draft technical criteria as published in the

Kay 13, 1980 issue of the Federal Register. In any event, the requirement for

DOE to conduct investigations on the order of 100 km horizontal radius from

the geologic repository operations area (60.l22(a)(2)(ii)) has been deleted

from the proposed technical criteria. The staff assumes that this is the

provision the cuomenter was concerned with. The proposed rule contains provisions

requiring Da to conduct1 investigaticns of the disturbed zone, wtkich is defined

in the rule.

Comment 336: Lowenstin, Newman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (1)

The proposed regulations appropriately do not require the design to accommodate
the effects of meteorite or aircraft impacts. They should similarly exclude
from consideration geologic events (LL. vulcanism. active faulting) that
obviously will be extremely improbable at a suitable repository location.

Staff Response to Comment 336:

Consideration Is given to vulcanis. and active faulting as unfavorable

characteristics in the proposed rule.

Comment 337: Arvin S. Quist (6)

The word "practicable" Is used in (a)(5)(ii). It should be defined. e.g., to
include econoric as well as technical and health and safety considerations.
The word 'feasible" could perhap' be used instead of "practicable." "Feasible'
has been judicially defined with respect to OSHA standards for noise [Turner Co.
v. Secretary of Labor and OSHIRC, 7th Cir., 1977, 661 F.2d 82,8S (5 OSHC 1790)].
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The phrase Oessential to safety* Is used in (a)(S)(ili) This should be
defined or the previously defined phrase *Important to safety' should be used
Instead.

Suggested wording In (a)(9)(ii)(a) is. ...to Insure that exposures are as low
as reasonably achievable and in any event within the limits of Part 20 of this

pte r- Also, it would be useful to define what is meant by "significantly
above background levels' -s this 25 percent g eater, 50 percent greater, or
what? "Small as compared with the natural background" has been suggested to be
Interpreted as the standard deviation of the natural background or about 20 31111-
reas/year [H. 1. Adler and A. M. Weinberg, Health Physics. 34, 719-720 (1978)].
(in suggested wording, underlined words added)

Staff Respons* to Coent 337: |

Subparagraph 60.132(a)(5)(ii), as revised In the proposed technical criteria

no longer contains the phrase 'The [sic] the extent practicable."

Comment 338: La210 Toth (17)

60.132 Repository Design

I guess you know Mr. Secretary, that radioactive waste gives off heat. So
why not put some of It in the middle of %ery eas tic balloons. They ought to
be very large. The waste will heat the air maki ig the balloons rise. Our
repositories can then float high above the earthion the fringes of space.
As they rise the air in them will become less dense. If we plan it right the
density will be so low that they'll be just like giant neon tubes. We can
then use them to send messages or to advertise. That would make the best use
of the capitalist systes. We could sake money on this!

Staff Response to Comment 338:

Alternative disposal technologies would be treated In other regulations.

10 CFR Part 60 deals with disposal ir geologic repositories only.

Comment 339: Bird enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

I do not have significant couments or this section. I found it to.be clear
and well thought-out, and the best peat cf the 1OCFLR6D document.

Staff Response to Comment 339:

No response required.

) r-
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Comment 340: Cook *nclosure in U.S. Dtpartaent of Energy (18)

With a few reservations noted below, the discussion under the heading Design
requirements is probably the best section of Subpart E. Possibly. the reason
for this Is that It is closest in character to questions for which precedents
exist in licensing of reactors. The first reservation concerns Compliance vith
pining regulations; a repository is not a mine. To "design and construct" a
repository "to comply" with "all applicable Federal and State mining regula-
tions" may not result In the best repository. Certainly, they should be
applied where beneficial and this is likely to be the case in the underground
operations but not applied Indiscriminately elsewhere. Items 7 and 8 under
this heading a* verv important; sufficiently so to warrant a separate discussion.

Items [23 Const uction and mapping records and [3] Retention of cores and logs
on page 31406 and other vitally Important data are identifled but no mention
Is made of how this information should be adduced to confirm or reject the
suitability of a site. Such information must be collected, analyzed and
adduced on a continuing basis throughout the development of any repository.

Under General desian requirements for subsurface operation a highly significant
statement concerning the design of a repository in modules is made. This con-
cept should not be limited to repositories where concurrent excavation and
emplacement of iastes are planned; it is not unlikely that even a suitable
repository site will not be uniformly satisfactory in its properties. Modular
design enhances greatly the opportunity for using those parts of a site which
are suitable, without jeopardizing them by including parts found to be less
than cospletely suitable.

Staff Retponse Ito Comment 340:

The NRC realizes that a repository is not a mine. However, during the excavation

and construction of the repository a number of mining activities will be

employed. The language has been revised so as to avoid the undesirable conse-

quences identified In Mr. Cook's first point. See also response to Comment 342.

Provisions for construction and mapping records and the retention of cores and

logs were included in the draft technical criteria primarily for the purpose

of maintaining a historical record of the repository which would be available

to future generations if needed.

Cowment 341: Attorney General Abrams, State of New York (11)

The design requirements, I 60.132(a). pp. 31402-3, appear to contain special
requirements for structures, systems and components "important to safety."
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While special treatment of items so classified is not new, it was criticized
by the Kemeny Coumission because the failure of items not so labeled can sim-
ilarly have serious safety implications. Therefore, all itess should be put
to the more stringent requirements. The Kemeny Commission also criticized the
NRC requirement to analyze only 'single-failure" accidents, noting that Three
Mile Island was a multiple failure accident. The draft regulations, therefore,
should not limit themselves to single-failure analysis. I 60.132(a)(8),
p. 31403, col. 2. Indeed, during the course of a million years many multiple-
failure accidents must be considered likely. This consideration also demonstrates
the Inadequacy of the criticality provision, I 60.132(a)(10), id. - col. 3.
During the course of a million years, two unlikely, independent and concurrent
or sequential changes" are not so unlikely.

Staff Response to Comment 341:

160.132(a)(8) addressed utility services and was applicable only during

operations. There is no stipulation in 660.132 that only single failure

events are to be considered in the safety review. The design section has

been revised in the proposed rule and the intent and period of applicability

of the design requirements hopefully ire now clear.

Cocment 342: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

1. 60.132(a)(1) Compliance with Mining Regulations

NRC Proposed Wording:

The Department shall design, construct and operate the surface and subsurface
facilities to comply with all applicable Federal and state mining regulations
including Subchapters 0, E, and N of 30 CFR Part 57 as applicable.

Revision:

Delete.

Rationale:

This paragraph is not appropriate in an HRC regulation. There is some question
whether an underground civil structure is a mine. This regulation refers to
it as a 'civil engineered structure*. This question will be resolved by DOE
and MSHA. If it Is determined that MSHA rules are applicable, they will be
enforced by HSHA and the NRC paragraph adds nothing. If MSHA determines that
their rules are not applicable, the NRC would be in the position of enforcing
another agency's rules which that agency says are not applicable.

It should also be noted that sine safety regulations say, in some cases, be
incompatible with safe repository operations. For example, reversing air flow
direction in the case of a fire would bypass the ventilation exhaust filters.
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These cases need to be worked out among tne applicable regulatory agencies to

avoid conflicting objectives.

Staff Response to Comment 342:

See response to Comment 340.

Comment 343: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60. 132(a)(1)(i )(a)

NRC Proposed Wording:

Prevent the accumulation of radioactive material in those systems to which
access by personnel is required.

Recommended Revision:

Change 'Prevent" to "minimize'.

Rationale:

In general it is impossible to prevent slight accumulation of radioactive
materials but proper design can minimize it.

Staff-Response to Comment 343:

There is no subparagraph 60.132(a)(l)(i)(a) in the draft technical criteria as

published in the Kay 13, 1980 issue of the Federal Register. The staff believes

that DOE's comment referred to paragraph 60.132(a)(9)(a) of the ANPR. This

paragraph has been deleted from the proposed rule.

Comment 344: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Comment:

60.132(a)(3)(ii) "The Department shall design and locate structures, systems
and components important to safety to withstand the most severe of natural
phenomena that are likely to occur at the site including seismic, meteorologic
and hydrologic events without loss of capability to perform their safety
function."
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Comment:

It is assumed that this section deals with support facilities during the
operations and not related to the repository after decommissioning. In that
event, it is noted that the issue of designing nuclear facilities for natural
events such as earthquakes has beer debated for two decades. The proposed
wording is sufficiently subjective to initiate a new series of debates to
define 'most severe,' likely to occur," and 'safety function.' It appears
more logical for the Commission to adopt the Ooperating basis" and "safe shut
down basis" events presently used for nuclear power plants as given in 10 CFR 100
Appendix A. The analyses procedures are understood and accepted. Also, they
should not be highly controversial for repositories because they usually will
not be sited In high risk areas and/or the number of safety-related facilities
are relatively limited.

Staff Response to Comment 344:1

Subparagraph 60.132(a)(3) has been revised, and specific mention of "seismic,

meteorologic and hydrologic events' has been deleted.

Comment 345: Parker enclosure in L.S. Department of Energy (18) !

Page 31403 (4), should be some indication of the use of modular design which
does show up later. (5) should also include non-propagation.

Staff Response to Comment 345:

The staff does not see any need for a modular design requirement here, although

that is one method for meeting the subject requirement. Similarly, the staff

believes the section dealing with fires and explosions in the proposed rule is

adequate to the purpose.

Comment 346: Attorney General Abrams, State of New York (11)

In discussing emergency capability, I 60.132(a)(7), p. 31403, col. 1-2, the
draft regulations do not require emergency plans for evacuating the surround-
ing population even for the 10-rile area now being required for nuclear plants.
Because of the serious consequences a repository accident could have, evacua-
tion and other emergency planning no less than that required for power plants
should be required for repositories.

Staff Response to Comment 346:

Unlike a power plant, a geologic repositcry has neither direct access to the

biosphere nor a mechanism to spread contamination offsite in the event of an



accident. DON will need to consider accidents during the operation period

nonetheless, and plan for emergencies accordingly.

Comment 347: Attorney General Abrams, State of New York (11)

The regulations require DOE to design and construct surface facilities for
retrieval of waste, but do not require storage capacity for all of the emlaced
waste because "shipment offsiete is contemplated. I 60.132(b)(2), p. 31403,
col. 3 - p. 31404, col. 1. It is not clear, however, where the waste could be
shipped offsite, or if any suitable site would exist. Even if one does exist,
shipment of nuclear Va te would be required, and that is very hazardous.
Therefore, DOE should le required to have sufficient.storage capacity in a
safe licensed storage facility at the repository site to permit prompt
retrieval of all the waste in case DOE sees a need for retrieval, or the NRC
orders it.

Also with respect to retrievability, the regulations require DOE to design the
repository to permit retrieval for 50 years "if the geologic repository oper-
ations area has not been decomuissioned.* i 60.111(a)(b), p. 31400, col. 1.
See also J 60.135, p. 31407, col. 2. While retrievability for at least 50 years
may be desirable, it is not clear what Oeriod would be required in case the
area has been decommissioned, or why a different period should be designated.

Staff Response to Comment 347

The relevant requirement is that DOE have a means of accommodating retrieved

wastes safely whether shipped off site or not. Decommissioning would mark the

permanent closure of the repository and would end the retrievability option.

for a discussion of retrievability, see responses to Comments 82 and 372.

Comment 348: U.S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 31403, col. 3, par. (b)(2). There is vagueness here as to whether the
retrieved wastes were recovered because they failed themselves, or were recov-
ered because of a failure of some other portion of the repository, or for an
institutional reason. We believe there normally would be time to rig the
special facilities required for failed canisters before retrieving thet, but
the present statement does not distinguish among the kinds of facilities
needed as related to reason for retrieval.

Staff Response to Comment 348:

Since the reason for retrieval would be case specific the staff cannot say why

retrieval might be ordered other than, in the judgment of the NRC, to not do

so would pose an unreasonable risk to the public health and safety.
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Comment 349: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.132(b)(2)

NRC Proposed Wording:

The Department shall design and construct surface facilities to facilitate
safe and prompt retrieval of wastes including facilities to inspect, repair,
decontaminate, and store retrieved wastes prior to their shipment offsite.
Surface storage capacity of all emplaced waste is not required, but must be
sufficient to handle waste backlogs prior to shipment offsite.

Recommended Revision: f
Delete "and construct".

Rationale:

We agree that designs should exist for facilities required to retrieve waste
to assure that they are properly integrated into the overall design. However,
the actual construction of facilities that will not Se used for several years
and in All probability may never be used.

Staff 4esponse to Comnent 349:

In response to public comment, the phase *and constructs has bee1 deleted.

Comment 350: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (20) /
60.132(b)(2) - The option to overpack rather than decontaminate retrieved
waste should be maintained.

Staff Response to Comment 350:

See response to Coisent 348.

Comment 351: Duke Power Co. (25)

60.132(b)(2) We do not see the logic in requiring that full scale retrieval
faii1tUies be built on the surface. To the extent the retrieval option is
considered necessary for repository performance checkout, the surface facility
should be designed and constructed to allow full scale retrieval facXties to
be added if deemed necessary in the future. We simply cannot conceive;of a
situation where we find outselves so wach in error as to the actual perfor-
mance of the repository system that we find it necessary to immediately remove
waste; rather, we would have time to aOt to put in place any surface facilities
required.
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Certainly the capability of retrieving small numbers of canisters should be
incorporated into the surface facilities, and the design of such facilities
should include the capability for expansion, but any further requirement for
such full-scale facilities to be actually constructed at the outset would
result in an unjustifiable expenditure of funds.

Staff Response to Comment 351:

See response to Comments 348 and 349. The proposed rule requires facilities

to handle wastes safely, whether received for emplacement or retrieval.

Comment 352: Bechtel National, Inc. (13)

60.132(b)(4)(i) - The requirement to 'minimize' the release of radioactive
materials in effluents during normal operations should be deleted. The
requirement to meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20 which requires ALARA
has already been specified.

Staff Response to Comnent 352:

In response to the commenter's s ggestion, the word "minimize" has been

replaced with "control."

Coment 353: E. R. McElmurry d)
Since this is a waste repository, only packaging, not processing, of onsite
waste should be required (60.132-b-5).

Staff Response to Comment 353:

The NRC believes that it may be necessary to process any site generated Wastes

into a form suitable to permit safe disposal at the repository site or to

permit safe transportation and conversion to a form suitable for disposal at

an alternative site. Therefore, the use of 'processing" is correct and no

change is necessary.

Cor-ment 354: U.S. Department of Eniiy (18)

In some sections of the document. specific design solutions to problems rather
than technical criteria or performance objectives are stated. Specific examples
of this are 60.132(c)(9)(v) which states 'it aquifers or water-Oearing struc-
tures are encountered during conVtruction then the Department must use
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pregrouting in advance of excavation, and 60.132(c)(6)(ii) which states OThe
Department shall design hoists with mechanically geared lowering devices that
preclude cage free fall". While these may be appropriate designs in some
cases, they are not the only solutions to the anticipated problem and may not
te the best solutions. The regulat1on should state criteria not designs. The
Department will design to meet the criteria and the NRC staff will have the
opportunity to review the design and discuss, with the Department, alternative
designs and their relative merits.

Staff Response to Comment 354:

A Jer of the so-called 'specific desigr solutions" set forth in 60.132 are

not ncluded in the proposed rule. The revised 60.132 should be responsive to

the concerns raised by DOE.

Comment 355: U.S. Department of Energy (lE)

60.132(c)(1)

NRC Proposed Wording:

The Department shall design the underground facility as an underground civil
eng neered structure that satisfies requirements for structural performance,
con rol of ground-water movement and control of radionuclide transport. The
Dep rtment shall design the facility to provide for safe operation during
conitruction, emplacement, and retrieval of waste-and to assure compliance
with §60.111 (Performance Objectives).

Reconuended Revision:

This paragraph should be revised to indicate what is meant by an underground
civil engineered structure and reference the requirements for structural
performance that are mentioned.

Rationale:

Clarity.

Staff Response to Comment 355:

The concept of the underground civil engineered structure" has been deleted

from the proposed technical criteria.
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SContent 35: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Comnent:

60.132(c)(2)(i) 'The Department shall demonstrate that the underground
facility includes those engineered features that are needed to limit radio-
active releases after decomissioning to levels that are as low as reasonably
achievable. The Department shall include an identification and a comparative
evaluation of alternatives to the major design features that are provided to
enhance radionuclide retardation and containment."'

Comment:

As low as reasonably achievable could be stated as a goal. however. the
requirement should be related to the acceptable standard.

Staff Response to Comment 356:

See response to Comment 357.

Comment 357: Tauke & Adam (21)

Waste isolation eviineeripg (1) "The Department shall demonstrate that the
underground facility includes those engineering features that are needed to
limit radioactive releases after decommissioning to levels that are as low as
reasonably achievable."

'Reasonably achievable' may vary from agency to agency, expert to expert.

Staff Response to Comment 357:

The term "as low as reasonably achievable" has been deleted from this provision

in the proposed technical criteria.

Comment 358: E. 1. HcElmurry (8)

Per coment 3. major efforts to study alternative engineered barriers referred
to in 60. 132-C-2 co not appear reasonable or justified.

Staff Response to Comment 358:

See response to Conment 35§.
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Coment 359: Bechtel National, Inc. (13)

60.132(c)(2)(Ii) - A regulatory requirement fog design optimization is
inappropriate. It should only be necessary to demonstrate with reasonable
assurance that safety and environmental requirents have been met.

Staff Response to-Comnent 35§:

In response to public cogent the requirement for optimization has been deleted

from paragraph 60.132(c)(2).

Coment 360: Parker enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Page 31404 (2)(ii). would seem to indicate that if one wants the optiau -
solution one should extract maximum amount. Is fact would like to err on the
side of safety so that one would leave a larget amount of media to be sure of
providing a margin of safety. The same point is made (iv)(2), optimizing
opening desigr, etc.

Staff Response to Comment 360:

See response to Comment 359.

Comment 361: Lllison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Coment:

60.132(c)(2)Cii) 'The Department shall design the underground facility such
that the orientation, geometry, layout, and desth of the underground excava-
tion in addition to any engineered barriers provided as part of the underground
facility are optimized for that site. The Department shall use as optimization
criteria the performance objectives in Section 60.111(o)(2), (c)(3)."

Cogment:

This paragraph requires that the underground facility be optimized (presumably
with respect to performance objectives, althouwh this is not clear) for a
given site. first, optimization is a normal design function and does not need
to be stated in a regulation. Mort importantly, the section specifies the
optimization criteria. It is impossible for anyone to state today all of the
factors that should be considered in the desirg process. These factors and
their relative importance for different site ccnditions will be finalized
during the next few years as site investigatiors, designs and R&D programs are
completed. ITh last sentence of twris section should be eliminated as a minisn.

Staff Response to Comment 361:

See response to Coiment 359.
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Coment 362: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (20)

60.132(c)(2)(i) - The second sentence of this paragraph states, 'The Department
shall include an identification and a comparatiwe evaluation of alternatives
to the major design features that are provided to enhance radionuclide retar-
dation and containment.' It is reasonable to escribe alternatives that have
been considered, but as stated, this requirement implies a never ending search
for perfection when the objective should be to exceed the performance require-
ments. Looking at all possible alternatives will not helpin performing this
function.

60.132(c)(2)(iv)(2) - It is unclear'what the phrase *sealed along their entire
length" requires. It-may not be desirable to provide W continuous seal from
the repository level to the surface in lieu of a serie~s of seals separated by
backfill of the host rock. TPe criteria borehole plugging methods and their
anticipated performance prematurely.

60.132(c)(2)(iv)(a) - This subparagraph should be deleted. It is up to the
designer, not the regulator, to determine how the shafts and boreholes should
be sealed as long as the seals meet the performance criterion which is stated
in the following subparagraph. Furthermore, the time of sealing will be dic-
tated by operational considerations and should not be specified by the regulator.
Subparagraphs (c) and (d) are redundant to the basic criterion of
subparagraph (b).

60.132(c)(2)(vi) - This subparagraph is incorrectly designated as (iv).

Staff Response to Comment 362:

In response to public comment paragraph 60.132(c)(2) has been revised and

simplified. The provisions addressed by the cowmenter have all been deleted.

Therefore, the NRC believes that the proposed technical criteria are respon-

sive to the concerns expressed by Westinghouse Electric. and the other

coumnters.

Comment 363: U.S. Department of Energy (16)

60.132(c)(2)(iv)(a)

NRC Proposed Wording:

The shafts and boreholes are sealed along their entire length as soon after
they have served their operational purpose as is practicable.

Recommended Revision:

DeIete.
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Ratioale:

This pragraph woulg seeo to contradict 60.111(a)(3) which indicates that the
option oust exist th leave the shafts open for 50 years after they have served
their operational purpose. The time at which boreholes and shafts are to be
sealed should be determined as part of the licensing process between issuance
of the License and Decomssioning.

Staff Response to Comment 363:

See response to Comment 362.

Com nt 364: Ellis tn enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Comment: I

60.132(c)(2)(iv)(a) 'The shafts and boreholes are sealed along their entire
length as soon after they have served their operational purpose as Is
practicable ;

Comment:

justification for not initially sealing the entire length could include:

o Only certain locations along penetrations are critical to seal
performance. Sealing of one or several critical locations could be
satisfactory for interim sealing if reentry at a later time to
complete the seal is assured.

o Partial seals in boreholes for a temporary period would allow for
some monitoring or testing of the seal before the entire penetration
is filled.

o Possibly of greatest Importance, by only partially sealing a
penetration initially it will be possible to complete the seal at a
later time (possibly at the time of decommissioning) using the best
techniques available at that time. Improved techniques will be
developed by ongoing R and D programs and/or by sealing activities
of other repositories.

o In the case of shafts and tunnels, it may be desirable to temporarily
leave a condition which permits reentry if desirable for future
overall operational changes.

ONWI and the OWIP programs are both sponsoring major multiyear contracts to
develop acceptable criteria for the materials, installation, and performance
of penetration seals. Preliminary results (ONWI-55 and ONWI-90), show the
potential benefits stated above for only partial sealing initially. The
desirability and technical requirements for temporary partial sealing will be
extended to firm, fully justified recomendations during the next several
years of these ongoing investigations. To account for the Comiission's objec-
tive to assure that penetrations are sealed and yet leave room for improved
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procedures resulting from extensive generic and site-specific design efforts,
the following wording is recommended for this section.

a

'Penetrations such as boreholes, shafts, and access tunnels shall be sealed
along their entire length as soon as practicable after they have served their
operational purpose, unless the Department provides procedures for only par-
tially sealing any penetration initially. and has acceptable procedures for
completing the seal prior to decommissioning. Justification for partial seal-
ing will only be If there is a real potential for reentry into the penetration
or if a substantial benefit from future advanced sealing technology Is antici-
pated. In all cases where partial sealing is planned, the Department must
demonstrate that the unsealed portion of the penetration will be preserved
in an accessible condition and that all sealing will be completd at the time
of decommissioning.-

It is recommended that the extent and timing and ex, At of sealing be
inco iorated in repository and seal designs and that the NRC criteria reflect
this recommendation.

Staff Response to Comment 364:

See response to Comment 362.

II
Comment 365: Duke Power Co. (25)

60.132(c) 2)(iv) In paragraph (a), the requirement for shaft borehole
sealing "as soon after they have served their operational purpose as is prac-
ticable" seems to be inconsistent with the retrievability requireLient. With
respect to paragraph (b), we would suggest that the requirement that sealed
shafts and boreholes provide at least as good a barrier to radionuclide
migration as does the undisturbed rock ignores the concept of a systems
approach.

Staff Response to Comment 365:

See response to Comment 362.

Comment 366: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.132(c)(2)(iv)(b)

NRC Proposed Wording:

The sealed shafts and boreholes provide a barrier tn radionuclidauii~ration
which is at least equivalent to the barrier provided by the undistenuld rock.

Recommended Revision:

The sealed penetrations such as boreholes and shafts provide a barrier such
that radionuclide migration from all penetrations is sufficientlytow so that
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acceptable consequences are rit exceded when penetration migration potentials
are added to all other repository release potentials. The margin of safety
applied to determine acceptable seal performance shall be determined on a
site-by-site basis.

Rationale:

The criteria should relate to repository performance, not the undisturbed
rock properties. This criterion could, in the extreme, lead to rejection of
rock with very low permeability betcuse seals could not be developed to match
the rock.

Staff Response to Comment 366:

See response to Comment 362. 1

Comsent 367: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Comment:

60.132(c)(2)(Iv)(b) 'The sealedI shafts and boreholes provide a barrier to
radionuclide migration which islat least equivalent to the barrier provided
by the undisturbed rock."

Comment:

The report ONWI-55 (Office of NWclear Waste Isolation, "Repository Sealing
Design Approach - 1979") discasted the following alternative design goals
for penetration seals.

1. flow of permeant through the seal zone should be no greater than
the flow through a simila- area of undisturbed host material.

2. Flow of perseant through the seal zone is small compared with the
total flow over the entire repository area.

3. The concentration of any radionuclide escape is within an acceptable
limit.

4. The radionuclide migratioc rate through the seal zone is always
less by a specified facto- of safety than an acceptable level
determined by a consequerce analysis.

The proposed draft regulation is similar to the first of these alternatives
except that the seal function is reyated to blockage of radionuclide migration
as opposed to perweant flow. ORAH.Vijalso concludes that radionuclide flow
is the appropriate measure for evajifrion of seal adequacy.

Arguments against either the roposed draft criterion as well as the first
two ONuI-'.S design goal altersatives are:
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o They are not quantitatively related to the most fundamental objective
of the repository, I.e., to mitigate the consequences of the stored
waste to the biosphere.

o With them it will not be possible to conclusively prove that the
objective of the goal is eter met. except perhaps after long-term
imonitoring of the performance of the seals.

o The goal does not recognize time variations of the repository
conditions and of the seal materials.

To these, one could add that the goal could result in the best host rock not
| being acceptable because it's very low permeability condition Fakes it much

more difficult to satisfy sealing requirements according to the draft. In
the limit, a very good repository could be disqualified even if extremely
tight seals could be placed--if one could not deso..strate that the seal was
exactly equivalent to the host rock in terms of radionuclide blockage.

ONWI-SS recommends that the fourth design goal (see above) be accepted as a
criterion for sealing. This goal is the most flexible and workable considering:

o The goal relates to acceptable release rates, thus requiring
consideration of all site-specific conditions and institutional
standards.

o It is expected that sealing investigations will show that sealing
can be accomplished so that potential escapW rates are very low.
However, it may not be possible to positive.; conclude that escape
rates at and near to a seal positively will be equal to or less than
through a very good host material. Thus, the reco ended goal does
not unduly penalize (and possibly eliminate) the best host rock
environments by requiring extreme sealing requirements, while much
reduced sealing is required for less ideal host conditions.

o The use of a factor of safety (or some other similar reducing factor)
permits the acceptable release level to be reduced as appropriate
to account for the total nucber of penetrations, other potential
release paths, any uncertainties in seal behavior or future events,
and potential future reductions in institutional standards.

o The use of the factor of safety concept can permit consideration
of time changes in repository and seal conditions, by assigning
different factors for different time considerations.

Recognizing that the concepts of penetration sealing requirements will be
greatly enhanced during the next several years, it is recomended that the
draft regulations at this time be revised to pertit the Commission and Depart-
-&nt. to agree upon the best solution when actual seal designs are being
delv'oped. The following wording is suggested.

The sealed penetrations such as borehales and shafts provide a barrier such
that radionuclide migration from all penetrations is sufficiently low so that
acceptable consequences are not exceeded when penetration migration potentials
are-added to all other repository release potentials. The margin of safety
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applied to determine acceptable seal performance shall be determined on a
site-by-site basis."

Staff Response to A 't 367:

See response to Comment 362.

Comment 368: U.S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 31404, ccl. 3, par. (5). Substitute the word "build" or 'construct' for
"design."

Staff Response to Comment 368:

The NRC does not understand the USGS's reason for the suggested change.

Comment 369: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Comment:

60.132(c)(2)(v) *The Department shall place emphasis on multicomponent
borehole and shaft and seals and use materials that are compatible with the
rock properties and other in situ conditions."

Comment:

Consideration should be given toward better qualification of the term
"compatible." Compatibility incorporates a spectrum of material properties,
including geochetical, thermal response, mechanical response, and must con-
sider host conditions, under a range of physiochemical conditions. It is
not necessary for the seal properties to be the same as the rock for compat-
ibility requirements to be completely satisfied. For example, it often will
be desirable for the seal material to be more ductile/flexible than the host
rock so that the seal will not crack under thermally or mechanically induced
movements.

Staff Response to Comment 369:

This provision has been deleted from 60.132(c)(2) in the proposed rule.

Comment 370: U.S. Department of Enegy (18)

60.132(c)(2)(vi)(c)

NRC Proposed Wording:

The Department shall design the underground facility to include engineered
barriers which protect the waste package from (1) natural events and
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processes, (2) in situ stresses, (3) chemical attack, and (4) groundwater
contact. The Dep-rEicnt shall -detemine the location of the barriers by proper
engineering analysis and in situ testing. The Department ihall include in the
design-

Recommended Revision:

Del ete

Rationale:

This section calls for reduced creep deformation in the host rock and consequent
reduced deformation in the waste package. This implies that reduced deformation
would enhance long-term isolation which probably is not tru . Highly plastic
materials, such as salt, possess excellent long-term isolat on capabilities
precisely because they do creep at a high rate, thus closing the voids in t e
repository that would otherwise act as preferential pathways for the radionu-
clides to reach the accessible environment. Creep must be accommodated for
in the design, not simply 'reduced" as this section stipulates.

Staff Response to Comsent 370:

In response to DOE's comment, this provision has been deleted from the prop sed

rule.

Comment 371: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.132(c)(3)

NRC Proposed Wording:

The Department shall design the underground facility to facilitate retrieval
of waste in accordance with §§60.111(a)(3). To accomplish this the Department
shall design the underground facility to assure structural stability of open-
ings and minitize ground water contact with the waste packages and design an
emplacement environment that otherwise promotes waste recovery without compromis-
ing the ability of the geologic repository to meet the performance objectives.

Recommended Revision:

This requirement to assure structural stability of openings appears tc assume
no backfill during the retrieval period. See major comment on retrievability.
The regulation should state the requirement (first sentence). The Department
will design to meet it and NRC should review the design for adequacy.

Staff Response to Comment 371:

The wording has been modified in the proposed rule.
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Conent 372: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Coment:

60.132(c)(3) Design to facilitate retrieval of waste. The Department shall
design the underground facility to facilitate retrieval of waste in accordance
with Section 60.111(a)(3). lo accomplish this, the Department shall design
the underground facility to assure structural stability of openings and min-
imize groundwater contact with the waste packages and design an emplacement
environment that otherwise promotes waste recovery without compromising the
ability of the geologic repository to meet the performance objectives."

Comment:

[See comments to Section 60.111(a)(3).] It is apparent that much additional
discuss on and evaluation is required before the Commission can give an absolute
quantitative requirement for retrievabk lity. It may be that there are several
types of retrievability; i.., ".with direct access" before backfilling which
would apply for a short period; and "technically feasible but with remining"
for some longer period after backfilling. However, the backfilling would be
accomplished using procedures aimed primarily at the long term isolation goal.
It does not make sense to jeopardize long term isolation of an entire repository
simply to achieve an excessive period (for 'direct access" retrievability.

Staff Response to Comment 372:

See response to Comment 82. taintaining the option to retrieve the wastes does

not necessarily entail keeping the mined areas open. For example, DOE may prefer

a design In which emplacement areas are backfilled and sealed but corridors and

shafts are open and surface facilities are saintained.

Comment 373: U.S. Departmet of Energy (16)

60. 132(c)(4)(i)

NRC Proposed Wording:

The Department shall design subsurface openings to assure stability throughout
the construction, operation, and retrieval periods. If support systems and
structures are required for stability, the Department shall design them to
be compatible with long-term deformation characteristics of the rock and to
allow for subsequent placeaent of backfi-l.

Recommended Revision:

Delete retrieval periods.
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Rationale:

See previous comment.

Staff Response to Comment 373:

In response to the DDI's conent. *retrieval periods- has been deleted from

the provisions for the 'Design of Surface Openings' in 60.132(c).

Conent 374: Ellison enclosre in U.S. Department of E rgy (18)

Subject of Comment:

60.132(c)(4)(ii) "ihe Department shall design openings to minimize the poten-
tial for deleterious rock motent or fracturing of overlying or surrounding
rock. The Department shall optimize opening design, Including shape, size
orientation. spacing and sup;ort materials with respect to natural stress tondi-
tions, deformation characteristics of the host rock under thermal loading, and
the nature of weaknesses or structural discontinuities present at the location( of the opening,"

Comment:

See coament to Section 60.13Vc)(2)(fl).

Staff Response to Conment 37L. 1

The concept of "optirization' has been deleted from this provision in the

proposed rule.

Comment 375: Westinghouse tiectric Corp. (20)

60.132(c)(4)(ii) - This subparagraph indicates that the design of openings
shall be "optimized". What is the meaning of optimized"?

60.132(c)(6)(ii), (iii), and (iv) - Criteria of this type should generically
address the issue. It is up to the designer to develop a satisfactory means
of meeting the criteria.

Staff Response to Comment 37t-

See response to Comment 3)4. In reference to the coiwentr % second point,

these provisions have been deleted from the proposed rule.
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Comment 376: U.S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 31405, col. 1, par. (5)(i) and col. 2, par. (S)(v). Both paragraphs deal
with water-bearing rocks encountered in subsurface facilities. As written
these are vague. It would be sort appropriate to set limits to permissible
potential inflows from aquifers. In the event of failure of the positive
control device (linings, grouting, etc.), the repository might be flooded if
the capacity of the water control system is exceeded. Furthermore, the
potential inflow specifies the capacity of the devices that must be supplied
to restrict the release of radionuclides through sine waters that must be
routinely pumped or would need to be discharged to contain or recover from
flooding. I
Staff Response to Comment 376:

To avoid any misunderstanding, these words on control and monitoring of ground

water movement from the underground facility, including shafts and boreholes,

have been rewritten. It would be inappropriate to set limits for permissible

potential in flows froJ aquifers due to the unique-ess of each hydrologic

setting for any chosen site. Therefore, the technical criteria require that

the design features include monitoring systems, with alarms, controlling ground-

water movement, and restricting or preventing the release of radionuclide in the

event of any inadvertent ground-water intrusion.

During the review process, the adequacy of the design features te control

ground-water movement and release of radionuclide will be assessed along with

the site characteristics which will be governing and not predetermine permissible

in-flow limits.

Comment 377: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.132(c)(6) [sic]

NRC Proposed WordinI:

Lining of Subsurface Excavotions

The Department shall linV1ubsurface excavations in areas that require:
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(1) A positive control of water or gas inflow from aquifers or other
porous zones;

(ii) Support for zones of weak or fractured rock;

(Mii) Anchorage for equipment or hardware.

Recommended Revision:

Delete.

Rationale:

This paragraph would, presumatly, eliminate alternate technologies to lining,
even when alternatives may prove suitable and cost effective. In some cases,
lining may be particularly undesirable. For example, adequate anchorage is
possible in competent rock without lining. Further, this criterion should
consider any consequences of lining or requirements for sealing. If the
statement is required a. all, it should simply state that: "Engineered
control procedures should be used in any areas that require:..."

Staff Response to Comment 377:

In response to the DOE's comaent, these provisions have been deleted.

Comment 378: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Comment:

60.132(c)(5) Linino of subsurface excavations. 'The Department shall line
subsurface excavations in areas that require:

(i) A positive control of water or gas inflow from aquifers or other
porous zones;

(ii) Support for zones of weak or fractured rock;

(iii) Anchorage for equipment or hardware.'

Comment:

this paragraph would, presumatly, eliminate alternate technologies to lining,
even when alternatives may prcve suitable and cost effective. In some cases,
lining may be particularly undaesirable. for example, adequate anchorage is
possible in competent rock without lining. Further, this criteria should
consider any consequences of lining on sealing requirements. If the statement
is required at all, it should simply state that: 'Engineered control proce-
dures should be in any areas that require:...*

Staff Response to Comment 378:

See response to Comment 3717.



Comment 379: Bechtel National, Inc. (13)

60.132(c)(6)(1) - This requirement should be deleted. The requirement implies
that the definition of "important to safetye is not adequate for all components.
If this Is the case, the definition should be changed. Determining that certain
components are important to safety "y regulation in advance of design is not
defensible.

60.132(c)(6)(1) - This requirement prejudges the design and prevents the DOE
from using more desirable equipment or mitigating devices should they be avail-
able. At most, the requirement should specify a no-free-fall charac eristic.

60.132(c)(9)(ii) - 'Geologlc repository operations area" should replace the
word *repositorya. This requirement also implies that water will be allowed
to flow into or from the repository operations area. Please clarify.

Staff Response to Comment 379:

See response to Comment 377. In the proposed rule, the term "underground

facility" is used instead of "repository" in this paragraph.

Comment 380: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.132(c)(6)

NRC Proposed Wording:

Shaft conveyances used in waste handling

(i) The Department shall consider shaft conveyances as a system important
to safety.

(ii) The Department shall design hoists with mechanical geared lowering
devices that preclude cage free fall.

(iii) The Department shall design hoists with a reliable cage location
system that provides direct signals from all levels in the shaft.
The Department shall design and construct final unload points which
are controlled and verified by local position detectors.

(iv) The Department shall design shaft loading and unloading systems with
a reliable system of interlocks that will fail safely upon malfunc-
tion. The Department shall include in the design two independent
indicators to indicate whether waste packages are in place, grappled,
and ready for transfer.
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Recomend#d Revision: I
a. Insert tRadloactlve' before 'waste' in the title.

b. Insert "used to transport radioactive wastes" before Oas" in (1).

c. Delete "with mechanically geared lowering devices" in (1i).

Rationale:

a&b It should be clear that these requirements do not apply to the waste rock
hoists. I

c. Although the
is no reason
it.

prevention of free fall is ap important design goal, there
at this time to restrict the technology method for achieving

Staff Response to Comment 380:

In response to DOE's suggestions, all three R commended revisions have been

adopted in the proposed rule.

Comuent 381: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Comment:

60. 132(c)(6)(ii)
lowering devices

"The Department shall design hoists with mechanical geared
that preclude cage free fall."

Comment:

Although the prevention of free fall is an important design goal, there is no
reason at this time to restrict the technology method for achieving it.

Staff Response to Comment 381:

See response to Comment 380.

Comment 382: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.132(c)(7)(ii)

WRC Proposed Wording:

The Department shall insure that the contact between lining and the rock
surrounding subsurface excavations does not jeopardize repository containment
by providing a preferential pathway for ground water or radionuclide migration.
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Recommended Revision:

Delete all after 'containmentin.

Rationale:

A preferential pathway may or may not jeopardize repository containment.

Staff Response to Comment 382:

The NRC staff believes that groundwater and radionuclide migration a important

factors th t must be considered in the disposal of HLW in geologic repositories.

Therefore,the staff has not adopted DOE's recommended revision.

Coument 38 : Ellison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Comment:

60.132(c)(7)(iii) "During repository construction and operation the Department
shall conduct a continued program of surveillance, testing, measurem nt, and
geologic mapping to ensure that design parameters are verified and to provide
additional data to confirm the isolation and containment characteristics of
the seals and the underground facility. The Department shall measure and
monitor changes in subsurface conditions on a regular basis."

Comment:

As with all underground construction activities, it must be anticipated that
changed conditions will be encountered fror time to time that may require that
revisions be made to design parameters and construction techniques. It will
be of major benefit to repository schedules and costs- if the regulations
include a mechanism for making the changes that will not change the overall
intent of the repository without disrupting operations. Section 60.132(c)(7)(iii)
appears to be an appropriate location to introduce this concept. A suggestion
is to modify the wording as follows: o...ttat design parameters are verified
or appropriate changes made to suit actual field conditions, and to provide
data..."

Staff Response to Comment 383:

7his requirement was recognized as being procedural in nature and covertd~ty

procedural requirements. However as a clarification sections have been pro-

posed for a performance confirmation program (cf J 60.137 and Subpart F).-
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Comm nt 384: Tauke & Adam (21)

(7) In situ testing and verification (ii)...The Department shall measure
and monitor changes in subsurface conditions on a regular basis...' How
regular - daily, every 10 years???

(9) Water control during operations '...The Department shall provide water
control systems...to minimize the potentially adverse effect..." minimize -
once again, an imprecise measure. The tendency to use such terminology is
also extensive on page 41306 un'r (3) Waste handling an emplacement (1) and

Staff Response to Comment 384:

This requrement was dropped. However mew sections on performance confirmation

(cf j 60.137 and Subpart F) have been added.

Comment 385: Parker enclosure i U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Page 31405(8), presupposes that compaction is the best method. One might want
to use material that would expard upon being wetted.

(9)(v) The requirement of using pregrcuting is not compatible with mandating
performance rather than technique.

Staff Response to Comment 385:

See response to Comments 386 and 387.

Comment 386: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.132(c)(9)

NR. Proposed Wording:

Compacted Backfill Test Section

lo verify performance requirements intended in the design the Department shall
establish, before any backfill placemert is initiated, a program for place-
ment, sampling, and testing of the bactfill section. If the result of testing
and observations made at the testl setion are different from the original
design intent then the Department4Rit analyze the need for changes and report
the recommended changes to the Comnission.

Recommended Revision: .

Delete "Copctedu from the title -



Rationale:

It presupposes that compaction is the best method. One might want to use
material that would expand upon being wetted Most backfill may not be compacted.

Staff Response to Comment 386:

this requirement was deleted and the requirements on backfill have been revised

(If 5 6.132(1)) to place technical criteria tn the backfill and its performance

I uld be confirmed by the requirements set fcrth in S 60.141(a).

Comment 387: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (2;)

60. 132(c)(9)(iV) - This subparagraph talks alout control of water from waste
emplacement areas. Is the concern that the "ater might be contaminated? If
so, it should be stated.

I.132(c)(9)(v) - Ihis is too specific. The concern should be specified along
with a requirement that a means be provided to ameliorate the concern. It is
u to the constructor to determine if pregroLting is appropriate.

S aff Response to Comment 387;

lhe requirements have been revised to clarifj the requirements on water control.

The pregrouting requirement has been deleted from the proposed rule.

Comment 388: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60. 132(c)(9)(v)

NRC Proposed Wording:

If aquifers or water-bearing structures are encountered during construction
then the Department must use pregrouting in advance of excavation.

Recommended Revision:

Delete.

Ratir ne:

Pregrouting in advance of excavation is only one of several engineering solu-
tions to water inflow problems. Others incl.de freezing and lining and
temporary dewatering with short boreholes from within the excavation. In the
cae--of repositories. pregrouting may be particularly unattractive because the
grcwt may eventually reduce the effectiveness of backfilling and repository
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sealing. This paragraph should be removed from the regulations entirely. The
method for handling water is a normal design consideration.

Staff Response to Comment 388:

In response to DOE's suggestion, this provision has been deleted.

Comment 389: Plnder enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Pg. 31405, Col. 2. Line 9b-Sb: Why?

Staff Response to Comment 389.

See response to Comment 388.

Comment 390: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Comment:

60.132(c)(9)(v) 'if aquifers or water bearing structures are encountered
during construction then the Department must use preprouting in advance of
excavation."

Comment:

Pregrouting in advance of excavation is only one of several engineering
solutions to water inflow problems. Others include freezing and lining and
temporary dewatering with shcrt boreholes from within the excavation. In the
case of repositories, pregrouting Lay be particularly unattractive because the
grout may eventually reduce the effectiveness of backfilling and repository
sealing. 7his paragraph should be removed from the regulations entirely. The
method for handling water is a normal design consideration.

Staff Response to Comment 390:

See response to Comment 388.

Comment 391: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.132(d)(1)(ii)

NRC Proposed Wording:

The Department shall coordinate the design of the g ologic repository with
site characterization activities to assure that boreholes necessary for site
characterization are located as future positions of shafts or large unexcavated
pillars.
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Recomended Revision:

Delete.

at.I ona 1e:

Requiring boreholes for site characterization to be located at positions of
future shafts or pillars Is desirable but too restrictive for all cases. This
restriction may cause important geologic information to be missed during
Investigation. For example, (1) it may be desirable to drill a boring away
from the shaft area to further examine anomalous conditions in a geophysical
survey or (2) inclined boreholes say provide significant geologic inforzation
but tunnels or shafts may not be constructed around these boreholes. Allso a
deep borehole cannot be controlled well enough to provide this assurance.

In any event, it should be made clear that this section deals only with deep
boreholes that penetrate the host rock or other rocks important to isolation.
It does not necessarily apply to shallow hydrologic boreholes.

Staff Response to Comment 391:

An amendment has been proposed to § 60.10 that would require site !
characterization to be conducted so as to limit the total number of subsurface

penetrations above and around the underground facility (46 FR 35286). In

addition, the amendment would require the exploratory boreholes and shafts to

be located where shafts and large unexcavated pillars (boreholes) are planned.

Comment 392: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

Subject of Comment:

60.132(d)(1)(ii) OThe Department shall coordinate the design of the geologic
repository with site characterization activities to assure that boreholes
necessary for site characterization are located at future positions of shafts
or large unexcavated pillars.'

Comment:

Requiring boreholes for site characterization to be located at positions of
future shafts or pillars is desirable but too restrictive for all cases. This
restriction say cause important geologic information to be missed during
investigation. For example, (1) it say be desirable to dr:ll a boring away
from the shaft area to further examine anomalous conditions in a geophysical
survey or (2) inclined boreholes may provide significant geologic information
but tunnels or shafts say not be constructed around these boreholes. This
section could state the boreholes for site investigation that will be at a
shaft and will require sealing should be minimized, and that they will be
permitted only if the Department demonstrates their need and how the seal will
be successfully placed.
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In aty event. it should be made clear that tJis section dealt only with deep
boreholes that penetrate the host rock oar otkr rocks important to Isolation.
It does not necessarily apply to shalloW hyd-ologic boreholes.

Staff Response to Comment 392:

Set response to Comment 391.

Coment 393: S. R. KcE~lurry (8)

Section 60.132-D-1-iii does not seem credtat-le. If the mass of investigation
done prior to the start of construction It not sufficient Fo generate the
required confidence the site should be abandoned. Ito pilot program" can prove
what the site Investigations didn't, unless it lasts hundreds of years.

Staff Response to Comment 393;

The specific requirement has been deleted. however. a new, Subpart (F-Performance

Confirmation) has been proposed which should clarify this Ipoint.

Comment 394: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.132(d)(1)(iii)

NRC Proposed Wording:

If critical host rock and other site specific design assumptions cannot be
verified from boreholes, geophysical measurenents, and/or an exploratory shaft
and initial excavation, then the Department must establish a pilot program to
further characterize the entire volume to be occupied by the underground
facility and to verify critical host rock an: site specific design assumptions
prior to design finalization and waste emplacement.

Recomended Revision:

Clarify the timing cf this pilot program.

Rationale:

We assume that this additional characterization is to be performed following
the CA, concurrent with repository developmer:.

Staff Response to Comment 394:

See response to Comment 393.
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Comment 395: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60. 132(d)(3)

NRC Proposed Wording

Excavation Techniques

The Department shall assure that methods used for excavation will neither
create a preferential pathway for ground water or radioactive waste migration,
nor incr.e se the potential for migration through existing pathway. The Depart-
ment shal use to the extent practicable mechanical excavators, boring machines
and other nonblasting methods. If blasting is required for excavation, the
Department must use methods, specifically designed for each phase of the work
that minimize fracturing of the surrounding rock. In this program the Depart-
ment may include the use of pilot bores and tunnels and delay systems designed
to minimize the amount of explosives detonated simultaneously. If blasting is
utilized the Department must utilize controlled perimeter blasting such as the
smooth blasting or preshearing techniques and cushion.

Recommended Revision:

Delete all after the first sentence.

Rationale:

i

IThe regulation should only state the
it.

criterion not the techniques used to meet

Staff Response to Comment 395:

See response to Comment 396.

Comment 396: Bechtel National, Inc. (13)

60.132(d)(3) thru (5) - The portions
instead of specifying objectives and
licensing review, the NRC can review
meet the standards imposed.

of these paragraphs that dictate techniques
standards should be deleted. During the
the techniques or methods developed to

Steff Response to Comment 396:

These provisions have been deleted in the proposed rule.

Comment 397: U.S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 31406, col. 1, part (e). The quality assurance
section 60.171 are not integrated with this section.
demanded by section 60.132(e) meet QA standards?

records demanded by
Must all the records

1*_
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Staff Response to Comment 397:

A new Subpart e - Quality Assurance, requires a quality assurance program

based upon criteria set forth in Appendix B to 10 CFR Part SD. All activities

Important to safety must meet Q.A. standards.

Comment 398: U.S. Department of Energy (18) 1
10 CFR 60.132(e)(3) Retention.of Cores and Logs

NRC Proprsed Wording:

7th Department shall retain on site, until decommissioning, all cores from all
exploratory borings drilled during site selection, site characterization,
construction, and operation. The Department shall tore the cores in durable
boxes housed In weather-proof building. The Departhent shall arrange the
cores to be readily available for Inspectior. The Department shall store in
the same area logs of the borings, izcluding geophy ical logs.

Recommended Revision:

Change first sentence to: The Department shall retain until decowmissioning,
the representative cores from exploratory borings drilled at the site during
site characterization, construction, and operation.

Rationale:

The requirement, as written, is unrealistic. During the course of the national
site characterization and selection ;rograx, tens of miles of cores will be
generated from all over the United States. There is no obvious utility in
storing a core from a salt dome in Mississippi at a basalt repository in
Washington, or vice versa. If a regional repository program were to be initiated,
It would be impossible to store all cores at all repositories. In addition,
it Is common, and necessary, to send portions of cores to laboratories for
testing. Such testing may be destructive and therefore that portion of the
core cannot be stored in accordance vith the requirement. The staff should
review this paragraph to determine wlat is really required.

Staff Response to Comment 398:

This requirement has been revised to ref lect comments.l e § 60.134(d) of

proposed rule.

r
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Comment 399: Bechtel National, Inc. (13)

60.112(f)(3)(I) and (11) - Change the concept of this requirement to one of
reducing hazards and potential for errors to acceptable levels. The Depart-
ment cannot demonstrate that requirements for optimization, minimization etc.,
have been achieved for these items.

Staff Response to Coment 399:

The proposed rule reflects this and similar comments.

Comment 400: B. R. 1mclmurry (8)

Comparative evaluations of alternative waste forms for every repository, as
called for in 60.133-a-1, are not justified. DOE should either specify allow-
able waste forus, or set specifications. In fact this appears to have done in
(b), so (a) is entirely without merit.

Staff Response to Comment 400:

This requirement has been deleted from the proposed rule. However, an amendment

has been proposed to 60.21(c)(3) to require a compative evaluation of the

alternatives to the ajor design features. This would encompass the design of

the waste package.

Comert 401: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.133(a)

NRC Proposed Wording:

General Requirements. The Dep3rtment shall insure...

Recommended Revision:

General Requirements. The requirements of tWis section are applicable only to
NEW. The Department shall insure...

60.133(a)(2)

NRC Proposed Wording:

Provide reasonable assurance that the in sitL chemical, physical, and/or
nuclear, properties of the-waste package and/or its interactions with the
emplacement environcentwJ-Il not compromise the function of the waste pack-
ages. Supporting anavs'es shall include, but not be limited to, evaluation of
the following factors solubility, chemical reactions, corrosion, gas
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generation, thermal effects, mechanical strength, mechanical stresses, radioly-
sii, radiation datage, nuclide retardation, leachin%, fire and explosion hazards,
thermal loads, and synergistic interactions.

Recomended Revision:

Change Osynergistic' to 'adverse".

Rationale:

Synergistic interactions say not always be unfavorable.

Staff Response to Coment 401:

The requirements of 10 CFR Part 60 are applicable to TRU or any other wastes

at an HLW geologic repository to the extent that their presence could compromise

the integrity of the repository, or they are subject to the EPA HLW standard,

or both. As for the second comment, the staff believes that it is important

to examine possible combined effects, advese or favorable, in developing the

design of a waste package.

Comment 402: Bechtel National, Inc. (13)

60.133(a)(1) - Revise this requirement merely to give acceptable standards.
Optima cannot be demonstrated.

60.133(a)(5) - Revise this requirement. Delete the specification for waste
package tests to verify performance objectives. This is not possible. Waste
package life can be verified only by an analysis based on test data that
indicate performance requirements are likely to be met. Delete the reference
to 60. 133(a)(2). It is not necessary to test waste packages to insure that
site functions are not compromised.

Staff Response to Comment 402:

In response to public comment, the requirement to optimize" the waste package

performance has been deleted.

Comment 403: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (20)

60.133(a)(1) - The comments on 60.132(c)(2)(i) and 60.132(c)(4)(ii) also
apply here with regard to 'comparative evaluations and loptimization.
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During the design process, it can be expected that a nuWer of designs will
be developed and evaluated. However, this is an evolutionary process aimed
at achieving a balanced design to accomodate all the applicable functional
requirements and perfomance objectives, some of which might be conflicting
(for example, the desire to design a package to contain radionuclides for as
long as possible is contradictory with the requirement for retrieval; that is,
the package cannot be designed with such high integrity that it cannot be
taken apart again). Kaking design comparisons solely for the purpose of
comparison is not productive.

Staff Response to Comment 403:

See response to Comments 399, 400 and 402.

Comment 404: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (20)

60.133(a)(5) - Testing to show compliance with 60.133(a)(1) has no meaning.
lesting should be directed toward supporting the basis for concluding that the
performance objectives of 60.111 will be met.

Staff Response to Consent 404:

See response to Comment 402.

Comment 405: Lazlo Toth (17)

60.133 Waste Fort

The best solution to the waste form problem is to use the good old American
system of GELT (Good Engineering Long Term). GELT can make us a lot of money.
We ought to package the waste in clear lucite blocks and gift box them. We
can sell it in all our Department stores. If you get on the ball Mr. Secretary
you can get it into the stores by Christmas.

Staff Response to Comnent 405:

See response to Comment 338.

Comnent 406: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.133(b)(3) Free Liquids

NRC Proposed Wording:

The waste package must contain no free liquids.
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Recomended Revision:

Change 'oust not contain free liquids
structural integrity of waste pactAge
or formation of pressurized vapor, or
contamination in the event of package

in Bucwnts that could At Impair the
compouents due to chemical interactions
2) result in spillage and the spread of
perfoastion.

Rationale:

In the case of spent fuel, it is not Wparet how the presence of free liquids
could be detected, how they could be removei, or what harm thiy could cause.
In any case, an indication of what oust be protected against hould be provided.

Staff Response to Co aent 4W.: I

In response to DOE's coment, NRC has adopted the recomended revision.

Comment 407: U.S. Geological Survey (12)

Page 31407, col. 2, par. (5). This paragrath prohibits the presence of chemically
toxic wastes, which is what &any radioactive wastes are. The wording about
the chemical toxicity of these wastes shoult be deleted or modified.

Staff Response to Comment 407:

This provision has been deleted in response to the USGS's comment.

Coument 408: U.S. Department of Ene-gy (lEj

60.133(c)(1)

NRC Proposed Wording:

Physical Dimensions and WeiMot. Each container has been designed and fabricated
to permit safe handling at the repository diring operations and if necessary,
during retrieval prior to reposito-y deconor'ssioning.

Recommended Revision:

Change "has been" to 'shall be".

Rationale:

Editorial.

Staff Response to Comnent 408:

In response to DOE's comment the wording has been revised.
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Comment 409: Arvin S. Qust 6)

Subpart 60.133 Waste packaeo nd emplacement environment

Suggested wording in (c)(3) is: *...exposure to operational personnel will
be as low as reasonably achievable and in any event not exceed the values in
Part 20 of this Chapter;...- (underlined words added)

Staff Response to Comment 409:

Part 20 requires exposures to be ALARA. Accordingly, no change is required.

Comment 410: Westinghouse Electric Corp. (20)1

Paragraph 60.133(c)(3) - Surface contamination limits should not be referenced
to an exposure criteria but rather should relate to the waste package content
such as the DOT regulations do.

Staff Response to Comment 410:

The staff agrees with the commentor. Accordinily, the request has been deleted.

The requiremer.t -In the proposed rule which addresses occupational exposure is

adequate to deal with surface contamination of packages onsite, while other

regulations deal with exposures from packages in transit to the repository.

Comment 411: Bechtel National, Inc. (13)

60.135 - Revise this requirement to say that the EPA standards covering release
shall be met. Whether packages are intact and whether all material is recovered
is immaterial. And it is impossible to predict and guarantee compliance. For
example, there may be a very small fraction of waste packages that are not
intact even at the time they are emplaced.

Staff Response to Comment 411:

The requirement has been modified t*o state that the waste package must assure

containment of the wastes during retrieval. The staff acknowledges that *intact"

did not convey exactly what was being sought.

Comment 412: Ellison enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)
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Subject of Comment:

60.135 "The Department shall design and construct the geologic repository
operations area to permit retrieval of all waste packages, mechanically Intact,
if retrieval operations begin within 50 years after all ot the waste has been
emplaced and if the geologic repository has not been decommissioned. The
design of the geologic repository operations area shall provide for retriev-
ability of the waste vithin a period of time that is about the same as that in
bich it was emplaced.0

Comment: J
It is again noted that the retrieval/decommissioning situation in the aft
regulations is confusing and probably not appropriate. (See com*ents to
Sections 60.111(a)(3) and 60.132(c)(3).]

Staff Response to Comment 412:

See responses to Comnents 82, 347 and 372.

Comment 413:i Westinghouse Electric Coro. (20)

60.135 - The comment to 60.111(a)(3) also applies here with regard to the time
period in which the waste must be retrieved.

Staff Response to Comment 413:

See responses to Comments 82 and 372.

Comment 414: lauke & Adam. (21)

60.135 Retrieval of waste '... The design of the geologic repository operations
area shall provide for retrievability of the waste within a period of time
that is about the same as that in which it was emplaced." ---Vague and
non-specific.

Staff Response to Comment 414:

See response to Comment 82.

Comment 415: Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad & Toll (2B)

The draft criteria ibnose unduly lengthy retrievability requirements which
would have significant undesirable impacts on repository design, construction
and operation and could have adverse impacts *n site selection, notwithstand-
Ing that such requirements would provide highly questionable benefits.
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ItafIf Response to Comment 415:

SeH response to Comment 82.

Comment 416: Bechtel hational, Inc. (13)

60.137(a) and (c) - Define the terms, *s1 tea nd Oengineered elements of the
geologic repository".

60.137 - Delete the requirement to moni t r through the period of institutional
controls. This monitoring cannot veri fIn the short term that EPA standards
will be met through millions of years. nd in the short term of say, 1000 years,
there is no undetected way enough nuclear material can be transported and
released to exceed EPA standards. Monitoring prior to decoumissioning should
be sufficient.

Staff Response to Comment 416:

Definitions of the terms "site" and 'engineered system" have been included in

the proposed rule. The proposed rule has been revised to require that the

waste package m.a.itoring prograt continn e as long as practical up to the time

of permanent closure (60.143C).

I
Coument 417: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.137 MON!TORIHS PROGRAMS

HRC Proposed Wording:

The Department shall initiate a system of monitors during site characteriza-
tion. The Department shall vaintain and supplement these monitors, as
appropriate, throughout the period of institutional control. The Department
shall design the monitoring systets to verify that the performance objectives
of Section 60.111 are being a:hieved.

Recoamended Revision:

Change "throughout the period of institutional control" to "until repository
closure'.

Rationale:

Most of the monitoring performed during repository operation is not appropriate
after closure (e.g. , 60.132(c)(2)(vli)(b)).. .Post closure monitoring is a
different subject altogether and should be treated separately from preclosmre
monitoring. Perhaps it is too early to develop a regulatory requirement for
post closure monitoring.
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Staff Response to Comment 417:

See response to Comment 416.

Comment 418: U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.137(b)

RC Propod ordi

They provade baseline inforuation on those parameters and natural processes
pertaining to the safety of a candidate site that say be caused by site
characterization activities.

Recommended Revision:

Clarify

Rationale:

The meaning of this item is not clear. Is It the intent to measure base line
information on parameters and processes which may be disturbed by
characteiization activities?

Since WR Is requiring multiple sites be characterized, these monitoring
requirements are excessive. At best, monitoring of key parameters should con-
tinue on' a selected for the repository and not on all "banked" sites.

Staff Response to Comment 418:

In response to DOE's suggestion, the provision in question hs been modified

for the sake of clarity.

Comment 419: Ross enclosure in U.S. Department of Energy (18)

60.171 Quality Assurance Program

The need for a quality assurance program to maintain quality control for
studies and -data gathering associated with siting a geologic repository is
recognized.- Nevertheless many geological, geophysical, geocherical and hydro-
logic studjes are not readily amenable to tightly specified field procedures,
measuremenlts icedures, etc. The nature of geoscience exploration activities
is that step-i3depends upon the results of steps 1 and 2, upon terrain and
earth conditions, etc. The imp'ementation of a quality control program for
these activities implies substantial increases in cost, perhaps less data for
the sane budgeted expenditures, and increased delays in receiving data and
survey results._ Thus I urge recognition of the unique aspects of geoscience
exploration in the detailed statement of the quality assurance program, and I
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encourage Ue use of reasoned judgement and flexibility Instead of rigid
specifications normally associeted with quality assurance prografs.

Staff Response to Comment 419:

Subpart C - OQuality Assurances has been revised in the proposed rule.



APPENDIX A

Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemakiuig - 10 CFR Part 60
and Draft Technical Criteria -- "TecAnical Criteria for

Regulating Geological Disposal Hig+,-Level Radioactive
Waste.* (45 FR 31333)
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Room for irspection
Nature or the probleM

To best convrherd regulation of
geologic disp slr of v it is useful to
tole that sub disposl Ot lILW is
separable tnic five dstnct problem
areas: lifetie of the repository. physical
extent. waste ' it-action.
treatment of =certacies and the
problem of kian wuroson. in turn.
each of thes areas .an be further
separated ir.t fairly ' stvnct regimes
over whuch certain asec:s or
charactenrulcs of the rroblem area
dominate. Each. of them regimes then
can be treated- more-r-less widividualh.
not as spence Crite-ra but as functional
elements addessed ty the criteria.
What is des--.-ed beWnw is essentially a
aiatins for Lthe sechnu' a tcritera cutting
across the fisr areas aboie.

1. bifetire fa t Rpository
The operatlonal life of a * Ckwec

repohitory lor the disposal of HLW qeite
naturally divides into thre periods-th
period of construction and emplacement
of the wastes: e period during hich
the shordthed fissio n products doinmate-
the hazard posed by te wastes. and dw
Ions term during which the hazard Is
domtnated by the vr Ions-lived
isotopes mcluding the actinedes The
U-chnical criteria mst refloect the
different physical conditions of the
repository during thee periods and be
responsive to the specific nature of the

szard posed by the waste.
During sate sct the onpoU

program a one of probing and testing to
*d an appropriate site for a repository

and develop a compatible design
Constbructin has not yet begun. and no
radiologic hazard s posed. Nonetheless.
technical criteria are needed I I to
Indicate site festus which clearly
render a site suitable or cnsuitable (stte
sultability critena), and (21 lo allow a
judgment as to whether a proposed sate
can accosmodate an effective
repository design and together provide
the protection sought Isile acceptabiliy
criteria). The nature of the criteria is
changed to fit the paticulasr needs of the
periods as explained below.

Construction and emplcement of
wastes hs the next period which the
criteria msI address. Dimng this period
the tinmmedate udologic hazard is to
those who are working at the reoitory
and to a much lesser extent those who
reside nearby. (Ther are also the
Sazards o! construction to workers.
Criteria whch address these hazards
would be expected to follow the
regulations of the MIne Safety and
Health Aftinistration.) In addition.
there is th actual design and
construcon of the repository Ic be
considered for the long term But the
More praximate problem during this
phase is that the construction and
emplacement methods used wlii not
compromise the ability of the repository
to protect future populations. Tius. the
technical criteria d:rected at this period
deal with construction techniques.
emplacement techniques. operaticns
procedures. and designs for radmological
protectiot of woriers and persons living
nearby (axcidents)

The third period begins Follow:ng
Closure of the repository. and sAill
persist for the tame that the relda.vely
short-lived fission products doriinate
the hazard. During this time there will
be a substantial heat output Ircm i
wastes wtich if not properly
accommodated by site slectior. and
engineering could camprcomse &.e
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euptacd wastes ae rpdly chant

go radoacive decay Criteria
snplcable to tbas period "i locs ORi
suoq sits ard gewaw " designs to
OccmowDOe t"e two Dolor atres..

fthn I ethes on 4awd Loew
prodvcti so longer doinate O th.awad.
04i wasg" as so lonjer pnoerabng
.gsstacauft S*nttlE OeAt M40MoVIC.

Ow dwrt4ky eslmes sim f1r th
spoet pl deayed away andd

cum Properties of tim waSWe he
s tly tabil doealted
OW Sai$ Howeve. e -

peiod w would be Impriat to rWly an
engIneei to contain e emplaced
wease. wnd final protectice Is aiieved
by ie ability of the Ueolvc setting to
bhlbit uwartwn of the wastes leached
ke th waste fon n a controlled

awire. Properties which affec leaching
of dte waste and wih aeled transport
of tie wastes such as fracture. pormlY.

rptior. hydraulic radx am
girmial gradient. aond determination of
di long-term stability of the geologic
rttlng will donunate the acteriardssed to this period.

A repository also can be divided
physicall) into two broad cateories-
surface and subsurface. Thi subsurface
can be further divided into the am&
affected by excavation and
emplacement of waste and the broad
geologtc environment into whih the
repositoy is W.

Th surface portion Is coprie of
d1e surface facilities and operation
areas needed to support construction
and emplaement of wastes. Generally.
t enite which apply ere arm those
whch address the construction and
eplacement period.

Th entene which pemr to the
boad geologic cvironrwct address
It geoloi;c and hydrologic features
which if too cloie to the excavated area
an p effects on the ntrity of
thei pository that re ttot readily
mnderstood. and. therefore lead to doubi
that the waste can be saflcy disposed at
the irposttory. Tbe thrust of ths -
acsena wuld be to assure that such
katures art fat enough away so that
hey either preent no problem or the

prolem they do present can be made
tactable.

The Las! dtvsion i.i the subasinfce is
the area affecied by excas atio and
eMplacesent of wOseS. It is her that
the wastes are empldced mnd that the
engineerng is expected to be seed
during the first period following closure.
at is also here that the Construction aW
eml acement achvities sant be carried

oit ta monm which swa tm Wa de
tnty the upWoy a .azzaitned.
hence acsenia applicable t
excavted are addreso gidein
petjonas and te Am two peod of

I Wwae/Rxo& nilonxt
Th chemial and theraW pvpe rtles

of td waste vidoubtedly ozJ have a
84nikIant Interaction with be roc unit
Intoo tch they arm emptaced To swum
that d it reoitory will FOUaiM as
planned. atiag designe. ezoacnied
methodse erl wing and waste form
ctb wi b needed to Lftand.
controL and asss the effect of dt
waste upon fts surroundaws. These
cAteria are he compleme t the
excavated area ctnisa abe. Those
criteria re to protect the emced
waste from their surmounda where
tee protect te rpowton £M te
effects of waste themseves

£Tgatment of Lhimainvw
If the s to be confidem lat

wast disposed in a geolop: repository
will cot pe a significant baard to the
health and Witsty of future paplations
then two factors which post
fundamental difficulties in as be
addressed satisfactorly F geologic
disposal Is an entirely new eAterprise-
Do experience exists wi!' eeteolc
disposal Second. there w. In no
opporfity to obsene be!zr oaer
the lotig termrthe decisuces to cose the
rtpository in effect wii be a satemnt
of Its expected behavio based upon
nfere . deduction. and e polafim

froun multl of tests and exper=mets
carried out for a compararzzwei short
perod and upon predicins fft re
geologic. hydrologic. and a tologic
conditios baed upon obs.tons of
the past hese facts imos w
definite constrans as to bow
confidnce is achieved tha- e
expecaton of behavior w-. catch
actual behavior over the kq term.
These constraints fairly ckrae define
the items of uncertainty ttaha arms
because qualitative descr-ptms and
models tecesunly approvte satis
rather than exactly descrtbe er predict
nature uncertainties which &-se.
because the data used as eina- to those
descripbons and models p. whch our
understanding of the naturiu processes
In question are based. arete result of
tests and measurements wri
the#Msves have degrees o! ancertainty.
Finally, there ae uncernamine which
arise simply because of the a-e
number of geolocic and h 4-itocic
elements which must be Kx%- fsid.
measured, and combined tc ctermune
the expected behavior of a croository-

s act, theretyt poessfcombining
hoes emets coapound the
wmwetaintie associated wnth them.
Thus. iers. are needed to sassre that
home uncertaintes aep idectifled.
saderstood. ard compiesated. Avoidiq

otensUally dver feas one way
lcompensating for wicetainit*s.

fPacng constraints sn desi and
formance of components is a*notr.

Sto"g criteria which tend to lead toward
Isltrvely eologicay gsawe tes s an

tid. anlly. developing crteria which
addr Indaudilly the separable

(temporal d a of
c disposal Is perhaps the suet:;raa &.f daling with unerainties

& I J in utm ior
.to this point tt discussiornas

locased upon the processes of ature-,
haw the repoitory can be expected to
belave over th long tem However. the
problem of human Itrusions. intentional
or Inadvertent moots mud of th
ptrvous discussions sinc thr is o n
way to reasonably limit the varety of
cooceivable human activites which
eigt comnpromise a forgoten

posito. Thonly bgucal rcurs
aiaengineig aanstl huan

aitrusion as tmpossab~e prctally. 5 Is to
rd tagetsL. sites wich may invite

tusionMineral rssources water
n urs. Interesting geologic or

oc featues are s= to attract
developer or the explorer. Shallow

r#positores would more easily be
intruded upon than deep ones.
Therefore. wIt is needed are site
suitability criteria hich would lead
toward uninteresting sites ol little
mource value. and design criteria
wich would iltd designs that present

uumal -targets.m

Umdelyins gdoss
The efforts of the Commission staff to

develop the technical cnteria have been
guided by the following vicples:

(1) Under Peorgarnatm Plan
Number 3 of 197D the £Envonmental
Protection Agency (EPAI was given the
authority under the Atomc Energy Act
of 1954 as amended to set the generally
applicable standards for radiation in the
environment. Such standards represent
a brad social consensus concerning the
amount of radioactive materials and
levels of radioactivity in the general
a: r t that are compatible with

be a t "rood siat sat te.-qli Arvbd llsoaoa
naiocts uamsie ii Mawa e, wed m kswe

aw Uiat *e dtilme mi w m3Aw by
h"LJ,.g Wa '* sI to.. brerP4 NW ,awlc samlli
aid mamrm-s smawler *aaawt .aWbe ta
&AP-oonOrs that prd _td Q* - fit- .ma

5iffi C~. gag

C
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rechon of the healtb and safety of the
,b&ic Ths EPA authority xtends to

&he vmni of th stakier and o to thi
kimentatAn ol such standards et to
the estabslish"uofraqwoments
concerning how they awe to be owt. Thes
Comimsion is botind lo Implement
thbs standards i ti regulations. thus
assungif that they WU be we by
activns atrd by the
Comsnualo's cealnt decisions. The
ConAam gay not aubstalute us
udsrent fo that of the EPA. but the

CoAxnasama my. and amt. detenine
whewr paiafar propose dispoual
activitnes wal cnfq to the EPA,
lured

Uh C:PA bas Its generally
a*ptacable a en Standard for
&U of Wm full x t waste storagt
and disposaL 0 CFR 130 which
expresse the kmlt in the form of a
Quantitative doe limIt l the Individual
The EPA Is In the process of developing
Us HLW standard. Th CommissIon
etec this standard 140 CR Slin to be
siiar n approach to ialt followed in
40 Cr 190

121 As oted tbove, althogh the
Coonmussion i baund to implement the
EPA ILW slanrd. It ha the authonty
and discretion to ikterinine how that
standard will be achieved. In particular.
the Commission Ouut dcide how It will
develop its ulOsy requirements. VIz.
the te il cnt of 10 CFR Part 40.
and carry out its ecitson process to
show tat in eac partcuar licenstng
case. the EPA stindard will be net.

Pl1 In order to establish the technical
criteria for meeting the EPA standard
and to make individual licensing
decisions as to wethr such criteria are
met. the Coaamission needs to carry ou!
conservative analyses because of the
many Urerlaintes associated with
HLW waste disposal In geologic
repositories. Thee uncertainties arise
from the inability. given the present and
exected state of science and
technology. to delermine precsely the
degree to which wastes. under credible
conditions for the time perinods involved.
will be contained and isolalted Further.
tni order to carry out su6 analyses the
Commission may mquir measures
which may not directly enter into the
analyses. but will add to confidence in
those analyse. thus adding to the
Commission's conidence in the degree
lo which the EPA stodaO can be or
has been meL. Such meas&rs are likely
lo be aimed at simplihymgthe problem:
such as rtquiriq tht precepts of
simplicity and stability of the geologic
settings gvern the site seletion process
in order to reduce the overall
sncertataty thus reader mo

tasU th problem of d6,aonstratins
thoe te aierna nd th EPA standard
10 Wirt

4 ibecase the sciestic and
coiace! problems ossocaed with
LW waste disposal are ouffkjeiJly

mdteitod.Itispossbleewe Intoe
absence of an EPA sandard. to iectif

Ievant areas at re st Ths" ae
the as which ctibutb W prosection
of de petblic beahlh an wie orthe
Uvu'oelt the reductonf

noc>ertast c rconfidesce In any
deccsio as to wether the EPA standard
and NI.C regulations a 2e E.

U5l The tsturtl divisions of th
pubantia Intime andspae and the
searato of the problemnfhuma
bMtrsio from natural eV~ aid in
wdersanding which areas should be
re5bated. facilitate the analyses which
wi1 sean as the diilsioo-bses. aond so
wal iaase confidence is ragulstbn
and bcemu d ions.

£IS The analyses and requitements
mei ndlect a deree of examination
and cntrl which cotrrsponds to the
Wportanca to safety of am given
technial area. Thus. the technical
cretenia must address ot only questions
of ste stability. but-to dte extent
psible-eddress questiosbof dte1

acceptablity.

Coamions
in the couse c(developin technic

aimra a number of omsiderahtions hate
aen. The Comissin beieves that
te pror. m to develop t technical
criteiaatr HLW disposal geologc
taposatries would benefit from
Colmet on the::

III Systemswrooc The term
6*1*ms approach" relate to the get of
satural nd engineered barriers whic
wwJd fanction to contain and Isolate
the waste from the biosphee for the
periods of time required. to micrease the
derve af the Commission's confidence
ta indeed suck contaient and
Isolatbo would be achived or to
peit aproprate and conservative
analyses to be performed which would
form the decision base

lb is erident that for a geologic
rPository. the geologic seting must be
oam barier. In consdering whether
thre should be cther barriers, a key
quesuon which needs to be answered is
whether it is prudent. in vi of the
nature of the proWble and the

aes involved, to rely on the
polo setting alone to accomplish the

stated above The statieof-the
sat co the earth sciences b such that tll
of the imcertainties assocated with
these functions cannot be resolved
thougb consideatio of the geologic

It 1s propriatt. thefore. to cosId.
how eWorenng-4n the boadel st snse
of anything used to efFect a purpose-

ight be used to compntst for.
rduce. or eliminate at least some et the
ucrtaLowes Inherent a relance on the
oogcs t alone. Engineennin Can

narrow the exteNt of geologc
processes which nted to be considered
li the renking and bceusang
processes that is engneertn can be
used to bound andl or dimish dth
Importance of certain eoiogic
pocsses. Egineerg also can be wed
go moae the containent of emplaced
waste as insensitive as possible to
potential changs In the geologic
environment. For examILe the us of
buffering terialst to retain
radionuclides Is one possible way to
compensate for uncertaintes in tbe
sorption capabilities of a partcular
nadium and sits.

In light of these consdrations.
therefore. the Commission staff belive
that It Is reasonable to couple a
prudently and cautiously selected
geologic settn (natua bare) wit a
et of en ered barre capabl or

performing or assisting the performnce
of the functions stated above. Further.
the Commission staff believes that sites
which are rlatively easly understood
and canbe expected to be stable for
long times. a the most desirable. and
that engineered sytes which are
compatibl wth nd ml the least
adverse impacts upon the geologic and
bydrologic cuarertsucs of the site Wi
contribute mt to the performance of
the overall disposal system Similarly, to
the greatest extent possle. the
performance of engineered systems
should be irsensitive to changes in
those characteristics and shoald provide
a high degres of proteston by

Given the nature of tie probleMS. as
discussed earlier, the Commission suaB
ba identied the followig as
car oswng the met of three primary
bar iers o' the waste disposal system:
the geologic seltng the design and
configuration of the repository. Including
the waste emplacement scheme and
engineered barriers: nd the waste
package.

(2) Use of AMinimum Performaonce
Stondandt for Major ft :lotory
Elements Determining the expected
evolution of a geologic repcsitory in time
Is the key to understandng the
consequences of emplang wastes in a
repository. Such expectation of the
effects of pertubations and changes.
both ntural and man-caused to the the
bydrologic environment. serves to
dentfy the kindsofev includ
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- * adao cw rest to Swbiophr
Assesme of such ents that
seasonbly can be sewsamd so or ersead
helt, Wlely m"qvwin pewmta of

hiatif"caiOf do the dwem u
trichi should be coiuldered ilk th
seip of. h opostldry &W eo uted
a ,ue akz nd louice d00911s1
geticatio of thes adtble- events

*permits developnt of Pe-fotmaacP
itqulrvnta for both the "tatu sad
... netered barrers So ownur tht sadh
*emnts are avoided whers possible for
iheni cocaesems satip ted whe
Owse performance requiements are
met. Such describn the detrumistic
*pproach the CoMmssio1 staff has been
#SabD$ In Smlopmeot Ora*
performance esquiresuta formL
,.sposa h gogirptioois an

- deherseM4pth pproacbto prowed
assurane and confadence that the EPA
standard c be met

3eM*of
£agulfoy Jwnis The ftgtol3
lements Selected hould be either

important to ie.. t.at &i contain and
notate the waste froin the biosphere Ior
the periods of tame required. or
contribute to oniderina In te
ounctionlag of the repository systm or
ondividual components. As dascussed
above. the "posiory IS conceived as a
system of multiple bmars. both oatuial
and a dneeted. The two mtet important

tntbutes of the atural barrier are that
the site should be geolojically simple
and stable so that the silt can bi easily

nderstood and so that them en be
cotidence that the ability of the site so
contain and solbte the wastes will
eniain viabe for long tinies

- wwt mport*ste o urwl0
the engneered bmer st a bei
ompatibibth wth the peolft and

hydrologic caraclteristics the Site so
'Rai the cngaered barmes will have
thl least adverse Impact on the site's
etiliry to main the emplacad wastes:

11e*i sensiatveity to any changet in the
tI characteristics so tht there can be

Lcnfidence a e predictabiSty of their
:erformance over time. and their ability
I. completnst the performance of the

fte So *I lo m ese con! hidesin
*%erall repository performance to
;kpplement the performance of th

^ :e-ubm possible-to hicrase dat
luieralI margn of Safety.

141 A iqc ofFvorb and
i b e C rcteristics to
~~~ePrcrer T*Cmjta cIfrictions.

-"iderataon of site dIa s b
"Inportan lo the developmwnt of
h.JUnicl r irtments for HlW
'4Pussl from several aspects. Th Lr

'aisles to question of te sItability,

I.

Oat i. SpoisetildOrasie toan
as the late IVe a rV0toey

Identified to elamswe f(m
Considerarue Vial whic wouad be
ocmeibk sodet as arcetms ces for

lHLW geologicrott, or w
would preset ievrbk diflicohm In
tems of. andetsl" Ow goloki and
bydrolo of the, a" or wV d Otrodace
or compound wiostaiabaes whicii would
affect segtirely Cwtodeace in o"
licenain decsbouL Favorable am
charactirrstics, am adenttifned whes the
Ilkelihood d1 ou 'Iathy combnao
IrPository) be acceptable is rew
or whch would cor-but to inreaseo
onderstandng of mewp4 and
bydrolog. pemt socertaeis to be
beter handled. o incree eon dnc
inanylricni idscsions.0io
neither i of rft mdtabity
characteristics say anythw about t
mitanate cmpuabiity o! the reposhory,
system as a mearA to sael Contain am
solate the wastes bi the oam uequi:

with the degre of wthde= necessary
to a licvisins deaOm Crntris by which
the acceptainhty i the sitelfaaty
combnabton can be assessed ae
needed for this 6eprutinabon.

Specfally. this second aspect relates
to questo of wter¢ or mat Oe the
present state-of-tiw-art in the eart
OCeWTCLL It Is po blt to Identify a e
generic basis sitt dtaractestics the
presence of whick st an omerwsa
suitable site wum render the mitet
facility combatut. maccepatabie for
HLW dsposaL The question of dersl
site acceptality ceia a on ope oe
In the sm that dw aff has ot
Identified to date chteriat od
general sute eccwtablty critera ml be
developed. st wdil in cessary to
dete site acceptabiity questo
on a case-by-ase liass.

15 Cotfkznw ef Modet; in
Liceiui Frocen The questio of
whether rteulatim should codf
Modeis to be sed a licensang disposal
of HLW or whether the crtiea show!
only llow th use vf mode.s IS a
controveral one. il considernig Ow
questions the staf! mcognezes *t& it is
necesary to. la) Use descrptions
(models) of 4he betavior of geoloic
processes and of ise repotr and of
the consequeces associated will that
behavior (hb AckxwIdep thst these
descriptions are aroximatons to
Oatuze end as suck. mtatodoce
uncertainties into be procesz (cl
.Recognize that for lhe foreeable
future. the -old mrdels. ic which there
Is the graes cordence because of
heir pVroW am eppear o be as

qualitative as they are quantittaivt (d)

Conder st it wdtnt of th
O N of th odels for
their intended purpose wilto suppertd
Lim-y d 8 exet opink; lo)Confr trond hexp oe fily the
wnceta ties and teir ramnifiations
tricha sscrlmtas- arising Lrum
diflernces to expert op:lolt If) Imdu
the acceptabibty of the con"equences of
*wents in se hot of these cersbeca
end (*I assure that the udgment itse.
will be detld in th public rem

Ifosewvis thertinaliati otoro
a dersta i geoloric disposal fre
oucesonl woore mearly complete sad
accurste, qalattr descriptions ofte
observed pebomenon In question
throdgh dw precise and seal-
quantitative and quantita ive
epproximaboas wher uncertaItnaes a
better mudrsood and can be treated
OatheMtbcly, to an elsant theory
embodied it a mathematical
which srresens a culminaton ot
human tkqrL the present state of -
modeling to: geologic repositories is
closer to qualitative than quantltativs.
This fact does amo male whtever
understandig we have less valid-we
know what we know. Rather this ier
that neithe- the prcess by which the
technical crieria should be developed
nor Ohm process by which a lcensing
decision Should be mode should ftly
solely at quantitative calculations and
assessmets Ii meeas that when
anal)ticl fedhniques are used. car
must be taken at to apply thoe
techniques wtside their established
legion of vaiity. rNafly. it means tha
Confidence n a bcensing finding is
inextricably bied to uncertalnty; am
the vlidity of any licensing Friding b
linked to the meaas by which
uncertainty is %mcovered. explored, ad
treated.

Thee are a tmber of consideratiz
that need to be taken ' account

for establishing hiesner qualitatel
quantitative models will bc codified is
the rertlations or their use merely
permitted. (s) If modeling Is used as the
primary dectsc:s tool then
demonstrainz of whether the geologic
setting at a particular site can flfill th
Stated purpose of the geologic barrier
relies fundamectally on the predictive
power ef the particular transport mnode
appropriate to that sile: (2) The ess
stable the site geologically and
hydrolorically. the css reliable the
transport mo as a description of te
steady-state: t31 The more complex with
respect to elogic and climatology
processs tue poorer the model is as an
approxirnation to nature and the grese
the uetaintY of any prediction (4)
'De mo complex the Site or less stable
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SW lite @itetW dishcuhy In
styodehris kog-irm behaw4 at ft
ilarf ce beiswm e geqi barilef

einlak of ncaJ daiaeW Cho

Le w-bility to obtain uetb. data my
preclde to dnelopment r d
credible quaawatimve inoore in 0
AowWn that waher th Mic ditnus

ddressad properly io she performance
Utanardj a the purlorroasce standard

We eta In a partiular lbrving adim
in baO 1hofh dbter:i=.
uff fo1 "ret

moeing to be the prumary dectsuos td
to determine th capebility of the
paogk rpository to comain and
woisto waste from Ow bopher TIe

staff believes. however. that
quantitative models can be used la
compare sites and desigss

In s. the staff ousdrers the
liowinS to be a reasonable pottiom

with respect to the an of models:
Technical citerla must he developed

roushr a rulemaking process ha.wh
V* * lc ( and facual basis a dearly
uicubted and can nwthstan duallete
Hence. where appropriate quantitatwe
models should be used to dmbop
atchzical criteria. Howeve-. because or
the likit.tions discussed above. t is
eirable to specify techsical crsten

associated with the r-gulauble
elements is sich a manner as mnt to
predicate their technical ij- fieooa 4,
the nsults of quantitative modelin
except In tho instances uere
quantitathe modeling can contribute lo

emir technical Iustificstiom nlet

quantification is not possiUe. witOa t
besmanin. icomplete or a *gaous. the
process mult rely on expent opion to
provide insigh and letnes This
process is particularly apprmnate to tie
development of critena for which
seither direct esperience ox recourse ta
experimental verilfcation euts to
provide the basis for the oarra.
Mirough e*pen opinion in public
proceedings. and the exercue of
odgment by the Commissi= a
atisfactory if unprecise carn of safety
r sie characteristics and erinerwg

design can be realized. This is
particularly umportint whe

antitalive modeling and etpentauiul
wrfication alone cannot be used to
establish a sound record. tisen these
qualitative and senmquantitabvte
considerations are combined wilh
quantitative models to d4eveop a
acleme for companrson. the sZ
believes the rull will lead to a sound
ugiation and to sound lic.ta

decisions.

Om Rierinub&'y. sehectioe ofa soa lauowlodp C
sart" Ie for Sat 190110C teP;si$s r I n pository is kno
LW dp osal the d t nessonable perio
_truwaa aN operatic, eta It repository des

U"PoeIIW to a new huani eMNlpIw In cm be takmn to v
voidraitgm solsa wen"ur for tMhie k consqu es4
lIt- asresooable is aspec "*t bbulo? Il one
wbevew dw ce exercised d --' Ilay than the ot

bewe'vu a~d the seeniqsmOf
~i~.e wt~it* iprovd dierenI from thl

_Cs dlolo ber_ . _ I
cma &Ld opertional pr-cedureA ad1wul as t
KMiPV It laes h to bm resolved.
mum. be i might be desiable i F
postoce my armersible for aot _ay ___I

"Wrs*) &MMMs mint _aza
mt sf mamably obtainable

6iotr aat ho ao kw well t V) t
upsiston Imictontt and tas A M nclefrly. a
sedto b n ongo contaln "d buntilytht a t rel
waie t "SW for the periods of fte disposal of r
nqud is at bmad. The stal belies f2) Would a cir
wit a" be deirable to maIntain We &W of the nfen

tio 1 the W r t rteaoably deal
period el t after th last wasto li appropriate man
empaced aedi developiq ng in to pI In fight otd
reuie. The trat technical ca t a responsibility an
'tn" a requement that the nr I PPC
reiostory be autgreid to presedv 6* stand c
cpn to se ' the wastesta ta rd for rad
Period of yws Aliowing em place t trarouent froi
Is optito. owevr, Is D ithooi WAth what fctor

6VOCt prtbalg ha : of ih e l on-tnmettl it
e;story deszp and at . tech1cal ahteria
_ta; ceamt Hownver. IA woumd mow 14) Whtt Sa 1
M1orting ad taking corrective actios kpacts of crite

hI require. ohng removal of do accordance with
wastes. befor t repository is haled principles? Wht-v

P1 Hum= fr.?rsion P trobkm For ett and what a
.rOEMC 9TpCaatwieL d* human

wuSn Proke 12 o a iPe or Dtaft Technical I
0utjhtfrward extension of natsal
esas and ay reqire d.ffeea - ubpazU E4 a
srards as we2 as a ffrent a+e' ; dd to Part G0
Ndewch Sc=y stated. human
trrtoion cammat be prevented. In *ita PART 60-OISP
of all effouto avoid sites which may RADIOACTIVE I
*cov atfs=v to hums, ther may REPOSITORIES
be deiberate o tvadvertent inusin lii r £Tclu
the formr =aa=.e it is reasonable to
asme that 0* utruder has acce* to UL

k~MsUia wIch~ ma~kes it attractive to au0 Dk4mhons I
bzude. For vlanple. the intruder may - appropriate iw
Low of tbe .aion ard contents of the a0m Pupose.
rrpstory ftef and may regard the ftn1 Pedrorma,
MLV as a res=ce of some value. howw W= Site and
Am such- intrusion be regardedas controL
ax event to be censidered mn the desg 2 Siting req
of t6 a repmse7' That is. should . U2 Design re
reeanpts to be made to protect hawr GM zWaste pA

r ations Ero the deliberate *nfloflwnt.
*Uder? PAit are the cnsequences of c 5i Retrievral

*zAon to 0*e intruder? To the Veneral 4t3 1 tor
papwtaioa? k 0* latter instance. etref
the ent a at Idvrutent --.
( nltl) - -ion other questions &tPWft C-Oust
*ccW. Did the mruston occur beond er Quality
th tame that t a reasonable to npec

* -- - ; -

t the exiee ofd te
What is

d of time? a Wtps
Igo and enforcensent

tgate to the
an accidental
kInd of Intrsin We
her? An the
finadvaertent Intrusos
rse lor dellbertie
luman intrusion isu s
at is Ur from hav

"arubciar. We wte
I on the following

it of considerations
1equstely ad W
,ant Issues kinolved ha

la structured alng Ge
mnced draft rne
with Issues In an
net?
Ihe fct that EPA has I
la authonty to set the
able environmntal
iaston in the
n the disposal otW. I
I/issues sho= an NRCl
npact statemet on
ideal?
a envkironment

ta constructed ha
h the above cised
~altemative criteria
Xe their impacts?
Criteria for SQ CFR hart

ire proposed to be
as set forth below

OSAL OF HIlGH-LVEL
WASTES IN GEOLOGIC

Ito be Inserted as
ita subpart Al.

maC objectives.
nvirons ownerskiv and

uirements.
quirenents.
clage and emplacement

of waste.
g Programs.

loat Protection Itasernd)
y Assurance
Assurancze Program
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For Teparpow of dAs pert-
'Accbl. En irerimr-means

*I w t the envlaett
contact with or mdily

gySirmnluse by bumrn 'beins It
Ocudes e *ards eunosplwre. tde
knd surac. surface watem and ths
semm I daso Icudes pmsently sed
qes which have been desi"ated to
Wedergrcsd sOVICes of drinki water
rider th Envonmental Protection

Agencyspposed rule 40 CFR Pan 14
A-na~e*arsm a disthyn

Iydrogedc wat that radil tuaret
ster ari yaelj aignificant quan titie

tlerl wb or
5arrie-awarsaa any matea or

Ourture which prevents or
OlbetanUiy deers movement of
d from the radoilam

Wastes towards the accessible

4Cazd&&ta ara.-omearts a teolooc
n kydrsgic system witurh which a

p#lagic npository may be located.
'Contamsr -caeans the fist major

enled mnciagr that holds the waste
bem

Content"nens keeping
adioactve waste within a designated
boundary.

'Confinir snit"-.neans a distinct
hydroseolkgc unit which ne:ther
bans 2 rvmd water readily nor
iWIds sigm-Scant quantities o! water to
*alls or arngs.

Meco msonin-means fi
lidaklling of subsurface facilities.
staling of *alts. and decontamination
and duimaz-ement of surface facilities.

'Departomr-means the U-S.
ePartmew of Energy (DOE) or its du

ewtborited Meprsentatives.
Dirposa neeans permanent

Csmp~aceet within a storage space
Wm to Intet to retriews to resource
vales.

t aece processes and evets:-
1e*an thaw na! processe or events
1that ar hWy to degrade the engineered
lements of te geologic rpostory

durtng a Cw period after
o. As used in tis part.

expected psnes and events do ooJ
0cludk hunan intrusion.

Moodplxneans the lowland and
aisy Lw area adsnan; sid ad

oasal was includig food prone
ot of e Islands idig ate

UWlu that ae subject to e one

perces orgisatr cbic od~oodiq In
ay gwen re.

Gciog stt- nus $
rsten for 6e disposa! 0nt "act
an i aiawae mdi"

2eOWC repositorY WnAdes PI the
geoqi rP wry ". timou area. end
~~szrfacead uu4surface areas

atrale me Wsct eset at
man may dmp th extent to which
Ws"" ar efflemtvel Wotaed from the
accawbs a n eail

CGior t itor oeat
area' -mean tHW facla.y that e
prt cf a geolac reposrtury. includms
Cth adce s s ua was.
where waste hndln; e implacemt
octiv s am cmedauc .

iqh4awl ndioacve or
OHW-asm 11) dsiated nsactor
fueL. tlquidwastes resultig from k w
operanon of 11 flrst:ole sl et
extraon °yam or egurvaleat and the
concstrated wastes rom q
aitracn cycL or eV; n a
facility for reprocesur bhtdated
reactr fuel and (3) sdnd stc which

h id ecs onned
MLW fadn-.erxs a fazliy

subjec to the bcensiq and related
retwlaory authenty of the Co~niission
part to Secuons =3J ad 202(41 of
the Enery Reprabawo Act of 1074
(88 Sti. 244).

Ikac m ck-Cnans The goloic
medi in whack the waste is tmplaced

tHyzrogeolvgc -u-eats any Wil
or rod Cnlt or sibsurloce we that has
a distac innl, on aw stone or
movewnt of gond water by vwtue of
tts4p ~y or pentabaity-

rnut to safety with reference
to strurures. 6W eML ma.6 adcoWneI
wans tcose snctums cyste and

compreiits tha. provide treascable
assurae that radioacve wse can be
received. hban&d aid stored without
undue r to S9e althzand salet of
the pubal

ftl~t:=ic pen-bw
,="sun of th Mtit fte - hL
a poroce mediua tasts a hlqid
urder a potentua prdumit- It 1, a
proper of the medium alone and is
lIdepecent of be zaa= of the fluild.

mtsoktnoft-.oexars osn.e h of
waste frm the e=essabie ernvurvamez!
withtn acpt8% bsnits

0%vack- tansimyr ardonat
rtceptaue. wrapr. bc= Or othe
structure which emae an interated
part rf awastea aa iss used to
enclose a waste eittr for I= poses
of prove±ri add*Cral ratectx= or
metin; the reqremen of an
aCCepta WIVIA.

'P cLqinS--eas be oainter.
aid any overpacks. arnd teir cotents
excludag rsdioa~ve mrerias anid

te encapsulatift maix. but Wcding
absorbent materiaL pacng structures.
thermal insultion. radiation shielfn
devces for absorbing mechanical shock.
wtiernal finingh or handling devices.
aeutron absorben or moderators &W
other supplementary equipment

Sbility-.eans th nate of natra
ps etgeitedt

neceszfeol pet arc eel t~vely low

thDext 10,00 gaars.
Radioactiwn waste-eans 1HLW

nd other ndaoactive materials that we
received for emplacement in a geologic
upor.tory.

"rarsursnic West"w or a U
wmaunt-means rdioactive waste
contai" alpha emittig transuranic
*letents, with radioactive half 4ime
geater than oe year. in exces of tO
Danocuri Per gram.

nerground faclty-means th
cvO eniered structum. including
backfill mate s but not Induding
seals. In which Waste 13 emplaced.

VWaste form-means the ndioactive
waste 4terials and any associated
emcsupsaating at tablizing materials.

Vbest peckstge'-means the
ph)a;cal waste fo. Its constaer ai
any antlr nlsues incuin Its
ahedi. pacig an ovepakaand

ta) This subpart ota thi
performance objectives to be achieved
ad the tehical critena to be met by
the Department of Energy in order for
the Commission to make the firdm
Cld for in S4bpart a

Ib) The Commission will apply Om
technical cntera in this subpart in

ang fndins that the actites
auioried yelicense or any

aeinrdent =ofE will not constitute
unreasonable risk to the health and
sadety of tlhe public

Ic) UT Commiion WI aso ap*l
the technical citeria in this subpart
Insfar as they may be pertinent in
makig dete mations with respect to
the issuance of a construction
authorizton.

(dl Omissions in the General Design.
Critetie do not relieve an applicant from
the reqeu-resent of providin- the
necestry safety Teatusres the design
of a speuific facility.

(el The requirements and conditions
in subsequent sections assume that
disposal wll be in isturated media. The
Comnmission does not intend to exclude
dispoal in the vadose zone or any other
method by promlulating these creteria:
however. different criters may need to
ie developed to license other dispoaal
method-
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la) O0"Ml1 ,pository perdom. ancis
(CI1 iPAOnfepmurorivkam~

I, rotio The Department of
AM sha design and oPert the. 7optitiorl.aratt

c OloraholtSb area to
a s s n e ssu anc that

etouo exposr and releases r
tsoscun materials ae within the
11_ fcr is Pan 20of thi Chaptar.

P)m RAeos" PA*r decommiwowmf
e etent n shall provide

reasonable assurance thast after
deoenLstiontag the gologic repository
WIN bolate radioactive wastes to such a
~ that quntibes ond
ozcttmtnt of diot~ waste it
di WW .ewrocitent will conform

bt vac genera ly applicable
ainlh1onenlal standards as* y have

bee established by the Environmental
hiftetior Agency.

P) Retrirmbibty. rM Deparant e
&eg iall design the geologic
rI0ltory operations area so that the
vedioactive waste stored there can be
* 10vv efora peod of 50years aft
lanation of waste emplacepent

perations. If she eogic repsitory
wperations area has o been

decinmissioed. Zldunng lbis period a
dXdsloa Is made to retrieve the wastes

e Department shall hisure that wasto
could be retrieved in compliance witt
Pt W ofatlu Chapter and in about tdi
ame period of lime as tha: dun=g
giid they were emplacd.
(b Rlequird bomers. In the design

sad constriction of geologic
vtpository. the Department shall utiluss
(Ilan engineered system including
wase package and an Underground
%cdlity. and 121 the geologic
emironment.

fc) Perlomonce ogfreuiwdbarej
s r d e g n e r e d y u e n s . ( 5) h oa s t .

PcAces IIThe Department shall des
WGSa packages so tht there is

basonable assurance that radionuchdes
wa be contained for at least the rt
Ut years after decommiisioning and
fo as on thereafter as in resonubj
a- ievable given expected procete
sod events as well as various water
Bw conditions including full or partial
* aturstion of the undeqmund 1acilU1.

.(2) nrground foc*lhy. The
nDeparten: shall deign the

wideround facility to provide
ftaonable assurance of the followitV

(i) An environment for the waste
pedals that promotes the achievemnt
or I A.tIIN 1) bole under condizos
toultz4 frm expected processes atd
ents.

5 . c U t.~i ~ - t I I I S ~ l
* sin*.V s u a

54) CO"WI1114t1n o eas usdwmwtcleds
ftiO icsv I.W pies ater
6 =v nia1114 11 .1 h -gef o logc
Iit" opewtons aP" and as kl
dereafir as is rmonas achievable.
eonmzm -pc eve and

picsmand " sNM of the wazt#
Wamvaeo O Wu dcMM~issionhzag.

Owdilprimwmaz of Mse
"maewd sywea oatotrconntokfnefiL

TNe Departntew shall demign tho
Wr rktgrd syAs so Pr id
eesonak. *sowce 6t

p1) Saann 1St ysmafl
& c nl qlo a o f the eo ulo i
Mcusita7 o " aMa the
ndiomza1das preent 1 HLW will be
Wesset lrm d mnde~vund facility
s an anmuaI rai that ias low "
rasonaify acimable ad Is In no ea"
plater bun an nual au of one pert
k one bndred *ousn of the total
etielty gresent HLW within the
vadergrzind faUty Um years after
&comsWiorqW esailst expected
PocessM and ewnts.

is) STcm.;g a deconmisionlng
adioncdes pwsent I TRU waste will
b releesed at a ate at is as low as
iasonaly tbivable ad is In no case
greater San pait one hundred
trusanh of t itoel acnvity present in
TRU watt w the aderiround
Secilny At the Ut of l mi-lonlng

su&xrg exPecrad preses" and
went.

(4) AP4ormance of she S"Wogc
wierirsL M The Dpartment shall
Ftkk reasonable szzrance that the
teret d stsbiiy exhtnted by the
pologc envrnment a present wil aot
ugnificunly denease eve the lo0g
mm.
Ii) Tie Depa-zment shall provide

mlsorx.le anwance that the site
ib3 propens wka promote

"latuot and tat their capability to
kthibi- fte cirtion d radionuclides
will W sisnifrintly crease over the

(sil; The DepnMMn shll provide
-actable as anco that the

bydroiqic ancgecbonica I properties
of the Imit = and swrounding
Coifi.ng m will pide mdtoniuclide
rave! tines le tie accessible
nvasrcninenf dft kals 1As years

as5ug exPeCed Processes and

I 60. VW St emb Owners endotn w d o n

la) OwVersfip rW in of the
s.oJ;fC re"PMtory Cg'roions eft f The
DeprmeW i£al locate the geologic
repostury operations area in and on
h nds tiat are either acquired lands
andr the Nembctlo and control of the
Depawww o lands pemman y

witdrawn and reerved for Its We The
Department sa Wold such land tree
and clear .f l1 signifiant
enbrsances rincluding rights arisin

der te neral i lws
iae e t or sigh tof wy. and adl oter .

ri hts arisin tunder kas e. rghts of
.d d p atentW ortga o.

Ei) Establshmrent of control wo&
Th Department shall establish a
Crol Zone" surrounding the geologic

altory eraons area. The
De et shaU exercise such

don sand control with respect to
a nd subsurface statets 14 km

Control Zone es may be eesarI o
prevnt aderse human aciora h X t
c d sgnifatly edc the ability of
te aturl or engind brs to

olate radoactive ma l a from ted
accessible environmenL The
Department' thts may take the ir
of ayroprle possesson interets.
Servitudes. or withdrawals from locabon
or patent uder th generl minin g l aws.X

(ct Log-te-rm control. The Depme
" Identify the geologic ipo Itory

operations area by the most pe rranent
zwkers and mcords proctcab l. The
wkeis shall be inscibed in several
languages as well as English.
additio, the Department shall posit
records of the location of the t ololc
npositary operatio area and the

ature and hard of the wasto In the
Wa)or archives of the world. For ihe
purpose of demonstrating compliance
with I 60111 (Performance Objective.
th Department shall assume t other
Instational controls Wmill not persist lor
awe than one hundred years.
W 012" SWtNg rsqi*uernts.
(a) Gnem) vuirements. (1) The

Department shall select the site and
so that they are not so complex

as to preclude thorough investgation
azd evaluation of the site characteristics
ltht are important to demonstrating that
the performance objectives of I 6.111
will be met.

(21 The Department shal Investigate
and evaluate the natural conlitions and
human activities that can reasonably be

expected to affect dhe design.
cotnsction. opention. and

decommissioning of the geologic
rpository operations areas. Tl- natural
conditions include geolc. lecton&;
hyroogic. and cliatic prcs.1?
tepartment ahall evaluate te stabilliy
of th geologc repository and the
Isolation of radnonuclides after
decomniissloning.

fiJ The Department shall conduct
khnestigonsrn theojderot1C *~>-.

I" --WAtrg
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9i0 k

thoat

Fs k

Itam,

artaw

they

tdowtar borsontal radius froat th
tiopto rea

rgtf shall emphazas

zlp00 mtw a 10nilow inx apn
& MR i naurl OtiS ~tiv NW)110*

th e sta of the Qul atarn ay rio d
* 1h i Invest gt ion s.

it) Tb. Department shall emphsiz
e is 6 1 .COD years lollow n

bdonmsioon In their predlton df
I B P i n M t U 5 c di b o n s a d th e

puf rma c of thu geoloaic repositor.
P I} h Deparen t shel conduct

pvstigations that adequately
&traactorlue and provide representatdve

tbound values for those human
activ snd utu e e ts and
ceaditlons that may effect sny oc she

ce- 417 t rd
(i) Th desIg construction. Operation.

and decommissioning of th, geologic
grpository operations arm
(Ui) Demonstration of the stabft of

die geologic repository after
decormissionlng.

(11i) Demonstration of the isolation of
radionuclides from the sccessible
envirosment after decommissiorunig

(4) Te Department shall evaluate
ieasonably likely future variations in the
dte characteristics which may mult
hum natural processes. human

activIties Construction of the repository.
a wastelrock/water Interactions.

(5) The Department shall conduct the
site Investigations in such a manner as
io obtain the required information with
minimal adverse eflect. on the long-tem
performance of the'geologic repasltory.

(6f) The Department shal a'lidate
anayses ad model of future

conditions and changes in site
char acterstcst using f eld tesisatn situ
tests. field-verified laboratory esn.
ionitoring data. or natural analog
studies.

T} he Department shall cainuously
veriy and assess any changes in site
conditions which pertan to whether the
pformance objectives will be met.

411Th. Department shall perform a
mtor assessment for the rngon

withun too km of the ito using available
WIformatons. The Department "s

include estimates of both known and
undiscovered deposits of oil resources
that (1 have been or ar being exploited
on (U) have not been exploited but ora
explottable under present technology
and market conditiorns The Department

shall estimate undiscovered deposits by
reasonable inferec based - geologic
end gtophysical information. The
Department shall estiute both Pross
and net value of resource dePoL TMe
estimate of net value hall take Into
acount demlopnn extraCto and

3l T artment shall detm b
appropriait aalyss the extent of the

volumie of rack wfthin Wba tie
#eoogc fra6ework. growud-wae flw.
groird water chemsty. r
teomecharncal properts we
anticiaeted lo be figcody affected
by construcon of the geologic
repository or by the m Of the
emplaJcd wastes. with ecohasis on the
thermal loading o the la .In order to
do the analyses requd a this
pararaph. tie Departmen he at a

conduct investgations and
ts to pbtd the followw Input data:
() The pattem .stbmo and origin

of fractures. das n- in VWen
heterogenite Ith t rock ad

(II) T eid oftetial
pathys ch a c
discontionutles soluto aton.
wnee faults. bm a pies. and other
permeable anomalies In b host rock
and surrounding coafn units.

(ii) The in situ deotermiation of the
bulk geomedianical prope es, Po
presswr and ambient sre conditions
of e host rock ad urrouading
conni:ng coits.

iv) The 1h st te aion od the
bulk hydirgeologic prp s of the

units:
Iv) The in situ de iaon l the

bulk Cecn I con
artilrly the 1 ds$o~tiaL of tei

(vt, re ic situ deteminafion of the
bulk ponse of the hos. rock and
surrounding confinig: =ts to the
antidpated thermal baderiv the
ptt of fractures and or
discontinuities and the beat transfer
properties of the rock mass.
As a onimm, the Depvtment she
assume that the vume wifl extend a
borizontal d:stance of I kiorneters from
the limits of the repository excavation
and a vertical distance rom the surface
to a depth. 1 kilomet below the
limits of the repositor) eCavatior.

Ib) Potenikol/y ods-gse wiodtionx
The folowing paragapls describe .
human actnities or anaucal conditions
which can adversely affect the stability
of the repository site. towesse the
migrtloon of rdndioundides from the
repository. or provide pahways to the
accessible en vo . The
Department shall ao &r te whether
any of the potentially acerse human
actinties or natural condI Mons are
preent. The Departmet-i sAl document
all investigat ions. The p dvec of any
of the potentially advese human
activities or natural comdt-oas will give
dise to a prumppol thau ibe geologic
repository will not , NW te performs ace

I . ,

obecties The contditions nd activities
In this section apply, unless otherwise

tated to the volum of rod determined
by ths D Ivartmeot In I U2.=0
above.

ttl Potetially advern human
octivities. i) There Is or has been
conventional or in situ subsuzrfac-An for nsuc

i cept holes drilled lor
Intitions of the geolowienpositomy.
there is or has been drilling for whatever
prse o dePths below the lower limit
of h eile environment

(i) There era resources which are
ecooomkcally exploitable using existing
technology cndar prsnt market
conditions.

(1v) tlsed on a resource assessment.
here are resources that have either
hger Voss or not value than the
averge for other areas of similar size In
the In which the geologic
repository Is ted.

(v) Thr Is reasonable potential that
failure of human-made Impoundments
could erse flooding of the geologic
repository operations are prior to
decommissiorung.

(vi) There Is reasonable potential
based on existing geologic and
hydrologic conditions and methods of
construction for construction of large.
scale benpound-ess which tmaty affect
the regional ground-water flow system.

(vii) Thm is Indication that present
or reasonably anticipatable human
activities can significantly affect the
hydrogeologic framework Human
activities include ground-water
withdrawal extensive irrigation.
subsurface Injection of fluids.
underground pumped storat facilities
or underround minlitary actvities.

(2) Potenially adverse ntu!r=1
coditis-geologic and tectonic. (i)
There is evidence of extreme bedrock
Incision sie the strt of the
Quaternary Period.

(11) Ther is eence of
disolatining. such as kart features.
bre pes. or insoluble residues.

(I) There Is evidence of processes In
the candate area which could result In
structural deformation in the volume of
rock such as uplift. diapiim.
subsidecce, folding. faulting. or fracture
zones.

(iv) The gologic repository operations
ar lies within the near field of a fault
that has been active since the start of
the Quatenary Period.

(v) There is an area characterized by
higher sismicity than that of the
surrourd;in region or there ib n area In
which there ar indications, based on
comrelabios of earthquakes with
tectonic procses and features. that
seisaily may incraase in the future.
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* v)Tbar k evodnce ofWret
activity hsie the star of the

(viTbem sla ghiand anomalose
- p. e e ae relative to e

P- ftitlly adverse awmt
~LIO*.I,,*OIIc I) Therm ls

10-tJ for sd changes to
5*opkc conditias d
h*iouulic adimet. vea
"lociy. Wrtivity. permescty,
3 e 0 I sch. pietmetric lteL sad

carp pol. Evahlstion tchn.q-es
*Ided. paltydrotogic onalym

I The geologic reso GPerbo
I I located whets th be

q tem and shor km adverse
lc ao ated with the occupancy
*edModification o floodplains.

VEzitecut Order 1968
(1) Thes Is reasonable Potential for

MIMI phenomena such Lanide
subsIdence. or Wolcanic activity to
ceate lare-scale impoundments that
gay effect the reional round-water
&lW system.

(ikw) m is a faut orfracture eace
t eCt ageof lastmovement.

ih ha a horizontal length of
*a a kw hundreds of meters.

(4) Pot ially Adverse Natural
Coaditions-Cem hemicl. he rock
aits between the reposito and the

bk ctronment exhibit low
I rstA bn fo most of the redonuclides

cootained in the radioactive waits.
A presumption that the geologic
reoitory will not meet the performance
ebJKtves can be rebuttid upon
ebowing that the presence of Me
potentially adverse condition does sot
adversely affect dte performance of the
gologic repository. In order go make
t hisshowu. the Department shall Est
deonstrate iAnt

p3 The potentially adverse human
ectity Or natural condition has been
' dequattly characterized. including the
extent to which the particular feature
may be pxre t and still be undetected
-kmg into account the degree of
,solution achieved by the
brestilgtons:

(23 The effect of the potentially
adverse human activity or natural
cooditioc on the geologic framewori.

undaert flow. ground-water
-- istry *nJ geoniechanIcal mnltety

, as been adequately evalusted using
teratise analysesnd assumptions.

ed th evalution sed s ssensuihe to
the odverse humAn activity or atural

ditin.
3)e effect of the potentially

_ dvoe Liman activity or asuaal
cordition is compensaled by tdi

preserce ofd vocable characteristic in
-atParapb S0Q t> of "t Section: and

(4) The potentaty adverts human
ectivity or eaturs condition can be
e-edied during onsutrction. opea tin

wo deomiissloaq of dit repository.
(c/~rFovsble nroerti . Each of

efi liatcterstics represent
coditions whid enhance th abhty of
l4t kc reptatory to meet the
perwf[oria obt ftus. Candidate
ems and sites stich eshibit as many
avoablte charurbttcs " practicable
m preferred. Tr Department shall

demonstrate the beret which each
favorable charamnstic is present. The
Department chat fy document all
ivustlgatious. Tt le Department s
eform evaluatis to demonstrate to

whet extent the 1orable charactenstic
tlbutt to he t stability of

Om site adtfor fv isolation of the waste
by restrictig tbe access of groundwater
t the waste. the ate of dissolution of
th waste. or the gration of
radionuclides fr: the geologic
repository. The Department shall use
conservative anisyes to demonstrate
the significance d the favorable
characteristics. Te Department SWa
Include evaluatim of the degree to
which the favorale characteristic has
been adequately charaerized. given
the degree of resJution achieved by the
Investigations. Ts specific favorable
characterlstics a* the following-

(I) The Deparnment shall select the
site so that to the extent practicable the
candidate ares-

(i) Exhbits denostrable surface and
subsurface geolwc. geochemicaL
tectonic, and hvologic stability since
the beginning o! Ze Qua ternary Period.
and

(iH) Contains a host rod and
surrounding co-_!ing units that provide-

(a) Long groun2-water residence times
and long flow pttu between the
repository and us accessible
envirounment:

(b) Inactive grund-water circulation
witrin the host rck and surrounding
confining units, cad little hydraulic
communication with adjacent
hydrogeologic =rts due to ground-water
charactenrstics sach as low intrinsic
permeabwlity an: low fracture
permeability of Ze rock mass: and

1c) Geochem"! properties. such es
redu2nn condit;2s which result in low
solubility a- radcnuclides. and near-
oormal pK or a ck of compleung

Agents.
gi2 The Departient shall select the

site so that to t's hetent practicable the
volume of roc-

(1) Possesse" S favorable
characteristics described above.

(I) Possse's L geologic famework
that permits efrectiv sealing of shafts.
dWfts and borshous and that permits
excavaton of a stable subsurface
opening. and the emplacement of waste
at a minimum depth of 300 ete fross
the round surface;

liii) Possesses ground-water flow
charateristics that-

la) Result in a host rock wth ueylow
water content

(b) Prevent ground-water Introsion or
circalation of ground wat In th host

(c) Prevent significant apward pound
water fow between hydrogeologic units
at along shafts, drifts. and boreholes

(d) Result in low hydraulic gradients
hI the host rock and surrounding
confining units:

(e) Result in horizontal or downward
hbydsaulic gradients In Ishe host rokad
urr ng confining nints: and
() Result in md-wtekr residence

times wider ambient condibons.
between the repository and the
accessible environment, that exceed
1000 "years.

(iv) Possesses georechanica!
properties that provide stability during
construcon. opertion. and under the
ifluences of thermal oad or other
wasteurocklwater interactin:

(v) Possisses a low population
dnsity:

(vi) Possesss combination of
meteorological characteristics
(especially prevailing wiind flow
direction) and population distribution
such as to assure that a radiological
exposure of the population. which is
within the limits of Part 20 of this
chapter and

Ivil) Is in an arte where climatic
change is ot expected to have an
adverse Impact on the geologic tectonic.
or hydrologic characteristics.

* 6.12 Degnrq'ets
(a) Genetrl design requirements. The

requirements in this section apply to
surface and subsurface facilities.

(1) Ccmplionce with mining
regultion,. The Department shall
design. construct and operate the
surface and subsurface facilities to
comply with all applicable Federal and
state mining treulations including
Subchapters D. E and N of 30 CFR Parn
57 as applicable.

12) Identification of strncturs
sysiems. and components impotnant to
sofet. The Department shall identify b)
appropriate analyses those systems.
sructures and components that are
ImportUnt to safety.

13) fPotection against natural
phenromeno and envirmnrnerial
conditions (i) The Department Sh

o'- -%_

I
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bsrsl wid lecate rtructures. systems.
Od componen important to Saf la

di Itea at of ad to s
t site caractestc a
o 1 coditions so ated

VotingSton) Wm VW to

Te DesXrmnt shall design and
bate stucwt stems and
.sponents bpornat to safety to
withstand the most see of eatutrl

enomena eat are likely to occur at
e site lncluding seismic. metsoroloI

and bydrolo emu without loss of
capability to perform their safety
knction

(4) Protactn tolnst dymmic 1Afc
Ofqulpmemadre and similar evrom
Da Department shall design u4d locals
WVCtUsL s)sem and components
Iportant to sfety to resist d)mamlc
effects that wuld rult from equipmet
bQu mistsse ipacts. the dropping of
cane loads k treas and similar evmts
eW conditiocs

(33 Prtectw qainut fires and
expkfosi. fiJ The Department shall
ein and locate struCtUL sysems

an eonspose armporuant to safety to
Min uize th potential for impa irment of

a: ability la perform their safety
kgons t i res or explosions.

(U) The the extent practicable. the
:partment sat desin the geologic

uposltory to ucurporate
on-ombustitc and beat resistant

atetrials.
(ii) The Deptnent shall desipn the

Valogic repostory to include explosson
rnd fare detecto alarm systems and
ppropriate s~vession systems with

aiffloent capa-y and capability to
mainmz the dverse effects of s and
eplsons om uce systems. and
components =Portant to safety.

(Iv) The Depuastent shall design the
g gic repOtry to include provisions
bo ;oitct per el Ios eithr the

eration of. te ailureof th Afire
suppression "Items.

(enlIecttwo. astire. and
ointenonce 1he Department shall
desigr and laste structures. systems
ad componee.s important to safety to
Prmti periodc inspection. testing. and
MaIntenance as appropiratt. to ensure
ir continued h cuozing and

uadintss.
(7) Eiergerv copbiiry. (1) The

blpirtment 0s'.l design and locate
St*ucture L syas. and components

npoant to saety to assure safe
Storap of na tive waste. prompt
rtailiati o !perations and

bacuation of personnl during an

fit) The Department Shall desin the
Stlogic repoan w Iclude orute

falits and atwices &at Is tr a au
and dmely raspoese to emergency
conditons W1an cilitate the ise of
ovallabie ofIste services such as fLa
police. medicel ad ambulance san
that may aid in nwcvery fro

10) Lltbeyute. 1 noe
Department a design each utility
service syte to provede for the
metig ofsat demand uder

1mr and abitarnal conditions. TM,
Deprtment s design utility servt
an distrh2aat systems Important to
safety to &dde redundant systems to
thextenm ca ry to maintain. wh

dequate capacity, the ability to perform
safety fUnction assuming a single
failure.

(ii) The Department shall design
emergen tity strvkcs to permit
esng of the fhoctlonal operability amd

capacity. ctL-1 g the full operation
sequence. of ead system for transfer
between norma! and emergency supply
sources. and the operstn of associated
"fely Stes

(W) The Dcp&=n=t shall make
provisions so thaI in the event of a loa
of the prinry -c.rC power source cc
circuit. rtcablk and timely emergency
power bs provided to instruments. utility
service sistens. and operating syste
Including the werity central alarm
station. it ainots sufficient to allow
sale condtions to be maintained with
all safety devics essential to safety
function

(9) Radto~ogipratecion. (t) The
Depanmett &ha: design structUre
Systernms ad -A nponents for which
operation. ciuineance. and required
inspections could involve radiological
exposute t: pers=el to Include mean
to contro! exterral and internal
ndiatlon exposres within the limits
specified in pan D of ths Chapter. Thi
includes the means to:

(a) Fte{ e the accumulation of
radioactive naterial In those systems b
which access by personnel is requirec.

Wb) M in the tima required to
perform wk in the vicinity of
radioactive cocaooents. such as by
providing %fQcie-t spate for ease of
operation amd dezung equipment for
ease of repair a replacement and

(k) Proide shieding to assure that
exposures t persntl in accessible
reas are wnthin the limits of Pant 2

(U) The Departent al design the
geologic repositcy go include means
to-

.(o) Provide aproriale radiation
protection syStems and programs for aI
areas and o ;pertu where personnel
way he exosd to levels of radiation r
airborne rauoLrrve materials
slvnficanty above bac4round Levels to

Wr that exposuas an Wuin th
kinits or Part Zft

(6) Control and monitor & srecad of
coctamination

(a) Control accss to areas of g
radiation or potential conuamatio:

(d) War worlers by a ratioc
alarm system of significant beaset it
res In vormally &cssible
areas an of excessive radioactivity
edesad in effluents. The Depa nt
sal design such systemns wd
redundancy and in situ twstg
capability.,

(101 Qitloity otro lb
Department shall design all 1stem for
processing. tansportin& ba-Mng
atome. retrievaL emplacemt. and
bolbtion of radioacti wste to hnsm
tat a nuclear criticality acc:dent is
possible only If at east two milikly.
independent and concurn cr

ential changes ve o in t
condions eenial to ude- criticality
safety. Dcmonstrao of ritaality
safey under normal and accxent
conditions shall be by c c of the
off ecive multiplication factor . This

must be sufientlyb uity to
show at least a S argin ahe
allowance for the bias in the method of
calculation and the uncertaly in the
ezperimeLits used to validate ite method
of calculation.

(11) bIwtrurnentation anrdwtfrol
system The Department 4hal provide
Instrumentation and control systems to
oonitor and control the behasior of

enineered systemss tat *ret i:pornta
*to safety over anticipated taue for
norml operation, for abnorma
operation and for accident c tions.

te Department shall design fe
systems ith sufficient redunt-a.7 to
assure that adequate margn of safety
ar maintained.

b) AdditionPl des in reqwrTl fo
swraC fac-iities. The requireeu in
this section apply only to the design of
surface facilities.

(1) Cwpliance with Part 7z 1 the
mlc repository includes srface

abelties that would be rtquire. to
comply with 10 CFR Pan 7n mer they
to be geographically removed -3om the
site. the Department shall desun.
construct and operate those seace'
facilities to conform with 10 CER Part 72.

(2) Focilities for tef vl e, wOze.
Te Department shall design a~d
construct surface facilities to fainltate
sate and prompt retrieval of smtes
Including facilities to inspeciaepair.
decotaminate, and store retrved
wastes prior to their shipment eff site.
Surface storage capacity of al teplced
waste Is not required, but mus be

I
.. - . .. I
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-fd. to handle wsebaplg prior *dcmmssinlhn to levlr that arnas
to s tofte iie. hw asu "O"bW achievablu. 1t

DI Willtiobtion. ire Depollitaa * Department stha include an
desw surface facility wenticifton ientification and a comparative
Oystrmis) aupportng waste Wannir. eautio of alernatives to the maor

wproceMSe deUsgn iwtues tat are promded to
_ehaneo pm *0 a t idionuclade retardatio and

oc tal exposures and ftrleuase or COt lannL
p ies aid airborne nadea (a To Department sihll design the
et a material d maal siderpgod facliay such that tr
~s~o ei do os ecend t mii geometry. layout. and depth

finh Part 201 ofhis opter. of the underground excavation In
O) Rdiotion conroend onItoandi * ton to any aee ered barriers

77umteontrol. The Department ded au par of the underground
hdine surface acates to f Itr r t°S for that site. noe

miawM1ze she release r1 ndimctave Departmet ahe u optimization
marials ih efluents or any GrM. aer perfoance objectives In
dutrig ormal operatioos M 0111 * M (cK2lcK )3).
Departwnt ulI monitor li systems fiii) The Department shall design the
Provided to guard agamst the eleaue of unergond fac!:ty so that the effects
adioactive materialL UT Department of .sarptivt evets will not propagate
shaD hIat that the omutorm systems eV** liii f c4
are provided wiath alarms which are ()1 5 Vetsit n
peidial tesed Tbhe Deprtmn (In) To assure &at shafts ad

dusigdc f Ay te sted. faciit boreholes do not act as preferential

ofdsga contacte pathways for gracd wa ler or
aduure tratment of conta ted n rtion. the Department
adwetr as "ecesssry so ea$= tha the shaf degaq shafl and borehole seals
concentrations and total q ties of s t
radioactive mateenals to ts ae shafts and boreholes are
maintained within the hi of Part 2 s°taed along ther entire length as soon

(a Chaptert .Jae they have served their operational
Department shall desir- efflwtt W~Ci Spanel
OIkp 4 t em to se IN The sealed shafts and boreholes

au *mount and conrntration provide a barrier o radionuclide
of radionuclides in any effuet to mirat which a at least equivalent to
sure that radioactive matenmis are M b t poied by the undisturbed

Maintained within the IlIts ct Part 200of '
lS Chaper. () Thee is effective sealing to the
(5) Waste trotm at. The rod Cotact and te adjacent tone of

shall design radioactive was* treatment disturbed rock aunrrunding boreholes
facilities to process all ste eerated d shat sand
wastes. (d) The shaft au' borehole seals can

1Pl Considerction orc&omrssioning. almmodate potential variations of
The Department shill design and atress. temperatwe. and hoistuwe. and to
Construct surface facility struw res to pride fir rudio.iclide retardatio.
facilitate deconmsior g I) The Departzent shall place

(c) Additional design requremens f~or ev;pasis on multomponent borehole
eusfoce Iocitl'hsr. Te re qrements and shaft and seals and use materials
hI this section apply only to sibsurface that are tcipatibl with the rwck
facilities properties and other in situ conditiotis.

11) Lirde4roand/fcility. The i) The Department shall design the
Department shall design tshe ntergown d fact' .y to include
underground facility as an uiderround eatrneered bernes which protect the
civil engineered structure that satisfies waste package fr=a 11) natural events
requireents for structual performane. and proceses. (2:1 i situ stresses. 13)
control o groundwater movemnt ond chemical attack. and 141 groundwater
control of radionuclide trmnsmri. The contact. The Dcprnment shall
Department shall design the facility to dewermine the locaton of the barriers by
provide for safe operatio durrg proper enmneenng analysis and in sitU
cmrstnuction. emplacememt. and testng. Th Departient shall Include In
retrieval of waste and to assurv the des
Compliance with I 60.121 (Perkwmance (ci Eng-netred barriers where shafts
Objectiies cUmld provide access for ground water

31 W'aste isolation eon'eesim. (1) to enter or leave ~ee underground
The Depantment shall deconsrate that faczi'ty
the underground facility utcluies those ItO Creation or. m sar-field waste
engineered featurrs that are nesded to patkage evironrent which favorably
blad radioactive relaskes fer conols Chemical mb ons affecing the

performnce of the waste pacage o
other engineered barriers:

le) Creation of an emplace
environment which reduces the
p tential for aeep deformation in tls

end deformation of waste
packages: and

jd) Backfill insterels as a btir to
pround-water nwovement into th
repositor. Th Deparment shU select
backfill aterials to provide f (1)
aduste plcement and compaction In
underground opening%. 121 seals to
reduce and control ground waltr
Movement. 131 absorption of
radionudideL and (41 preservation of
favorable properties In the presence of
& idpated rise of rock temperature

vIi) Thermal and thermomnecuncal
flponse ofte rock-
Thc Deparznmen 1U esign the

predicthed tenhal *nd
iermoinechenical response of die rock

could not adversely affect the
performance of the natural or
engineered barriers to radionudidr
migration.

b ) The Department shall conduc It
situ monitonng of the ther�nmechanical
response of the geologic teresy until
decommissioning to assure that the
therinomechanical response of the
natural and engineered features are
within design limits. Should these limits
be exceeded. the NRC shall be rofined
and informed of any needed chaqes or
actions.

(31 Design to focilities retrie va of
waste. The Department shall design the
underground facility to facilitate
retrieval of waste in ccordance with
1 6fillltal(3l. To accomplish this the
Department shal design the
underground facility to assure structural
stability of opernngs and minimize
ground-water contact with the waste
packages and design an emplacement
envircnment that otherwise promotes
waste recovery without compromising
the ability of the geologic repository to
meet the performance objeciives.

14) Design openings (i) The
Department shall desien subsurface
openings to assure stability ihroughout
the construction. operation, and
retrieval penods. If support systems and
structures are required for stability, the
Department shall design them to be
compatible with long-term de!ormation
characteristics of the rock and to allow
for subsequent placement or backfill.

Iii) The Department shall desien
openings to minitmize the potental for
deleterious rock movement or fracturing
of overlying or su'rounding rock. The
Departmen. shall optimize opening
design. including shape. size.
Orentation. spacing and support
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O#elel with repc to natratl Wtem
aatlons. defrnalaton, chars cterlstics

je b host toc s4er thermal odiog.
, O Mier of weaknesse or
owctral discocnnultesn present at aie
Wation Of the
p) ULIkS of "u exavotias

flie Department aal line subsurface
es"Wations lnaesasthItrequire.

A ^tive control of water or Ps
sutrorother porawi

f sq of weekor

(II) ncorgefor equipment or

pSh ft ances Usedin N
lond~t. P) The Department shall
geosidoer dshaIt conveyances as a systm
apotant to saety.

(MI The Department shall design holsts
mechanical ead lowering

dPcl that = d cage ^e fall.
I. fThe Deportment shall design

bus with a reliable cage location
qstrm that pwvideu direct siauls fom

levels In the shaf The Department
sa design and construct final unload
points which are controlled and vrified
by local position detectors.
(iv) The Department shall design halt

badig VA unloading systems with a
iable system of interoci that win

fall fely upon malfunction. The
Dpartment shall include in the design
two independent indicators to indicate
whether waste pa:kages are in place.
gappled. end redy for transfer.

PI Istu testig end design
Wrificction. l Dluring the early or
developmental stages of construction an
as the Department shall excavate and

insv an ares for in situ testing of
borehole and shah seals. backfill, mnd

iermnal effects and waste-roic
Jtlerton. The Department shal
Initiate the testing as tatry as is
Practicable and continue as long as
secessary to demonstrate that
Performance is within deign limits.

(ii) The Department shalt Insure that
ut contact between lIing and the rock
surrounding subsurface excavations
does not leopardz repository
mittainment by providing a preferential
Pathway for grotud-water or
radionuclide migraltn

t1113 During repos:tory construction
aSd operation the Department shall
conduct a continwed program of
srveillance. testin. measurement. ad
Peogc supping to ensure that design
Pametl are stiied and to provide
dditionAl data to confirm the isolation
and containment characteristics of the
Seals and the underground facility. The
Department shall measure and monitor
hngs In subsurfac conrditions on a
5ealr basl&

(lV) r.. Depsrtrent " a a
milalmam. make measuremnts of roc
defomsaton and displacement. chanpg
IntEor& Stress and rnl. water inflow
1 ubs areas. chages in

und erlcations W conditionL
r wte press- and host

thermoredianlcal
mepos as a mulh of deveopmen an

operationsf e geologic repoitory.
The Department shall compa" such
measuraments and observations with
o10a desiga bases and assumptionh

and , Ificat differences exist the
Department st determine
ot.fatio so desngn or tcto

mtods and to t Com si

Ig Cootpod Backtfil Tee: Sectio&
To ery permnce rene q ts
xitene In th design the De~artmn
ha~ll eablish before any bacll

pacement Is itiated a program for
pbcment. sampling and test of the

i secti th ult tsting
and observations made at the weit
section are diferent from the original
design intent ten the Depatnt must
uslyse the need for chang"essd repo
the ecommedd chane s to*th
Commission.

(9) Wcztrconrol dufin opertdons..
(1) The Departent shall provde water
control sysite which are of safficient
capability nd capacity to rnminiz the
potentially edmse effects of ground
water orsvi; water (includng that
supportg excavation) intrusion on
structure systems and components
Importlat to safety. waste tm;Ucement
Operations. the performance of waste
packages as ez~tneemd barrier to
radionucide =gration. or t

btneval capabxlity.
I Ibe Department shall design the

water control systems to monitr and
control the qualaty and quantity of water
flowing into or from the repotdm.

Wii Tbe Departsent shall provide
water control storage capabiky.
modular desis or other po.ions to
assure unexpected inrush or fLood en
be controlled am contained.

0iv) Tee Department shall Cos truet
water control systems to continl water
from waste em:lacement areas and
shall keep thow systems sepsrate from
the systes Cotrolling water in the
excavation areas.

IV) If quilen or water beating
structures are encountered dwng
construction en the Department must
se P'!routing in advance o'

excavatio
(dl Geeraldsign requirewents for

Canstrucm4on The requirements m this
section incude general design criteria
which an impotant for constrction.

(tI Ste developmert and e aion
sequence. (1i The Department shad pta
the exploratory program so that
construction tales advanta of
eploratory boeoles. Shafts ag
excavation In order to minimize 6h
total number of peetratio within do
Tologic repository operations arm

(ii) Tbe Department shall coordinte
the design of the geologic repository
wIth site characterization activities so
assure that boreoles necessary for ste
characterization a ocated at fitwe
positions of shafts or 1a4. unaxcavaed

(III) If critical host rod and other sia
specific design assumptions cannot be
verified from boreboles. geophysical
measurements. andlor an exploratory
shaft and inital excavation. then th
Department must establish a pilot
program to further characterize the
entire volume to be occupied by th
underground facility and to verify
crtical host roc ad site spciIC ds
assumptions prior to design finlization
and wste emlcement.

(Iv) The Department shall desip the
subsurface facilities with sufficient
flexibility to ansure that designs ae
compatible with specific site features
encountered during pilot development
and excavatio and to facilitate he uae
of tests and monitoring system oututs.

(2) Conutnxoio management
progrm. The Department shall stabs
a construction management program
which is sufficient to assure that
construction activities do not adverse
affect the suitability of the site or
jeopardize the containment capabilities
of the underground facility. The
Department shall include in the proa
means to assure that the underground
facility Is excavated and constructed as
designed

(3) £xcai;tlon techniques. The
Department shall assure that methods
ued for excavation will neither create a
preferential pathway for ground water
or radioactive waste migration. nor
Incresase the potential for migration
through existing pathways. The
Deparnment shall ae to the extent
practicable mechanical excavators
baring machines and other nonblastlin
2ethods. If blasting is required for
excavation. the Department must use
methods specifically designed for each
phase of the work that minimize
fracturing of the surrounding rocL In
this program the Department may
Include the use of pilot bores and
tunnels and delay systems designed to
mnimize the amount of explosives
detonated simultaneously. If blastin Is
atilized the Department must utilize
controlled perimeter blasting such as tie

a
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if ) S losam
e. * Department ows met th

pravaons of 30 CM Pan PA as
almum safety requtiremas (i

stoage. mae and transporlttum IU
,Departatert shall use electrcal
detosaion. U fe rock contains o"n

Jobint or factures the De artmen Must
ma carlde or packarg explOSIVIS
osiy.

(5) S*Pofl sitrcturus. U kmpww'
oippott structures ea^ "ed th.
teprtnent must assure that dty do Wd
k-str the placement of permanet
Shrur or the ability of It repitory
t contain wastes by adversely affecting
&h ability to seal excavated areas.

(a) Records and reporup-
feq ulreaie te (I Ien bf wonDion id
seoriirq of odvea fe otu or
co diti on.. (a) Uf any feature li ed

erI W60.1221bK (Adverse Condtions)
I encountered during excavations then
th Department must repor it to th
Comnlission within 5 days The
D epart ent riust analyze t e ect of
each feature% Ot conditio ns re or a
ueqhtiv in t oW~lalbl.

t21 Construcion end moping arcids
So Departmen shall mentain and
pese'v records which provide a
COmplete. documented history of the
repositoy construction

Th DepartmenA shall bcl-ude in t
co=ds the followut-
(i) Surveys of underground

excavations and shafts located wnth
respec; to readily identifsable sUace
features or gnonuments:

Wi) terials encountere:
1i) Geologic maps and profliesr

lv) Locations and aemont of setpag.
( Details of equipment. methods.

pro$rnes and sequence of work
fvll Construction problems:

i) Anomalous conditions
encounlered

(vUii) Instrunent locaUoa reading
and analysis:

(lx) Location and description of
Support systemr.

lxi Location and description of
dewatering systems and

(.I) Details of seats used. metsod of
emplacement. and location.

The Department shall perform and
plot surveys and geologic mapp;mg as
me work progresses.

(3) Retention of cores end lots. The
Department shall retain on site. entil
decommissioning. all cores from all
explore tory borings drilled duing site

lection. site cbaraclernzation.
construction. and operation. The
Deprtnntnt hall store th cme in
durable boes oused in a wc oo
batdn The Department srrn i

3: I -a

#A corn to be reay aevalable for
hepaton. no Department shall IIo
In the same waa ow athe boriop.
Including geophysmca lors.

1D Genr) &di rp e imnts for
ohb"oaocewer . OT brequire"ints
of this saOn ap y dtin mpositoary

('I Uf c o r n exc aio n an
* mplacmcrofaseareplsand

de the Deat u wat deign the
repository in od fc re

i sntly seprated to *aure that
exavation activlies could not Impar¢
emplacemsnit opesrans ort adveely
affect rtneanl.

Iil Iff hVchwfctiots art p5 d
the Depa.r ttt he- design each
module to be sealed aid isolated from
all other moules lath event of an
accident and so that waste can be afe
ftW "*d1e If aeceasa .

(f) The Deparitnew separate
ventilation ystens supporting
excavation and waste emplacement

(Q) The Department shall coordinate
excavalion rates &a emplacement rates
and schedules to aware physical
separation of act nets and further
assure that ksndli and emplacement
operations are ol adversely affected by
the excavaUcn actmines.

(2) Veniktaon- il The Department
shall design ventilaun ystemt(s) which
are capable of cootollang the transport
of ndioactm partr s tes and gases
within and frm the rubsurface facility.
The Departntnt sha1 design and test
the ventflsmon system to assure that
radiologica! exposures during operations
will not exceed dhe hbits of so CER Part

(1)' Te Department shl design
Tentilaion sYslem to permit occupancy
of all areas as reqw-red either for normal
operalions. cesatbco of operat ons, or
for naintaming the facility in a afe
condition

(iii) Th Departc ent shall design the
ventilation aysttms) sto be capable of
accommodaitn changes in operatug
conditions such as variatios In
temperatue and hsmidity.

(lv) Te Department shall design the
Wentilatio syswesl to protect against
the Intake and acc=iulation of
radioactive matems and hazardous
substances.

(vi The Department shall design
Wentilatioc sysltens) for under noal
and accident conr.torns.

(vi) Tbe Departent shall design the
ventilation syste= to assure by means
of redundant equ-ment. all safe control
systems or other vVisions. the
continuit) of vert~ation.

13) Wome hand.jr and emplacemenL
(i) The Departmcnt shall design the
#ystems sed to h0and3. transporL and

emplace radioactive Wasto" to bate
Pcoiti. fal "st desirw to ptrclde
Impairment of th peormance a th

Wate packages as a brrier to
radioncdide migration and to minimise
r ediloglcal haards.

(Ui 1The DepartmfneLshall desn tahe
*"for emplcement an

nto pen b ons to min~ u the
potenthal for opator error.

(W i h e a t m n h l
dMonst tt the ndling
equipment an ysteu for
em pla c nt and retrievl operatios
are efective uder n situ conitions
prior to the et of waste emplbcrosnt
OpethbZ s

(iv) Te shall naspet any
boles that are d to receive Waste
prior to waste emplacement to assure
the absence el adverse conditions that
cm3d jordiz the integrity of d° e
waste PAdaIt.

14) The Department shall deterun by
analysts th specifications of waste
loading and waste ape ings. The
Departent shall make the analyMs
prior tO receipt of waste. The
~epartment aall Include In the
analysis- I

111 Effects o the design of th seologic
repository on the thermal and
thermomechical sponse o e host

roc)k tenstics of the sIte and
the host rock alt ffect the thera
response of tebortrock

Pili Site a ost ih features t
affect the thermomechancal response of
the seals and underground facility.
Including but not limited to: behavior
and deformational characteristics of the
host rock. the presence of insulaang
layers. aquifers. faults. orientation of
bedding planes and the presence of
discontinuties In the host rock.

(iv) The effect of temperatures and
stresses on the performance of the
waste packages and other enginered
barriers: and

(v) The extent to which fracturing of
the bost rock occurs duhrig temperature
Increase ad decrease cycles.

1 t133 Waste "cm" and
emplacement enVtlroTunnt.

(a) Genero!efiuirement The
Department shall insure that waste
packages are designed and fabricsled to
so that the peormance objectives of
I 60.111 will bEe Mnrbo demonstrate
that the waste pack4ie meets these
objectives. the Department at a
minimum. shall do the follow-

11) Pcrform comparative evaluation of
evetral candidate waste forn and

pacaging combinations considerin the
proposed emplapetint environment to

A A



IAPPENDIX B

Proposed Rule 10 CFR Part 60 "Disposal
of High-Level Radioactive Wastes in

Geologic Repositories,' (46 FR 35280)
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"Sit" Wm~ Place a fe abot wiws

-mlcdWetlad 3uswnacuytoe

dwascetes ies itnpla e~ukWdfuam

erhmplacued fta add bunlkatl to

sompensato for soxrtaintiat by
bp qm fiwtber desiapsqurrna

thei wathee packait and aore Mrs
by ConoL the ressue stt.

TMe Commission seeem intands bor
wexp. either containment to be lost

somfleftel at Lm years 1011"Wi4
aM cemeat or the enineere syutem.

coanbutibon to d. conro or the releass
of wastes So Celm abruptly Al some
liatr ama. HoweverL The Commliumo
fteopizese that &t someoin lb.d design
colbbeen o g rineared system

mettin.-61e $11te--cst Provide te
hsolatuou of gmhV"e waiw m the
e*WonmeuL1 and ha translated ti
requirement itot a performance
objective for the lrooL~c setitlI4 Th
con~issioa also reccg~nu that
tools hoc IL In fact a Controlled release
to th envInronet whidk could span
many thousands of pars and that the
release of tdionucli~ts and th
potential axpsaes to Individal wbhid
could m'Ai ehould be addressed in the
ervalua tion of a reporuita. A
complement to lbt evaluation of is
effectsefidesipnbasis processesand
events which mis)! .isrupt the
reposjiory Is a projecoon of bow do
uepository. uattertowed by discrete
external two ts. wM, evole through fie
centuries as a retch of the geologic~

an mend-ot is be Propoed to W

which describes lbe coatents of6d
Safety Antaligs ~ orf Dors

pcaion frg olcg disposal of
MWwhich would requdre DOE to

projectd te xpected perfoonance of the
proposd geologic uepoultory notin lbs

retoand quantitles of expecte
rlaeofradionuc~des to lbs

siccessible Onvirmunnt U a function ci
alft.

a-.
lb bsne XP_ du t Zrbolt

WNWl be a ff7 .. ueeseiogma
_ehuaaL

_11dieniaL d Ceical proa "-do
mpr d hoWers lo combs- performrnaos. T

suqui fima nl m vablle Or te
wsus to th ezad Ws oe
Ornoe lb. cwomnnodb"mao

t I. t pr t apemn

beuob"Odfci~ sainy aW th period seede for
azaGs of OW Pefarumaca
sebmtauos progrmig e be cauala
Ut conatw~ko U lb "Powtoty Is
mibs iIy lsat Is Saw so

lLceiI Itoeve wastes at a
polo& rpealuxy. Heace It is dlTmlt
at thi amn soe of. aspformamc
coemidallos pvra as a basis for
a stablishi-4 a perod of ruirvimbility.
Wosetteless. DOE in now "albi
critical decsloca ,arding &h deig

=- Wot upn bo loa Idaoptio to
fraimv wastes cas be amaintained. and
spoo 6te dif= I which will be
isacounted In exercising that option.
vboild! that be secretary for pmolcti
of pabhlc WeUt and salily. Therefore, to
provide a suitable objective in this
repLd. the proposed mule sets forth a
requirement that fte ang~oeend #ysum
be duulgndeso ihat the opt=c to
ntvsev Wb waste cau be preserved for
up to afty ream f~oting compltion of
amplaceineaL Thus. the waste Package
Wn lbs und*-Found facility would be

desped so Witthe Period of
retrurvabiLity would cat be the
determinantetiwhen the Commission
would decide to pe-.it closure of6
repogitory. Iadw. the Commission
wouddbe aswid of the optin o lokt
co:duct of the perrancs
Cocrmallog pnWa indAJCate whn It Is

*Ap~istoplt to make such a decision. In
PaMCtAlar. th Commlassoc Is Contented
that thhe We mcwhaaical deasig et
the enderground U.Me be erli diai
access canbe maintained anto lb.
Co~mmIsion either decides to permit
permnanent doours of6th repository ar
to talt Corrective atioo which C
tudedt retrevaL.

AU It is now gftrdurd lbsrue MtWould
nTSrt Ineffc htTerepoa itory
de~p be euch as lapermil tre ovlf

wato Fcapils fore aPeriod of up to Ito

pCero am as lows: tie fint waste
|lto In h repository ame

'y to be b, Place about th i 7 y1an
before a!! wstne ane In Pk=c

aft y period to requo

by be flu bully. a vineval sawe"l
be *udcf cout tPuse

SWlsa ioas a Is probably not
practical to adjustW rthie almIty

aeig ofec a* h repository
- to gm order of pplaceue
of the waste packaes. the Ioyhrm
ftqulxmeni *Ml apply la an of lbe
Wst Toe Camiisism Us Patclsl
hterestrd in comments on the depe so
orhick dhIs requirement will govem the
Suer al end mechanka desip of the
hupultory mad oc wbether sarn aoh~e
pl dquatswwhotbar

thee Jrsethr wysthan an overall

befoe prmaentcloeura. Too
ISO not want tolr

CODsWOCUM-fad uAp-' thatfredose m rY Options for

future declictionvakers. but it is also
concerred t at etrieability
reqtdvrent not Unnassarty
CompLcta or dominat e npoeitn

The uuroiereb~ty fwrequmr;it does
DaoM s ry lb form in which -e wastes
art to be retevable or that w.stes ere
fndily wrable The requient is

ginply that all the wastes be retrievable
duntg a Period equal tot period of
consfcr toc tid enbalaepeai DOE.

ftqu aos Pat o g iese

applicatioc and the p atcabilityof Its
proposal swM be considered byth
Commnissicx Waste may be ratiieved

peuo o b rC. or

soae orumembase m raised atne
blue of human Intrusion into a geolog0c
ftPorItmr. Human bwintso COUldcivly scoik either inadvertently
ot d ty advertent intrusion U

the acidas bracn of the

rePOCe1X in the coXMs of some actiity
11mletedIto .h existence of 64
Nepository. s4. exploration for o
development of rources. For
inadvertent intruson to occu. the
instiutIOnCal Controls, site when.
public records, and societal memory of
the reposinmys existence must have
bees Ineffective or have ceased to .dsL
Deliberate or Intentional intrusion. oc
the other hn assumes a consciou
decision to breach lb. repository for
example. In order to recover the high-
level waste Itsel. or exploit a mina
associated with the site.

Ws torcsl evidence Indicates that
ae Is substantil Continuity of
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rod" egalister I vat. a W WC I WO&MesdY. muy & 1311I Prpise Role"

ane st me oSi t pw A dar
fo e p ekwt of a "Peitoq.

. bsltwbeo W to AM wA dw d
heresus Ithat are beefly dscussed _

aboms Alierntts a a ueas tio can a
1"DSto ""Wm o oa

perforace o4a d d to ti t
a te Bnl pW forace objctve. this
approach establishes Om fslnim=
performance objectives for eacki of theI

tstory.Wile
dis Oscb Umiw thes repository
deq r flexbilbt. h b cla tha
betng thes miiu desig ,aeth

ubthat lbs fia
VA standard will be eLt. Therefore
the Commission Prefers a technical rule
stablished upon this approach.

i shoul be aited that. in the event
that Wh Commission deds to &do t

rwem po rw of the proposed
rat 1 4M.1 In ants fo-I an an enta fUm

the poi4ics setti) would have to be
Uthrr Studied Ad possibly mteisd to
addton it is possible that ser publi:
oe ntswould ave to be souht.
ar F us ot s hopoed Rule
1 Overc:l Descrnption The proposed

technical critteria ve been wnten to
address the following- performance
objectives and requirements for siting.
desrF and construction of the
repository. the waste packale.
confirm-oo of repository performance.
quality siiwan.c. and the training and
certi5ction of Personnel. As
appropria t. these topics an divided in
turn to address separately requirements
which apply dun consUtruction. waite
emplacement. and after permanent
closit (decommissionIIf the

MM ~X* th11 S1
proced Indicate that toh would be
separate subparts for stUing and design
rquirements. wit Subparts and F.
respectively (cf. I GI(aXZJ die NRC
sow believes that the site and design
an so laterdqendent tat such a
disticton Is artiAdtW and mlsleadIng
For exaple. although the requirement
to place the undelround city at ta
Musiin= depth of 300 uiters Is learly
a design requirement. It Is manifested as
a siting ftqufrement since unless the eik
Las a host rock of suflklent thIckness at
sufltcieat depth. the above designi
requirement cannot bi set. Hence the
popodSubpart E to0 R Part
contains both site and design

-UIMent. 40
lSoable the Comminlon to reach a
tinding a to whiether the gtnerally
appliabl environmetal standard for
disposal of HIW Is we and that public
health and afety will be poected. a

dolsh.?W of the lory WC w be
bebthQalitaie ad quantitre

"04 die dhhl CM Oz d NO Le
_rwie _ MaM

w die pht~ys oft WeIPO F-
se~ om ciaiw. th ;wQm1

wicrtalnu± q betome us P h, k
*Wt calulas = a ak
bicatordereqW sePOs1401

hi sum. fe techuical aftsea perfomu
hie tasks, rest theu wsa toguiule DOC
bottng~designingcoestriuctngmsd

aueratig reposay In soch a sann
Se there an We ssmiable coddenc
st pubic nealth ad uuey wZ be

gpoteced Seco& #hey Werm to guide
DO£ Ithe sae wre" ISc a
Mnner @. abt rn be reasonab

fidencat ~th waalyses.ed to
detmint whether pbic health and
sdet is pmiected ca e performed.

3. oimonce C40mmies Tim design
W toofperr o f d

pevod th wastes wr beir mplaced
nd. perfomance besed. expoim0 to
era rea2 n of adioactvity to

th envirormen: mur be within bmlats
se by the Comminon and the EPA.
Fwther. thd eposiwy is to be desgned
* that the option co be preserved to
retreve te emplaed wastes betzniq
at anUn p to K yftrs toow=

Ctioz ef e aaen Folowing
anenw closure. 1he repository must

oms e that rulmae an withs the
prescibed bjl the generaly

apubicable eavirocoxcul standard
whack wit W " eebj te EPA. Fcthe.
thw design of die lsor must bncude
a waste pedhage ad an underpund
Ucility. as well as tha s u as barriers to
redonuc~de sigraimn

The peibmanu ie thee
qyta (wat peh and

~Cl trequire
acaims of the wae withi th
wtepadjgeformleat wixO e
osures In

guide& to the gecbgsgc evviconmml
teeafter.

tnnsuralic was rtu maybe
disposd din ca redogc repository.
Siac rnsaitral wse does mad

te 5rU IMOUnts of bdt.
oo idvantap to containment for

an specifed penn!. Hecne. the '
ireqarzieor f~wsteI simply a
wtolld rees eulv n n tlo tha fa
IL. rouid th meppc

wuthoW*t a U
ntabant wd a x

M0.D0 ml"" rets wl at
asies,. the C assoo mo K
gy desiab t ha n w :be

cootained " lor4 thereahr as Is
nasonably achiable. and that els-
rates be as ar below am WhIn WUOD
as is resnal ediev

3. Pift A ubstwu Aldho* W
specific pils udtabillty ar wzdsioo

quiremnt an gvu n 1the riteri.
Sablity inimum groundwater
Irave! lfmPs epedfle as required
oftt chars ALAA (at low as
rasonably ach le) p ples have

t a pple en the aturl estures
if aste beas 1the we aol aenable
to moifctoe on a sit Ia chs
However. te techni craterla do -
Idenlsi arsc tlac considered
favorae for a tpot as weul au
charactestic f t t th.
site. may compromlse sits stability
and whic ll r careful analysis
and such u4sturn as may be necessary
to Compensis, for them edtqnaiely.Tbe
impact of these charactersucs an
overall perfqrmsnce would be sim
epeciic. Tbs. th Commission has
Judged that $heaesh*oud notb miuE.
bsolue ru t Presence i

the fav characteristIcs don amt
bad to the Wondioc that the site Is
suitable to ost a repository. Neither Is
t presumptlon ofunsulabiliJ because
of the preseact of anivors It
chaercteristic imcootrovertible. Rather.
the Commission's approoch requires a

reu nt combination of condions at
the selected site to provide reasonable
assurance that the performance
objectives wl be achieved. Uadvs
conditions are Identified as being
preleat. they must be thorcughly
chbetrized analyzed ad it mut
be demon that the conditions an
compensated tw byrepoitory desig or
by favorable coaditions in the geologic

The Commission Las not Included and
tg requirements which directly deal
wibpopulation dq na proxlml t

~pulaton centes. Rather. tLe ssue has

consideration of reources In th
ralog'c stting. The Commis ton
beleves this to stwore realistic
cppach giventhe lon period of le..
Involved with geologi tdisposaL -
Nonetheless, the Commission Invites
comment on whether population related
siting requirements should be Icluded
In the f nall and pw theymht be
Implemented.
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visA daka let me edsil Waal and

alesTIMIS= ofua
-4activ a te

'"Geologic setository eperloo leose
meastiall W.trbue pcltsnt pilfR oc .S W s af l Ibd

WI povid isoaum aof t hernocie
wasis hnln ciiie r odcs

.pa#ially ilibibuted loste w

UM% asans I11) irradiated rescur
feL (1) iqidd wastes ftsulinj Irom the
ptration of the At Cycl son t
XLts cZon sY0teM, or equivaL. sad the

conentrated wastes from subseqwent
!tbactios cyclu. or equivalent. in a
lacilary for reprocessinp lmrdiated
reactor i#L and (3) solids into which
such Lquid wutes have been convened.

1fr4 "altr, means a facility
subjeot tothe lice:szng and related
rer tarry authorty of the Commtssion
pursuant to Sections =13) and =4) of

the EmMRowlasition Act of 1374

. , Sta. '14.9

OHost rod' 111 hd esc
m in which2 the wastes Ist * cd.

"Important la ufety." with reference
to svtunlus. systems, and campcants.
means those MltUctnL IYStems and
components that pro-.ide asInale
assurance that radioactive waste can be
received. handle. and stored without
undue rb k to the health and safety of
the Public.

lAdiarn Tfrbt means an Indian °lbe
asdefined Iad the Indian Self-

Determination and dvuca Om
Assistance Act (Public Law 93-433).

Isolation" means inhibfitig the
transport of radioactive caterial so tat
amounts and concentrations of this

n etronal eter the accessible
*nvirme nt will be kept within

orkhm antOm nn5 ¶. d orttti *o tcat &pCEtoo lj d
eoe sod adbB

n T~1*&vwvsn nk 6tfiam
u defin9 In' the Inraa Satawbi Sii

g~eta ~54~JY tc"w bagtS

byteso son SWfo o a WG

bimOcI sod A.eeJ -t Ltwmp u

I xJII env19e .Jn eh ceesb l

body et cars-ed by bokoc

sac ofe and M owot NWe wastulmu s

Comurssloe wX rdwil be seos
va llablefrpbi lapcuos sad any

etherplace.6 kcaoeof Whicitbas
be publshd In Om Yeora! bosuet
at which Puk tmo Es of d o
Commision "mitanim to a pardecuar
soloe ruposttorym mande available

CHM wam or %tpl;

aeans HLW and any ether r#divective
materials odoer than HL.W tht we
telwod for amplacment in a eogc

,hea ge the gc ef
-54Isl ca ria"m ans

PIotm 1flomto ad
bot ittheIsbrraoryand in the feld.

underaken S wtetablsh ther
conditions aed the mrangs

to te pocaire tidertoi prt. Sd

chrreu3 tolrtsboins

brace ezc'etions. ecavadoe of
exploratwy ehafts. hmtetd subsuface
* lteral excaveaionh and borings. anid in
situ tesung er depth waded to
emitercne tSht swabibry of the site for a

%:%dertakmn
"Stabilitr aeas that the utrs and

ntes of natura.proeerss nch as
taroslon and tauhl' bavebee end are

to be UtOat their ecta
will am jeopardmiz bIoaki of th
radicuactn e suite.

OS-Aurfa=e tacdIlty Otani the
madengud prtions of the eolon
repository Operations and tndudrt
"per4L b.=31 materials. shaft and

aothls as well as skaft and borehole
Geals.

wastesr MCI= radioactive Waste
Containing afha eitog fe transitan
etlements. wirt radi6tyve ha-t 4rves
grater ta e ve years. It soef oof .
manourift PC r nam.

'Trbal orgsnizatio' means a Triba
onrtaization as definted In the Indian
Self-eDter rmation and Education
Assistartce A_! jPubtic [Aw 93436).

Oandergolu - faciL7f aesas at
undtrgound m~ctume bIncudinig
openins ard backfatals. bet

addm Aa. bsrbaks. am 6n
anis.

9Unrgwilsd u a"mens any am.
e s to wkich hat W tro te by the

1cn. br.e dprofptechof
edxpeIwes to astub

and raioactive "ateftels and m g re
to or ewie °i ates
HWasta hm"'smans lw raduscove

Wste m a ard any sh
of etb lWv at la. exldusv d

Waste pc Means te t
ktdv et waste foam end any
6-4llry entoscrn. Including seadi.
dscrete bafi and overpacks

& Sectasgim MI Isvisodtorsd as

(a) Prilor subtinal of an cpp~eation
r a cs lo bes lledwnder en pan

th DOE shall conduct proW.am of site
baracteotatioo with mpect to 6e ste

lo be descibed In sac applicaticc
(b) Unls th Coision detrmin

with ftrp to t site described m the
appItca that It Is "o aeessa. site
hractiat shall Wduda a progrm

of in situ eXploation and esting at the
depths that wastes would be emtacd.

(c) As govaded in I 1 .0 of t
chapter. DOE is alo requird to nduct
a progrm of site c2haracterzatior.
including . situ tstn at depth. with
mpect lo ahernattva sates.

d) The p of ibte
c earec atin shall be conductd t

*ac rdan with 6o fo :wv
(fl Investigatons to obtain the

required f armsmtion shall be conducted
So hmt adverse effects ot the lore-term

Wrforman= of the geoloc ropam y
to the exte pacicaL

(2) As a zinimw the location el
explontory boreloles and shaft sh
b slectd so as to llmit the tota
nuber oe subsurface penetnUt
above and arotad Me undergroied
facility.

(3) To tIh etnt ractica
explorstay borehole. ad schafts lo the
geolorc epository operations area shall
be I1ated where shaft ae pla=nd for
n sirtonr constnuction andoperad= or
%L*ere lw ltxcvted palma
rlanned

(4) Subv=Ua exploratory drizg
excavatio. and In situ testing beare
and drq constructio shall be
planned ad coordinated with
repository dsip and corstrucum

4. aagraPhs (CXU) (c)(3). and fcA13)
of I 022 ae revised to read as howe
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(13 A deviaptics W me6int of

dwesie at which td

- ffofacilityl d osm a rorsa

rM Oesuiptoodftt mut uWnt*b eo of hemu. bit mtteousm
tho ?se d uothe londat ofi ON
rThei d&Mpo ei h Lef

i FtWF_ MU F51W
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(O1) ITh 1 eathcd @ sisUVS
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__ !R *now 7 Apri 11, 1980

Chain Jobi r. Ahearne-
U-9. Nluclear Reguatory CoQIJsion
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Chairmant

As the Co=ission has anoiced, the 1iRC Staff is preparing
proposed technical criteria to be included in forthcoming
regulations governing the geologic disposal of radioactive
wastes (Subpart E - Technical Criteria of Proposed 10 CFR
Part 60, Disposal of Eigh-Lvel Radioactive Wastes in Geologic
Repouitories). In the couse of this preparation, the NRC
Staff hau discussed the concepts it is incorporating into its
proposals with interested agencies and organizations, including
the Departnt of Energy, environmental groups and industry.
W understand that the M Staff will be submitting a draft
proposed regulation to the Co'mssion for its approval and
publication in the Pederal Register relatively soon; perhaps
net month.

We had an opportunity to discuss an early version of the
draft technical criteria with the KRC Staff last October. We
have been provided a =re current version which still contains
a nuber of concepts that we believe to be troyblcsome.

Although we realize that there will be an opportunity for
public cont at such tims as the proposed criteria may be
approved by the Co=dssion for publication in the Federal
Register# we are writing this letter to you now because we
believe that the Co=issio= should be aware of certain basic
problems before it makes a dete mination as to whether to issue
a proposer regulation for formal co=ents.

.~ :.
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Som of the probleu identified belay are so basic that
we would urge the Ccmision to direct the M Staff to review
the" areas further and to develop revised proposed regulations
which would be ar& cosistent with a sond regulatory approach.
Zn scm areas it may be possible that the proposed regulations
could be redrafted so as to include alternative approaches for
pubLic comnts. Ie are concerned at- f the proposed regu-

Uti is issued in its present for it ill imply that the
C sson has decided - albeit oly taively for purposes
of public coments - that the propos flets the Commission's
curret view of the appropriate regulatory approchs. We
beliee that if the ComIssion reviews these matters carefully
at this time it will wish to avoid creating such a public
impression.

We have two basic COerns with the draft regulation and
the accompanying document entitled Approach and ationale."
First in our view, the proposal is largely inconsistent with
the widely accepted systems approach' nuclear waste manage-
went. W believe it is essential that the Mregulations-
defin standad n criterla for the gc~ptble perforace of

nora dspo so that so progranuatic and imple-
menting decisions ca ade that rest in a conservative
approact to meeting perfoance requi ts through an appro-
priate combination of natcral and angiz-ered components of the
system. Instead of focusing on performance of the overall
system, the proposed requlation, in its present form, specifies
aini4M or absolute requirements for various aspects of compo-
nents of the system. Whether or not any of these requirements
are individually justifiable, we are concerned that when
imposed as a group upon a proposed system they will result in
a set of unrelated, urealistic requirements that are not based
upon potential risk to public health and safety or the environ-
ment, and that may not be attainale in any one, specific
geologic medii or site. In essence, they may amount to an
unrealistic collection of redundant requirements wt4ch may con-
ceivably be less conservative than appropriate requirements
based on system perforance. We urge the Co=ission to direct.
the VW Staff to develop criteria and standards tied to a
reference methodology for projecting repository performance
that is delineated in a manner that bears a logical relationship
to known risks (both radiological and non-radiological) from.
natural events and cocon activities.

Our second basic concern is that thejbposal, -in its
current torm, contains Uttle analysis cr rationale in support
of the quantitative requirements to be imposed on components
of the system, or on processes or conditions that may have some

* s <
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potential impact Ca the system. Since the technical or other
basis for the requiresents Ls not set forth, it is difficult
to evaluate the validity of the Staff's proposal. moreover,.
in Dao instances, requirrn.ens are lndscrLmilat*Ly carried
Cvei from one area to another. rar euzple, whatever say be
the merits of a 2 km omtrol sone for himan activities, it is

iffcult to understand why the sam area should apl
in order to preclude or avoid natural processes - a requirement
which, in our view, would appear to be mch more site dependent
and, thorefore, could vur under particular circumstances.
Again, ws urge the Coaission to direct the KM Staff to include

the proposed regulations only requirements for which the
- Staff can provide a mean ful analytical basis and rationale.

The Attachment to this letter contains a nuber of addi-
tional coants as examles of the types of problem we per-
ceive in the Staff's current approach. We do not suggest that
* the Co=issin needs to review them in detail at this timeb
but they serve to buttress our view that the Comission should
provide the NMC Staff with more explicit guidance as to both
the objectives of the rgulations,- and the back-up that the URC
Staff should include for any proposal. ror exaple, we believe
that the NRC Staff's proposed lengthy retriLvability require-
ment (set item 4 of Attachnt) not only has no appropriata
basis, but will inevitably result in some compromise of con-
tainment-isolation integrity and, in addition, may also be
misinterpreted as putting off disposal decisions to future
generations.

The-.safe disposal of high level radioactive waste on a
timely basis is a matter of transcendent importance. We
believe that at each stage in the development of relevant
regulations, chs Co=issLon will want to proceed 1A as careful,
fully-considered mannr as possible. it is in this spirit
*which we write you now.

we would be pleased, of course, to discus3 our views on
these subjects with the Co=ssLon or with the NRC Staff.

Sincerely,

EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITU

.. y

Michal X A. Bauser

.AttachmtntB S
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1. Some of the requirements car be construed as uJustifiably

precluding "lt and basalt formations as potentially suitable for a

deep geologic repository. (Se propsed sections 60.122(b) (1) i),

40.122(b) (3) (Lii), $0.122(b) (4) I), 40.122(b) (5).J Clarification

and/or revision is eeded to relate tiese req"iremets to acceptable

system performace.

2. The limitation on annual relsase rate of radioactive Materia2

as proposed in section 60.111(b) (3) meds to be clarified (in addition

to providing the analytical basis for the quantitative value). Such

a requirement must bear some logical relationship to the potential

for producing hazard rastr than as na arbitrary expression of total |

inventory (I.L., is a release from a larger capacity repository a

priori more acceptable than one fro= a smaller capacity one?).

3. The proposed regulations ap-sopriatily do not require the

design to acco~odate the effects of meteorite or aircraft impacts.

They should similarly ezlude from cnsideration geologic events

e.., vulcanim, active faultin-) ttat obviously will be extremely

im2robable at a suitable repository '-cation.

4. The unduly lengthy retrieva±.lfty requirement in proposed

section 60.111(d) will inevitably rerslt in some compromise of con-

tainment/isolation integrity. Kot cly does it violate a systems

approach to attairnt cf effective adiological protection. it also

re-raises the issue of patting cff d!sposal decisions to future

generations. The retrievability req-irement needs much more careful

and rigorous analysis before spte ifyq any arbitrary requirement.

Cae basis that should be Lncluded in such an analysis is the time
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frame in which useful performAnce cr test data and information may

be acquired follo~Lng waste emlacement.

S. 60.121(b): The purpose of the Control Sone (CZ) an stated

in this section differs from its application it 60.i22. The require-

Monts for controlling htan activities differ from the need to avoid

natural processes, and the same dimension way not be appropriate for

both. Inded, th dimensions for avoiding some hazards v$il be

different than for others. The vertical distaone specified for the

CZ would appear to allow directional drilling or mining below the

actual repository. if this is intended, it should be clear that such

activities mut be shown not to compromise containent.

6. 60.122(c)(3)(i M: f eability of I x 12 is below the

resolution of most measuring equipnent and likely would be difficult

to demonstrate with confidence. ?nstead, there should be included a

more reasonable limit that coad be measured within the state-of-the-

art. Furthermore, existing and anticipated hydraulic gradients are

equally important to fluid vovemnt and should also be addressed.

7. 60.122td)(1): Investigations in the area extending 100 km

or more from the site may be appropriate. However, it should be

clear that the actual distance investigated would be determined by

the location of conditions affecting the site. It may be necessary

to investigate certain aspects of s*e sites at distances of mre

than 100 km while investigations of other factors or at other sites

may be adequate at distances mch less than 100 km.
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UNMf STATE ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT

PR4409
OF Z193) MAY ;41

ro oo=t April 11 1980

Dssr Mr. Ahearns:

.The Azu Control and Disarmament Agency appreciates
the invitation, extended in your letter of Farch 12, to
contribute to the Nuclear Rgulatory Co=ission's rule-

aking proceeding on the disposition of radioactive wastes.
Although aCDA has no direct progra~atic responsibilities
in this area, discussions related to the back and of the
nuclear fuel cycle have imortant nuclear nonproliferation.
inplicaticas, and, as such, are of considerable interest
to this Agency. Accordingly, we pakticipated in both the
Znternational Vucleaz Fuel Cycle Evaluation (InCE) and
Interagency Review Group (IRG) analyses of methods for
managing and disposin! of nuclear waste materials, including,
especially, spent c ear reactor fuel.

- With respect to your first two questions, we note that
the IRP and : reports concluded that parmanent disposal
of radioactive waste is technically feasible, and that
President Carter has established a schedule which calls for
the first full-scale repository to be operational in the
mid-1990 's.

Your third question dealt with on-site storage of
spent fuel in the event of the navailability of an off-
site capability at that time. We understand that the tech-
cology for storage of spent fuel in water-filled pools is
well-established and has been proven through extensive
experience. We know of no evidence that would preclude the
use of this storage technology for extended periods. In
addition, relia4ce on dry techniques for long storage
periods also appears to be feasible.

We believe it would be useful to make several additional
cocents. As you know, for reasons associated primarily

Mr. John I. Ahean*
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Co=ission
Washington, D.C.

4118..TS OCC for &ppropriate Acetou .... Ceys to: 1Y t0-0783
S .0 8
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1wth maclear proliferation concerns, the U.S. Government
haindefinitely deferred support for deployment of a
domestic cercial reprocessing capability. As conso-
quence, consideration iL being given to providing for both
tunorery storage and permanent disposal of high-level
wastes in the form of spentfuel which has not been re-
processed. In a position fully supported by ACDA, the RZG
found that reprocessing is not resuired to assure safe
disposal of cosrcial spent fuel 4n appropriately chosen
geologi envronments. Moreaver, current United States
reposi grY dins are and will continue to be based on
the i to receive either solidified reprocessing waste
or disa d spent fuel as a waste material . Thus the
question of whether spent fuel is reprocessed or not should
not affect conclusions about the availability of off-site
disposal facilities for high-level radioactive wastes.

In the shorter term, the 1ministratien is o
toward crdtion of an away-froa-reactor spent fie storage
capability as a further measure for assuring that spent
fuel can be safely contained in off-site locations.

TFially, we would like to point out the important non-
proliferation implications of an early demonstration of
Vathods for off-site storage and disposal of spent fuel.
While the decision to defer corcial reprocessing in this
comtxy was based primaxlly cn economic considerations, it
was also intended to encourage ether cortries to consider
such deferal. The success of such a policy is, of course,
dependent on demonstrating the availability of alterative
technologies for coping with the resulting accuzmlations
of spent fuel beitg generated by operating nuclear reactors.
The 114 rulaking process wrll constitute an independent
assessmant of the viability in the U.S. c' such alternative
technologies, and it may stiulate other countries to con-
sider permanent dsposal options which do not require
reprocessing.

We hope that these co=ents will be useful in NMC's
rulemackig poCeed~ng.

Sincerely yours,

- geonK. e.

:t n
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April 16, 1980

.r PR-6 Go
(45 FR ;39qa)
Kr. John I., Ahe arne
Cha itan
Vuclear Regulatory. Commission
1717 1 Street, Ir;
WashLnSton, D.C. 2OSSS

Dear Xr. Ahearne:

Please f Ind enclosed a
Peter J. Walley.

I respectfully request
.for your assistance.

self-explanatory letter from

a report on this matter. Thank you

S

inson, M.C.
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MISSISSIPPI DEPARTLMENTOF UATURAL RESOURCES

1g-IN 5II1 P. O. box 1i0s6

X ( , 6013 99S-5O50

*)arch 3, 1980

..

Secretary
Nuclear Regulatory Connisston
Vtashic:on, D. C. 2055i

* Attn: :oclcttiig and Services Sranch I
Dear Sirs:

?.*'T CW} Y.X! V 27P iSED Xt'LE TO& 'BSOSAL OF
%;%GE-LEVEL ZADIOACTIVE LASTE IA) } GEOLOGIC
PtPOSITORELs;. 2P.CPOsED L1CE'sS jO.. pr ,cOCVr0E$

The present approach to the ELV Disposal process evidenced
by the ;roposed licensinS procedures outipied In TR.VOl A&,
xo. 236 Is an action Ln the proper direction. '7he Y.Issi5SPSi
Ofiei'.of.ZEnigy supports the coacept of the NRC'S Ltvolvenenm -
fi£apa:Ced site charicteiF7ations rather than provisional
construction authorizations and In the r~e Lev of the Department
Of Energy's plans for site characterizatl t and site selection
procedures, aethods and criteria prior tolthe use of such
Procedures, methods, and criteria.

There are, however, seavral cecents and questions that
deserve additional attentlon:

1) It Is cost important at the state and local level that
agency representatives and citizens it teneral have a
clear understanding of the roles to he played by DOE,
NIC, EPA, and other federal agencies that ciSht be
involved. The process now defined tends to cloud and
distort the view as to these roles.

Some overview of tbase rolationshlps should be -mad an
ongoing part of any state and local public hearing
and/or meetings.

2) There are presently several site characterization
decisions in progress by DOE, includ ng three sites
Is bLssissippl. The site chaacteciie tion reports
under the pre-application rkviev sE'oild apply ia
retrospect to these efforts.

3) The site characterization report docl uct address
directly the problers of site-relstadicpacts, such
as tansportation, eonoteic ant * s1ial, on the local
and stare infrastructure and ot!:'*rion. This should
be specifically addressed in any e cbarcterizatIoQ
report.



', SeCretary. 3uclear Regulatoty
C ou-siesin

- sag 2
M.arch 3. IM0

6) ?ie contents of license applications requirip'laus for
c Ct7ai vLth radiological.azeagentels. These types of
plans plaea a considerable acount of responsibility for
planning on the state and local governaents. The extent
and scope of the plans should be defined as In th'oSe
Tregulatios required for nuclear cozsercial pover reactors

* 5) 2a the l/ ese *aenduent to deco=suson the description
of the p ogre, for post-decoccissioning Monitoring should
be aore pecific and require scc_ cinucum level of activit
In perpetuity.

I) The general tone of the SMbpart C--Participation by State
* Corcsverents--gives the itpressain that state and local

goverbcents are that of observers and occasional parti-
cipants provided they generate enough activity.

The consultation process should give the state a strongers.
core foraalized rcle La tce activities of site characterization*
particularly those that relate to site specific data an opposed
to generic data. The concurrene part of the consultation and
concurrence procc a would then be addressed by.ny state and/or

* federal laws in p ace. The consultation definition and process
* -should be cede cllearer to the extent that the state has the

procedure available to recoscend specific.courses of action
vhereupon the Director of the YRCts Office of Nuclear aestrials
Safety and Safeguards would respond In writing as to Vhy a par-
ticular recoccendation was tot taken, If so. This would define
the state participation prograc in a for:al sense. This, of
course, would then codify the approval, of proposals process
(Section 60.33..

?lease be assured that Missishippi Is vitally concerned *itE
this process and vill provide additional czccents and concerts as
the Issue cattres.

; * ;Siacerelys

Peter valley
Director

irwIj s

ccs Governor Williaz ititier
Attorney General 'l6liusm A. Allain
- issLssippI Coapgrssional Delegation

y)'
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The &-norable John F. Ahearas
ChaLmi
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory CmJs1an
Washington, D.C. 2D555

Dear Mr. Abearnt:

. t ,V

i

APR lI 1980

a'

aWu au.pa

(5 FS 33q3)

In response to y= letter of Mwcb 12. 1980. concerving the proposed
rulemakilg related to safe disposal of radioactive wates, we have no
information that would modify the conclusions of the Report to the Fresident
by th Interagency review Group (11G) cc Waste Management, STD-29442 March
1979. La a result of the IG study, we consider It to be within the capability
of the Kation to solve the waste problms.

Our Internal resvew Indicates that the subject of near-trm disposal of
nuclear waste lies outside of ELA's principle arms of expertise. Accordingly,
we believe that it would be proper ftr as to defer to the Judgment of others
on the more Imediate issues Identified .1 your letter. For -the longer tem,
ea the Comission Is anre, we are conducting an assessment of space concepts
for nuclear waste isolation In support of DOE studies of alternatives in nuclear
waste manalesnt. Cc the basis of these studies, we believe one technologically
feasible future option may be pemanent isolation of nuclear wastes in deep
space.

We bope that you find this Information useful.

Admlnistrator

4/410P;X)4Y,MkVM VA 4JW% 0 -



Department of Envoy
Waihhsg6on, D.C. 20545

APR 1 I 198

se, PR-M60- G <
skora- e Tret Lett \Si
SOUSS Of apresr:tetives \ a d *I
Vahittos, O 20515

Dear Hr. Lott:

Than you for the opportunity to coat oa n . tr J. Valley's letter of
!arck 2. 1'90 to the 'L.S. t-lear lASIXtOvY CisSioL oG thed proposed
procedrsu for licensing repositories for the disposal of h54-leuel radioactS e
Wastes. Hany of his concerns were addressed by DOE and set forth in Doc's
c ncves to nC oc the RC proposed procadures. A copy of DOE's cotmts on the
fC proposed procedures Lo enclosed for your uso In responding to Mr. Valley.

So" clarf ication of DOE's positio may be useful with respect to the second
and third Iteoftod poLcts of Hr. Valleyq' letter. On the second point, we
certainly &grec that the Wnerntlon prsety being developed In site
characterization studie cdeay shculI4 be included In reports filed with the
WlC and fully intend to do so. An 51C opinion on the completeness of the
characterization program would be velcomed and would be included in the plannig
of any additionl tests.

On 0r. Valley's third point, the site charecterizatLou report might bast, we
believe, keep to technical issues related to public health and safety in line
with current reco~meda:ions that WLLC ephauize those. "peact of Its oversight
of =clear matters. The socioeconomic and other conmnity 12vacts nectioced by
Hr. Valley would be analyzed in the documants required In coVIliuae with the
Eational Enviroamental Polcy Act (WA) and would also be rewlwed by the VIC
and by State authorities.

lase contact as if I can be f further assistanc;2 _.____ _ ;

Vaeldon Hayers
Deputy Assistant Secretary

for vaclaer 'Wste Lazzgement

n4closuze

cc: w/o enclosure
J. HArtL9 DiCr.. DivisiOU of ULSt.

W- D ir.. WffiCe Cf Sta.dards
Vevlcua t, fl



104 Neville Lan m |
* Oak kidge,, TN 37830

~cHPR -Y y 21n 1980
('15 F3 3fb3
Secretary of the Nuclear Rgulatory Conission
Mashington. 0. C. 20555
Attention: Docketfog amd S ce Branch

Gentl own:
Sqect: _Proosed Draft Technical Criteria for 10 CFR Part 60

Given beloi are sow coents on the proposed Draft Technical Criteria Ior
10 CFR Part 60, 'Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Wastes In Geologic
Repositories, as published In Volume 4S of the Federal Register on ayr 13,
1980. at p. 31393 - 31408.

* Subprt 60.2 Definitions
ODUsposa1* is state to mn pemnent enplacwznt within a storage space|
with no intent to retrieve for resource values.0 I would suggest that
'disposal' should san uplacwent with no intent to retrieve for ny reason
after deconmissioning of the repository. ODisposal' should MOP hi~iithat
a final decision has bn made with respect to these wastes except for
Ynforsnble circumstances that might occur within the repository prior
to decoa1ssioning.

- ,,_ 'Important to safety' refers to Oundue risk to health and safety of the public.'
-, c Subpart 60.1Ol(b) mentions 'unreasonable risk to the health and safety of

the public. Is there a difference between 'undue risk' and 'unreasonable
risks ? Why not use either term, but not both? In any event, the term(s)
should be defined to provide mc -a specific guidance in the evaluations that
are to be performed In accordance with 10 CFR Part 60.

Subpart 60.111 Performnce objectives

Suggested wording Un (a)(l) is: '. . . reasonable assurance that radiation
exposures and releases of radioactive materials are as low as reasonably
achievable and in any event within the limits set forth In Part 20 of this
chapter.- tunderlined words added)

Subgart 60.122 Siting reouirements

It is siu itsted that the words 'Demnstration of' be omitted from (3)(11)
and b3) It/.

* s #1d&d byM car :id le.,
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Secretar of the N - 2 - MAY 21, 1980

f4A3Dar 60.132Dsii .X rtu blen'
The word practicable Is used In (a)()S(ii). It should be defined, e.g.,
to include economic as well as technica and health and safety considerations.
The word feauibleg could perhaps be used Instead of 'practicable.' *Feasibleu
hs b Judicially defined with respect to OSHA standards for noise
[urwr Co. v. Secretary of Labor and OSHRCe 7th Cir., 1977, S61 F.2d 82.85

TM phrase messential to afet* I used in (&)($)(iii). This shouid be
defined or the previously defined thrase iportant to safety' should be
used instead. 1

Suggested wording In I)(9)(i1)(a is: . to Insre that exposurs are
a itas reasonably achievable and in any event within the limits of Part
20 pthis Chb.lter.* Also,, It wou d be useful to define what is meant by
-significantly abwat background levels.0 *Is this 25 percent greater,
50 percent greater, or what? OSall as compared with the natural background'
has been suggested to be Interpreted as the standard deviation of the
natural background or about 20 millirems/year EH I Adler and A. R. Weinbergs
Health Ptnics, 1. 719-720 (1978)3. (in suggested eording. underlined words added)

SubPart 60.133 Vaste package and ealacement environment

Suggested wording in (c)(3) Is: '. . . exposure to operational personnel will
be as low as reasonably achievable and In any event not exceed the values In
Part 20 of this Chapter; . . (underlined words added)

In general, the proposed rules appear to be reasonable and to provide
a good basis for high-level waste disposal. It is to be hoped that most of
the eaphasis will be on the characteristics of the site and not upon
the engineered containment features.

Ye truly yours.,

Arvin S. Quist
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Aticz tDocketing DIVcm, cImd h980
t.L Nclear Zegulto Cosmmisson
Office of Publc AffaIrs RZ C omats Za C n
Washington, D. C. 2 0 555 lam kr on Todadcal Cri-rias

for regulaing geologic disposa
D r~s ofbigholevol was"te release No. 80.92

ibj Ls ere iIederal Register Uty 13.1980
hihLov -ncl re wastes in rock fos

NucL*Lr wastes should be secured to the best present ate of the art, be that
in g18ss, or In other contslnera, but always witU the option of retrieval.

Geologr is s* an exct sdice. I Ls a science Lu a constant sftte of ACX,
vdced e i realityicont z i drt. Sme fthe igh levelwastes proposed

for disposal Wi a reqidre isolation from the nvirQonmeAt for 100, 000 TaS or
=ore. Nieher the USGS, nor the VRC, nor DOE can gtarantee sabilT of
geologic formtatima, 4ch less predict where and when earqthqakes cn occur.

od f a g geological sites does not insurs stabilt. Models
oly provide theoretical configurtions.

In s*dc 4. Treatmet of Uncertainde yosat vFirst, geologic disposal is an
atrily nww enterprise A * no zpirce ozsts with geologic disposal " The
USt his attempted geologic disposal. Perhaps the NRC should await the results
of their Laiial attempts before commitwng tEe U.S. to this udispo salt' method.

Sctizi 5. Human Ittrusions. The C wold nd have to be concerned about
hum~an Vitrsions LU any bighdevul nulear, wasrm rerposithry IF you were completely
honest in tei the piblic the dangers assodated wth these wastes bot qualitatively
fd quantlatvely. The N&C and DOE have beow ver remiss in tis and have simply
pI off the problem by promising a waste nanagemeat andfor disposa program
always sometime in the future.

SectIon (7)HumAn Intrusion Proum. ISLmply stated, human intrusion csznot be
proevted;3" If you c "-CT keep bumans from intruding, HOW can you posandy
guant a the stbility of the geologic fornatl= or the eected behavior of a
repository, or the wart/rock Interact1o? If hu=&=s, subject to.ill and reas a
canot be comtroUed, how do you epect a b to be able to contrd an inimatv
rock formadon7

RIO Leve wastes should be kepts, as stated above, l retrievable storage fadlitdesJ,- *:7

Cnti a genuine 4isDVa metiod is found, zot a vdisposa1 that is simply oe of
UOut af sghtv, and (hopdlly) oat of mhdrn-. A g enine 'disposal method is oe
that wod render the ncler wastes completely harmless to uan and his envirome:t

' -A. E. Wasserbach
KM .3MWO1W.by B=e 2308 W. Saug. Rd.

98wa.0*a40. Wow Tnrk 12 4 7 7
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Attn: Oetng ad Service Brargh
NucleAr hgulatory COMssion
Washington, D.C. 205S Off= fwwyJ

Dear Sir:

The following co-elts on your May 13. I0Federal Rigister notice ae offerd
In the hope that they can be of s m. use in devulopig adequate criteria.

First, an observation. It se that the Very worst of all possible circa-
Stances Is ,~re we now find ourselves. eciause of delays in reprocessing and
waste disposals coupled with the ongoing military weapons program (and to a
much lesser extent the civilian poer pr ), we now have scattered through-
out the country, millions of l hig level wastes and tons of plutoniwu
and fission products. All thIs merial requires continous monitoring and
Is subject to terrorit, war, natural disaster, and assorted accidents. This
situation has already been allowed to continue too liong, and Is a mjor issue
that should be addressed In any enviromental impact statement for the technical
criteria. It apers that almost M repository design based on storing In-
soluble wastes would have less long Urn ixpct and isk than our current practice.

Accordingly, in your criteria development please colsIder the following:

1. No enviroovent can be controlled or assure for very long periods
of time. Therefore the fuel reprocessing step should be calibrated
so that the activity resulting fr= the actinide content of the
finished waste form does not greatly exceed that in naturally
occuring uranium or thor1iu ores. If this Is done, the repositories
would need no special considerations for the very long term, including
the 10000 years mentioned in 60.SW(e-Z-til). 500 years would be mre
reasonable, as a suggestion.

2. Larg mounts of geologic survey work will be done to establish the
Stablity and hydrology of a candidate repository formation. Since
ths wil allow establishment of & high level of confidence in
continued stability for a few hutdred mcre years, the repository
should then be allowed to accept any reasonably imobilized recoverable
waste form such as fused ceramic glass, or even encased metal oxides.
Sst presently available technology should become the guideline, not
som hyothetical future perfection which further delays efforts to clean
up our present mess.

3. We already have a fission product and transurifc waste repository,
nlly the Nevada bab test site. That repository does not S*m to be
regarded as a particularly serious hazard, and it has not ben engineered
for auTtiple barrier contalient or to prevent -future husmn intervention.
Therefore, whie it Is necessary to have soae plan for this, it does not
appr Justified to study this aspect of the,-problem exhaustively as

-. M 2ay Cedh.1112D .
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su t ai 60.UI 1.). nor to Spend al major effort to Vaidatae
the olng of future conditions as called for in 60.122(a'6).

4. Since this is a ast epository only packaging, not processing.
of ouits vate should be required (60.132-IbS).

5. Per co*nt 3, major effo to study alternate engineered barriers
referred to In 60.152-C-1 do not aear reasonable or justified.

6. Section 60.132+1-.1i does not sa creditable. If the mass of
investigation done prior to the start of cons truction s not sufficient
to g ratt reuired confidence the site should be abandoned. No
"pilot pro can pre what the site investigations didn't, unless it
losts hul otyears.

. Cowaratve evaluations of alterative waste forms for every repository,
as called for In 60.133-a-1. are not Justified. DOE should either
specify allotable waste forus, or et specifications. In fact this appears
to have done in (b). so (a) is entirely without mrit.

In suary, the thrust of these coanets Is toard adopting criteria which tend
to permit rather than hinder the development of a repository. The search for
Absolute perfection is futile, and dangerous, and will result in unjustified
expenditures of public funds. Getting state agrenent to site a repository could
be made much easir I suspect, by allowng them to charge muse fees"
than it would by trfng to convince th your criteria are perfect.

BCM:klg Engineer

Ply address Is:

Barry McElmrry
6000 oongate Or.
Rancho Palos erdes ,Ca 90274
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June 26. 1980I
Secretary of the
Nuclear R1 ulatOry Coasiou
Washington, DC 20555

Attn: Dockatig and Service Brnch

Dear Sir:

Attacbed are sow couaits and questions relative to 10 CFR
Part 60 as requested on the Federal Register Vol. 45, Ko. 94,
Tuesday, Hay 13, 1980.

Th. proposed regulationin general,
written and cnmb needed.

is comprehensive, vall

I

:ting Director
Research Program

JCAKZ

A owEI by s c~ ..7I4 OD.mdv...
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1. la 160.122 (a) (2) ) end 160.122 (a) (6)

00 iometers Ls vy arbltra. Tb. Smologc attLO coulA
be auch that the borLsontal oxtaut of ucestiatious would be
adequte withi 25 kilometars of the o atiou .srm. The
requirment should Ladicate detiled £avestlatios to the borizotal
etet necessary to define actual and potential, natural and human,
iq~cts.

2. f 160.212 (b) (1) What about Ursa populatiome?

3. Iaf 160.122 (b) (2) (vi) Substitute Oeat flue for sgradienc
-n that gradients va due to chanes In therma conductivitY and
boundary conditoun

4. lf 360.122 (b) (3) what aboit tmdanpred ecosystas or bouts Wbat
about archeologleal or historical #itet

; .

, .

*
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SU ,afiel, Calfornia 94903

r sa 0) 26, 1980

I 9.iclear Regulatory Cmmlss ion
- Washingtoni, DC Ionss

Attention Docketing and Service franch

Dear Mr. Secretary:
S

a10 C Pint 60, Technical Criteria-for
Regulating Geologic Disposal of
_lsh-Level Radioactive Waste

I
2 This letter is written .n response to Your Advance Notice of Poposed Rulemaking

on the above subject.

I would first like to generally con= and offer ay compliments to yo= staff
for an excellent developmet of the logic relative to a very difficult subject.

hext, I would like to offer the following ajor coments which I believe to be
related to an omission rather than a count on any one of the proposed criteria.
This omission deals with the fact that it is fundamentally wrong to imply that
we can predict everything that will occr, or all nw factors or phenomn
that we will ever discover during the rioactive decay period. Iowever, such
a poblem is not new to the scientist, or engineer, except to the de of
tie involved. The noml engineering solution to such a prblem falls Luto
two broad categories. The first category is to provide in the design. and in
the construction of a facility, added mgins of safety, or spane bak-up

p t, which can be utilized when and if necessary. This first category
si generally recognized in yo= criteria. The second category involves

incorporation in the basic design, starting at its concept selection, of
adequate bases by which future changes can be ade to the ft-Ility to tzke
care of aW reasonably projected possible new factors or phenomena. As

ples, the designer of facility loaves adequate room so that a piece of
euipet can be replaced - even though it may not be deemed important
enoh to have provided a spare, or to ean have provided the weded crme.
Tus, the distinction is the considertion of, and preservation of, possible
futur options as contrasted with those which should be fully incorporated
Into the facilities from the start.

4. . ...

r3 Onwldt t cyS -fl A d
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This logic leads .me to firther consideration at the concept "seleeion stage
et uchtutrsoptonsas hereaonalenssof diverting fttue groundwater

flows should they, be found.to occur, tuwther sealinS comonent that may
have mot beft effectively sealed, and eve the longer ters ttcoverabIlity

030pt5Under extreme conditions. (It Ls also recognized that a strong
Lbas on this latter Item wmUi lead La the direction of selecting a

Concept which mekes such recoverabLIfty easier-- i.e., probably the use of
less depth, or e.ec a siwface final Liq tion concept. For this reasm.
I also would got tamo the 300.mster i 1 amdepth criteria.)

As a generil strate~,, I also believe that we ought not tqbe considering
the subject as "disposal".e which has a finality connotatidn that the above
logic acknowledges we cweot actamd which his a growing disfavor with
the yublic. A more responsil scetific and engineering position to take

z is that we awe providing for the "disposition" of wastes La a manner which
will adequately store thea until their Inberent potentill1y harmful
characteristics disappear. I would strongly recommend substitution of the
word "disposition" for "disposal".

I also would Me. to offer the following more detailed coLmUts
(1) The criteria acknowledges the need to avoid resources that ane

eCOnomically exploitable, and inciudes as such a resource "... a
high and anomalous geothermal gradient relative to the regional
geothenwal gradient". However, we also should acknowledge that
the placement of beat-producing materials in a repository will
build up the surrounding teperatures to a level that might be
interpreted by a future explorer as just such an anowalous
geothermal gradient. Thus, we must conclude that we can have
administrative controls fer longer than 100 years, or we mast
not entice the explorer by allowing temperatues to rise to the
level that he might interpret as being of interest.

In this regrd, it Ls perhaps important to categorize the wastes
by a thermal characteristic, as well as the radioactive
characteristics, with the distinction being the time period
during which the swrrowiding media temperature will be increasing
(due to a beat generation rate that is prester than the heat
dissipation rate) and a time period after which the surrounding
media will have essentially returned tU zorml background tezperatures.
(It always will be someowhat above ambient.)
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(2) r ftqur t that radiatrive waste a"...nc be retrieved for

a pead of 0 pars after tenimation of waste emplacement
iorations if te geologic reiository apsmios area ha s got
b bm d eomissioned" ad that they be able to be retrieved "e.. in
about the period of time as that during which they wsre

laced" Ls a goo general concept but likely will lead to
Isblms as specifically worded.

(a) It is possibl, that a decision might be *ma to retrieve
only a porton of th Wates, Sint* owe th sal et
period dffering materrals and tecbziqu are likely toII4

C b) If the repository is decomiusioned Limediatly after the
placement of the first waste psckape then there is no
retrieval reqirem. Further, If it is intended to
accomplish such early decomissionirig. then the requirement to
desip cad cotstruct a retrievabilLty capability could be
constnied to ot1 Sb required. This logic could be further
xtended all t way out to just short of the SO-year period.

*3! Cc) This requirnt makes more difficult the backfilling of
emplcement twmels ismediately after emplacment- say,
with sat being excavated in other portions of the facility.

-d) I do mat have facts. but I suspect removal will be
considerably more camplicated that placmnte and will require
mare time. especially if backfilliq is conducted prior to
decomlssionizi.

() To what extent t retrlevability be achieved? Should
there be a specification on residual radioactivity In the
eet of a waste package failure?

*(f at minima condltions would lead to a requirement to conduct
a retrieval operation, and who decides, etc.?

(g) Is suary, while agreeing with the ret2ievability concept,
I believe it important to recogniu the dynazic nature of
the replacement oprtlons, and to cotple the retrievability
requirement to tha, rather than haye a single simple SO-year
rile.

_ .
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(3) lb. requireset relative to the TW at. relea* rat does not
plcit froa whUrS, or to where. Om the definition Include the

suginoerd barrersn, eS just the geologic barier?

Thaz* you for the opportunty to offer these commets.

Verr Wil yours#

Gene H. DM
FE, Vclarx-234 Californa

(

I

-:7.
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.ATE OF NEW YORK
DEPARTMENT OF LAW
TWo woMo tRADI Ca
'Yt* M VO 2 K8T. 1- 56
'ee<e"9 212) 488-7S6S

-

Secretary
Vuclear Regulatory Commission
lashiragton, D.C. 20555

Attention Docketing and Service Branch

fuly q , 1980

Re: Technical CriterLa for
Regulating Geologic Disposal
of Eiqh-Level Radioactive
F!asteg 10 CFR Part 60:
45 t.R. 31393 (May 13, 1980)

______ ______ _____AN_____ ______

Dear*Sirt iI
I

Enclosed please find cotents of the Attorney
General of the State of New York with. respect to the above
advance notice of proposed rulemaking.

Very truly yours,

E£S s nlr
Enc.

EZRA I. BZALIK
Assistant Attorney General

.S.~~~~ ..- -,Vu.M

L ,_ - \-,

. . .,
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( as PFa f313A)
I

cOMMENTS or lEE AXTORN GENERAL O0 THE
STATL or mE YORK ON NUCLUR aEGtUIORY
OOWSS!ON DRAFT ?ECMCAL CRUTERA ?OR

tGL=T=G GEOLOGrC DISPOSAL O? IIIGE-
EVEL MIOACTZVZ VAST; 10 CR Part 60t

*S P.R. 31293 (Kay 13, 1980)
C

0

.I ROBERT AEM!S
Attorney General of the
State of NRw York

2 World Trade Center
Neo York, Now York 10047
(212) 498-7S65
(212) 488-3474

£ZVa S. BIALIx
JOH W. O0WN

Aslistant Attorneys General
of Counsel_,-

I.

4. - . . .,A : t i :
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UMCIED STATES 0? A}MRICA
UCL£AR REGULJM0RY COISSION

_ _________________ _ ~X

In the Katter I

Of . . PR-SO, 5. (44 P.R. 61372)

kroposed Rulemaking on Storage t
and Disposal of Vuclear Waste,
10 QR Par 5 and51 I

(waste Confidence Rulemaking) I

STATEMENT O? POSITIOW OF
ROBERT AZNM, ATTORNEY
GENEPA OF THE STATE OF
!IEW YOM

It is the position of Attorney General Robert Abrams

that there is no factual basis today for confidence either

that nuclear waste will be safely disposed of by any given

date or that it will be safely stored indefinitely until

It is disposed of safely. we urge the Coruission to make a

finding of no confidence on both disposal and storage, and,

as a consequence, to discontinue the licensing of new nuclear

plants until the waste problem has been resolved.

In order to make a finding of confidence at

this time, the Co=missian, among other things, would have

to conclude, from facts existing today, that all technical

�', 4.,
p



T/us, the ftundaental principle guiding all CocdssLon

-cen/ig actioas La the paramount consideration of public

safety.' In the Hatter of Nuclear nginelnxering COMIn Inc.,

K VRC 673, 676 (1979).

A method of disposal can be called safe only if

it gives wasuranc* of total isolation from the environment

for the million years or more that isolation is reired (see pp.

11-12, below) As the Wational Academy of Sciences explained in

a report preaed at the request of the Atomic Energy Commdssiont

Unlike the disposal of any other
type of waste, the hazard related
to radioactive waste La so reat
tha no emMen of o T ShOUIC be
aMowU So et regarding sae...
gate disposaI means tuat tnhe waste
,i not come in contact with any
living thin.

(Ref. 6, p. 3)* (emphasis supplied). EPA recently affirmed the

goal of com lwte isolation during the hazardous lifetime of the

waste. 43 T.R. 53265 (Nov. 15, 1978).

In fact, a majority of this C isusion, in the final

Table 5-3 rule, assumed that there would be absolutely no re-

lease of radioactivity from a permanent nuclear waste re-

pository after sealing. 44 r.R. 45362 at 45367-9 (Aug. 2.

1979). The standard should be no veaker now that the KRC

faces the task of regulating proposed repositories. No

releases should be permitted.

l Tec ICst FZ reerences appears in the back of the attached
Appendix, a copy of our Statement in the Commission's Waste
Confidence Proceeding.

.. . ..- 2- - -
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lnto the future from local geoloqic history alone Lo not

a satisfactory basis for repository site selection.

MrOe. 1, p. 3.1.22). Ioreover, according to DOEt

lucl basic knowledge about geologic
proc sees, their interactions and
particularly their time of next
occurrence is lacking for certain
types of events over the time pe;.ods
being con audered. The events are
those that would be possibly dis-
ruptive to a repository... It is
questionable how touch these problems
can be resolved in the near. future,
and there will always be some an-
certainty which mist be considered
in the repository design.

(Id., p. 3.1.50). /
Earthquakes, of course, are important to be able

to predict over a long future period, because a major breach

of the repository as the result of a severe earthquake vwould

release enough radiation to make the site uninhabitable if

the event occurs within the first few thousand years.- (Ref.

29, p. 1-18). Our historical records of earthquakes, however,

go back only 200 to 300 years (Ref. 4, p. lII Ref. S. p. 37).

These records sinply do not enable us to predict future

earthquakes for thousands of years, let alone a million years.

Nor are there reliable theories enabling us to make confident

predictions of future earthquakes. See pp. 43-48 of the

attached Appendix.

The problem of predicting seismic events is co-

pounded because, as DOE recognizes, the building of a

_ x, . _? '-4
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repository could itself increaz the risk of faultingt

Fault novement could also result
from repository placement in several
wayst from changes in the stress
field due to the qemeatry of the re-
posLtory cavity, from added ther-
*echanical stresses due to heating,
or from influx of water along a fault
plane.

(Ref. 1, p. 3.1.27).

I Long-term prediction of future neteorologic events,

such as continental reglaciation or changes in temperature

or precipitation, is equally impossible. SLilarly, as

theNRC admits, future human intrusions into repositories

scaLnot be prevented. 'in spite of all efforts to lvoid

sites which may prove attractive to humans, there aap be

deliberate or inadvertent intrusion. 45 F.R. 31398, cal. 2.

Therefore, the hwian intrusion issue is ac ,owledgei to be

'a difficult one that is far from having been resolved.'

Id. col. 3.

Because of these uncertainties, it is necessary,

at the minimm, that repositories be designed and regulated

to meet the highest conceivable standards, and that they have

no known defects or problems. Even if the highest standards

are met, that would hardly'solve the uncertainty question.

However, to compromise our standard at the outset, to accept

repositories already known to have defects or problemsN

known adverse conditions, is to invite disaster, because

.- 5-



they are are than liMely to fil drurLaq the very long

priod under consideration.

Accordingly, the regulations should require total

isolation, not isolation *within acceptable lUits.'

5 60.2, p. 31399. col. 2. Routine radioactive releases from

the repository wi the lilts in 10 CM Part 20, as set

forth in S 60.111 ) (O. p. 32 QO0, col. 1, sbczld not be dew

acceptable.

The draft regulations do not comport with the NRC s

duty of regulating DOE's activities so as to assure public

health to the max1#= extent. Rather, they are written in

,*aich a way as to suggest a standard of expediency whatever

DOL can easily ac4 iev* will be deemed sufficient to satisfy

theetM,-& egardle~s of what La truly needed to protect the

public today and in the future.

ror exwipe, waste packaging is required, with

*reasonable assurance,' to contain the radionuclides for the

f.rst 1,000 years after decommissioning and for as long

thereafter as in (sic) reasonably achLevable.6 S 60.111(c), 31400,

col. 1. In effect, whatever the state of the art may be wi11

be acceptcd by the NRC, without further thought. Again, the

underground facility must be designed to provide 'reasonable

a" -ence of conint for the first 1,000 years "and as long~-I

thereafter as is reasonably achievable.' Id., col. 2. Since

L- -'



the waste is highly toxic for a miflion .arsU, there ia

little point in using the 1,000 year period - It Is a mere

one-thousandth of the relevant time period. The standard

should be true isolation for the necessary period not

for a very wall portion of the necessary period.

Other provisions in the draft are vague, subjective,

relative and too weak to assure safety. ?or &%ample, S 60.111

(c) (2) Mi requires that the eavironent for the waste packages

Spromotes the achievement of S C0.111(c) (l' which is

much weaker than requiring that it ia fact achieve the re

quirements of that section. P. 31400, col. 1. Sizilarly,

the draft does not require that the site assure isoletion,

bit only that it exhibits properties which pro:ote isoleation.0

S 6p.Sll1c) (4) ii), p. 31400, col. 2. 4ain, DOE's convenience,

rather than public safety, appears to be the motivating factor

behind the regulations.

2. The draft regulations do not adequately dezl with

the dif f culty of predicting future geologic, meteorologic,

and human events. Instead, they evade-the issue, discussing

some minor issues evidently thought to reduce the proble

but these issues are so minor as to be of very little value

when cospared to the enormity of the problem. For example, the

proposed answer to the human intrusion problem is to select

-7-
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deep, uninteresting sites of little value in terms of

what are now considered valuable resources. P. 31395, col. 3.

While such steps may be bettor than nothing, their Impact on .

reducing the uncertainty of intrusion over a million-year period'

is very small.

Moreover, the draft regulations seek to avoid the

human intrusion proble by defining it away. The definition

of 'expected processes and events' very specifically excludes

human intrusion, S 60.2, p. 31399, col. 1 despite the admission
that such intrusion cannot be prevented. This defined term

is then used repeatedly in s 60.111Cc) to free DOE from the
responsibility of avoiding human intrusion in meeting performance

?objectivet. P. 31400, col. 1-2. Thus, the theory behind the

regulations is to define away the problem of intrusion and forget
about it for licensing purposes - despitA the-real possibility

that an intrusion will permit a large release of radioactivity.

Similarly, the draft regulations do not face the fact

that ws cannot predict geologic events far into the future.

Rather, they talk about compeating for the uncertainty, by

*electing Ogeologically simple sites, avoiding potentially

adverse features, and placing constraints an design and

performance of cpoemts. P. 31395, eol. 3. But these minor

steps hardly coapensate for the large uncertainty, or even

reduce It by any significant degree. As against the proble

: :in
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of uncertainty over a miLlon yers, they are a frivolous

response. Indeed, talk of electing 0eolorLcally Osmpleg

sites ie pure fantasy and alases the point, because there

Ls mo way to predict that such sites viii remain simple or

stable even for centuries, let alone a million years. See

abore, pp. 3-5.

The draft sldesteps the problems of uncertainty also

by turning to models and engineered barrLes, but neither of

these is an adequate response. Models are- acknowledged to

be very indefinite, approximate and qualitative' rather

than quantitative. P. 3139S, col. 2-31 p. 31397, cal. 2-3.

The models are also highly subjective, based not on fac1~s

but on expert opinion,- yet it is recognized that different

experts may have differing opinions. P. 31397, col. 3.

Additional problems with reliance on models are spelled out

at pp. SO-S4 of the Appendix annexed to these coements. To

rely on subjective, qualitative models known to be inaccurate

and uncertain, and based on insufficient data, to assure

isolation for a million years appears to be reckless.*

The draft regulations also asse that engineered

barriers *might be used to compensate for, reduce, or eliminate

at least some of the uncertainties inherent in reliance on

etermi qualitatlve model' itself is confusing and
re res explanation, but in any case such a nodel does not
appear to have any real value for the process of assuring
isolation for a million years.

.;f- 4 -,.



the geologic setting alone.0 P. 31396, col. 3. While

engineered barrjers might be of some benefit in the short term,

they are not going to reduce long-term uncertainty. They

could be built to last perbps decades, or conceivably

centuries,- but probably no longer. they are of very limited

value vhere the uncertainties against which they are desl.t..ed

to protect Will last for a million years. Moreover, even if

such barriers could be helpful in the short-term for a narrow,

quantitative uncertainty, they are virtually useless when there

is great qualitative uncertainty with respect to virtually

every geologic, meteorologic and hwman element involved. If

we knew what the future cond/tion would be but were unsure of

Ats precise dimensions, the problen would be somewhat easier.

But we cannot predict even what type of conditions will exist,

so we cannot begin to rely on engineered barriers to overcome

the uncertainties.

Specific Conrents

3. The desiqn requirements, S 60.132(a), pp.

31402-3, appear to contain special requirements for structures,

systems and components 'important to safety. tI1hile special

treatment of items so classified is not new, it was criticized

by the 1Kemeny Cormission because the failure of items not so

labeled can similarly have serious safety implications.

Therefore, all items should be pFt to the more stringent re-

quirenents. The Kemeny C ission also criticized the NRC

- -. _ !
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requiremnt to analyse only singl.-failure accidents,

Doting that Three Mile Island was a sultiple failure accident.

The draft regulations, therefore, should not li t themselves

to single-failure analysis. S 60.132(a) (8), p. 31403, col. 2.

Inded,- during the course of a million years many mnliple.-

failure accidents must be considered likely. This consideration

also demonstrates the inadequacy of the criticalLt provision,

S 60.132(a)(10), id., col. 3. During the course a million

Yearn, Otwo unlikely, independent and concurrent or sequential

changes' are not so unlikely.

4. In many places, the draft regulations require

5 rtain things for a period of only 1,000 or 10OpO years.

'Since the necessary isolation period covers the entire period

of toxicity, one million years, the shorter time Lerods are

irrelevant. Requiring isolation for 1,000 or eves 10,000 years

is far from adequate to assure public health and safety. As

one court has notedt

, Plutonium is generally accepted
as among the most toxic substances
knownt inhalation of a single nicro-
scopic particle is thought to be
sufficient to cause cancer.
Moreoover, with a half-life of
25,000 years, plutonIc must
be isolated from the env roorment
ror Z5MMO years Se'fare rt b--5
comes harmless.

Wati-alt Resources Defense Council v. U.S. Nuclear-RMlatory

Conission ('UInDC v. NRCG), S47 r.2d 633, 638-9, rey'd and

rem on other grounds sub non. Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power

Corp. v. KRDC, 435 U.S. 519 (1978) (footnotes onittad'

. . -)



(ehasie added) . Other compouents of high-level waste have

half-lives much longer than plztoniu, and may require isolation

for a aillion years. ecausa nclear waste contains such

long-lved substances, DM has acknowledged the ne to isolate

It for up to one million years. (Ret. 1, p. 1.9).

S. The def on section, S 60.2, includes in the

tern 'accessible enviroet' only those aquifers which are

presently used and have been dsignated by the Environmental

Protection Agency as underground sources of drinking water.

P. 31399, col. l. An aquLfer' is then defined in terms of

yielding usignificant tities of water to wells or springs.'

In view of the water shlrtages already experienced in some

parts of the country an those which could arise in the future,

the regulations should Ittept a sore coprehensive protection

of groundwater from radiation -encompassing even small

aquifers not currently used or designated by the EPA.

Moreover, the draft regulations do not require, as

they should, avoiding all sites near aquifers or lakes or

rivers. See Appendix, p. 58. Rather, they omit this obvious

requirement from S 60.122(b) (3), p. 31402, col. 1. In addition,

the regulations should require abandoment of any site where

aquifers are found, but fail to do so. S 60.132(c) (9),

p. 31405, col. 2.

6. The draft provides that the activities authorized

by a license should *not constitate unreasonable risk to the
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health and safety of the public.' P. 31399, col. 3. As

in other W= licensing matters, the degree of risk demed

reasonable Is tot def nmd. It is worth noting, however,

that the public' perception of risk differs from that of

the tchnical co=Wnty, which defines risk as the probability

than an event (such as a major release of radioactivity from

a repository) will occur multiplied by the expected consequences

of the event. by this definition, if the probability is sall

enough the risk msy be viewed as vdest, despite the possibly

calamitous consequences of an accident. but the public does

not accept that reasoning. Aceording to a report by Battelle

Pacific Vorthwest Dlvision:

The general public often perceives
the outcomes of ar event to be more
iMportant than the probability.

Ref. 19, p. 14 (citation omitted). The WRC should learn to

be responsive to the public's perception of risk.

7. The draft would require DOE to perform a resource

assessment for the region of the proposed repository site Ousing

available information'. S 60.122(a)lS), p. 31401, col. 1.

Yet DOE acknowledges that prosezt levels of information on

possible regions are inadequate. See pp. 65-67 of the attached

Appendix. Because of the importance of a complete resource

assessment for the hian ittiution and other issues, DOE should

be required to do further studies and testing, rather than limit

itself to available informatior.

;- / . .



*. Th regulations require DOE to design and

-ocmtruct surface facilities for retrieval of vaste, but

do not requirz storage capacity for all of the emplaced

waste because shipment offsiat La contemplated. S 60.132

(b) (2) , p. 31403, col. 3 - p. 31404, col. 1. It is not clear,

however, where the waste could be shipped offsite, r if any

suitable site would exist. Even if one does exist, shipment

of nuclear wate would be required, and that is very hazardous.

Therefore, DOE should be required to have sufficient storage

capacity in a safe, licensed storage facility at the repository

site to pernit prompt retrieval of all the waste in case DOE

sees a need for retrieval, or the FM orders it.

Also with respect to retrievability, the regulations

require DOE to design the repository to permit retrieval for

50 years i the geologic repository operations area has not

been deco±rassioned.0 S 60.l(a)(b), p. 31400, col. 1.

See also S (0.135. p. 31407, col. 2. While retrievability

for at least 50 years may be desirable, it is not clear what

period would be required in case the area has been decormissioned,

or why a different period should be designated.

S. Various terns used in the draft regulations

need to be defined. For exaruple, DOE is required to establish

..that certat.! properties of the geologic environment 'will not

~ii~nficantzy decrease over the long term. S 60.111(c) (4)

Ci) and (ii), p. 31400, col. 2. The standard is very vague,

,d "long tarm is not defined. lmo undefined are 'near field,



ft S 60.122(b) (2) (Lv), p. 31401, col. 3, and Ilow population

density, in S 60.122(c) (2) M ), p. 31402, col. 3.

10. The draft establishes a presurption against

repository sites vith potentially adverse conditions, but

allows for a rebuttal of the presmption, I 60.122(b), p. 31402,

col. 2. in View of the commitment to conservative planning

expressed by DOE and 1R, any presmption based on the etistence

of adverse conditions should be irrebuttable.

11. Tbe question La raised whether attempts should

be siade 'to protect future generatiosu from the deliberate

intruder.' P. 31398, ool. 2. The answer, of course, is yes.

*ruture generations should not be exposed to deadly radiation

produced by our generation, even if one or more wembers of

future generations act deliberately.

12. DOE is required by the draft to conduct site

investigations so as to obtain the necessary information

'with minimal adverse effects on the long-tern performance

of the geologic repository.' S 60.121(a) (5), p. 31401, ccol. 1.

The regulations should require that the investigation work have

no adverse effects on the long-term performance, and certainly

that it not breach the integrity of the repository.

13. In discussing aergency capability, S 60.132(a) (7)

p. 31403, col. 1-2, the draft regulations do not require

wmergency plans for evacuating the surrounding population even

- -- ~.' -
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for the 10-au. area now being rquirxd for nuclear plants.

lecause of the serious consequeaces a repository accident

could bave, evacuation and other mergency planning no less

than that required for power plants should be required for

zepositories.

14. As previously not, p. 9, aodtls.are very

inaccurate, uncertain and subjectve, and therefore not re-

liable. ror this reason it would be wrong to bodify them

in the regulations, a discussed beginning at p. 31397, col. 2.

WRC Environmental Impact Statement

1S.. The C environmental Impact sLatement on thfe

tichnical criteria should discuss, among other thingst Mi)

worst possible accident scenarios and consequences for a

repository, including mltiple failure accidents; (Ui) the

extent to which the draft regulations assure true safety for

the present and future generations* Ciii) the environmemtal

impacts of permitting regular releases of radioactivity from

repositories, and of requiring less than total isolation of

the wastes for the necessary one imllion years: and (Sv) the

environmental impacts of licensing repositories despite the

fundamental uncertainties caused by our inability to predict
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96aoogfc, m*teorologic nd hm vents far the
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